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ABSTRACT 
The present study examines the influence of Gothic tradition on the 
major Romantic poets - Coleridge, Shelley, Byron, and Keats. 
The term "Gothic" comes from the word 'Goths', one of the German tribes that 
invaded Europe during the fifth and sixth centuries and took part in the 
conquering of the Roman Empire. Subsequent generations considered them to 
be barbaric and uncivilized, and thus during the Renaissance, critics referred to 
the architecture of the thirteen century as 'Gothic'. However, with the passage 
of time the term 'Gothic' evolves, to be used in a number of different fields: as 
a literary term, as a historical term, as an artistic term, as well as an 
architectural term. 
In a literary context 'Gothic' is most usually applied to a group of novels 
written between the 1760s and the 1820s. Their authors are: Horace Walpole, 
Clara Reeve, Sophia Lee, William Beckford, Ann Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis, 
Mary Shelley and C.R. Maturin. When thinking of the Gothic novel, a set of 
characteristics springs readily to mind: an emphasis on portraying the 
terrifying, a common insistence on archaic settings, a prominent use of the 
supernatural, the presence of highly stereotyped characters and the attempt to 
deploy and perfect techniques of literary suspense. 
In Gothic fiction the reader passes from the reasoned order of the 
everyday world into a dark region governed by supernatural beings, a region 
that inspires dread and horror, where decay abounds and death is always at 
hand. The plots of Gothic novels are usually set in Middle Ages, and the setting 
represented by ruins, haunted castles, monasteries with their dark prisons, long 
corridors and hidden passages to create 'Gothic gloom'. The Gothic novelists 
had discovered the charm of horror and the power of the supernatural. 
The main stream of Gothic fiction which issued from Walpole's The 
Castle of Otranto diverged into three parallel channels: first, the Gothic -
Historical type developed by Clara Reeve and Sophia Lee; secondly, the school 
of terror initiated by Mrs. Radcliffe and maintained by a host of imitators -
perhaps the most extensive Gothic type in which superstitious dread is aroused 
by constant, dim suggestions of the supernatural; and lastly, the works of the 
school of horror, distinguished by lurid violence and crudit>'. Walpole 
adumbrated the machinery and characters of a Gothic story; Miss Reeve 
designed the characteristic Gothic ghost in English setting; while Mrs. 
Radcliffe spread all over the warm colours of her romantic imagination. 
Eventually, the two Gothic streams of terror and horror met in the genius of 
Mary Shelley and Charles Robert Maturin. 
The Gothic through its fiction proved to become one of the most popular 
and influential literary genres, whose themes and trappings can be traced from 
the works of the Romantic poets to the horror movies of today. Gothic writers 
had a profound impact on the budding Romantic Movement from Coleridge to 
Keats. During the Romantic Movement around the beginning of the nineteenth 
century people felt an attraction for the past. This led to a revival of interest in 
all things Gothic and medieval. Romanticism emerged as a reaction to the 
rationalism of the Enlightenment. The Romantics wanted to escape from the 
concrete historical situation. They used various ways to achieve the goal; some 
looked back to the medieval past, some sought it in religion or the supernatural, 
others tried to find it in nature. During the Romantic period Gothic became 
associated with the dark, the strange, and the bizarre. Many motifs and themes 
in Romantic art have remarkable similarities with the Gothic. The use of the 
sublime and the overt use of the supernatural profoundly influenced the style 
and material of the emerging Romantics. 
The Gothic novel and Romantic poetry were in constant interaction, 
many writers of each (making frequent sallies) into the domain of the other. 
The average Gothic novelist was a poet too. While the Gothic romancers tried 
their hands at fragments of Romantic poetry, the Romantic poets too 
experimented with the Gothic genre. The first generation of Romantic poets 
drew their inspiration from contemporary romance. The Gothic Movement in 
novel and the Romantic Movement in poetry share in common an interest in 
medievalism and in the supernatural. In fact, at times Gothic qualities appear to 
be one aspect of romanticism. Further resemblance between Gothic fiction and 
Romantic poetry can be evidenced in the following aspects: the philosophy of 
composition, the portrayal of the characters, the treatment of external nature. 
We notice in both the novels and the poems the same handling of grotesque and 
repellent themes, the same nuances of style and the use of close wrought 
suspense. 
The Gothic villain and Romantic hero come of the same lineage. The 
villains Manfred, Montoni and Schedoni in the novels of Walpole and Mrs. 
Radcliffe show us the Byronic hero. These figures move in a similar world: the 
panoramic landscape setting, the Gothic interiors evoking terror and fear - in 
fact the whole machinery of Mrs. Radcliffe and the authors of her school 
furnished the pattern and set the style for poets of the succeeding generation. 
The thesis comprises of an introduction, five chapters, and a conclusion. 
The Introduction provides the historical background of the term 'Gothic' and 
its definitions in different fields - historical, artistic, architectural, and literary 
term. It also traces the revival of Gothic architecture, which is used as a setting 
for Gothic novels that provides an air of gloom and mystery. In the introduction 
the researcher discusses the origins of Gothic fiction - interest in heroic 
romances of the Middle Ages, Shakespeare, Spencer, Smollett, Graveyard 
poetry, and the sublime which provide an important stimulus to the imaginative 
aspirations of Gothic fiction. 
Chapter I studies in great detail the major Gothic novels in order to 
explore the main characteristics and Gothic elements in them. It begins with the 
first Gothic novel. The Castle of Otranto (1764) by Horace Walpole, who is 
regarded as the chief initiator of the genre. Then follows the analysis of other 
novels - The Old English Baron (1777) by Clara Reeve, The Recess or A Tale 
of Other Times (1783) by Sophia Lee, Vathek (1786) by William Beckford, The 
Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and The Italian (1797) by Ann Radcliffe, The 
Monk (1796) by Matthew Lewis, Frankenstein (1818) by Mary Shelley, and 
Melmoth the Wanderer (1820) by Charles Robert Maturin. 
Walpole's Otranto sets out the features and themes for use in all later 
Gothic texts. It contained a crude accumulation of terror, striking incidents. The 
Gothic novel, in his hands was remarkable only for its 'Gothic' and 
'mysterious' character. For Walpole had sought in the Middle Ages what was 
most firightening and most savage. Clara Reeve attempted to moderate the 
extravagances of her predecessors, while in the hands of Mrs. Radcliffe the 
Gothic novel gave genteel shivers and suggested the uncanny. But with one 
blow Lewis swept away all the previous effusions of the Gothic school. In his 
novel The Monk each horror became more ghastly than the one which preceded 
it. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein is a novel, which combines Miltonic language 
and sublime imagery with description of violence, horror, and decay. She like 
Byron increasingly found in the Gothic, a language for philosophical and 
psychological inquiry. Maturin's Melmoth the Wanderer shows an atmosphere 
of foreboding, claustrophobia, torture, alienation and paranoia. As an Irish 
Protestant, Maturin was keen to attack the tyranny of Catholicism and expose 
the methods of the Spanish Inquisition. He uses all the Gothic conventions in a 
rich multitude of settings, times and guises. 
Chapter II examines Coleridge's works in order to find out the Gothic 
elements in them. The analysis covers the major poems of S.T. Coleridge - The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Christabel, Kubla Khan. The Nightingale, 
Dejection: An Ode, The Three Graves, Osorio, Remorse, The Pain of Sleep, 
and The Wanderings of Cain. In addition, Coleridge's reviews of the Gothic 
novels by Mrs. Radcliffe, Lewis, and Maturin are also taken into consideration. 
Coleridge's fascination for the Gothic can be well traced to his early 
years. The presence of supematuralism, elements of mystery, suspense, dream 
representation, medievalism in his poetry, unitedly proclaims his use of the 
Gothic conventions. Unlike the writers of the Gothic school (Walpole, 
Radcliffe, Lewis) his use of the Gothic elements is subtle. Though he employs 
the familiar precedents of the Gothic to invoke a kind of horrified fear of the 
strange and the uncanny, yet they in his hands acquire a new scope and 
character. Instead of confining himself to an outworn dread of the uncanny 
aspects (spectres and phantoms), he moves over a wide range of emotions to 
touch equally on feelings of guilt-remorse, suffering-relief, grief-joy, hate-
forgiveness. Through the Gothic he explores the human psyche and brings out 
the psychological responses of the human character as a comment on the effect 
of evil, of curses, of pain, of anguish, of remorse. 
Chapter III studies Shelley's works for exploring the influence of the 
Gothic writers on his works - the two Gothic romances, Zastrozzi and St. 
Irvyne, The Revolt of Islam, The Cenci, Prometheus Unbound, The Wandering 
Jew, Hymn to Intellectual Beauty, Queen Mab and other poems. Shelley's taste 
for the grotesque and fantastic remained throughout his life, a distinguishing 
characteristic. The supernatural had ever for him an unusual fascination and it 
colours his poetry and philosophy. Infact Shelley's political interests found in 
the Gothic apparatus a most powerful means of expression for his abhorrence 
of the evils of tyranny - monarchy, aristocracy and religion. 
Chapter IV focuses on the influence of the Gothic on Byron through his 
portrayal of the Byronic Hero. That Byron modelled his hero on the Gothic 
villain goes without askance - the same world - weariness pervades them; with 
gleaming eyes and passion wrought faces, they resemble Walpole's Manfi-ed 
and Mrs. Radcliffe's villain heroes. Cast in the true Gothic mould and verging 
on the metaphysical superman - they are selfish and imscrupulous, brave and 
rash; their sinister personality and fierce manner striking dread all around, 
while a veil of dark mystery hangs over their early life. 
Byron's oriental tales owed much of their popularity to the public 
interest in the oriental romances during the late eighteenth and nineteenth 
century. In his oriental poems, Byron exploited these romances in different 
ways - borrowing incidents, imagery and themes. These poems represent a 
world of - adventures in love, lust and incest, the role and position of women 
and the description of the Byronic hero in juxtaposition with certain social, 
religious and political evils of the society dominated by the Pashas and Emirs. 
Furthermore, these oriental romances provided even the nomenclatures for 
most of the leading heroes and heroines of his poems such as, Hassan, Selim, 
Zuleika, Leila and Gulnare. 
Chapter V studies Keats's interest in Gothic by analyzing them and 
pointing out the similarities between his poems and the Gothic novels -
particularly Beckford's Vathek and Radcliffe's novels. This chapter highlights 
Keats' use of the medieval model associated with the Gothic in his poetry. In 
the longer pieces of narrative phantasy (which form the larger portion of his 
writings) he selects for example in Endymion - a legend of the sensuous 
Grecian mythology, or as in Isabella or the Pot of Basil - a story from 
Boccaccio, or as in The Eve of St. Agnes - the hint of a middle-age superstition 
or as in Lamia - a story of Greek witchcraft. Keats gets himself to weave out 
the little text of substance into a linked succession of imaginary movements 
and incidents taking place in the dim depths of forest, grotto, seashore, the 
interior of Gothic castle, or the marble vestibule of a Corinthian palace. This in 
effect aids and adds to the Gothic dimension that one discovers in reading the 
poems of Keats. 
This is followed by a Conclusion, which offers a brief outline of the 
findings of this study. It also sums up the implications of the present study 
related to the influence of Gothic tradition on the major Romantic poets. 
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PREFACE 
The Gothic writers of the last quarter of the eighteenth century made a 
notable contribution to the development of the novel in English literature. They 
helped to make the English novel not a dry record of everyday happenings, but 
an interesting account of imaginative adventures and poetic thoughts. The> 
marked the awakening of the supernatural life and the spiritual side of life. 
They showed that outside the real world there was also a world of wonder and 
delight. Their influence on the works of the Romantic poets and other writers in 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries is the best evidence of their important role in 
the development of English literature. 
The rationale to take up this research study came from my Post-graduate 
Project, the title of which was Coleridge and the Gothic. This earlier project 
highlighted the lack of research interest in this particular literary genre 'Gothic" 
(both in India and the Arab world) and motivated an academic effort in this 
direction. 
In terms of documentation, I have used the style of MLA Handbook for 
Writers of Research Papers. Quotations from Gothic novels, Romantic poetn.. 
letters, reviews and criticism are also included. The capitalization of the term 
'Gothic' in the whole work has been applied for the sake of emphasis. The 
chapter division and the analysis of the novels and poems are based on a simple 
chronological order. Sometime repetition became inevitable due to the ver> 
nature of this study. 
It is hoped that the work would be useful for those who are interested in 
the study of the Gothic tradition and its influence on the Romantic poets. 
(Abdullah Ali Awadh Boaram) 
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INTRODUCTION 
Definitions and historical background 
In a thesis on The Influence of Gothic Tradition on the Major Romantic 
Poets, it seems reasonable to begin with a brief examination of the word 
'Gothic' itself It is a word, which has a wide variety of meanings. It is used in 
a number of different fields: as a literary term, as a historical term, as an artistic 
term and as an architectural temi. 
According to The Chambers 21^ ^ century Dictionary, Gothic as z 
historical term is "belonging or relating to the Goths or their language"'. As an 
architectural term it is "belonging or relating to a style of architecture feamring 
high pointed arches, popular in Europe between twelfth century and sixteenth 
century"'^ . And as a literary term it is "belonging or relating to a npe of 
literature dealing with mysterious or supernatural events in an eerie setting, 
popular in eighteenth century''^. 
The word Gothic derives from the word 'Goth.' The Chambers 21^ 
century Dictionary defines the word Goth as "a member of an East Germanic 
people who, invaded various parts of the Roman Empire beuveen the third and 
fifth centuries""*. The Goths were considered to be barbarians who had greath 
weakened the Roman Empire. They are believed to have behaved in a 
bloodthirsty and cruel manner and by trying to defeat the Romans were thought 
to be a threat to civilization itself and the ordered society of the day. 
The combination of Gothic Romance represents a union of two of the 
major influences in the development of European culture (the Roman Empire 
and the Germanic tribes that invaded it). The word 'Gothic* was first recorded 
in 1611 in reference to the language of the Goths. Since then the word has been 
used in an extended maimer so as to be inclusive of several meanings: 
"Germanic", "medieval, not classical", "barbarous", and also covers an 
architectural style that was not Greek or Roman. Horace Walpole applied the 
word 'Gothic' to his novel The Castle of Otranto (1764) in the sense of 
'medieval, not classical' and filled it with scenes of terror and gloom in a 
medieval setting. 
Nicholas Bacon wrote in 1648 that English laws are largely Gothic in 
origin: "Nor can any nation upon earth shew so much of the ancient Gothique 
law as this Island hath'* .^ In 1672, Sir William Temple called the English a 
Gothic people: "The Saxons were one branch of those Gothic Nations, which, 
swarming from the Northern Hive, had, under the conduct of Odin, possessed 
themselves anciently of all those mighty tracts of Land that surround the Baltick 
Sea"^. In the essay 'Of Poetry," Temple refers a second time to "the ancient 
Western Goths, our Ancestors"^. In 1694, Robert Molesworth [writing on 
Denmark] argues that England's government in its origins was Gothic and 
Vandalic: "The Ancient form of Government here was the same which the 
Goths and Vandals established in most if not all Parts of Europe whither they 
carried their conquests, and which in England is retained to this day for the 
most part"^. According to Swift, writing in 1719, "parliaments were a 
peculiarly Gothic institution, implanted in England by the Saxon princes who 
first introduced them into this Island from the same original with the other 
Gothic forms of government in most parts of Europe"^. John Oldmixon, writing 
in 1724, also assimilates Gothic to English history: "No nation has preserved 
their Gothic constitution better than the English"'". Bolingbroke similarly saw 
Goths on the horizon of England's foundation: "Tho the Saxons submitted to 
the Yoke of Rome, in matters of Religion, they were far from giving up the 
freedom of their Gothic institutions of go\'emment"". Perhaps the most striking 
of all is Harrington's comment in 1656 to those "inundations of Huns, Goths, 
Vandals, Lombards, Saxons, which breaking the Roman Empire, deformed the 
whole world"'I 
In view of this varied usage of the term 'Gothic', the primary problem in 
the investigation of the origins of the Gothic vogue in England is semantic. 
Historically, the word 'Gothic" describes only a single Germanic tribe out of 
many which crossed the Danube in AD 376. However, it is by no means so 
clear as the writers quoted above, would have their readers believe that the 
English are a Gothic folk and that 'Gothic' as a name is applicable universally 
to all the Germanic tribes. 
The speculative geographers were interested in tracing the origins of the 
people of the world to an ultimate beginning. The Bible, in part, supplied 
answers to their inquiries; either the Deluge and the subsequent spread of 
Noah's progeny over the earth or the Babel episode offered a starting point. 
Trojan history and the flight of the descendants of Aeneas subsequent to Troy's 
fall appealed to other writers. In the 16th century, an important group of 
geographers in the Scandinavian countries, particularly a circle of scholars 
centred at Upsala University, led by a nationalistic interest in the origins of 
their countries evolved a theor> of a vagina gentium, a 'womb of nations", 
which (on the authority of Jordanes, sixth-century historian of the Goths) they 
placed in Scandinavia, or Scandza (as Jordanes called it). 
The primary importance of Jordanes and the modem revival of interest 
in Gothic antiquity, rests on the credence he gave to the theory that all the 
German tribesmen were generalh "Goths', all stemming from the group which 
migrating from Scandza in the north, peopled Europe. In Jordane's words: 
The same mighty sea has also in its arctic region, that is, in 
the north, a great island named Scandza from which my tale 
(by God's grace) shall take its beginnings for the race 
whose origin you ask to know burst forth like a swarm of 
bees from the midst of this Island into the land of Europe. 
But how or in what wise we shall explain hereafter, if it be 
the Lord's will.'^ 
Gothic Architecture 
The term 'Gothic' was, and still is used in the field of architecture to 
refer to medieval architecture, principally ecclesiastical, dating from about the 
twelfth to the sixteenth centuries. During the Renaissance, critics referred to the 
architecture of the thirteenth century as "Gothic". The term evolved to refer to 
medieval creations in architecture and writing, and especially those creations, 
which were considered mysterious and reminiscent of superstitious nature. 
Upon entering a Gothic structure one is often overwhelmed by the 
spiritual effect of the height and symbolic detail, both of which draw the 
visitor's gaze towards the spiritual realm. The size of the interior of the Gothic 
buildings was so much greater than the average construction that it challenged 
the perspective of the visitor. The experience of vastness has often been 
referred to as a religious one, since the immense size of the interior makes the 
visitor feel small in comparison to the building. 
Between 1150 and 1400, Gothic architecture flourished, particularly in 
France and England. The person generally honoured as the originator of the 
Gothic style was Abbot Suger (1081-1151), whose Benedictine Abbey Church 
of St. Denis near Paris, reveals the first clear Gothic features. The Gothic style 
quickly spread to the Cathedral of Notre Dam de Paris, and from there to the 
rest of France. Close ties with the English allowed the new style to appear in 
Canterbury Cathedral and within a century throughout the island. During its 
peak in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Gothic architecture dom.inated 
church building in France, Italy, Germany, and England. 
Between 1748 and 1777, Horace Walpole, son of the powerftil politician 
Sir Robert Walpole, purchased an uninteresting box-shaped home called 
Strawberry Hill in Twickenhem outside London, a fashionable area well known 
for its neoclassical or Palladian homes. Over the next quarter century, Walpole 
assembled a committee of experts in Gothic architecture, who assisted him in 
modifying Strawberry Hill according to Gothic design motifs. Strawberry Hill 
eventually became the most distinctive Gothic revival structure of the 
eighteenth century. Between 1760 and 1850, the Gothic revival in architecture 
inspired by Walpole and others exerted a widespread influence in England and 
America. Prime examples are the Parliament Building in London, Georgia 
Military College, St. Stephens Episcopal Church and First Presbyterian Church 
in Milledgeville. 
The style of Gothic architecture is distinguished by tall pillars, high 
vaulted ceilings, pointed arches, evocative ruins of abbeys and castles. For D.P. 
Varma, "the Gothic novel is a conception as vast and complex as a Gothic 
Cathedral. One finds in them the same sinister overtones and the same solemn 
grandeur"'''. The weird and eerie atmosphere of Gothic fiction was derived 
from the Gothic architecture, which evoked feelings of horror, wildness, 
suspense and gloom. The ingredient of fear crept in only as a by-product of the 
union of Gothic with gloom, making terror an attribute of Gothic architecture. 
Feeling of terror in its turn became the characteristic atmosphere of the Gothic 
architecture; castles, convents, subterranean vaults, dungeons, and ruined 
abbeys. Gothic architecture in the form of a half-ruined castle or abbey became 
a popular part of most novels' settings to create Gothic gloom and sublimity to 
evoke a sense of awe. A castle had fairy-tale as well as medieval associations. 
Such buildings displayed all the paraphernalia of fear: dark corridors, secret 
underground passages, huge clanging doors, and dungeons with grilled 
windows. 
It is important to remember that 'Gothic' connoted architecture long 
before it connoted literature. Horace Walpole was the first to establish a link 
between the two, his obsession with his beloved miniature castle at Strawberry 
Hill was the inspiration for The Castle of Otranto (1764), and the book's 
subtitle, 'A Gothic Story', marks the first time that the term was used in a 
literary context. As in Gothic architecture so in Gothic fiction an air of gloom 
and mystery prevails. The representation of the labyrinthine and claustrophobic 
space associated with Gothic architecture has been the defining convention of 
Gothic fiction. This architectural space (castle, convents, prisons etc.) is 
integral to the psychological machination of Gothic fiction, and is used to 
evoke feelings of fear, awe, entrapment and helplessness in characters and 
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readers alike. Furthermore, the architecture itself can be said to be psychically 
alive. 
The following excerpt will present the relationship between the physical 
structure and the emotive affect within Gothic fiction, and explore how the 
individual or social psyche is externalized in its various architectural forms: 
There, said Montoni, speaking for the first time in several 
hours, is Udolpho. 
Emily gazed with melancholy awe upon the castle, which 
she understood to be Montoni's; for, though it was now 
lighted up by the setting sun, the Gothic greatness of its 
features, and its mouldering walls of dark-gray stone, 
rendered it a gloomy and sublime object. As she gazed, the 
light died away on its walls, leaving a melancholy purple 
tint, which spread deeper and deeper as the thin vapour crept 
up the mountain, while the battlements above were still 
tipped with splendor. From those, too, the rays soon faded, 
and the whole edifice was invested with the solemn 
duskiness of evening. Silent, lonely, and sublime, it seemed 
to stand the sovereign of the scene, and to frown defiance on 
all, who dared to invade its solitary reign. As the twilight 
deepened, its features became more awfiil in obscurity; and 
Emily continued to gaze, till its clustering towers were alone 
seen rising over the tops of the woods, beneath whose thick 
shade the carriages soon after began to ascend.'^  
The Origins of Gothic Fiction 
The Gothic novel had a good historical and psychological justification 
for its origin. There was nothing sudden or spontaneous about it. It was rather 
the outcome of an organic development with wide-spreading roots penetrating 
deep into the past. Romance, bom out of a spark of reaction, was fanned by the 
interplay of forces within and without by the speculations and philosophies of 
Germany and France (countries to which English minds gave as much as they 
took) and all were enriched in the exchange. The revival of interest in heroic 
romances; in Shakespeare, Spenser, Smollett, Milton, and dissatisfaction with 
the realistic novels of the mid-eighteenth century provided the necessary 
impetus and desire for Gothic fiction. 
The last four decades of the eighteenth century record the upsurge of a 
'Renaissance of Wonder' that affected poetry, painting, gardening, and 
architecture. The Gothic novel was an early expression of that movement which 
carried all Europe into a century of new thoughts and new strivings. 
Scratching the surface of any Gothic fiction, the debt to Shakespeare will 
be there. Shakespeare's plays provide good examples of the supematural and 
weird atmosphere. Key scenes of supematural terror are plundered by Walpole 
and then by many other fiction writers. Macbeth has a variety of apparitions, a 
signal bell, a forest, thunder and lightning, a cavern, a castle, and a midnight 
murder done to the accompaniment of supematural sounds. Macbeth and Julius 
Cceser use prophecies and supematural portents; King Lear has a desolate 
heath and nature at her wildest in thunder, lightning, and rain; Romeo and Juliet 
has a whole gamut of horrors; tombs, vaults, sepulchers, bones, and fumes; and 
above all, the ghost scenes from Hamlet. 
In Walpole's time these episodes had already acquired autonomous fame 
in the theatre through the thrilling naturalism of David Garrick's acting style, 
capable of persuading a skeptical audience that they too witnessed the 
supematural. When Walpole in his preface to the second edition of the 
"inspired writings" of the past that serve as his model writes of 'Svitnesses to 
the most stupendous phenomena, never lose sight of their human character"'^, 
he is thinking primarily of Shakespeare's tragedies and Garrick's interpretations 
of them. 
Shakespeare had a very specific value for the romance revival in Britain. 
Historically, he was situated on the cusp between Gothic and enlightened times. 
Shakespeare's inclusion of comic scenes in the tragedies was adopted by 
Walpole in Otranto and it was to remain a feature of Gothic romance through to 
Ann Radcliffe, Lewis's The Monk and beyond. Smollett had already anticipated 
the mood for Gothic romance; his novel Ferdinand Count Fathom (1753) 
foreshadows Walpole's The Castle of Otranto and the tale of terror. The 
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gloomy scenes in deserted forests, and the tremors of fear to which Ferdinand is 
subjected, as well as the depiction of skilful and imaginary terrors evoked by 
darkness and solitude have quite a Gothic tone. Nine years after Smollett's 
Ferdinand Count Fathom appeared, another work which announces the 
immediate birth of Gothicism, was Rev. Thomas Leland's Longsword of 
Salisbury, A Historical Romance (1762). It has all the ingredients of Gothic -
Historical Romance except supernatural machinery. This work may have given 
Walpole the impulse to write The Castle ofOtranto, but it certainly influenced 
Clara Reeve's The Old English Baron. 
Thus the Gothic romance did not spring ftiUy-grown and armed from 
The Castle of Otranto. Walpole merely outstripped a gradual accumulation of 
influences, which would eventually have brought about the birth of something 
resembling Gothic literature. He provided a tradition, a legacy. 
The Graveyard poetry which flourished in the first half of the Eighteenth 
century had all the attributes which would eventually term it as Gothic 
literature. The Graveyard School's principle poetic objects which became 
staples in Gothic literature, other than graves and churchyards, were night, 
ruins, death and ghosts. For Blair death elevates one's consideration to higher, 
spiritual objects and ends: 
Thrice welcome Death! 
That after many a painful bleeding step 
Conducts us to our Home, and lands us safe 
On the long-wish'd for shore 
(The Grave, 11.706-709) 
Graveyard poetry was an exploration into man's fascination with the origins of 
death. In search for an explanation of man's ultimate end, came a writing that 
focused on death, darkness, spirituality and those sublime images that were 
both beautiful and frightening in the eyes of the mortal. It was the intent of 
these poets to introduce the end of life as a welcome beginning to a spiritual 
existence that was both glorified and feared. 
The Graveyard poets' influence on the literary Gothic movement of the 
mid-to-late Eighteenth century is explained as follows: 
These attractions of darkness are among the foremost 
characteristics of Gothic works. They marked the limits 
necessary to the constitution of an enlightened world and 
delineated the limitations of neoclassical perceptions. 
Darkness, metaphorically, threatened the light of reason 
with what it did not know. Gloom cast perceptions of 
formal order and unified design into obscurity; its 
uncertainty generated both a sense of mystery and passions 
and emotions alien to reason. Night gave fi-ee reign to 
imagination's unnatural and marvellous creatures, while 
ruins testified to a temporality that exceeded rational 
understanding and human fmitude. These were the thoughts 
conjured up by Graveyard poets''. 
Graveyard poets are thought to be the founding artists of the literary 
Gothic movement. Their deathly influences helped to establish the Gothic 
tradition that readers have come to know from reading Mary Shelley's 
Frankenstein, the works of Edgar Allan Poe, and William Faulkner's modem-
day portrayal of Southern Gothic literature. These poets are credited for the 
Gothic's emergence into the literary medium. It is worthwhile going into 
Graveyard poetry in some detail for several reasons: because its involvement 
with death and suffering prefigures the Gothic novel; because it marks an early 
stage of the renewed desire for literary novelty which characterised the later 
part of the century; because it challenges rationalism and vaunts extremity of 
feeling; and because its actual influence on Gothic fiction was considerable. It 
exerted an enormous influence on German writers of terror-fiction, and through 
them retained an influence in England well into the 1790s and beyond. 
Some of the major works of the poets belonging to the Graveyard school 
of poetry are Edward Young's Night Thoughts (came out between 1742 and 
1745); Robert Blair's The Grave in 1743; James Hervey's major work. 
Meditations among the Tombs (came out 1745 and 1747); Thomas Warton's 
work On the Pleasure of Melancholy in 1747; and Gray's famous Elegy in 
1751. 
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In Young's Night Thoughts, the contemplation of death and decay serves 
to encourage speculation on the life to come. Fear of mortality and associated 
superstitions are unwarranted if one has faith. Night Thoughts is organised by a 
play of images, which double the significance of life and death, light and dark. 
For Young, the life of the body entombs the soul in darkness, while death and 
darkness enable the appreciation of a transcendent and immanent brilliance. It 
is for these reasons that night and darkness are so valued: "Darkness has more 
Divinity for me / It strikes thought inward, it drives back the soul / To settle on 
Herself, our Point Supreme?" (The Grave, V, 128-30). 
The sublime, a notion in aesthetic and literary theory is a striking 
grandeur of thought and emotion. Longinus defines literary sublimity as 
"excellence in language", the "expression of a great spirit", and the power to 
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provoke "ecstasy" . His conception of the sublime had its heyday in English 
criticism in the late seventeenth century to the middle eighteenth century, and 
over time its meaning extended to include not only literature, but any aesthetic 
phenomenon-even including nature itself, particularly mountains or desolate 
and striking landscapes - that produced sensations of awe or even of pain in its 
audience. 
The most important English work on the sublime is Edmund Burke's A 
Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful {MSI). It was the most ambitious and methodical consideration of the 
sublime yet published. According to Burke, the sublime is a "state of the soul, 
in which all its motions are suspended, with some degree of horror" and "the 
mind is so entirely filled with its object, that it cannot entertain any other"". 
The relevance of Burke's Enquiry to Walpole's experiments with romance is 
the emphasis on terror as the 'ruling principle' of the sublime. Walpole picks up 
the idea in the first preface to Otranto: "Terror, the author's principal engine, 
prevents the story fi-om ever languishing; and it is so often contrasted by pity, 
that the mind is kept up in a constant vicissitude of interesting passions"^". 
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The importance of Burke's treatise to Gothic writing may be seen as the 
first attempt to systematise a connection between sublimity and terror. 
Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain and 
danger, that is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is 
conversant about terrible subjects, or operates in a manner 
analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that is, it is 
productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is 
capable of feeling '^. 
The details of Burke's analysis have great relevance for the Gothic writers - in 
particular his emphasis on obscurity, vastness, and magnificence as constitutive 
elements of the sublime. But his most important contribution was to confer on 
terror a major and worthwhile literary role. 
Thus many of the Gothic writers were heavily influenced by the cult of 
sublimity as represented by Longinus, Young and Edmund Burke's Origin of 
our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1756). 
Critics have found examples of the literary sublime in the Bible and in 
Shakespeare, but for most of the eighteenth century, Milton was the author who 
best embodied sublimity, especially in Paradise Lost. Sublimit)' became a 
central concern not only in eighteenth-cenmry criticism, but in eighteenth-
century literature, especially in the works of the so-called Pre-Romantic Poets -
Thomas Gray, William Collins and in the works of Gothic novelists - Ann 
Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis. The most important late eighteenth cenmry work of 
the sublime is Kant's Critique of Judgement (1790), which influenced early 
19th century English thought on the subject. 
The sublime enlarges the mind; makes it aware of its power (in the 
sense, it is related to romantic ideal of individualism and the political ideal of 
fi-eedom and independence). Most frequent examples of the natural sublime are 
mountains, deserts, seas and oceans etc. and most frequent examples of the 
architectural sublime are Gothic cathedrals, castles and ruins of these we have 
abundant representation and usage in Gothic literature. 
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The Castle of Otranto (1764) was one of various attempts in Gothic 
fiction to cut a new path in literature by looking back to the past; the poets 
William Collins, Edward Young, Walpole's friend Thomas Gray, and the 
fabricator of "Ossian," James Macherson, were all important innovators of this 
kind. 
However, it is important to make note of two important works of literary 
history that appeared in the decade preceding Otranto: Observations on the 
Faerie Queene of Spenser ill5A\ enlarged edition 1762) by Thomas Warton 
and Letters on Chivalry and Romance (1762) by Richard Hurd. Both stressed 
that medieval romances should be seen as the product of their times and both 
took a particular interest in the customs of chivalry as a foundation for 
romance. Warton interpreted the fanciful and supernatural elements in romance 
as allegories of social realities, a point taken up by Hurd also. 
The historicist approach of Warton and Hurd informs Walpole's 
treatment of the relation between the medieval setting and manifestations of the 
supernatural. Hurd had speculated that tales of enchantment "shadowed out" 
the class conflict of their times; "oppressive feudal lords" were imaginatively 
transposed by the peasemtry into fictional giants, "and every Lord was to be met 
with, like the Giant, in his strong hold, or castle"^^. In Otranto too, exaggerated 
fantasy is the natural outgrouth of the violent appropriation of power. The 
benevolent Prince Alfonso, we discover, was murdered by his chamberlain 
Ricardo, the line of succession has been perverted, and two generations later 
Alfonso has returned as a spectral giant to reclaim the property for his own 
descendant. 
The diffusion of Gothic features across texts and historical periods, 
distinguishes the Gothic as a hybrid form, incorporating and transforming other 
literary forms as well as developing and changing its own conventions in 
relation to newer modes of writing. In many ways the multiple origins of Gothic 
writing highlight its diverse composition. While certain devices and plots, what 
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might be called the staples of the Gothic, are clearly identifiable in early Gothic 
texts, the tradition mainly draws on the medieval romances, supernatural, 
Faustian and fairy tales. Renaissance drama, sentimental, picaresque and 
confessional narratives as well as the ruins, tombs and nocturnal speculations 
that fascinated Graveyard poets. 
The Gothic novel owes much to these developments. The marvelous 
incidents and chivalric customs of romances, the descriptions of wild and 
elemental natural settings, the gloom of the graveyard and ruin, the scale and 
permanence of the architecture, the terror and wonder of the sublime, all 
become important features of the eighteenth-century Gothic novel to provide an 
important stimulus to the imaginative aspirations of Gothic fiction. 
Gothic and Romantic Poets: 
The Gothic novelists contributed some vital components of romanticism. 
The matter, style, and spirit of Gothic romance, its images, themes, characters, 
and settings transformed into the finer elements of Romantic poetn.. 
David Punter writes: 
In looking at the Gothic Fiction of the 1790s, it is important 
to keep in mind that this was not a strange outcropping of 
one particular literary genre, but a form into which a huge 
variety of cultural influences, from Shakespeare to 
'Ossian', from medievalism to Celtic nationalism, flowed. 
And one concomitant of this is that most of the major 
writers of the period 1770 to 1820 - which is to say, most 
of the major poets of that period - were strongly affected by 
Gothic in one form or another. And this was not merely a 
passive reception of influence: Blake, Coleridge, Shelley, 
Byron, and Keats all played a part in shaping the Gothic, in 
articulating a set of images of terror which were to exercise 
a potent influence over later literary history.^ 
At the outset one notices certain startling resemblances between Gothic 
fiction and the canon of Romantic poetry: the philosophy of composition, the 
portrayal of the chief character in the story and the treatment of external nature, 
are all alike. There may well be a cormection between the Romantic Philosophy 
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of composition as embodied in the Lyrical Ballads (1798) and the Gothic 
philosophy set down by Walpole thirty-four years before. In both Gothic and 
Romantic creeds there is a marked tendency to slip imperceptibly from the real 
into the other world, to destroy the barriers between the physical and the 
spiritual. 
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GOTHIC FICTION 
The central premise of this study is to ascertain and establish the 
resemblances between Gothic fiction and the canon of Romantic poetry. For 
this purpose it is essential to have a thorough knowledge of and about Gothic 
Fiction. 
In Gothic fiction the reader passes from the reasoned order of the ever.' 
day world into a dark region governed by supernatural beings, a region that 
inspires dread and horror, where decay abounds and death is always at hand. 
Also called Gothic romance and Gothic novel, Gothic fiction emerged late in 
the eighteenth century as part of the Romantic Movement in arts. It marked a 
departure fi^om the classical order in the literature of eighteenth centur\' 
towards imagination and feeling. This movement represented a reaction against 
the 'age of reason', or the Enlightenment, that had dominated the thought of the 
time. Commenting on the early Gothic novel, D.P. Varma says: 
These Gothic novels aimed at a medieval atmosphere by the 
use of medieval background - haunted castles, dungeons 
and lonely towers, knights in armour and magic - but to an 
average reader the outstanding feature of these tales was not 
the Gothic setting but supematural incidents.' 
Various manifestations of the supematural and of witchcraft in the 
Gothic novels recall those as found in the ancient classics and in the Icelandic 
sagas. The Iliad has ghosts; the Icelandic sagas of the thirteenth cenUiry contain 
many supematural elements; the medieval romances, Dante, and Thomas 
Malory's Morte d'Arthur (1485) also exerted a powerful influence. But the 
immediate sources for the supematural content, elements and machinery of the 
Gothic novel are to be found in Elizabethan literature, from Edmund Spenser's 
fairyland to the portentous visitations depicted in Shakespeare. 
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In order to replace the rationalism of the eighteenth century with a sense 
of wonder, awe, mystery and fear, the Gothic novel plundered the Middle Ages 
for its settings, content and machinery. Gothic architecture was a part of most 
settings - in the form of a half-ruined castle or abbey. It was used to create 
'Gothic gloom' and sublimity, attributes that evoked awe. Such buildings 
displayed all the paraphernalia of fear: dark corridors, secret underground 
passages, huge clanging doors, dungeons with grilled windows, evil-doings in 
the vaults, terrified fugitives stumbling through passages with candles, weird 
white-clothed figures glimpsed in a beam of moonlight etc. 
The last quarter of the eighteenth century was the golden period of 
Gothic Fiction. It was shaped and enriched by three major writers: Horace 
Walpole, Ann Radcliffe, and Matthew Lewis. They developed the 
paraphernalia of the Gothic novel and gave it a distinct status. 
The term 'Gothic' means 'medieval', and by implication barbaric. In the 
late eighteenth century it was applied loosely to the centuries preceding the 
enlightened Protestant era that began with the Glorious Revolution of 1689. 
Radcliffe, Lewis, and Maturin set their novels in the Catholic countries of 
Southern Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, alarming their 
readers with tales of the Spanish Inquisition and of villainous, hypocritical 
monks and nuns. While drawing upon the imaginative liberties of greater 
English writers - principally Shakespeare's use of ghosts and omens, and 
Milton's portrait of Satan - the Gothic novelists deplored the cruelty and 
arbitrary power of barons and monks, and mocked the superstitious credulity of 
the peasants. In this skeptical protestant attitude to the past, they differed 
slightly from the genuinely nostalgic medievalism of Pugin and other advocates 
of the later Gothic Revival in architecture. Radcliffe in particular was careful to 
distance herself fi-om vulgar belief in ghosts or supernatural marvels, by 
providing rational explanations for the apparitions and nocturnal groans that 
frighten her heroines. 
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Some of Radcliffe's contemporaries and immediate successors managed 
to achieve comparable effects of apprehension and claustrophobia in novels 
with more modem settings: William Godwin in the Adventures of Caleb 
Williams (1794), his daughter Mary Shelley in Frankenstein; or the Modern 
Prometheus (1818), and the Scottish writer James Hogg in The Private 
Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (1924), all evoked powerful 
unease without employing medieval trappings. Although each of these three 
novels includes prominent prison scenes, the principal strength is the evocation 
of psychological torment, guilt, self-delusion, and paranoid delusion. There are 
some grounds for excluding these works from the strictest definitions of Gothic 
fiction, but they are nonetheless commonly grouped with the work of Radcliffe, 
Lewis, and Maturin. 
Jerrold E. Hogle writes: 
[...] a Gothic tale usually takes place (at least some of the 
time) in an antiquated space - be it a castle, a foreign 
palace, an abbey, a vast prison, a subterranean crypt, a 
graveyard, a primeval frontier or island, a large old house or 
theatre, an aging city or urban underworld, a decaying store-
house, factory, laboratory, public building, or some new 
recreation of an older venue, such as an office with old 
filing cabinets, an overworked spaceship, or a computer 
memory. Within this space, or a combination of such 
spaces, are hidden some secrets from the past (sometimes 
the recent past) that haunt the characters, psychologically, or 
otherwise at the main time of the story.^  
In Gothic novels the characters are mostly either endowed with sombre, 
diabolical villainy or pure, angelic virtue. Interfering fathers, brutal in threats, 
oppress the hero or heroine into a loathed marriage, officials or the Inquisitions 
or the characters of abbots and abbess are imbued with fiendish cruelty, often 
gloating in Gothic diabolism over their tortures. The pages of these works are 
crimsoned with gore and turn with a 'ghostly flutter'. 
The most important theme is that of good versus evil. Authors use their 
characters 'like little stock figures' in their war between good and evil, pitting 
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the characters against the other side, as well as against their own potentially 
frail and corruptible souls. Colour plays a large role in determining which side 
is good and which is evil. Typically, white and other light colours represent 
virtue, while black and dark shades represent immorality. Thus, the blond 
characters (whose visages are described as pale, ivory, marble, pure, clear, etc.) 
are usually good, and the darker ones (murky, gloomy, stormy, dusky, swarthy) 
are usually bad. By putting the protagonists through intense suffering first and 
then allowing them to defeat the foe, the author shows that the darkness of the 
human soul is formidable but is uhimately defeated by virtue, which is 
reinforced by religion and society. 
A supernatural effect is built up by the accumulation of successive 
details: desolate scenery, tempests, screeching owls, and hovering bats, 
exciting events in burial vaults or on dark; melancholy birds circle portentously 
over dilapidated battlements. The 'Gothic' scenes are set in sober twilight or 
under the soft radiance of the moon in some ruined abbey, or half-demolished 
tomb, or a vaulted arch wreathed with ivy; we listen to the uncanny murmur of 
trees in some lonely romantic glen, while a broken streamlet dashes down in 
the distance. 
The effective romantic setting, the continuous spell of horror, the colour 
of melancholy, awe, and superstition: all these impulses of the Gothic spirit 
first converged in Walpole, who gave them form, coherence, and the language 
of the 'Gothic Novel', and his deeply implanted 'Gothic' instincts flowered in 
The Castle ofOtranto (1764), the parent of all goblin tales. 
Horace Walpole is the father of the novel of terror. The Castle of 
Otranto (1764) and The Mysterious Mother (1768) are two of his terror novels. 
The Castle of Otranto started the trend of the Gothic novel. All familiar 
components of the Gothic novel - the ominous darkness and the howling 
winds, the dire portents and the ineluctable prophecy - originate in this tale of 
unnatural passions and unacknowledged guilt. D.P. Varma states: 
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It [The Castle ofOtranto] anticipates the genteel shuddering 
of Clara Reeve and Ann Radcliffe, and sets the scene for the 
crazy phantasmagoria of Vathek and the prurient nightmares 
of 'Monk' Lewis, while its properties were to receive 
artistic touches of genius at the hands of Scott and Byron, 
Coleridge and Poe.^  
The great vogue for Gothic novels in Britain and Ireland in the three 
decades after 1790, culminated in the appearance of C.R. Maturin's Melmoth 
the Wanderer (1820). During this period, the leading practitioner of the new 
genre was Ami Radcliffe, whose major works The Romance of the Forest 
(1791), The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794), and The Italian (1797) were 
decorous in their exhibitions of refined sensibility and of virtue in distress. 
Udolpho in particular established the genre's central figure: that of the 
apprehensive heroine exploring a sinister building in which she is trapped by 
the aristocratic villain. Radcliffe's formula inspired Matthew G. Lewis, whose 
novel The Monk cast aside Radcliffe's decorum in its sensational depictions of 
diabolism and incestuous rape. 
Horace Walpole's The Castle ofOtranto 
The Castle of Otranto was first published in 1764; its plot unfolds in 
Italy of the twelfth century. 
Manfred, the usurping prince of Otranto, haunted by a mysterious 
prophecy, hastens to secure Isabella, the only daughter of the real heir of 
Otranto, as bride for his only son Conrad. On the very eve of marriage, Conrad 
is crushed to death by the mysterious fall of an enormous hehnet shaded with 
black plumes. Theodore, a peasant boy, who discovers that the miraculous 
helmet is identical with the one now missing fi-om the black marble statue of 
Alfonso the Good, is imprisoned as a sorcerer. Frantic with rage and fear, 
Manfred declares his intention of marrying Isabella himself, on which some 
prodigies appear: the sable plumes of the helmet wave backward and forward 
in a tempestuous manner; the portrait of his grandfather utters a deep sigh, quits 
its panel, descends on the floor and vanishes into a chamber. 
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Isabella meanwhile escapes through a subterraneous passage to the 
church of St. Nicholas. On her way she encounters Theodore who has been 
accidentally released, and their sympathy very soon ripens into love. Manfred, 
in pursuit of Isabella, orders Father Jerome to deliver Isabella from the 
sanctuary. He also orders Theodore to be beheaded, but the execution is set 
aside as Father Jerome, by means of a birthmark, discovers in Theodore his 
long-lost child. 
Frederic, Marquis of Vicenza, father of Isabella and the real claimant of 
Otranto arrives, and his arrival is followed by further prodigies: a brazen 
trumpet miraculously salutes him at the gate of the castle; the plumes of the 
enchanted helmet nod vigorously. Manfred tries to quell animosities by a 
matrimonial alliance by which each is to marry the daughter of the other. 
Frederic agrees. On the mere proposal three drops of blood fall from the nose 
of Alfonso's statue. The bleeding stame was an omen that the proposed 
marriages were doomed. The story ends with the tragic death, by mistake, of 
Matilda at the hands of her father - Manfred. As she expires, a clap of thunder 
shakes the castle to its foundations, and the form of Alfonso dilated to an 
immense magnitude, appears in the centre of the ruins, exclaiming "Behold in 
Theodore the true heir of Alfonso!"'* 
Manfred confesses that he had taken Otranto from Theodore and then he 
and Hippolita (his wife) enter the neighbouring convents. Theodore marries 
Isabella and they live in Otranto as the Prince and Princess. 
D.P. Varma writes: 
The Castle of Otranto is an expression of Walpulc's 
repressed, romantic, visionary nature. From a thousand 
circumstances of his environment, from antiquarian interests 
and the abundant impressions of the past which they 
invoked, from Gothic castles and abbeys, from pictures by 
Claude, Poussin, and Salvator Rosa, from landscape gardens 
modelled upon their works, and from the poetry of 
Shakespeare and Spenser and Milton, he fashioned dreams 
of a world in which the beauty of antiquity, of wonder and 
terror and awe were supreme.^  
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In the preface to the second edition, the title of which was merely The 
Castle ofOtranto: A Gothic Story, Walpole not only admits the impostures of 
the first preface, but he goes on explaining his purpose in writing it by the oft-
quoted statement that "it was an attempt to blend two kinds of romance, the 
ancient and the modern"^, to create a blending of imagination and probability, 
of mystery and nature. The remainder of the preface defends his use of comic 
scenes within the work. 
The background of Walpole's story is a Gothic castle, and it happens to 
be the focal point of Walpole's romance. The haunted castle forms the stage-
setting; while its accessory properties powerftilly seize the imagination. The 
castle brought in its train other architectural associations to evoke an 
atmosphere of Gothic gloom. The bewildering vaults and secret panels, the 
subterranean passages, the broken winding spiral staircases, the trap-door 
creaking on rust>' hinges, the decayed apartments and mouldermg floors -
objects trivial and insignificant in Walpole's hands became fraught with 
terrible possibilities. 
Walpole successfully creates an atmosphere of mystery, gloom, and 
terror, through his specialized settings, machinery, character types, theme, plot, 
or technique. They are so selected and combined so as to throw out dark 
suggestions and intensify the mystery. The gloom of abbeys and cathedrals 
spreads over the atmosphere, the tolling of the midnight bell, and the clank of 
chains break the silence of the night. Walpole's subterranean passage 
connecting the castle with the church of St. Nicholas became very popular with 
the later romance writers of the Gothic school. The heroine Isabella's flight 
through this silent subterranean region is described thus: 
The lower part of the castle was hollowed into several 
intricate cloisters [...]. An awful silence reigned throughout 
those subterraneous regions, except now and then some 
blasts of wind that shook the doors she had passed, and 
which grating on the rusty hinges were re-echoed through 
that long labyrinth of darkness. Every murmur struck her 
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with new terror [...]. In one of those moments she thought 
she heard a sigh. She shuddered and recoiled a few paces. In 
a moment she thought she heard the step of some person. 
Her blood curdled [...]. Every suggestion that horror could 
inspire rushed into her mind. 
A sudden gust of wind extinguishes her lamp, leaving her in total darkness and 
then a "ray of clouded moonshine"^ comes to her aid. "Words cannot paint the 
horror of the princess's situation"^. 
Walpole was remarkably inventive as a writer and the innovations made 
by him were to attain a conventionality, to become the hallmark of future 
Gothic writings. There were three significant innovations in his novel. First 
there was the use of the Gothic castle of romance with all its appurtenances as 
the pivot for the work. The entire Gothic machinery is there: vaults, passages, 
dungeons, convent, gusts of wind, moonlight, groans, and clanking of chains -
and Walpole in his matter-of- fact way demonstrated its potential. He showed 
how it could be used in combination with old romance elements, and ho\s 
ghosts could be given a definite function in the plot. The device cf the portrait 
coming to life is found in many subsequent Gothic novels, notably Maturings 
Melmoth the Wanderer. So are the devices of feigning translation from old 
romance as prophecies, dreams, and Theodore's birthmark by which his father 
recognizes him. Aim Radcliffe and others favoured the restoring of the 
hereditary rights of their protagonists after they had been cheated, as the}' were 
restored to Theodore; and Walpole's use of Italy as a setting was later copied 
by many Gothic writers. 
Second, Walpole was innovative in the way he used the forces of nature 
to produce an atmosphere, to indicate the mystery of life, the possibility of evil 
forces shaping man's fate. As Isabella hurries through the underground 
passage, her lamp is blown out by a gust of wind, and the same wind will 
relentlessly blow out heroines' candles and lamps for many years to come. 
Moonlight is supposed to add to the awesomeness of the giant Alfonso's 
appearance, and it will more effectively accompany future ghosts. 
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Third, Theodore in his appearance provides one of the sources of the 
famed Byronic hero: dark-haired, handsome, melancholy, and mysterious. Here 
is the progenitor of melancholy Lara, or the wild Corsair, or the handsome 
Giaour. The Gothic heroine or damsel in distress had always been a beautiful 
shadow, ever since Walpole pictured Isabella. The other characters became the 
stock characters of Gothic fiction, and once again Walpole pointed to the way 
they would generally develop, though he did not provide more than sketches: 
the tyrant, the heroine, the challenger, the monk (there were to be both saintly 
and evil varieties), and the peasant who turns out to be noble. 
Thus the Gothic elements that dominate The Castle of Otranto are as 
follows: a castle built according to Gothic motifs, an atmosphere of mystery 
and suspense, a threatening feeling - a fear enhanced by the unknown. The plot 
itself is built around a mystery, such as to who is the true heir of Otranto. 
Another Gothic element is an ancient prophecy: which stated that "the castle 
and lordship of Otranto should pass from the present family, whenever the real 
owner should be grown too large to inhabit it"'*'. The people of the town, thus 
attribute the marriage of Conrad at such a young age to Manfred's fear of the 
ancient prophecy. Another Gothic element is that of women in distress, 
threatened by a powerful, impulsive, tyrannical male. All these characteristics 
of a woman and a man are represented in the characters of Isabella, and 
Manfred respectively. The Castle of Otranto contains many supernatural events 
(already discussed in detail), for example, the huge helmet which fell upon 
Conrad and crushed him to death on the day of his wedding. The all pervading 
atmosphere of mystery and suspense is maintained throughout the novel, so 
much so, that it concludes with an inexplicable event of supernatural 
dimension: 
A clap of thunder at that instant shook the castle to its 
foundations; the earth rocked, and the clank of more than 
mortal armour was heard behind. Frederic and Jerome 
thought the last day was at hand. The latter, forcing 
Theodore along with them, rushed into the court. The 
moment Theodore appeared, the walls of the castle behind 
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Manfred were throvMi down with a mighty force, and the 
form of Alfonso, dilated to an immense magnitude, 
appeared in the centre of the ruins. Behold in Theodore, the 
true heir of Alfonso! Said the vision: and having 
pronounced those words, accompanied by a clap of thunder, 
it ascended solemnly towaids heaven, where the clouds 
parting asunder, the form of saint Nicholas was seen; and 
receiving Alfonso's shade, they were soon wrapped from 
mortal eyes in a blaze of glory". 
Walpole writes as if by formula. The standard Gothic devices and motifs 
are all in place, but he was the inventor of the formula, and his influence - on 
Beckford, Radcliffe, and Lewis and then, along with them, on subsequent 
English Fiction (and on literature and fihns more generally) - is incalculable. 
Clara Reeve's The Old English Baron 
Walpole's excessive use of supernatural and irrational impulses, 
however, was tempered in subsequent Gothic works. In 1777 The Champion of 
Virtue, A Gothic Story was published anonymously in the guise of a translated 
old manuscript. In 1778, Clara Reeve declared her authorship and changed the 
title to The Old English Baron. The setting of the novel is Lovel's Castle in the 
reigns of Henry V and VI, and the manners are supposed to indicate chivalrous 
times. The plot is simple and well connected. It turns upon the discovery of a 
murder and the consequent restoration of an heir to his title and estate. Sir 
Philip Harclay, returning to England after thirty years' absence abroad in 
France and crusade wars, finds his own family extinct and himself a stranger in 
the castle of his dearest friend, now long dead. He is warned by the ghost of 
this friend in a dream that, it rests with him to restore the hopes of the latter's 
house. In this dream he accompanies the apparition to his castle, hears dismal 
groans, and seems to sink down into a dark and fiightfiil cave where he beholds 
the bloody armour of his friend. The scene then changes to a wild heath where 
preparations are being made for a combat. Next he is fransported to his own 
house where he meets his friend "living, and in all the bloom of youth, as when 
he first knew him."'^ 
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This dream is fully clarified later. Sir Philip's friend had been basely 
murdered by his next of kin, and buried in a chest under the floor of a closet in 
the Eastern apartment. His wife terrified into quitting the castle was given out 
for dead and a false fiineral held. She died unrecognized in the fields near the 
castle, leaving a newborn child who was brought up as Edmund Twyford - son 
of the peasants who had found him and buried his mother's body. Since then: 
It was reported that the castle was haunted, and that the 
ghosts of Lord and Lady Lovel had been seen by several of 
the servants. Whoever went into this apartment were 
terrified by uncommon noises, and strange appearances; at 
length this apartment was wholly shut up, and the servants 
were forbid to enter it.' 
Thus being haunted every night, the murderer at last sold the castle to his 
brother-in-law - the Lord Fitz-Owen, and left the country. The latter, the good 
lord of the story, attracted by the virtues and graces of young Edmund, brought 
him up with his own sons. Edmund's talents excite rivalries in the Baron's 
family. He is obliged to sleep for two nights in the Eastern wing, to testify 
whether it is haunted or not. 
As Edmund explores the chamber he finds the whole atmosphere a 
mournful reminder of the past. Suddenly Edmund's lamp is blown out, leaving 
him in utter darkness; as he listens to a hollow rustling noise, the door claps 
with a great violence, only to reveal the advent of Joseph, his old faithful 
fiiend. The same night he dreams: 
that he heard people coming up the staircase that he had a 
glimpse of that the door opened, and there entered a warrior, 
leading a lady by the hand, who was young and beautiful, 
but pale and wan, the man was dressed in complete armour, 
and his helmet down. They approached the bed; they 
undrew the curtains. He thought the man said, "is this our 
child?" The woman replied, "It is; and the hour approaches 
that he shall be known for such," they then separated, and 
one stood on each side of the bed, their hands met over his 
head, and they gave him a solemn benediction.''* 
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The next night, as old Joseph and father Oswald are relating to Edmund all they 
know of the late Lord and Lady, not forgetting to mention Edmund's 
resemblance to the former, all three are startled by a violent noise in the rooms 
underneath them. Together they descend, and find in a closet the bloodstained 
suit of armour, which belonged to the late Lord Lovel. 
Edmund having interviewed the peasants and obtained certain proof of 
his lineage fi-om the crested ornaments found with him, speedily departs and 
takes refuge with Sir Philip. The latter challenges the wicked lord, defeats him, 
extorts confession, and then takes the necessary steps to reinstate Edmund. As 
Edmund arrives at his ancestral castle, the gates open by themselves 
accompanied by a sudden rising gust of wind, to receive the lawful master. The 
story ends in the triumph of virtue and in the righting of injured innocence and 
punishment of wrong; the defeated murderer is given a choice between 
banishment and the monastery; the bones of Edmund's parents are interred 
with pomp, and he receives Emma as his bride. 
Clara Reeve's Gothic tale The Old English Baron was acknowledged by 
the author as, "the literary offspring of The Castle ofOtranto."^^ The novel like 
Walpole's, aims at a medieval background; haunted castles, knights in armour 
and magic but they differ in their treatment of the supernatural. Reeve's main 
concern was bringing supernatural incidents into the realm of probabilit}'. For 
this reason she renounces such improbabilities. In her preface to the second 
edition of The Old English Baron, Clara Reeve states: 
We can conceive, and allow of, the appearance of a ghost, 
we can even dispense with an enchanted sword and helmet; 
but then they must keep within certain limits of credibility. 
A sword so large as to require an hundred men to lift it; a 
helmet that by its own weight forces a passage through a 
court-yard into an arched vault, big enough for a man to go 
through; a picture that walks out of its frame; a skeleton 
ghost in a hermit's cowl. When your expectation is wound 
up to the highest pitch, these circumstances take it down 
with a witness, destroy the work of imagination, and, 
instead of attention, excite laughter.'^  
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Walpole, as might be expected, was particularly severe in criticizing The 
Old English Baron. In his letter to Jephson he declared: 
I cannot compliment [...] The Old English Baron [...] It 
was totally void of imagination and interest; had scarce any 
incidents; and though it condemned the marvelous, admitted 
a ghost. I suppose the author thought a tame ghost might 
come within die laws of probabilit)'' 
In another letter to Reverend William Mason (April 1778), he wxote: "Have 
you seen The Old English Baron: a Gothic story, professedly written in 
imitation of Otranto, but reduced to reason and probability. It is so probable, 
that any trial for murder at the Old Bailey would make a more interesting 
story."'* For Walpole, Reeve's text elided the excitements of a very different 
past by framing it in the terms of a neoclassical present. 
What is interesting about TTie Old English Baron is the way in which it 
differs in intention and tone from The Castle of Otranto. 
Summers, a great admirer of Walpole, is extremely severe 
on Reeve, and the reasons are not difficult to see: For 
Summers, Gothic is, as we have said, an 'aristocratic' genre, 
and it looks to him as though Reeve is deliberately trying to 
take it outside this category. Her greatest fault in Summers's 
eyes is revealed by Varma when he says that she was a 
'disciple of Richardson, and a friend of his daughter.'^  
Reeve merely takes the conventional behaviour and motivation of her 
contemporaries and dresses them in knightly costumes. Tompkins comments 
on Reeve's The Old English Baron: 
Miss Reeve has a good story to tell, and tells it competendy 
in a series of brief, circumstantial litde scenes; she has one 
fine romantic invention - that discussed tragic suite of 
rooms, with its rusty locks and rain-soaked furniture, v^cfa 
was to become a regular feature of a Gothic residence - a 
rather unusual villain, who neither repents nor expires in 
agonies, and a well sustained mystery; but her keenest 
interest is in behaviour, and she is most herself in describing 
the Baron's handling of his refractory sons and the scene 
where he and Sir Philip Harclay discuss in a spirit of 
gendemanly accommodation the terms on which the new-
found heir shall receive his estate.^ " 
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Varma states: 
Miss Reeve adopted Walpole's basic idea of a story 
conducted to its climax by means of an agent of terror, but 
she invested the Gothic ghost with superstitious legends 
familiar to every village rustic and confined him to an 
Eastern apartment. Her ghost comes from the same family 
as that in Otranto, it is still a messenger of fate, and also a 
deeply interested spectator of the progress of events, waiting 
for destiny to be accomplished and sustaining an 
undiminished atmosphere of terror. ' 
The Castle of Otranto and The Old English Baron share many a similar 
features and events, for example, both the novels are framed narratives; that is 
to say, both writers present their texts as manuscripts which they have 
discovered, and of which they are, so to speak, the 'editors'. The most obvious 
reason for this is defensiveness. It was not until the second edition of The 
Castle Otranto that Walpole acknowledged it to his authorship; Reeve was 
similarly and conventionally modest about her efforts. 
In both the novels, the ghosts represent the original, rightful owner from 
whom property has been usurped. In The Castle of Otranto, the supernatural 
presence of Alfonso, the original, rightftil owner - is a ghostly giant whose 
presence disturbs Manfred the descendent of the property's usurper. In The Old 
English Baron, the ghosts of the displaced and murdered Lord and Lady Lovel 
appear to their son in a dream. When Wenlock and Markham, the enemies of 
Edmund attempt to sleep in the same haunted room, the ghost of Lord Lovel 
appears in fiill armour. "He stood with one hand extended, pointing to the 
outward door, they took the hint, and crawled away as fast as fear would let 
them; they staggered along the gallery."^^ 
This pattern of usurpation and restoration is central to the Gothic master 
plot. The pattern is well represented in both The Castle of Otranto and The Old 
English Baron, in which an aristocratic ovmer is displaced by a just owner. 
And it is a ghost in both the novels that operates as an agent of normalization to 
restore usurped property. When the novel begins, the castle as well as the entire 
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province of Otranto, is securely held by Manfred, who heads a dynasty and 
occupies property inherited from his usurping grandfather. The novel employs 
a variety of sensational plot devices - ghostly manifestation, threatened 
maidens, quasi-incest - to help reveal the original theft and murder v^hich has 
brought the property into Manfred's hands, Manfred, the aristocratic owner, is 
revealed to be the grandson of Ricardo, Alfonso's Chamberlain. Theodore 
thought to be a peasant, is revealed as the grandson of Alfonso, the last rightful 
owner whose likeness he bears. 
The Old English Baron also obsesses over the proper possession of 
property. The narrative traces the trials of Edmund, believed to be a cottager's 
son, who discovers through a series of dreams, that he is the son of Lord and 
Lady Lovel, the rightfiil (though murdered) owners of the usurped castle. As in 
The Castle of Otranto, the story involves the restoration of property, title, and 
identity to the rightful heir. Again an analogy can be drawn between Otranto 
and The Old English Baron as Theodore is brought to trial for what, in effect, is 
the disruption of Manfred's descent, so Edmund is brought to trial because Fitz 
Owen's sons and their coterie, jealous of the favour bestowed on him, see him 
as a potential threat to the propagation of the line. 
In The Old English Baron, Reeve introduces various Gothic motifs such 
as, presaging dreams, groans, clanking chains, rusty locks, the suddenly 
extinguished lamp, and such Gothic machinery as she thinks comes within the 
range of probability. Miss Reeve introduces another Gothic motif of identifying 
the hero: "a fine necklace with a Golden locket and a pair of ear-rings."^^ by 
which Edmund is discovered to be the heir of Lovel's Castle. In the hands of 
Miss Reeve, the noble peasant type of hero acquires definite fraits: 
Edmund was modest, yet intrepid: gentle and courteous to 
all, frank and unreserved to those that loved him; discreet 
and complaisant to those who hated him; generous and 
compassionate to the distress of his fellow creatures in 
general; humble, but not servile, to his patrons and 
superiors. '^' 
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The idea of withdrawing to a monastery after leading a sinful life seems 
to resolve the moral dilemma of the novelist. In The Castle ofOtranto^ after 
Manfred kills his daughter, his wife and he decide to spend the rest of their 
lives in monasteries. In The Old English Baron, Walter, the murderer is given 
the option of banishment or a life in a monastery. Sir Philip then bespoke him: 
You shall banish yourself from England forever, and go in 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land, with such companions as we 
shall appoint; or, secondly, you shall enter directly into a 
monastery, and there be shut up for life; or, thirdly, if you 
refiise both these offers, I will go directly to court, throw 
myself at the feet of my sovereign, relate the whole story of 
your wicked life and actions, and demand vengeance on 
your head.^ ^ 
In both the novels we find the belief in providence or destiny. For 
example, in The Castle of Otranto, the sword in the stone legend reflects the 
medieval idea of providence. Only the young Arthur is able to pull the sword 
out of the stone even though many had tried. This idea of providence is echoed 
in Reeve's novel in the incident of the locked closet. Both Joseph the servant 
and Father Oswald attempted to unlock the hidden closet but fail. However, the 
lock is released on Edmund's first try. Clearly indicating that this is Edmund's 
adventure and destiny. 
The relationship between the supernatural and religion is shown in the 
figure of Father Oswald. Although Father Oswald does not actually possess the 
solution to the mystery of the haunted apartment, he plays a key role in 
assisting Edmund to uncover the truth. By physically accompanying Edmund 
into the haunted apartment. Father Oswald who represents religion helps 
Edmund discover the truth about the supernatural mcidents of the haunted 
apartment. Therefore, the connection between religion, the supernatural and 
providence is made. 
Sophia Lee's The Recess, or A Tale of Other Times 
In Sophia Lee's novel The Recess (1783) the interweaving of history and 
Gothic romance is complicated further. The novel situates its fictional heroines 
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in a world populated by real figures and events fi-om the Elizabethan age; Sir 
Philip Sidney, Sir Francis Drake, and the Earls of Leicester and Essex as well 
as Elizabeth 1. Gothic elements feature as part of the wider plot of a historical 
narrative that owes much to the extravagant composition of seventeenth 
century French romances. Ruins, underground vaults and heroines' terrified 
flights are blended with romantic adventures ranging over a wide geographical 
area. Picturesque descriptions of natural scenery and accounts of domestic 
happiness, sufferings and tensions, however, maintain a thoroughly eighteenth-
century perspective. 
The use of history in The Recess introduced some important new 
directions for the Gothic model derived fi-om Walpole. Like Reeve, it reduces 
the incidence of the supernatural and also gives new impetus to the historical 
romance; a form in which past events are liberally recomposed in fictional 
narrative. Unlike both Reeve and Walpole, however, the action of the novel 
centres on the lives of two women, Eleonora and Matilda (daughters of Mary-
Queen of Scots) who have to be hidden firom society and the court of Elizabeth 
in order not to suffer the same fate as their mother. They grow up in secret in 
the subterranean chambers of a ruined abbey. The novel charts their entry into 
the world under assumed names v.ith their marriages to Lord Leicester and the 
Earl of Essex. Society and marriage offer only brief moments of happiness 
until the secret of their identity is disclosed. Powerless against the political 
intrigues and violent passions of the Elizabethan world, the disclosure leads to 
the death of one sister and the flight of the other. 
Fred Bottling writes: 
The world at large presents the greatest terrors for the young 
heroines. Rather than the imaginary threats of supernatural 
powers, it is the accounts of pursuit and persecutions by 
noblemen, female courtiers and hired bandits that constitute 
the major instances of fear, hi contrast, domesticity, 
represented by the sentimental attachments of the sisters in 
their hidden, underground habitation, offers love and 
security. However, the novel suggests that there is no refuge 
in secrecy, hidden recesses or domesticity itself the outside 
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world invades the private, domestic sphere, turning a refuge 
into a place of dark menace.^ * 
Samuel Badcock writes in the Monthly Review, "The Tale of Other Times is a 
romantic title. It awakens curiosity it sets us at once on fairy land - while 
fancy, equipped for adventure, sallies forth in quest of the castle, the giant, and 
the dragon"^^. 
Lee's success with her experiment in Historical Gothic fiction was due 
to her skill in using the form of the novel, to elicit strong emotional responses 
in her readers. A skill she had developed through her lifelong association with 
the theatre. Like Richardson and Rousseau, Lee writes in the epistolary form -
but she does so in a way that is unique in the history of the novel. The Recess is 
also one of the first English works of historical fiction, and represents a great 
advance in sophistication over the few that preceded it. It was extremely 
important in the evolution of that branch of the literature of sensibilit}' known 
as the'Gothic'. 
Harriet Lee noted that The Recess was "the first English romance that 
blended interesting fiction with historical events and characters, embellishing 
both by picturesque description" . Its use of supernatural machinery is 
confined to the presentation of an actual ghost in a dream, though on another 
occasion one of the persecuted heroines appears at the bedside of Queen 
Elizabeth who takes her to be an avenging spectre. Miss Lee's heightening of 
terror and anguish for artistic purposes had a marked influence on Historical-
Gothic Romance. 
William Beckford's Vathek 
Vathek (1786), the wild fantasy of William Beckford is as the author 
states (in his preface) a "story so horrid that I tremble while relating it, and 
have not a nerve in my fi-ame but vibrates like an aspen"^'. 
This work is included under the category of 'Gothic novel' since its air 
of mystery arises fi-om supposedly unnatural causes, while a sense of horror is 
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heightened for artistic effect. A critic has commented that some portions of the 
narrative read like a nightmare, or at least the quivering stretches of a bad 
dream, while a sombre sense of fatality and mortal tragedy brood over it like 
ominous doom. Its gorgeous style and stately descriptions, its exaltation of both 
poetic and moral justice, relate it to the Gothic romance. The machinery of 
magic, and the horror of the final scene, place it in the School of Horror with 
'Monk' Lewis and his followers. 
The opening of the story immediately evokes fantasy and awe. Vathek, 
grandson of Haroun Al Rashid, has a Faustian spirit thirsting after infinite 
knowledge, to compass "even sciences that did not exist"^". He builds the 
palace of five senses and a lofty tower of fifteen hundred stairs connected by a 
subterranean passage. The settings are resplendent with gorgeous arras, and we 
are dazzled by a myriad wonders. Here his mother, Carathis, an energetic old 
lady, indefatigable in wickedness and obsessed with the darker side of magic, 
pursues her occult studies. She instigates her son to abjure Mohammed and, 
under her influence, he sets out in quest of the palace of subterranean fiire. A 
devilish Giaour prophesies that Vathek shall sit on the throne and revel in the 
treasures of the pre-Adamite Sultans. But Vathek disobeys the injunction - not 
to enter any house; he visits an Emir, and falls in love with his bewitching 
daughter Nouronihar. Her father, wishing to separate them, gives a sleeping 
potion to Nouronihar and announces that she is dead. But Vathek stumbles on 
her hiding-place, and together they elope to the palace of subterranean fire. 
The episodes hurry us at a breathless pace into abodes of horror: a 
temple adorned with a pyramid of skulls festooned with human hair; a cave 
inhabited by reptiles with human faces; and a chamber where carpets of a 
thousand kinds and colours hang from the walls, fluttering as if stirred by 
human creatures writhing beneath their weight. There Vathek and Nouronihar 
find inexhaustible wealth and power for a few days but what follows is an 
eternity of torture in the Hall of Eblis. 
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Beckford seemed to have felt a predilection for the power of certain 
exotic or unknown objects. The acts of witchcraft performed by Carathis-
Vathek's mother, and the list of the demonic relics gathered by her to equip her 
infernal ceremonies send a chill down the spine: 
By secret stairs, contrived within the thickness of the wall, 
and known only to herself and her son, she first repaired to 
the mysterious recesses in which were deposited the 
mummies that had been wrested fi-om the catacombs of the 
ancient Pharaohs. Of these she ordered several to be taken. 
From thence, she resorted to a gallery; where, under the 
guard of fifty female Negroes mute and blind of the right 
eye, were preserved the oil of the most venomous serpents; 
rhinoceros' horns; and woods of a subtitle and penetrating 
odour, procured from the interior of the India's, together 
with a thousand other horrible rarities^'. 
The bordering of the known with the unknown occurs very fi-equently in 
Vathek. Backford's whole narrative strategy produces this effect on more than 
one occasion. While travelling in pursuit of the wealth promised by the Giaour, 
the royal procession loses its way in the middle of a storm at night and is 
threatened by 'wild beasts': 
[...] the frightftil uproar of wild beasts resounded at a 
distance; and there were soon perceived in the forest they 
were skirting, the glaring of eyes, which could belong only 
to devils or tigers. The pioneers, who, as well as they 
could, had marked out a track; and a part of the advanced 
guard, were devoured, before they had been the least 
apprized of their clanger. The conftision that prevailed was 
extreme. Wolves, tigers, and other carnivorous, animals, 
invited by the howling of their companions, flocked 
together from every quarter. The crashing of bones was 
heard on all sides, and a fearfiil rush of wings overhead; 
for now vultures also began to be of the party. 
In Vathek, traditional Gothic formations such as murder, incest, live 
burial, mass incendiary, human resurrection, secret passages and subterranean 
vaults populate the novel as comfortably as they do in the more celebrated 
Gothic works of Lewis's The Monk and Radcliffe's The Italian. Mass murder is 
seen, when the Caliph throws fifty boys into a black chasm in order to fiilfil the 
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appetite of the Giaour; or Carathis orders the mutes and negresses to hang 
themselves and then be burnt as a further offering to Vathek's master; or when 
Vathek throws the fifty lovely innocents into Giaour's chasm, "I require the 
blood of fifty children. Take them fi"om among the most beautifiil sons of thy 
vizirs and great men; or, neither can my thirst nor thy curiosity be satisfied."^^ 
The suspense and shock of the traditional Gothic is also present and is 
most notable in the sequence where Nouronihar approaches a mysterious glen 
in pursuit of a globe of fire: 
At length she arrived at the opening of the glen; [...] she 
found herself surrounded by darkness; excepting that, at a 
considerable distance, a faint glimmered by fits. She 
stopped, a second time: [...] the funereal screams of the 
birds from their rifted trunks: all conspired to fill her soul 
with terror. [...] She continued ascending, and discovered 
large wax torches in full blaze, planted here and there in the 
fissures of the rock. This appearance filled her with fear.^ "* 
The last few pages of Vathek, with its Oriental, exotic, and resplendent 
horror, must have inspired the genius of future writers. The atmosphere effects 
and colouring of the scene where Vathek and Nouronihar approach the Hall of 
Eblis, leave a dark and solemn impression on the mind: 
they advanced by moonlight till they came within view of 
the two towering rocks that form a kind of portal to the 
valley, at the extremity of which rose the vast ruins of 
Istakar [...] the horror of which was deepened by the 
shadows of night [...] 
A death-like stillness reigned over the mountain and 
through the air; the moon dilated on a vast platform the 
shades of the lofty columns which reached from the terrace 
almost to the clouds [...] of an architecture unknown in the 
records of the earth, served as an asylum for the birds of 
night, which, alarmed at the approach of such visitants, fled 
away croacking.''^  
Vathek is doomed to a life of perpetual suffering. It is highly significant 
that this hell does not come after death; for the central characters do not die. 
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Carathis, Nouronihar, and Vathek are damned to the suffering of eternal guilt 
and isolation: 
Their hearts immediately took fire, and they, at once, lost 
the most precious gift of heaven:- Hope. These unhappy 
beings recoiled, with looks of the most fiirious distraction. 
Vathek beheld in the eyes of Nouronihar nothing but rage 
and vengeance; nor could she discern aught in his, but 
aversion and despair [...] all testified their horror for each 
other by the most ghostly convulsions, and screams that 
could not be smothered. All severally plunged themselves 
into the accursed multitude, there to wander in an eternity of 
unabating anguish.^ ^ 
While Beckford's novel lacks the whole array of Gothic paraphernalia, 
such as medieval Catholic settings or haunted castles, certain psychological and 
narrative implications place Vathek within the same tradition of Gothic fiction 
begun by the novels of Walpole and Reeve. Beckford often uses dark, enclosed 
and claustrophobic spaces, while his attention to magic and necromancy were 
soon to become stereotypes of the novel of horror. 
The Classic Gothic Novels: 
The Gothic novel reached its first peak in terms of quantity and 
popularity, in the 1790s. The three novels that stand out among this lot are: 
Ann Radcliffe's two major novels, The Mysteries ofUdolpho (1794) and The 
Italian (1797), and Matthew Lewis's The Monk (1196). 
Ann Radcliffe's notions of the Gothic are simple in comparison to her 
precursors, Walpole and Reeve. The Gothic paraphernalia are all rationalized 
by her. The world of mystery, terror and horror in her novels is contrived b\ 
superstition, imagination, sublimity, and sensibility. In an essay titled On the 
Supernatural in Poetry written in 1826 and published posthumously, Ann 
Radcliffe distinguished between the two terms - terror and horror: 
Terror and horror are so far opposite, that the first expands 
the soul, and awakes tlie faculties to a high degree of life; 
the other contracts, freezes, and nearly annihilates them. I 
apprehend that neither Shakespeare nor Milton by their 
fictions, nor Mr. Burke by his reasoning, anywhere looked 
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to positive horror as a source of the sublime, though they all 
agree that terror is a very high one; and there lies the great 
difference between horror and terror, but in uncertainty and 
obscurity, that accompany the first, respecting the dreader 
evil.^ ^ 
The first novel of Mrs. Radcliffe The Castles ofAthlin and Dunbayne 
(1789) was inspired by Sophia Lee's The Recess, and is the Gothic - historical 
successor to The Castle ofOtranto. The story shows the unmistakable stamp of 
Clara Reeve's The Old English Baron in having a 'noble peasant', a usurping 
villain and his victims, for chief characters. The novelist does not name a 
specific period as the setting, but endeavours to maintain an atmosphere of 
feudalism and the Middle Ages. 
Although Mrs. Radcliffe did not introduce either the supernatural 
agency or superstitious terror in this romance, yet she raises terror and anguish 
to romantic heights by horrors of darkness, silence and loneliness; by the 
prolonged fear of death; by harrowing descriptions of hairbreadth escapes; and 
by alternate suffusions of hope and fear. 
Rictor Norton writes: 
In Radcliffe's first novel her critical vocabulary and 
aesthetic techniques are already well in place. The union of 
the sublime with the beautiful is the goal towards which 
she strives, by means of careful obscurity. The vocabulary 
of the Gothic is fixed; 'the ruins of an abbey, whose 
broken arches and lonely towers arose in gloomy grandeur 
through the obscurity of evening.' The images are fixed: 
decayed ivy-clad cloisters, violent storms, vivid flashes of 
lightening, ruffians, assassins, shipwrecked survivors, 
mysterious figures, candles and torches blown out by gusts 
of wind, the sounds of breathing close beside one in the 
pitch darkness, horrible caverns, castles, whose 'lofty 
towers still frowned in proud sublimity', with abandoned 
apartments, intricate passages, dark galleries, winding 
flights of stairs, gloomy vaults, trap doors, secret panels, 
and a subterranean labyrinth in which one-fifth of the 
action of the novel takes place. The images come from the 
Graveyard School of poetry, the aesthetic comes from the 
contemporary debate about the picturesque and the 
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sublime, and the sensibility of her characters comes from 
the Novels of Sentiment.''^  
Her next work, A Sicilian Romance (1790) marks a notable advance in 
exuberance and fertility of imagination. The tale unfolds the life-story of the 
stem Marquis de Mazzini, who has newly married a second wife, and would 
force his daughter Julia, who loves the Count de Vereza, to wed the Duke of 
Luovo. Many of the incidents relate to Julia's flight from her father, only to be 
captured and brought back to escape once more. 
The opening is a fine piece of word painting, impressive and pregnant 
with mystery. It describes a traveller halting before the sombre and decaying 
ruins of the castle of Mazzini. He obtains hospitality at a neighbouring 
monastery, where he is allowed access to the library, and from an ancient 
manuscript extracts the story of those deserted walls. The story transports us to 
the latter part of the sixteenth century and is said to be founded on facts 
recorded in a manuscript preserved in a convent library in Sicily. 
Mystery pervades the castle; in the deserted chambers, doors are heard 
to close at night and an occasional sullen groan to disturb the hea\y, ominous 
silence. These noises proceed from none other than Mazzini's first wife, who is 
not dead as given out, but secretly imprisoned. Eventually Mazzini's second 
lady, who has been faithless, poisons him and stabs herself. Julia and her lover 
are united, and all retire to Naples, leaving the castle to solitude and ruin. 
In The Romance of the Forest (1792), the story turns upon the 
machinations of a profligate villain and his agent against an amiable and 
improtected girl whose birth and fortunes have been involved in obscurity by 
crime and perfidy. 
There are no hints of the supernatural as yet. The novel is certainly 
romantic rather than macabre, yet mysterious shadowings are by no means 
wanting. An incidental allusion to a skeleton in the chest of the vaulted 
chamber; the dagger spotted with rust; the faded manuscript of the prisoner, 
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which Adeline reads by the fitful light of the lamp, and which later proves to be 
written by her own father, excite in us the apprehension of some secret crime, 
and adds to the mystery and terror. 
Ann Radcliffe's The Mysteries ofUdolpho 
The Mysteries ofUdolpho (1794) is one of the classics of Gothic horror. 
Together with The Castle ofOtranto: A Gothic Story by Horace Walpole and 
The Monk by Matthew Lewis, it helped to establish the genre. It was later to 
influence both Matthew Lewis and Mary Shelley. 
The mysterious happenings in this novel always have a natural and 
probable explanation because Ann Radcliffe as its writer was a very rational 
person and did not believe in the supernatural. Radcliffe's strengths in writing 
were in describing scenery as well as creating scenes of suspense and terror. 
One of the most recurring themes of the novel is the quality of sensibility in her 
characters. 
The cover of the novel reads: ^'The Mysteries of Udolpho, Romance: 
Interspersed with some pieces of poetry." The cover also has the following 
inscription that is assumed to be written by Ann Radcliffe herself It is 
considered as the motto of her novel which gives a good depiction of the 
Gothic form: 
Fate sits on these dark battlements, and jfrowns, 
And as the portals open to receive me, 
Here voice in sullen echoes through the courts, 
Tells of a nameless deed.^ ^ 
As the most famous and most imitated of Radcliffe's six novels, its four 
volumes tell the story of Emily St Aubert. Brought up in a rural chateau in 
Southern France by a caring father, Emily is educated in the virtues of 
simplicity and domestic harmony. She is prone however, to overindulge her 
sensibilities. Her father, before he dies, warns her that all excess is vicious, 
especially excessive sensibility. Consigned to the care of her aunt Madam 
Cheron (after her father's death), Emily meets a youth named Valancourt, and 
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falls in love with him. While at Tholouse under Cheron's care their courtship 
(for purely economic reasons) is encouraged. However, Cheron herself marries 
a sinister Italian nobleman called Montoni, and Emily is whisked away first to 
Venice, where she is almost married against her wishes to Count Morano, and 
thence to the castle of Udolpho, in which she is effectually imprisoned during 
the central and most memorable part of the book. 
Montoni is the dark villain of the story who tries - by menacing and 
murderous means to secure Emily's estates. She flees from his persecution and 
the imagined terrors of the castle by way of the mouldering vaults of a ruined 
Gothic chapel. Emily returns to France and to the security of an aristocratic 
family who live in the region in which she was bom. Despite the return to the 
simplicity of country life, fears of ghostly machinations propel the narrative, 
until an exhaustive series of explanations unravel both the mysteries of the 
castle and those disturbing secrets closer home. With the return of Valancourt, 
domestic happiness is restored. The novel announces its moral: that the power 
of vice is as temporary as its punishment is certain and that innocence 
supported by patience always triumphs in the end. 
In Emily (after the death of her parents) we find the archetypal Gothic 
heroine: an unprotected orphan, alone, helpless, and without the power of self-
determination, in a foreign land. She becomes obsessed with a series of 
mysteries: her father's odd behaviour, the disappearance of Lurentini, the 
strange music heard at La Vallee near the Convent St. Clair, and also at 
Udolpho. Most significant and horrifying of all is something which Emily sees 
in a room at Udolpho. Her servant Annette tells her that behind a black veil in 
the room is a picture of the vanished woman, Laurentini, but when the curious 
Emily finally succumbs to the impulse to lift the veil, we are only told that 
what is revealed was "no picture.""*" 
In Udolpho, the possibility that the dead can return to earth to walk over 
the living can be a source of comfort and defence against complete loss. So St. 
Aubert, just before his death, muses: "I hope we shall be permitted to look 
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down on those we have left on the earth."'*' But the return of the dead can be a 
source of terror, as the superstitious servants indicate when talking of the 
ghosts of the various chateaux. Emily herself is not immune to such fears, nor 
to being scared by even a friendly ghost. Fulfilling her father's last request, she 
thinks she saw her dead father in his study, and the effect is not consoling: 
[...] her eyes glancing a second time on the arm-chair, 
which stood in an obscure part of the closet, the 
countenance of her dead father appeared there [...] on 
looking up, there appeared to her alarmed fancy the same 
countenance in the chair. The illusion, another instance of 
the unhappy effect, which solitude and grief had gradually 
produced upon her mind, subdued her spirits; she rushed 
forward into the chamber, and sunk almost senseless into a 
chair.'*^  
The episode is an example of the dangers of sensibility, and overindulged 
imagination. 
J.M.S. Tompkins writes: 
The supernatural continually fascinated her imaginalion, but 
in most cases reason and prudence induced her to disown its 
promptings. In The Mysteries of Udolpho she de\oted 
herself to elaborating at Udolpho and at Chateau-le-Blanc 
an atmosphere of supernatural awe. There is certainly too 
much of this, seeing that it is all a cheat, that Laurentini di 
Udolpho is still alive, and that smugglers were responsible 
for the disappearance of Lorenzo and the shaking of the 
black pall.'^ ^ 
The picture of the castle prepares the mind for the crimes and horrors of 
which it has been the mute witness. Massive in its austere grandeur, a castle of 
awe and gloom, "Udolpho is a veritable hall of terrors; its veiled portrait, the 
ghostly utterances which alarmed Montoni's companions [...] and the visitant 
of the battlements, make up a medley of horrors which might well daunt the 
bravest heart."'*'' 
Emily's first glimpse of Montoni's castle is the centerpiece of any 
Gothic novel: 
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Emily gazed with melancholy awe upon the castle, which 
she understood to be Montoni's; for, though it was now 
lighted up by the setting sun, the Gothic greatness of its 
features, and its mouldering walls of dark gray stone, 
rendered it a gloomy and sublime objects. As she gazed, the 
light died away on its walls, leaving a melancholy purple 
tint, which spread deeper and deeper, as the thin vapour 
crept up the mountain, while the battlements above were 
still tipped with splendour. From those too, the rays soon 
faded, and the whole edifice was invested with the solemn 
duskiness of evening silent, lonely and sublime, it seemed to 
stand the sovereign of the scene, and to frown defiance on 
all, who dared to invade its solitary reign. As the twilight 
deepened, its features became more awfiil in obscurity, and 
Emily continued to gaze, till its clustering towers alone were 
seen, rising over the tops of the woods, beneath whose thick 
shade the carriages soon after began to ascend.^ ^ 
D.P. Varma states that in Udolpho: 
At every turn something eerie and uncanny heightens our 
nervous tension; mysterious appearances, lurking shadows, 
gliding forms, inexplicable groans and mysterious music 
appal us and convey wonderfully the tricks of feverish 
imagination. The moaning wind, a rustling robe, a half-
heard sigh, the echo of distant footsteps, and a voiced 
watchword on the platform below, startle us and keep our 
curiosity at ftill stretch. Thrilling are the experiences of 
Emily in her lonely chamber near the haunted room. And 
even when she escapes from this terrible castle after her 
aimt's death, she is still pursued by the demons of Mrs. 
Radcliffe's imagination.''^  
The key attack on Catholicism in The Mysteries of Udolpho is actually 
voiced by the character of Blanche. The introduction of Blanche (previously 
cloistered by her jealous stepmother), allows Radcliffe to expose the duplicity 
of convents. Blanche tells Emily that there are places where nature and religion 
are kept out rather than in. Blanche spots the false salvation that Catholicism 
offers its believers when she wakes up one morning at home and looks out of 
her window upon a beautiful, early morning panorama of the sea, woods, and 
mountain sides: 
Who could first invent convents!' said she, 'and who could 
first persuade people to go into them?' and to make religion 
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a pretence, too, where all that should inspire it, is so 
carefully shut out! God is best pleased with the homage of a 
grateful heart, and, when we view his glories, we feel most 
grateful. I never felt so much devotion; during the many dull 
years I was in the convent, as I have done in the few hours, 
that I have beien here, where I need only look on all around 
me - to adore God in my inmost heart! 
Radcliffe's The Italian 
The Italian (1797) is the culminating work of the career of Ann 
Radcliffe. The Italian, the darkest of Radcliffe's novels is often thought to be 
her best work. The scenes of sublime nature, mysterious groans, corrupt 
ecclesiastics, isolated fortifications, and Inquisitional torture reveal eighteenth 
century Gothic fiction at its finest. 
Unlike the tender and beautiful beginning of The Mysteries of Udolpho, 
The Italian at once excites anxious curiosity and inspires us with awe. An 
Englishman on his travels, walking through a church, sees a dark figure 
stealing along the aisles. He is informed that it is an assassin who seeks 
'sanctuary', the Englishman stands aghast at the suggestion that the church 
undermines, rather than supports civil government "of what avail your laws" he 
asks, "if the most atrocious criminal may thus find shelter from them."^* The 
friar claims that the church violates the law to protect life "if we were to shew 
no mercy to such unfortunate persons, assassinations are so frequent, that our 
cities would be half depopulated."^' The group asks to hear the tale of the 
assassin and The Italian begins. 
Vivaldi, the son of aristocratic parents is in love with the beautiful but 
socially inferior Ellena. This love is opposed by Vivaldi's parents, particularly 
by his mother. She conspires with a monk named Schedoni, to remove the 
genteel but poor Ellena to the appalling convent of San Stefano, where she 
undergoes predictable rigours. She is rescued by Vivaldi, who manages to 
persuade her to a clandestine marriage; but this is again frustrated at the last 
moment by the machinations of Schedoni. He arranges Vivaldi to be consigned 
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to the Inquisition while EUena is sent off to be murdered in a sinister house on 
the shores of the Adriatic. 
Thereafter scenes alternate and develop rapidly: Schedoni, on the pomt 
of killing EUena, finds that she seems to be his long-lost daughter and has to 
change his plans. He realizes that liaison with the Vivaldi family would now be 
the best way of fiilfilling his inordinate ambition, which he had previously 
hoped to gratify by putting the Marchesa (Vivaldi's mother) in his debt. But 
Vivaldi himself has meanwhile encountered in the chambers of the Inquisition 
an even more bizarre ecclesiastic, Nicola di Zampari, whose often 
unintelligible behaviour turns out to be designed as a betrayal of Schedoni, his 
former associate. Schedoni is arrested, and a mass of complicated information 
about his former life comes to light; including the fact that he is not EUena's 
father but her uncle and the murderer of his own brother. He manages to evade 
punishment by poisoning both himself and Nicola, whereupon Vivaldi and 
EUena are able to unite. 
In Ann Radcliffe's The Italian, ghostly events occur at night, with 
shapes, shadows and unseen figures passing eerily on their way to create 
mayhem and disorder for the hero. Radcliffe creates suspense by implying that 
supernatural forces are at work and then dismisses the danger through rational 
explanations. Obscurity is necessary to make anything seem terrible; the 
unknown is always frightening. Schedoni is more terrible when he acts behind 
the scenes manipulating the Marchesa, while Vivaldi does not know exactly 
who is the cause of his troubles. In the course of the novel Vivaldi's encounters 
with the m.ysterious monk build up suspense. His friend Bonartno is wary of 
the monk; "Do you really believe that any effort to detain him would be more 
effectual? He glided past me with a strange facility, it was surely more than 
human!" The figure lures them along; his behaviour is what one would expect 
from a spectre, "gliding" and "disappearing into the gloom," moving with "no 
footstep," only "a rustling, as of garments." '^ The suspense is heightened as 
Vivaldi gains more information, but is still mostly unknowing "Vivaldi, as he 
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eyed him [Schedoni] with a penetrating glance, now recoiled with involuntary 
emotion; and it seemed as if a shuddering presentiment of what this monk was 
preparing for him, had crossed his mind." 
Vivaldi's suspicions give him some relief, and he becomes determined 
to reveal the monk "it now occurred to him, and for the first time, that this 
monk, this mysterious stranger, was no other than Schedoni [...]" . But the 
novelist with consummate skill surrounds the identity of the mysterious monk 
with suspense: 
Vivaldi looked onward, and perceived, indistinctly, 
something as of human form, but motionless and silent. It 
stood at the dusky extremity of the avenue [...] Its garments, 
if garments they were, v/ere dark; but its whole figure was 
so faintly traced to the eye, that it was impossible to 
ascertain whether this was the monk. 
Radcliffe uses evil monks and hasty nuns in her narrative to create nightmarish 
horror. The Abbess of the monastery of San Stefano is a Chaucerian figure: 
[...] a stately lady, apparently occupied with opinions of her 
guest with rigour and supercilious haughtiness. This Abbess, 
who was herself a woman of some distinction, believed that 
of all possible crimes, next to that of sacrilege, offences 
against persons of rank v/ere least pardonable.^ ^ 
Like the Prioress of the Canterbury Tales, the Abbess is not a godly person, 
concerned with serving her faith. The presence of the Abbess and the portrayal 
of the Inquisition in the novel is a criticism of the Roman Catholic Faith. 
Gothic Architecture (with its towers soaring heavenward and its dark 
foreboding facades) lends itself to depictions of the sublime in its wild and 
irregular aspects. Ruins, abbeys and monasteries all add to the sense of the 
mysterious. The place at the beach where Ellena is held captive is a com'ent of 
typically Gothic construction. It is also frightening in its wildness and air of 
dissipation: 
The whole building, with its dark windows and soundless 
avenues, had an air strikingly forlorn and solitary. A high 
wall surrounded the small court in which it stood, and 
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probably had once served as a defence to the dwelling; but 
the gates, which should have closed against intruders, could 
no longer perform their office. 
Eventually we meet the terrific Schedoni imprisoned by the Inquisition 
counterplotted and betrayed by an associate who had once enjoyed his 
confidence. The presentation of the trials in the halls of the Inquisition is said 
to have been written under the influence of Lewis's The Monk. Remarking on 
the Inquisition scenes that go to make this novel a powerful work, Montague 
Summers said: 
The masterly way in which Mrs. Radclifife has made use of 
the Inquisition, and the restraint which she has exercised in 
depicting the scenes in the cells and sombre halls of that 
tribunal, are most noticeable. The Inquisition itself has, of 
course, been emploj'ed in many subsequent novels, but 
never with such decorum and effect.^ ^ 
The episodes in the vast prisons and dungeons of the Inquisition fraught 
with fear of bodily torture are almost eclipsed by an apprehension of the 
supernatural. Mrs. Radcliffe deepens the horror of this gloom by a whisper of 
things yet more terrible, and of the unseen. The Monk, who haunts the ruin of 
Paluzz, and who reappears in the prison of the Inquisition, speaks and acts like 
a being from the world of spectres. 
The story of Mrs. Radcliffe's novel The Italian develops in a series of 
dramatic, haunting scenes, which stand out in bold relief, the midnight 
adventures of Vivaldi and his lively impulsive servant, Paulo, amid the ruined 
vaults of Paluzzi; the machinations of Schedoni and the Marchioness for 
Ellena's murder, and particularly the scene where the Confessor makes 
palpable to the Marchioness, the secret wishes of her heart for Ellena's death; 
Ellena's imprisonment in the convent of San Stephano and her escape with 
Vivaldi; the melodramatic interruption of the wedding ceremony, and the 
meeting of Ellena and Schedoni on the lonely seashore; her terrible sojourn in 
Spalatro's cottage by the sea all are admirably described. 
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Lewis's The Monk 
Inspired by Radcliffe and influenced by German sensationalist horror 
tales, Matthew Lewis wrote The Monk (1796). Varma writes: 
Lewis was especially attracted by Mrs. Radcliffe's The 
Mysteries of Udolpho, and his imagination was enkindled 
by the lone castle amid the far Apennines, those awflil halls 
of dread, and fascinated by Montonio's flashing eyes, daric 
countenance, and somber nature, Ambrosio inherits some of 
his qualities from Montoni, and later influences, the creation 
of Radcliffe's Schedoni.^ * 
The motto from Horace on the title page of The Monk, sums up Lewis's 
peculiar machinery of horror: 
Somnia, terrores magicos, miracula, sagas, 
Noctumos lemures portentague, 
Dreams, magic terrors, spells of mighty power. 
Witches, and ghosts who rove a midnight hour. 
Fred Botting comments: 
The Monk eschews and satirises the sentimentality of 
Radcliffe's work. It draws instead on the Strum and Drang 
(storm and stress) of German Romantic writers like Goethe 
and Schiller. During a visit to Germany, Lewis met Goethe, 
and later showed his interest in German tales by translating 
several into English.*' 
The Monk is about Ambrosio an abbot of the Capuchin monastery at 
Madrid. As a child he had been found on the monastery steps and accepted by 
the monks as a gift of Heaven. When the story opens he is a young man of 
about thirty, famed for devoutness and rigid austerity, whose spiritual pride 
makes him an easy prey to temptation. Rosario, the youngest novice of the 
monastery is a particular favourite with Ambrosio. One evening when they are 
together in the gardens, Ambrosio discovers to his horror and amazement that 
his companion belongs to the fair sex. The lady is Matilda de Villanegas, 
daughter of a noble house, who dared to penetrate the cloistral walls out of her 
passionate love for Ambrosio. Her radiant beauty reminds him of Madonna's 
picture, an object of his adoration ever since its purchase by the monastery 
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some two years ago. After a brief but fierce struggle Ambrosio yields to 
temptation and seeks satisfaction in Matilda's wanton embraces. 
Seduced from the paths of virtue, the lust driven monk moves from one 
abominable act to another. Soon tired of his first mistress he resolves to enjoy 
the young and innocent Antonia, a lovely maiden of sixteen. To accomplish 
this (and inspired by Matilda) he resorts to use black magic - he takes part in 
impious rites at midnight in the dark vaults of the monastery. He is soon 
involved in a labyrinth of crime; sorcery, matricide, rape, incest, murder, all 
follow in quick succession. When his iniquities are accidentally unmasked, he 
alongwith his accomplice is plunged into the vaults of Inquisition. In order to 
escape a fiery death at the stake, he sells his soul to the devil. 
The sub-plot comprises more than one-third of the whole novel, and 
relates the story of an unhappy nun Agnes and her lover Raymond. The 
narrative opens with a 'robber' episode in a forest between Lunville and 
Strasbourg. Raymond sheltering in a cottage belonging to a group of bandits 
frustrates their murderous plans, having received timely warning by the 
wretched wife of a member of the gang. He skillfiilly evades the draught of 
poisoned wine, feigns stupefied slumber, and escapes. During this adventure he 
also rescues the Baroness Lindenberg from the robbers' den, and while visiting 
her castle falls in love with her niece Agnes, who is destined for the cloister in 
accordance with the vow of her parents. 
For more than a century the eastern tower of the castle had been haunted 
by the spectre of "the bleeding nun", who had married and murdered an 
ancestor of the Lindenbergs. Every fifth year, on the night of the fifth of May, 
she could be seen descending the tower stairs, her nun's habit spattered with 
blood, with lamp and dagger in her hand, on her way to the gloomy cavern 
where she had murdered her husband and was herself later murdered. For many 
years past it had been the custom to leave the gates open between one and two 
o'clock of this night for her exit and return. 
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Agnes sees her only chance to escape in personating the bleeding nun. 
Raymond is ready with a carriage and keeps the appointment. As the clock 
strikes one, from the portals of that moonlit castle with its ruined towers issues 
the spectre of the bleeding nun, with dagger and lamp in hand. He flies to meet 
her, and conducts her to the carriage which sets off with astonishing swiftness. 
In the midst of a furious tempest, the carriage suddenly overturns, and 
Raymond falls stunned on the ground. When his consciousness returns he fmds 
himself in the neighbourhood of Ratisbon with no trace of "the bleeding nun". 
The following night, scarcely has the stroke of 'one' died away when 
heavy footsteps sound on the stair, and the spectre presents itself to his 
horrified gaze, this time with neither lamp nor dagger but with lifted veil 
disclosing "an empty skull, and a hollow grin", and vanishes after printing an 
icy kiss upon his lips. Every night at precisely the same hour, invisible to all 
but Raymond, the horrid visitant repeats her cold embrace and utters words in 
sepulchral tones, while the afflicted lover fades away into a shadow of himself 
A curious stranger offers to release him; this is the Wandering Jew, who 
bears the burden of eternal life, and cannot stay at one place for more than a 
formight. With magic books and spells, in Raymond's bed-chamber he awaits 
the dreaded visitor. Struck by the blazing cross on the magician's forehead, the 
spectre promises that her visits will cease if Raymond will bury her bones still 
mouldering in the fatal cavern. Raymond fulfils this condition, recovers his 
health, and ranges through heaven and earth seeking his lost love Agnes. Agnes 
had enacted the impersonation of "the bleeding nun" a minute too late, and was 
captured and immured in St. Clare's convent. Finding her out, he plans for her 
escape but their correspondence is detected. The cold and virtuous Ambrosio 
condemns the guilty Agnes to captivity in a frightful dungeon. 
This romance is Well constructed except for the management of the sub-
plot, which touches the main plot at only two vital points: the detection of 
Agnes's guilt by Ambrosio, and the detection of his guilt on the occasion of her 
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rescue. Nonetheless, the story of Raymond and Agnes is by itself a complete 
series of episodes. 
In the subplot of Raymond and Agnes, though the young lovers are 
guilty of no crime other than their desire to be together, they encounter 
supernatural as well as mundane obstacles of the most gruesome sort. When 
Raymond arranges to meet his mistress at midnight, he finds himself embracing 
a vision of death: 
I beheld before me an animated corpse. Her countenance 
was long and haggard; her cheeks and lips were bloodless, 
the paleness of death was spread over her features [...] my 
blood was frozen in my veins [...] my nerves were bound 
up in impotence, and I remained in the same attitude 
inanimate as a statue.^ ^ 
The beautiful Agnes is very nearly turned into a living corpse because of her 
attempt to run off with her lover. Her family consigns her to a convent where, 
when it is discovered that she is pregnant, she is locked in the vault under the 
statue of St. Clare. There her baby dies and she is eventually found by her 
brother, "a creature stretched upon a bed of straw, so wretched, so emaciated, 
so pale, that he doubted to think her a woman."^' However, Lewis permits 
Agnes to recover and marry Raymond in the end. 
Earlier Gothic machinery included flickering candles, glimmering and 
disappearing lights, haunted chambers, mysterious manuscripts, obscure 
heroes, and other similar properties. But the School of Horror of'Monk' Lewis 
introduced stalking spectres, devils, evil spirits, sorcerers and demons, magic 
mirrors, phosphorescent glow, and other paraphernalia associated with black 
magic. Here Spanish grandees, heroines of dazzling beauty, forest banditti, 
foolish duennas and gabbling domestic servants, monks, nuns, inquisitors, 
move in a world of midnight incantations, poisonings, stabbings, and 
ministrations of sleeping potions; in an atmosphere of thunder, lightning, 
storm, sulphurous flimes, and miracles. 
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A passage from the episode of Agnes de Medina, the incarcerated nun, 
adequately illustrates Lewis's method of charnel-house horrors. Fettered in 
such a hidden dungeon of the monastery, cut off from light and human society, 
Agnes lingers through the final chapters of her existence. No one hears her 
voice, no friendly word replies to her speech; a deep unbroken silence immures 
her: 
Thus did I drag on a miserable existence. [...]. The cold 
seemed more piercing and bitter, the air more thick and 
pestilential [...]. My slumbers were constantly interrupted 
by some obnoxious insect crawling over me. Sometimes I 
felt the bloated toad, hideous and pampered with the 
poisonous vapours of the dungeon, dragging his loathsome 
length along my bosom. Sometimes the quick cold lizard 
roused me, leaving his slimy track upon my face, and 
entangling itself in the tresses of my wild and matted hair. 
Often have I at waking found my fingers ringed with the 
long worms, which bred in the corrupted flesh of my 
infant." 
To the Gothic elements Lewis added unusual and 'real ghosts' (notably 
a bleeding nun who had appearance in the castle every five years), whose 
restlessness is often ended when their bones are buried; Wandering Jew of 
European mythology, who insulted Christ and is compelled to wander the earth 
until Christ's second coming, and who in this version can stay no longer than 
fourteen days in the same place; wonderfiil demons; and sorcery. 
The structure of Gothic romance is based on a principle of contrast. 
Walpole had produced his effects by surrealistic contrast of light and shade; 
Mrs. Radcliffe evoked sensations through her artistic use of sound and siletice; 
Lewis's world is a macabre juxtaposition of charnel-house horror and lust. 
The tragic conclusion to Ambrosio's story (who murders Antoikia's 
mother, rapes and murders Antonia herself and then learns that Antonia ij; his 
sister) - is placed at the end of the text, following the romantic resolution o'the 
other plots. This position reinforces his role as the alienated individual, e?^led 
from the restored social community. Moreover, his ending is again long drjawn 
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out. Thrown into prison, the Monk enters into lengthy negotiations \\ith the 
devil, which only ends when he is tricked into selling his soul at the very 
moment when hope is possible. Unfortunately, he carelessly forgets to bargain 
for a deferral of his sentence of damnation. Lucifer throws him off a precipice. 
In Ambrosio's death nature takes its revenge upon the master of artifice: 
The Sun rose above the horizon; Its scorching beams darted 
full upon the head of the expiring Sinner. Myriads of insects 
were called forth by the warmth; they drank the blood 
which trickled from Ambrosio's wounds; He had no power 
to drive them from him, and they fastened upon his sores, 
darted their stings into his body, covered him with their 
multitudes, and inflicted on him tortures the most exquisite 
and insupportable. The Eagles of the rock tore his flesh 
piecemeal, and dug out his eyeballs with their crooked 
beaks. A burning thirst tormented him; He heard the river's 
murmur as it rolled beside him, but strove in vain to drag 
himself towards the sound. Blind, maimed, helpless, and 
despairing, venting his rage in blasphemy and curses, 
execrating his existence, yet dreading the arrival of death 
destined to yield him up to greater torments, six miserable 
days did the villain languish. On the seventh a violent stomi 
arose: The winds in fliry rent up rocks and forests: The sky 
was now black with clouds, now sheeted with fu-e: The rain 
fell in torrents; It swelled the stream; The waves overflowed 
their banks; They reached the spot where Ambrosio lay, and 
when they abated carried with them into the river the corpse 
of the despairing Monk.^ ^ 
Through this Gothic fantasy in creating a monk who rapes, kills, and 
sells his soul to the devil, Lewis is enlightening the reader about the moral 
depravity which man is capable of when he becomes obsessive. This 
psychological aspect of the novel appeals to the readers mind and self. While 
Ambrosio has all the qualities of a inonk his mind is constantly obsessed with 
thoughts that a monk is expected to avoid. Without the psychological analysis, 
which is available today, Lewis attempts to offer symbolic suggestions as to the 
cause of the irrationality of his characters. For example, Ambrosio's condition 
is blamed on fault of his background, for he was brought up by monks who 
"terrified his young mind, by placing before him all the horror with which 
superstition could furnish them."^'' 
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The publication of The Monk firmly established the "School of Horror." 
The violent machinery for sensational effects came to be unstintedly used by 
the future writers of Gothic romance. Man> employ ventriloquism or magic; 
but almost all make use of the acmal presence of real ghosts, not explained 
away, which remains the distinguished feature of the School of Horror. 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein 
Frankenstein. Or The Modern Prometheus (1818) starts with a series of 
letters from Robert Walton to his sister Mrs. Saville. Walton, an English 
explorer on an expedition to the North Pole, through the letters keeps his family 
informed of his situation and the difficult times on the ship. Once when the 
ship is completely surrounded by ice, Walton takes aboard, a man named 
Victor Frankenstein who tells him the story of his life. 
Victor grew up in Geneva (Switzerland), the eldest son of a high class 
family. He did not have many friends, Henry Clerval being the only exception. 
At the age of nineteen, Frankenstein became interested in natural philosophy, 
electricity, chemistry and mathematics. He was particularly fascinated with the 
human frame and the principle of life. This interest led him to learn the secret 
of "bestowing animation upon lifeless matter."^^ Collecting bones and human 
pieces from chamel houses he constructs the resemblance of a human being. 
However, when the creature comes to life, the beauty of Frankenstein's 
dream vanished. He realizes he has created a monster and thus runs away from 
his laboratory in disgust and fright. On his return the next day, he finds the 
monster gone. 
The creature endowed with supernatural size and sfrength but revolting 
in appearance inspires loathing in whoever sees it. His first encounter with 
civilization is described by him thus: 
I had hardly placed my foot within the door before the 
children shrieked, and one of the women fainted. The >\iiole 
village was roused; some fled, some attacked me, until, 
grievously bruised Jt^ ^ ;^|Eg^e§j^ (:J many other kinds of 
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missile weapons, I escaped to the open country and fearfully 
took refuge in a low hovel, quite bare, and making a 
wretched appearance after the palaces I had beheld in the 
village/^ 
The monster realized that people were frightened of his appearance and 
hated him for it. (He had become a victim of a system, which commonly judges 
a person by his or her appearance). Such continual acts of cruelty and rejection 
fill the monster with rage for his creator. In revenge he murders William 
(Frankenstein's younger brother) and incriminates irmocent Justine for the 
crime. 
In a chance meeting with his creator, he tries to convince him of the 
need for a companion. He requests Frankenstein to create a bride for him, with 
whom he would move away from people and live together in wilderness. 
Conscious of his guilt, Frankenstein saw justice in the monster's arguments, as 
well as felt it his moral duty towards his fellow men. However, when his work 
on the second creation was well advanced, Frankenstein begins to question the 
very rationale of the project. For it was possible that his creations might hate 
each other or might produce a whole race of such creatures. Convinced of his 
logic, he destroys the second creation. Infuriated, the monster swears revenge 
on his creator. In his fury he first kills Clerval (Frankenstein's friend) and later 
Elizabeth (his wife). For Frankenstein now there remains only one objective in 
life - to destroy the monster. He follows the monster everywhere and 
eventually reaches the Arctic region, where he is taken aboard Walton's ship. 
However, before Frankenstein can kill the creature, he himself dies of bad 
health. Just after his death, Walton finds the monster hovering over Victor's 
body. The monster speaks of his sufferings. Because of all the murders he has 
committed, he now hates himself. Claiming Frankenstein (his creator) to be his 
last victim, he decides it is time that he too finds rest in death. After stating that 
he leaves the ship and disappears on his ice-raft in the darkness. 
Frankenstein, by Mary Shelley is a complex novel that was written 
during the age of Romanticism. This Gothic work has enjoyed a wide range of 
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interest and readership for about two hundred years. Gothic tales have certain 
elements in common, chief among them being certain universal themes, eerie 
settings, twisted creatures and a breach in the natural order. Shelley's 
Frankenstein is a perfect example of a Gothic novel. In this book she explores 
as her main theme the development of evil in an individual when he is subject 
to rejection by society. Mary Shelley shows how the creature's attempts at 
interaction are met with rejection until finally the creature sees mtimidation and 
extortion as his only recourse. The creature was not bom evil, but was forced 
into evil acts as his only way to claim acknowledgement of his existence. The 
constant rejection towards Frankenstein's monster breeds not compassion and 
understanding but anger and hatred. 
The main theme of development of evil is supported by a secondary 
theme of man's fear of death. It is this fear of death and decay, which drives 
Frankenstein to create his monster. He believes that if he can discover the 
secret of life, then he can cheat death and defeat old age. When Frankenstein 
abandons his monster, he opens up the theme of the conflict between morality 
and science. Frankenstein began his experiments with the noblest of intentions, 
but without thinking about the consequences of his actions. He failed to 
understand that just because something can be done, doesn't always mean it 
should be done, and that the results may not always be deskable. He usurped 
the power of God by creating life, and then compounded his error by recklessly 
abandoning his creature. Without love and guidance, the creature was forced to 
become evil. Frankenstein in following the goals of science lost sight of his 
moral obligations to the life he had created. Morality and science, man's fear of 
death, and whether evil is caused by continuous rejection by society are three 
of the themes explored in this novel. 
The first Gothic characteristic of Frankenstein is evident in its grotesque 
and gory elements. To create life, Victor had to use the bodies of dead humans. 
Victor would take the body part firom the deceased that he needed and would 
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cut it off. He would then attach the part to his creation, the monster. The 
description of the monster at its moment of coming alive is hideous: 
His yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and 
arteries beneath; his hair was of a lustrous black, and 
flowing; his teeth of pearly whiteness; but these luxuriances 
only formed a more horrid contrast with his watery eyes, 
that seemed ahnost of the same colour as the dun-white 
sockets in which they were set, his shriveled complexion 
and straight black lips.*^  
Another characteristic of the Gothic novel in Frankenstein is the element of 
mystery. In the book Mary Shelley never tells the reader how the monster was 
really created. We know that Victor used the limbs of dead bodies to create the 
body of the monster, but we never found out how the monster was brought to 
life. It is also a mystery that the monster was able to follow Victor everywhere 
he went. How did the monster know that Victor was going back to his home in 
England, and how would the monster be able to travel the great distance? These 
are elements of mystery that can't be answered. Another characteristic found in 
many Gothic novels is the desolate environment. In the beginning of the story, 
Walton's ship is surrounded by ice and can't move. The crew is trapped for 
many days. Victor is confined to a desolate place when he is trying to carry out 
his experiment, he describes his laboratory thus: 
In a solitary chamber, or rather cell, at the top of the house, 
and separated from all the other apartments by a gallery and 
staircase, I kept my workshop of filthy creation: my 
eyeballs were starting from their sockets in attending to the 
details of my employment. The dissecting room and the 
slaughter-house fiimished many of my materials; and often 
did my human nature turn with loathing from my 
occupation whilst, still urged on by an eagerness which 
perpetually increased, I brought my work near to a 
conclusion.^ * 
At the end of the story Victor dies in the freezing and depressing location of the 
Arctic. The monster also is part of a desolate environment. Shurmed by society 
he lives alone in hiding. 
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A perpetual atmosphere of gloom and suspense pervades throughout the 
novel. This is created through the setting. Set in the bleak, glacial fields of the 
Alps and the Arctic, the novel brings out the isolation of Victor and the 
creature. Nature and weather foreshadow events of an evil act or confi-ontation. 
It was "a dreary night"^' when the creature was eventually given life. The 
creature's murder of William and his meeting with Victor are also 
foreshadowed through setting. "Vivid flashes of lightning dazzled my eyes, 
illuminating the lake, making it appear like a vast sheet of fire [...]" . This 
allowed Victor to see his creation in the wilderness. In chapter ten, Victor is to 
meet the creature again and hear his story, "the abrupt sides of vast mountains 
were before me [...] a few shattered pines were scattered around; and solemn 
silence of this glorious presence-chamber of imperial nature was broken only 
[...] the accumulated ice."'' "The pines are not tall or luxuriant, but they are 
sombre and add an air of severity to the scene." When preparing for the y/otk 
of creating the creature's mate the house is fit for the work to come. "These 
exhibited all squalidness of the most miserable penury. The thatch had fallen 
in, the walls were unplastered and the door was off its hinges."'^ This mode of 
setting is continued throughout the novel. 
Frankenstein in its use of dreams and omens also present the typical 
feature of a Gothic novel. An event occurs to change the current of Victor's life 
when he is fifteen. The total destruction of an oak tree by lightning, helps to 
convince him of the power of electricity and gives him the basis for the 
creation of the creature. Wnen the creature is eventually created he is repulsed 
by it and flees to his room where he has a dream about Elizabeth. He embraces 
her but as he "imprinted the first kiss on her lips, they became livid with the 
hue of death."''* This foreshadows the death of Elizabeth that is caused by 
Victor's selfish abandonment of his creature and society's subsequent rejection 
of him. The creation of the creature in itself as the inexplicable is related to 
Gothicism. 
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The story of Frankenstein also makes use of the emotion- fear. Fear 
wasn't really an element of the story though, until the monster murders 
William. If the monster is brutal enough to murder a child then he is capable of 
doing anything. Fear as an all absorbing emotion informs the book all through 
after Williams death. 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein is a great example of a Gothic novel, 
written by a writer who is the product of the Romantic era. 
Maturin's Melmoth the Wanderer 
Melmoth the Wanderer (1820) by Maturin is a Gothic novel in the 
highest tradition of the Romantic period. The novel relates the story of 
Melmoth - a scholar who traded his soul to internal powers in return for 
answers to all his questions about the universe. He is given one hundred extra 
years to live; and in that time, if he could fmd someone to volunteer to take his 
place in Hell, he would be free. Otherwise at the end of the hundred years, 
Melmoth would be damned. 
The novel contains scenes which even now have the power to evoke 
dread. It begins with the scene of a deathbed. An old miser is dying of sheer 
fright because of something he has seen, coupled with a manuscript he has read 
and a family portrait, which hangs in an obscure closet of his centuried home in 
County Wicklow. He has sent for his nephew John (in Trinity College, Dublin). 
The latter upon arriving notes many uncanny things. The eyes of the portrait in 
the closet glow horribly; twice a figure strangely resembling the portrait 
appears momentarily at the door. Dread hangs over that house of the Melmoths. 
The dying miser declares (at a date slightly before 1800) that 'J. Mehnoth, 
1646,' whom the portrait represents, is still alive. Finally the miser dies, and 
the nephew is told in the will to destroy both the portrait and a manuscript to be 
found in a certain drawer. 
Reading the manuscript, written in late seventeenth century by an 
Englishman named Stanton, young John learns of the following happenmg. In 
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Spain (1677) the writer explains he had met a fellow-countryman, who (he v.as 
told) had stared to death a priest trying to denounce him as one filled with 
fearsome evil. Later, after meeting the man again in London, Stanton is cast 
into a madhouse and visited by the stranger, whose approach is heralded by 
spectral music and whose eyes have a more than mortal glare. Melmoth the 
Wanderer - for such is the malign visitor - offers the captive freedom if he will 
take over his bargain with the Devil; but like all others whom Mehnoth had 
approached, Stanton is proof against temptation. Melmoth's description of the 
horrors of a life in a madhouse is one of the most potent passages of the book. 
Stanton is at length liberated, and spends the rest of his life tracking down 
Melmoth. He discovers the family and ancestral abode of Melmoth and leaves 
the manuscript with the family. This manuscript is now in possession of young 
John. He destroys both the portrait and manuscript, but in sleep is visited by his 
horrible ancestor, who leaves a black and blue mark on his wrist. 
Young John soon afterward receives as a visitor a ship\sTecked 
Spaniard, Alonzo de Moncada, who has escaped from compulsory monasticism 
and from the perils of the Inquisition. Moncada's narrative to young John takes 
up the bulk of Maturin's four-volume book. He has suffered horribly, but had 
the strength to resist Melmoth the Wanderer when approached at his darkest 
hour in prison. At the house of a Jew who sheltered him after his escape, he 
discovers a manuscript relating other exploits of Melmoth, including his 
wooing of Immalee an Indian island maiden, who later comes into her 
birthright in Spain and is known as Donna Isidora; of his horrible marriage to 
her by the corpse of a dead anchorite at midnight in the ruined chapel of a 
shunned and abhorred monastery. 
The colloquies of John and Moncada are interrupted by the entrance of 
Melmoth the Wanderer himself, his piercing eyes now are losing their power 
and decrepitude swiftly overtaking him. The term of his bargain has 
approached its end, and he has come home after a century and a half to meet 
his fate. Young John and Moncada hear frightfiil ululations from Melmoth's 
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room but do not intrude till silence comes toward morning. They then find the 
room empty. Clayey foo^rints lead out of a rear door to a cliff overlooking the 
sea. Near the edge of the precipice is a track indicating the forcible dragging of 
some heavy body. The Wanderer's scarf is found on a crag some distance 
below, but nothing further is ever seen or heard of him. 
Commenting on the novel Fred Dotting writes: 
Melmoth's extensive and intervened narratives describe 
terrible and fantastic adventures that traverse Ireland, 
England, Spain and Indian islands. Horrors are encountered 
among ruined churches, in stormy and desolate landscapes 
and in the subterranean passages, burial vaults and prisons 
of Catholic monasteries. Mob violence, domestic tyranny, 
seduction and various forms of oppression are documented 
in Gothic terms.^ ^ 
Varma says that "Maturin has a much deeper, clearer, and more organized 
vision of the place of evil and horror in the world than his predecessors, and 
Melmoth of all novels of horror comes nearest to artistic greatness."^*^ 
In Melmoth the Wanderer, states of extreme terror and despair are 
legion. Melmoth has his own moments of sadism, and they are breathtakingly 
depicted. About to consummate his demon-marriage to Immalee, he exults in 
the evil: 
Perish to all the world, perhaps beyond the period of its 
existence, but live to me in darkness and in corruption! 
Pressure all the exquisite modulation of your forms! All the 
indestructible brilliancy of your colouring! - but pressure it 
for me alone! - me, the single, pulse less, eyeless, heartless 
embracer of an unfertile bride, - the brooder over the dark 
and improductive nest of etemal sterility, - the mountain 
whose lava of intemal fire has stifled, and indurated, and 
enclosed forever, all that was the joy of earth, the felicity of 
life, and the hope of futurity! '^ 
Moncada's dream in prison depicts an excess of physical horror: 
The next moment I was chained to my chair again, - the 
fires were lit, the bells rang out, the litanies were sung; - my 
feet were scorched to a cinder, - my muscles cracked, my 
blood and marrow hissed, my flesh consumed like shrinking 
leather, - the bones of my legs hung two black withering and 
move less sticks in the ascending blaze; - it ascended, 
caught my hair, -1 was crowned with fire, -1 closed it, the 
fire was within, [...] and we burned and burned! I was a 
cinder body and soul in my dream. 
The necromantic Melmoth who has bought with his soul 150 years of 
youth fi-om the Devil, and in his wanderings through the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries attempts to find new victims: people undergoing extreme 
suffering are offered the chance of exchanging places with Melmoth if they 
give up their souls. They all refiise. This makes a unifying theme for a 
collection of different stories, although Maturin scarcely exploits its dramatic 
possibilities to the fiill. 
In Melmoth the Wanderer we mark the culmination of the School of 
Horror phase. The entire machinery of the Gothic school is here: the 
mysterious portrait, the decaying parchment, ruins and storms. Inquisition and 
convent cells, entombed lovers, dead bride and insane bridegroom, idyllic 
nature in the Indian islands - indeed the apotheosis of the whole cult. The 
Edinburgh Review (July 1821) summed it up: 
To complete this phantasmagoric exhibition, we are 
presented with sybils and misers, parricides, maniacs in 
abundance, monks with scourges pursuing a naked youth 
streaming with blood; subterranean Jews surrounded by the 
skeletons of their wives and children; lovers blasted by 
lightning, Irish hags, Spanish grandees, shipwrecks, caverns. 
Donna Claras and Donna Isidoras - all exposed to each 
other in violent and gloomy contrast.^' 
In Gothic fiction the reader passes fi"om the reasoned order of the 
everyday world into a dark region governed by supernatural beings, a region 
that inspires dread and horror, where decay abounds and death is always at 
hand. Gothic fiction emerged late in the eighteenth century as part of the 
Romantic Movement in the arts. This movement represented a reaction against 
the "age of reason" or the enlightenment that had dominated the thought of the 
time. 
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This type of fiction was called Gothic because much of its inspiration 
was drawn from medieval buildings and ruins, many of which were Gothic in 
architectural style. It commonly featured castles and monasteries equipped with 
subterranean passages, hidden panels, chambers of torture, and dark towers. 
The great age of the Gothic novel began in 1764 with the publication of Horace 
Walpole's successful novel The Castle of Otranto and it lasted until about 
1820. Afterward, though such fiction continued to appear for decades, the 
Gothic type diverged into different styles, including the detective, or mystery, 
and the horror story. 
In this chapter an attempt has been made, firstly to trace the 
development of the Gothic novel as well as to identify the content, the 
dominant themes, style, setting that characterized such type of fiction. These 
characteristics eventually (with the passage of time) came to be classified under 
the nomenclature of Gothic Literature and became a force which did much to 
influence the writings of the major Romantic poets. This can be evidenced 
from the detailed analysis in the subsequent chapters. 
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GOTHIC ELEMENTS IN COLERIDGE'S WORKS 
Coleridge is a major romantic poet - often associated with the Gothic 
tradition of writing. This is largely due to the popularity of his so-called 
'mystery poems': The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Kubla Khan and 
Christabel. He also wrote some important critical discussions on 
supematuralism and the sublime, which have some relevance to the Gothic 
tradition. 
It was Coleridge, who for all his scomftil remarks about the 'ruined 
castles, the dungeons, the trap-doors, the skeletons, the flesh-and-blood ghosts, 
and the perpetual moonshine' of the popular literature of both England and 
Germany, represented in his own work the 'Gothic' at its selective (aesthetic 
and psychological) best. The spring of 1798 saw him writing several poems 
containing Gothic elements. Interestingly, they took a variety of poetic forms: 
conversation poems such as Frost at Midnight and The Nightingale; ballads of 
magic and guilt like The Ancient Mariner, the fragmentan.' Three Graves and 
Ballad of the Dark Ladie; and public odes and versified sermons such as 
France: An Ode and Fears in Solitude. There is also a scrap of verse 
introducing the prose fragment on the theme of guih and exile, The Wanderings 
of Cain, which he began as a collaborative venture with Wordsworth. 
Coleridge's fascination for the Gothic is evident from his early years. In 
a series of letters written to Thomas Poole in October 1797, he gives us a 
detailed insight into the formative period of his life: 
At six years old I remember to have read Belisarius, 
Robinson Crusoe, and Philipe Quarles; and then I found 
the Arabian Nights' Entertainments, one tale of which (the 
tale of a man who was compelled to seek for a pure virgin) 
made so deep an impression on me (I had read it in the 
evening when my mother was mending stockings), that I 
was haunted by spectres, whenever I was in the dark: and I 
distinctly remember the anxious and fearful eagerness with 
which I used to watch the window in which the books lay, 
and whenever the sun lay upon then, I would seize it, carry 
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it by the wall, and bask and read. My father found out the 
effect which these books had produced, and burnt them'. 
However, the young boy's inclination towards this kind of literature 
could not be eradicated. In another letter to Poole, Coleridge opined that these 
works were essential for the full and proper development of a child: 
For from my early reading of fairy tales and genii, etc., my 
mind had been habituated to the Vast, and I never regarded 
my senses in any way as the criteria of my belief I 
regulated all my creeds by my conceptions, not by my 
sight, even at that age. Should children be permitted to read 
romances, and relations of giants and magicians, and genii? 
I know all that has been said against it; but I have formed 
my faith in the affirmative. I know no other way of giving 
the mind a love of the Whole and the Great[...]} 
In a lecture on the Gothic, Coleridge half-admitted: 
But the Gothic art is sublime. On entering a cathedral I am 
filled with devotion and with awe; I am lost to the 
actualities that surround me, and my whole being expands 
into the infinite, earth and air, nature and art all swell up 
into eternity, and the only sensible impression left is, that I 
am nothing!^ 
Coleridge's remarks on Mrs. Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udolpho, A 
Romance were published in the Critical Review of August 1794. He began by 
comparing it with her earlier story, The Romance of the Forest, a book which 
proved that she had the key to "unlock the gates [...] of horror, that and 
thrilling fears." Commenting on the new book he wrote: 
The same power of description are displayed, the same 
predilection is discovered for the wonderfiil and the 
gloomy-the same mysterious terrors are continually exciting 
in the mind the idea of a supematural appearance, keeping 
us, as it were, upon the very edge and confines of the world 
of spirits, and yet are ingeniously explained by famihar 
causes; curiosity is kept upon the stretch from page to page, 
and from volume to volume, and the secret, which the 
reader thinks himself every instant upon the point of 
penetrating, flies like a phantom before him, and eludes his 
eagerness till the very last moment of protracted 
explanation.^ 
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In June 1798, Coleridge continuing the same critical line of thought in his 
review of Mrs. Radcliffe's The Italian; or. The Confessional of the Black 
Penitents. "[...] its constitution was maintained only by the passion of terror, 
and that excited by trick". He admitted that it contained a few scenes that 
"powerfully seize the imagination, and interest the passions", but called the 
sensational chapter describing the examination of Vivaldi, the hero, before the 
Inquisition "so improbable, that we should rather have attributed it to one of 
Mrs. Radcliffe's numerous imitators."^ 
The year 1797 had been spent by Coleridge reviewing Gothic fiction for 
Critical Review. In a letter to William Lisle Bowles he wrote: 
Indeed I am almost weary of the Terrible [...].I have been 
lately reviewing The Monk, the Italian, Hubert de Sevrac 
&C &C - an all of which dungeons, and old castles, and 
solitary Houses by the Sea Side, & Caverns, & Woods, & 
extraordinary characters, & all the tribe of Horror & 
Mystery, have crowded on me - even to surfeiting.^  
In February 1797, while reviewing The Monk for Critical Review, Coleridge 
argued that any attempt to import German horrors to Britain would precipitate a 
decline of its literature: 
The tale is indeed a tale of horror, yet the most painful 
impression, which the work left on our minds, was that of 
great acquirements and splendid genius employed to furnish 
a mormo for children, a poison for youth, and a provocative 
for the debauchee. Tales of enchantments and witchcraft 
can never be useful: our author has contrived to make them 
pernicious, by blending, with an irreverent negligence, all 
that is most awfully true in religion with all that is most 
ridiculously absurd in superstition.' 
In his review (1816) of Charles Robert Maturin's Gothic drama, Bertram, 
Coleridge pointed out "the so-called German drama is English in its origin, 
English in its materials, and English by re-adoption."* He named Horace 
Walpole's Castle ofOtranto and Edward Young's Night Thoughts as obvious 
examples of English works, which had influenced the younger generation of 
German authors, whose works in turn affected English writers and audiences in 
the 1790s and beyond. 
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In light of these reviews by S.T. Coleridge, it becomes easy to 
understand why he was at first so reticent and even embarrassed about his 
poem Christabel. For it is obvious that he was himself composing what was 
essentially a "romance". The chief perceptible difference was that his romance 
was in verse, whereas the stories of Lewis, Radcliffe were in prose. He too was 
commandeering old castles, woods, serpents, and dreams full of hell, 
extraordinary and incomprehensible characters, mysterious terrors, and 
weaving them into the very fabric of his poem. 
In 1817 Coleridge prepared the prospectus for his course of lectures, 
which he was to give the next year. According to Gillman, the eleventh and the 
twelfth sections were to deal with as follows: 
XI. On the Arabian Nights Entertainments, and on the 
romantic use of the supernatural in poetry and in works of 
fiction not poetical. On the conditions and regulations 
under which such Books may be employed advantageously 
in the earlier Periods of Education. XII. On tales of 
witches, apparitions, & C. as distinguished from the magic 
and magicians of Asiatic origin [...] Lastly, the causes of 
the terror and interest which stories of ghosts and witches 
inspire, in early life at least, whether believed or not.' 
It was this Coleridge, the magician - poet of the dark recesses of human 
experience, whose influence on the next generation was to be extraordinary. 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (1818), the culminating work of Romantic Gothic 
narrative, was conceived after the young author, with her husband and Byron, 
had indulged in a late-night reading of Christabel. Frankenstein itself rings 
with echoes - direct quotations, half-quotations, and near quotations of The 
Ancient Mariner. 
Dura Navis was written in 1787 and first published in 1893, Coleridge's 
schoolboy poem addresses his brother Frank facing." The horrors of a Naval 
Fight, / When thundering caimons spread a sea of Gore" (26-27): 
What dreadful scenes appear before my eyes! 
Ah! See how each with frequent slaughter red. 
Regardless of his dying fellows' cries 
O'er their fresh wovmds with impious order tread! 
(33-36) 
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There is more to come should the younger sailor survive the battle. Coleridge 
conjures up for him "A fate more cruel still" (42) - to eat or be eaten when the 
desperate crew resorts to carmibalism in order to survive: 
On its own flesh hath fix'd deadly tooth? 
Dubious and fluttering' twixt hope and fear 
With trembling hands the lot I see thee draw. 
[ ] 
Or, deep thy dagger in the friendly heart, 
Whilst each strong passion agitates thy breast. 
Though oft with Horror back I see thee start, 
Lo! Hunger drives thee to th' inhuman feast. 
(48-56) 
In November 1794 Coleridge's readmg of the English translation of 
Schiller's Robbers, a play about the adventures of a noble rebel Karl Moor so 
enthused him that he wanted to tell Southey all about it: 
'Tis past one O'clock in the morning - 1 sat down at twelve 
O'clock to read the Robbers of Schiller - I had read chill 
and trembling until I came to the part where Moor fires a 
pistol over the Robbers who are asleep - I could read no 
more - My God! Southey! Who is this Schiller? This 
convulser of the Heart? Did he write this Tragedy amid the 
yelling of Fiends? - 1 should not like to be able to describe 
such characters - I tremble like an Aspen Leaf - Upon my 
Soul, I write to you because 1 am frightened - I had better 
go to Bed. Why have we ever called Milton sublime?"' 
The reading of Schiller's play marked a beginning for Coleridge. It crystallized 
the elements from which he was to create his best poetry. The immediate poetic 
result was a fine sonnet addressed to the German author. To the Author of the 
Robbers (1796), it conveys all the fear and excitement so breathlessly described 
in the letter to Southey: 
SCHILLER! That hour I would have wish'd to die 
If thro' the shuddering midnight I had sent 
From the dark dungeon of the Tower time-rent 
That fearfiil voice, a famish'd Father's cry -
Lest m some after moment aught more mean 
Might stamp me mortal! A triumphant shout 
Black Horror scream'd, and all her goblin rout 
Dimenish'd shrunk from the more withering scene! 
Ah! Bard tremendous in sublimity! 
Could I behold thee in thy loftier mood 
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Wandering at eve with finely - frenzied eye 
Beneath some vast old tempest-swinging wood! 
Awhile with mute awe gazing I would brood: 
Then weep aloud in a wild ecstasy! 
(1-14) 
With its strong rhythms, its striking opening line, it resorts to certain Gothic 
cliches about dungeons, towers, and black horror. 
Coleridge's nervousness necessitated a resort to the laudanum bottle, the 
effects of which may perhaps be traced in the Ode on the Departing Year 
(1796), which he wrote hastily for the Cambridge Intelligencer in the last week 
of December 1796. It was like all but one of his political verses, a brittle 
composition echoing the ghostly violence of Burgher's Leonore, which he had 
been reading, and in a hollow fashion Milton's Nativity Ode. Doubtless his own 
recent nightmares dictated the passage: 
Yet still I gasp'd and reel'd with dread. 
And ever, when the dream of night 
Renews the phantom to my sight, 
Cold sweat-drops gather on my limbs; 
My ears throb hot; my eye-balls start; 
My brain with horrid tumult swims; 
Wild is the tempest of my heart; 
And my thick and struggling breath 
Imitates the toil of death! 
(VI. 104-112) 
The agony that the poet experiences at the remembrance of that vision is 
comparable to the agony of a soldier dying on a battlefield: 
The soldier on the war-field spread, 
When all fore done with toil and wounds, 
Death - like he dozes among heaps of dead! 
[ ] 
See! The starting wretch's head 
Lies pillow'd on a brother's corse ! [sic] 
(VI. 114-120) 
The Gothic elements of fear, death, fiends, and ghosts find their way into the 
third stanza of the poem. The ghosts of those for whose deaths the Empress of 
Russia was responsible are now seen dancing round her tomb: 
Rush around her narrow dwelling! 
Tlie exterminating Fiend is Fled-
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(Foul her life, and dark her doom) 
Mighty armies of the dead 
Dance, like death-fires, round her tomb! 
(III. 55-59) 
In The Nightingale (1798) Coleridge introduces a description of a 
deserted castle, a gentle maid and a wild grove where many nightingales have 
made their home. The landscape he describes is curiously Gothic: 
And I know a grove 
Of large extent, hard by a castle huge. 
Which the great lord inhabits not; and so 
This grove is wild with tangling imderwood 
[ ] 
But never elsewhere in one place I knew 
So many nightingales; and far and near. 
In wood and thicket, over the wide grove 
[ ] 
A most gentle Maid, 
Who dwelleth in her hospitable home 
Hard by the castle, and at latest eve 
(Even like a Lady vowed and dedicate 
To something more than Nature in the grove) 
(49-52, 55-57, 69-73) 
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (1798) was plaimed by Wordsworth 
and Coleridge on the afternoon of 20 November 1797, when they were walking 
in the Quantok Hills." The first idea came from Mr. John Cruikshank, who, 
according to Wordsworth, had a dream about "'a person suffering from a dire 
curse for the commission of some crime" and "a skeleton ship with figures in 
it."'^ It was begim jointly with Wordsworth, who contributed not only one or 
two phrases but the part played by the albatross and the navigation of the ship 
by dead men.'^ The rest is the work of Coleridge, and on 23 March 1798, he 
finished the poem. In his Biographia Literaria, Coleridge reveals that m the 
course of discussions between Wordsworth and himself on the subject of 
poetry, they had decided to write two kinds of poetry: 
[...] my endeavours should be directed to person and 
characters supernatural, or at least romantic; yet so as to 
transfer from out inward nature a human interest and as a 
semblance of truth sufficient to procure for these shadows 
of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the 
moment, which constitutes poetic faith. Mr. Wordsworth, 
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on the other hand, was to propose to himself as his object to 
give the charm of novelty to things of every day, and to 
excite a feeling analogues to the supernatural, by 
awakening the mind's attention from the lethargy of 
custom, and directing it to the loveliness and the wonders of 
the world before us.'^ 
(Ch. XIV) 
In accordance with this division of labour, the creative responsibility for this 
poem naturally fell upon Coleridge. 
The Ancient Mariner is regarded as a masterpiece of supernatural poetry. 
The marvels, the supernatural eeriness and the atmosphere of terror and 
superstition in the poem link it with the great ballad tradition of the late Middle 
Ages, Omen and weather lore, which play a prominent part in many ballads, 
are used with great effect by Coleridge. Enthusiasm for ballad poetry was only 
one aspect of a more general interest in everything medieval - the 'Gothic 
cult'. References to Mary mother, to angelic spirits, to the guardian saint and 
the hermit are clear enough testimony to the medievalism of the poem. The 
poem is full of the colour and glamour of the Middle Ages. From the mention 
of the merry music "Nodding their heads before her goes / The merry 
minstrelsy" (1. 35-36) to the Catholic idea of penance which lies at the bottom 
of the poem "O shrieve me, shrieve me, holy man!" (VII. 574), everywhere we 
see the medieval touch - the fateful cross-bow, the vesper bell, the hermit, the 
prayer to Mary "To Mary Queen the praise be given!" (V. 294). 
Southey's review of the poem in October 1798 of Critical Review, had 
inaugurated the first wave of criticism directed at Lyrical Ballads. It had taken 
the volume's predilection for tales of haunting to task and aligned it with 
'German' writing and with 'superstition': 
We do not sufficiently understand the story of the Mariner to 
analyse it. It is a Dutch attempt at German sublimity [...]. 
The story of a man who suffers the perpetual pain of cold, 
because an old woman prayed that he never might be warm, 
is perhaps a good story for a ballad, because it is a well-
known tale: but is the author certain that it is 'well 
authenticated?" and does not such an assertion promote the 
popular superstition of witchcraft?'^  
jr_^^^'' 
In r/ze iJ/we o/ ?/ze yinc/e/7f Mar//fcgf^fi'(^J^d§e went beyond the 
common place, thrills of horror. Of course, he evokes these, and his opening 
verses (in which the Mariner stays the Wedding-Guest), suggest that at first 
Coleridge followed familiar precedents in appealing to a kind of horrified fear. 
But as he worked at his poem, he widened its scope and created something 
much richer and more human. The weird adventures of his Marmer take place 
not in the Gothic setting of a medieval castle (as in Christabel) but on a 
boundless sea with days of pitiless sun and soft nights lit by a moon and 
attendant stars. The 'machining persons' are spuits of another sort, transformed 
by Coleridge into powers, who watch over the good and evil actions of men 
and requite them with appropriate rewards and punishments. In the hands of 
Coleridge the supernatural acquires a new scope and character. Instead of 
confining himself to an outworn dread of spectres and phantoms, he moves 
over a wide range of emotions and touches equally on guiit and remorse, 
suffering and relief, hate and forgiveness, grief and joy. 
The poem in the hands of Samuel Coleridge tells an exiting tale of a 
man's sin against nature and his repentance and reconciliation. He describes the 
nature of each phase of the Mariner's sin and the tale goes through many 
different atmospheres, as it tells about the Mariner's crime and punishment. 
At first everything seemed to be very normal and pleasant. The ship was 
cheered as it set assail from the harbour and out to sea. It sailed with good wind 
and fair weather and everything seemed perfect. But then a storm drives the 
ship towards the South Pole: 
With sloping masts and dipping prow. 
As who pursued with yell and blow 
Still treads the shadow of his foe, 
And forward bends his head. 
The ship drove fast, loud roared the blast. 
And southward aye we fled 
a- 45-50) 
They ended up in a land of ice, where no living thing was seen. There was ice 
everywhere surrounding the ship. It looked as if there was little chance for 
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survival. Then a great seabird - the Albatross appeared through the fog, and 
brought the seamen hope: 
At length did cross and Albatross 
Through the fog it came; 
As if h had been a Christian soul 
We hailed it in God's name. 
(L 63-66) 
The Albatross proved to be a good omen and followed the ship as it turned 
course northward through the fog and ice. However, the shooting down of the 
Albatross by the Mariner with his crossbow so infuriate the shipmates that they 
cry out against the ancient Mariner, for killing the bird of good omen and they 
hang the dead Albatross around the Mariner's neck and blame everything on 
him: 
Ah! Well a-day! What evil looks 
Had I from old and young! 
histead of the cross, the Albatross 
About my neck was hung. 
(II. 139-142) 
By now the atmosphere has turned evil for the seafarers. The seamen begin to 
die from dehydration and as they lay dying they curse the Ancient Mariner: 
One after one, by the star-dogged Moon, 
Too quick for groan or sigh, 
Each tumed his face with a ghastly pang. 
And cursed me with his eye 
(III. 212-215) 
As the souls departed from the bodies of the seamen, the Life-in-Death began 
her work on the accursed ancient Mariner. The Mariner did not pray for help, 
but prayed for God to take him also: 
The many men, so beautiful! 
And they all dead did lie: 
And a thousand slimy things 
Lived on; and so did I. 
(IV. 236-239) 
After seven days and seven nights of torture, the Mariner begins to realize and 
recognize the true beauty and happiness of the water snakes. He blesses them in 
his heart and the spell begins to break. The bodies of the ship's crew come back 
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to life and the ship moves on by angelic spirits sent by a guardian saint. While 
the Mariner is lying unconscious, knocked out by a sudden movement of the 
ship; two spirits decide that the Mariner had penance long and heavy. On 
awakening, the Mariner finds himself sailing in gentle weather, but the dead 
men all stand together and glare at him once more with their stony eyes. 
All stood together on deck. 
For a chamel - dungeon fitter: 
All fixed on me their stony eyes. 
That in the Moon did glitter. 
(VI. 434-437) 
The Mariner realizes that the curse was still there. A breeze carries the ship to 
the Ancient Mariner's native country, the angelic spirits leave the dead bodies 
and become a guiding light, the ship sinks, but the ancient Mariner is saved by 
the pilot's boat. The poem ends with the Mariner traveling fi-om land to land to 
teach his tale. Taught by his own example to love and revere all things God 
made. 
Coleridge's poem The Rime of the Ancient Mariner is fiill of strange and 
macabre happenings. The strange weather, the albatross as a bird of good 
omen, the skeleton ship of Death and Life-in-Death, the spirit fi-om the land of 
mist and snow, the two spirits the Mariner hears in his trance, the angelic spirits 
which move the bodies of the dead men, the madness of the pilot and his boy, 
and the Mariner's strange power of speech, all are examples of the uncanny and 
the Gothic. Nature plays an active and powerfiil role and cannot be 
manipulated. For those who try to control it, must be subject to an inevitable 
punishment. In The Rime of the Ancient Mariner the scene of the Mariner's 
punishment is plunged in a Gothic atmosphere, where nature has a threatening 
presence: 
The western wave was all a-flame. 
The day was well nigh done! 
[ ] 
And straight the sun was flecked with bars, 
[ - . ] 
As if through a dungeon-grate he peered 
With broad and burning face 
[ ] 
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The Sun's rim dips; the stars rush out: 
At one stride comes the dark; 
[ ] 
The stars were dim, and thick the night. 
(III. 171-172, 177,179-180, 199-200, 206) 
Coleridge has beautifully wrought in the uncommon and remote aspects of 
nature, for example: 
All in a hot and copper sky 
The bloody Sun, at noon, 
Right up above the mast did stand, 
No bigger than the Moon 
ai . 111-114) 
In the poem the infinite has a sublime connotation, it expresses the power of 
nature and it represents a test for the Mariner. The first natural test is the ice: it 
is all aroimd the ship and the crew can't see its end, it is infinite. The sea 
appears as an unlimited presence through the pimishment of the Mariner. This 
underlines the Mariner and man's inferiority in fi-ont of the infinite, omnipotent 
nature: 
Water, water, every where. 
And all the boards did shrink; 
Water, water, every where. 
Nor any drop to drink 
(11.119-122) 
The first situation that strikes terror in the heart of the Mariner is the 
appearance of the skeleton-ship. When it is sighted in the distance, the sailors 
feel happy to think that they will get water to quench their burning thirst. But in 
a few moments they discover the reality of this ship. The description of the ship 
with its "ribs" (III. 185) and "her sails that glance in the Sun,/Like restless 
gossamers?" (III. 183-184) fill us with terror. The feeling of terror is 
heightened when a reference is made to the crew of this ship. The crew consists 
of Death and Life-in-Death: "The Night-mare Life-in-Death was she, / Who 
thicks man's blood with cold" (III. 193-194). Indeed, this spectre-bark with its 
strange crew is among the principle ingredients in the creation of the 
atmosphere of mystery and horror. It is a strange mystery that this ship should 
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sail on the sea without a wind and without a tide, while the Mariner's ship 
stands still "as a painted ship upon a painted ocean" (II. 117-118). Obviously it 
is a supernatural force which drives this ship, and the crew also consists of 
supernatural characters. 
The stationary ship unable to move is a symbol of calm and desolation: 
Day after day, day after day. 
We stuck, nor breath nor motion; 
As idle as a painted ship 
Upon a painted ocean 
(11.115-118) 
In the following lines Coleridge depicts an unusual picture of death-fires 
dancing and of water burning green, blue, and white: 
About, about, in reel and rout 
The death-fires danced at night; 
The water, like a witch's oils, 
Burnt green, and blue and white 
(II. 127-130) 
Another strange picture is that of lightning: "Like water shot from some high 
crag, / The lightning fell with never a jag / A river steep and wide" (V. 324-
326). Innumerable ugly and filthy creatures were seen crawling on the surface 
of the stagnant water; Coleridge describes the horrid picture thus: "Yea, slimy 
things did crawl with legs / Upon the slimy sea" (II. 125-126). 
One of the strange incidents in the poem is the Mariner's strange power 
of speech. At the beginning of the poem we read that an Ancient Mariner stops 
one of the three wedding-guests in order to speak to him. The Mariner, 
mesmeric in his power, mysterious and awe-inspking in appearance, with his 
glittering eye and his skinny hand, at once arouses our curiosity. The wedding-
guest is unable to resist the strange power that he perceives in the Mariner's 
eye: 
He holds him with his glittering eye 
The Wedding-Guest stood still. 
And Ustens like a three years' child: 
The Mariner hath his will. 
a.13-16) 
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We shudder with fear to thirJc of the Mariner who is left alone after seeing 
"Four times fifty living men" (III. 216) dropping down one by one, "With 
heavy thump, a lifeless lump" (III.219). It is at this stage that the Wedding-
Guest begins to suspect that the Mariner who is talking to him may be a ghost 
and so he says: 
I fear thee, ancient Mariner! 
I fear thy skinny hand! 
[ ] 
I fear thee and thy glittering eye, 
And thy skinny hand, so brown; 
(IV. 224-229) 
The agony and spiritual torture of the lonely Ancient Mariner on a wide 
sea when he could not pray or die are, perhaps, the most terrifying elements in 
the story. The following stanzas may be quoted to convey some of the horror of 
the Mariner's state: 
I looked upon the rotting sea, 
And drew my eyes away; 
I looked upon the rotting deck, 
And there the dead men lay. 
I looked to heaven, and tried to pray; 
But or ever a prayer had gusht, 
A wicked whisper came, and made 
My heart as dry as dust. 
I closed my lids, and kept them close. 
And the balls like pulses beat; 
For the sky and the sea, and the sea and the sky 
Lay like a load on my weary eye, 
And the dead were at my feet. 
(IV. 240-252) 
What makes the situation still more horrifying is that the curse in the dead 
men's eyes had never passed away: 
The look with which they looked on me 
Had never passed away. 
[ ] 
Seven days, seven nights, I saw that curse. 
And yet I could not die. 
(IV. 255-256, 261-262) 
The feeling of mystery in the poem is deepened by various situations. 
For instance, the dead body of the Albatross, which had been hung round the 
Mariner's neck, fell down into the sea automatically the moment he blessed the 
water-snakes. 
The self-same moment I could pray; 
And from my neck so free 
The Albatross fell off, and sank 
Like lead into the sea. 
(IV. 288-291) 
The fiinction of the elements (earth, air, fire, water) and heavenly bodies is not 
merely to image the Mariner's spiritual states, but also to provide the link 
between the Mariner as an ordinary man, and the Mariner as one acquainted 
with the invisible world, which has its own set of values. This link is first 
suggested in the idea that the Albatross has a power of control over the 
elements: it is continued in the idea "Of the spirit that plagued us so; / Nine 
fathom deep he had followed us/From the land of mist and snow" (II. 132-134). 
The horrible incident of the groaning, stirring, and coming back to life 
of the dead crew is a scene of macabre intensity: 
The dead men gave a groan, 
They groaned, they stirred, they all uprose. 
Nor spake, nor moved their eyes 
[ ] 
They raised their limbs like lifeless tools 
We were a ghastly crew 
(V. 330-332, 339-340) 
A terrifying experience for the Mariner till he discovers that the bodies of the 
dead crew move not by the souls of the men, nor by demons of earth or middle 
air, but by a blessed troop of angelic spirits sent down by the invocation of the 
guardian saint: 
But a troop of spirits blest: 
For when it dawned - they dropped their arms. 
And clustered round the mast; 
Sweet sounds rose slowly through their mouths. 
And their bodies passed. 
(V. 349-353) 
Another supernatural event is of the polar spirit's fellow- demons, (the 
invisible inhabitants of the element), who take part in his wrong; two of them 
relate, that penance long and heavy for the ancient Mariner has been accorded 
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to the polar spirit, who has returned southward. The Mariner has been cast into 
a trance; for the angelic power causes the vessel to drive northward faster than 
human life could endure. 
The troop of angelic spirits standing over the dead bodies in shapes of 
crimson light further heightens the atmosphere of mysteiy in the poem: 
This seraph-band, each waved his hand: 
It was a heavenly sight! 
They stood as signals to the land, 
Each one a lovely light; 
(VI. 492-405) 
Again, towards the close of the poem, the poet wishes to convey to us the toll 
that the horrific experiences have taken on the Mariner. When rescued by the 
Pilot, "the Pilot shrieked / And fell down in a fit" ( VII. 560-561). The effect on 
the Pilot's boy was that he went crazy with fear: 
I took the oars: the Pilot's boy, 
Who now doth crazy go. 
Laughed loud and long, and all the while 
His eyes went to and fro. 
(VII. 564-567) 
Even the holy Hermit was badly shaken and on stepping forth from the boat, 
could scarcely stand because of fear. The Mariner's face had so changed with 
his agonizing experiences that to the pilot he appeared not a human being but 
some horrible spectre, to the Pilot's boy the devil himself "The Devil knows 
how to row" (VII. 569). The Ancient mariner deals with the supernatural, on a 
large scale and in a generous sense. It presents many situations involving 
spirits, phantoms, spectres, skeletons and angels in the tale of the crime, the 
punishment, the fortune, the relief, and the partial forgiveness. 
Coleridge's poem Dejection: An Ode (1802) gives expression to a 
poignant mood of pessimism and disillusionment. The poem seems to be 
enveloped in a Gothic mood as illustrated from the following instances of the 
poem. In it the poet laments the loss of his poetic faculty and gives expression 
to the grief from which he is suffering. It is such a dark and dismal sorrow that 
it finds no expression in words, tears or sighs: 
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A grief without a pano, void, dark, and drear, 
A stifled, drowsy, unimpassionate grief, 
Which finds no natural outlet, no relief, 
In word, or sigh, or tear 
(II. 21-24) 
In Stanza VII the poet dismisses the depressing thoughts that have been 
haunting his mind, and turns his attention to the storm that has been raging 
outside. He feels that it is like the prolonged scream of a human being who is 
being tortured and who cries in his agony "[. . .] and listen to the wind, / Which 
long has raved unnoticed. What a scream / Of agony by torture lengthened out" 
(VII. 96-98). He thinks that it would have been much better if the wind, instead 
of playing upon the lute, were to blow against a bare rock, a mountain lake, a 
lightning- struck tree, a high pine-grove, or a lonely house haunted by e\'il 
spirits: 
[...] Thou, Wind, that rav'st without. 
Bare crag, or mountain-train, or blasted tree. 
Or pine-grove wither woodman never climb, 
Or lonely house, long held tlie witches' home 
(VII. 99-102) 
It seems to him that the wind is celebrating a devil's Christmas "Makst Devil's 
yele" (VII. 106). More vigorous and forceful are the lines where the sounds of 
the storm are compared first to the rushing of a defeated army, with groans of 
trampled and woimded men: 
What tell'st thou now about? 
'Tis of the rushing of an host in rout. 
With groans of trampled men, with smarting wounds 
At once thy groan with pain, and shudder with the cold! 
(VII. 110-113) 
and then to the alternate moaning and screaming of a frightened child who has 
lost its way home: 
Tis ofa little child 
Upon a lonesome wild. 
Not far fi-om home, but she hath lost her way; 
And now moans low in bitter grief and fear. 
And now screams loud, and hopes to make her mother hear 
(VII. 121-125) 
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Tlie Three Graves (1809), a ballad begun by Wordsworth in 1796, adds 
a further dimension on the thematic interests shared by the two poets - namely 
the laying on of a curse. In the case of: The Three Grave, the plot centres around 
the curse of a mother on her own daughter. The story as it is contained in the 
first and second parts is as follows: Edward a young farmer, at the house of 
Ellen, meets her fiiend Mary, and falls in love with her. With her consent, and 
by the advice of their common friend Ellen, he seeks the blessings of Mary's 
mother. The mother, a widow-woman, approves the match. However, she 
becomes herself enamoured of her future son-in-law, and practices every art, 
both of endearment and of calumny, to transfer his affections from her daughter 
to herself Edward, though perplexed by her strange detractions, mistakes her 
increasing fondness for motherly affections. At length overcome by her 
miserable passion, she exclaims with violent emotion "Oh Edward! Indeed, 
indeed, she is not fit for you; she has not a heart to love you as you deserve, it 
is I that love you! Marry me, Edward! And I will settle all my property on 
you" . Thus taken by surprise (whether from the effect of the horror which he 
felt, or the feeling of its strangeness and absurdity), Edward flung her from 
him, and bursts into a fit of laughter. Irritated almost to frenzy, the woman 
prays for a curse both on him and on her own child. Mary who happened to be 
in the room directly above them, heard Edward's laugh, and her mother's 
blasphemous prayer, and fainted away. Edward carries her off to Ellen's home. 
All attempts for reconciliation with the mother go futile; at the end Mary is 
married to him. The third part of the tale begins from here. 
Coleridge steeped in the literature of curses (from his reading and 
reviewing of Gothic romances) was much attracted by the subject of The Three 
Graves. As a result, Wordsworth turned over the completion of the poem to 
him in June or July of 1797. 
Wordsworth's comment (recorded by Barron Field in 1839), about 
Coleridge's handlmg of The Three Graves is as follows: 
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I gave him the subject of The Three Graves; but he made it 
too shocking and painful, and not sufficiently sweetened by 
any heading views. Not being able to dwell on or sanctify 
natural woes, he took to the supernatural, and hence his 
Ancient Mariner and Christabel, in which he shows great 
poetical power; but these things have not the hold on the 
heart which Nature gives and will never be popular like 
Goldsmith's and Bums's.*' 
In the opening two parts of The Three Graves which Wordsworth had drafted 
before he passed the work over to Coleridge, there is an effort to invest a 
blossoming thorn-tree with some sort of moral significance; according anything 
supernatural to it, is merely of a convenient simile: 
Fast rooted to the spot, you guess, 
The wretched maiden stood. 
As pale as any ghost of night 
That wanteth flesh and blood 
(II. 82-85) 
However, in Parts III and IV of the poem written by Coleridge in the 
spring of 1809, the supernatural elements emerge more prominently. The effect 
of the mother's curse on her daughter Mary as she went to the church with 
Edward for their wedding is described thus: 
As soon as she stepp'd into the sun, 
Ker heart - it died away 
And when the vicar join'd their hands. 
Her limbs did creep and fi-eeze 
(III. 238-241). 
If the sun had the effect of saddening her heart: 
The shade o'erflush'd her limbs with heat. 
Then came a chill-like death: 
And when the merry bells rang out, 
They seem'd to stop her breath 
(III. 252-255) 
The following lines are eminently calculated to feed the amiable superstitions 
of the vulgar: 
Beneath the foulest mother's curse. 
No child could ever thrive: 
A mother is a mother still; 
The holiest thing alive. 
(III. 256-259) 
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Mary who does not believe that her mother's curse has affected her, 
regards her dulhiess and sadness as a result of the "gloomy season" (III.272) 
and being "not well in health" (III.271). But as the poem progresses the 
atmosphere becomes surcharged with Gothic gloom: 
The wind was wild; against the glass. 
The rain did beat and bicker; 
The church-tower singing over head -
You could not hear the vicar 
a n . 306-309) 
The mother practises her curse not only on her daughter but her daughter's 
friend Ellen too: 
O curse this woman, at whose house 
Young Edward woo'd his wife 
By night and day, in bed and bower, 
0 let her cursed be! 
(IV. 518-521) 
The effect of the mother's curse on Ellen is described thus: 
1 saw poor Ellen kneeling still. 
So pale! I guess'd not why: 
When she stood up, there plainly was 
A trouble in her eye. 
(III.324-327) 
Saddened by Ellen's situation Mary cries out in agony: "O Ellen, Ellen! She 
curs'd me, / And now she has curs'd you!" (III. 354-355). Coleridge describes 
the effect of this curse upon the three persons as of 'grief, 'frenzy', and 
'terror': 
He reach'd his home, and by his looks 
They saw his inward strife; 
And they clung round him with their arms. 
Both Ellen and his wife. 
And Mary could not check her tears, 
So on his breast she bow'd; 
Then phrenzy melted into grief. 
And Edward wept aloud. 
Dear Ellen did not weep at all. 
But closelier she did cling; 
And tum'd her face, and look'd as if 
She saw some frightful thing! 
(III. 377-388) 
The third part of the tale ends on this note of obscurity. 
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The closing lines of part IV, describing Edward's dream of murdering 
his evil mother-in-law evoke the chill of Gothic horror: 
So they sat chatting, while bad thoughts 
Were troubling Edward's rest; 
But soon they heard his hard quick parts. 
And the thumping in his breast, 
'A mother too!' these self-same words 
Did Edward mutter plain; 
[ ] 
When he wak'd up, and star'd like one 
That hath been just struck blind. 
He sat upright; and ere the dream 
Had had time to depart, 
'O God, forgive me!' he exclaim'd. 
T have tom out her heart!' 
Then Ellen shriek'd and forwith burst 
Into ungentle laughter: 
And Mary shiver'd where she sat. 
And never she smil'd after. 
(IV. 518-537) 
Osorio which was written in 1797 and published in (1873) is a tale of 
crime, punishment and repentance. In the preface of his dramatic poem Osorio, 
Coleridge writes; 
In the character of Osorio I wished to represent a man, who, 
from his childhood had mistaken constitutional abstinence 
from vices, for strength of character - thro' his pride duped 
into guilt, and then endeavouring to shield himself from the 
reproaches of his own mind by misanthropy.'* 
Shakespeare and Schiller (and Godwin, too) are visible influences on 
Osorio, on which Coleridge worked during the two weeks he spent at 
Racedown. The plot turns on the relationship between a good and a wicked 
brother and their love for the same woman. Coleridge sets the dramatic poem in 
Spain in the reign of Philip II, deriving some of the complications of the plot 
from the persecution of the Moors by the Spanish Inquisition. There is cruelty, 
disguise, secrecy, a hidden cave, and a dungeon into which the good brother, 
Albert, is thrown. The heroine, Maria has remained faithful to Albert even 
though his brother Osorio reported him dead and is courting her himself. 
Finally, Albert a character who embodies the Godwinian ideal of an 
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enlightened man, forgives his brother. Osorio himself, having originally plotted 
to have his brother murdered and having killed a noble Moorish chieftain in the 
course of the play, finally feels the bitterness of remorse: 
I have stood silent like a slave before thee. 
That I might taste the wormwood and the gall, 
And satiate this self-accusing spirit 
With bitter agonies than death can give 
(V. 303-306) 
The play is interesting for what it reveals of Coleridge's thinking about the 
individual and society, about justice and mercy, and about the growth of evil in 
a man. 
Coleridge's tragedy Remorse (1^13) is a recast of Osorio. He had 
revised the play in such away as to make the complicated plot less opaque. The 
two brothers are renamed: Osorio becomes Ordonio, and the good brother 
Albert becomes Alvar. The heroine Maria is renamed as Teresa. Some of the 
lengthier speeches as well as impossible stage directions are also reduced. 
Remorse contains in its central scene an elaborate supernatural spectacle 
so ftill of Shakespearean references that the Theatrical Inquisitor and the 
Critical Review mocked Coleridge for having the arrogance to compare himself 
to "our Bard"'^. Other periodicals, however, praised Coleridge's "ardent 
admiration for the father of English drama"^°, so that the audience and viewers 
should not miss Remorse as a veneration for Shakespeare. 
However, Michael Gamer points out: 
Yet even while Coleridge sought to ally himself with the 
legitimating authority of Shakespeare, Remorse's central 
scene strongly resembles the most famous supernatural scene 
of Lewis's Castle Spectre. In both plays, the heroine through 
supernatural intervention leams of a murder. Both also 
employ incantations to demons in language reminiscent of 
Macbeth, provide elaborate stage directions with an 
exactness and minuteness of detail that smack of pantomime, 
and take particular care to manage music, song, and ritual so 
that they progress in volume and pace to a spectacular pitch. 
The only difference between the two scenes is that 
Coleridge's is presented as mere trickery, a show put on by 
his protagonist as away of exposing the treachery of his 
brother. '^ 
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ALVAR: The spell is mutter'd - come, thou wandering 
shape, 
Who own'st no masters in a human eye, 
Whate'er be this man's doom, fair be it, or foul. 
If he be dead, O come! And bring with thee 
That which he grasp'd in death! But if he live. 
Some taken on his obscure perilous life. 
(The whole Music clashes into a Chorus) 
CHORUS 
Wandering demons, hear the spell! 
Lest a blacker charm compel -
(The incense of the altar takes fire suddenly, and an 
illuminated picture of Alvar's assassination is discovered, 
and having remained a few seconds is then hidden by 
ascending flames) 
ORDONIO: (Starting): Duped! Duped! Duped! The traitor 
Isidore! 
(At this instant the doors are forced open, Monviedro and the 
Familiars of the Inquisition, Servants, & C enter and fill the 
stage.) 
MONVIEDRO: First seize the sorcerer! Suffer him not to 
speak. 
(Ill.i, 128-137) 
Michal Gamer adds: 
In combining the Inquisition, religious rituals and symbols, 
magic, and Satanic incantations, Coleridge's scene combines 
all that is most awfiilly true in religion with all that is 
ridiculously absurd in superstition, the exact criticism he had 
levelled at the Monk in 1797. His scene, then, possesses all 
the incantation and spectacle of Lewis's.^ 
The Gothic elements of fear, blood, curse are all evident in Alhadra's 
dialogue with Teresa when she sees Ordonio: 
Alhadra: Hah! He goes! A bitter curse go with him, 
A scathing curse! 
You hate him, don't you, lady? 
Teresa: Oh fear not me! My heart is sad for you. 
Alhadra: These fell inquisitors! These sons of blood! 
(I.iii, 182-186) 
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Alhadra's description of her miseries in prison, when first she fell under the 
censure of the Inquisition, again reflects Coleridge's interest in Gothic 
conventions: 
They cast me, then a young and nursing mother. 
Into a dungeon of their prison house. 
Where was no bed, no fire, no ray of light. 
No touch, no sound of comfort! The black au-. 
It was a toil to breathe it! 
(I.ii, 206-210) 
At the end of Act IV, the cavern scene (in which the murder of Isidore is 
perpetrated), contains some very powerfiil description of terrifying intensity: 
Alhadra: I stood listening. 
Impatient for the footsteps of my husband! 
Naomi: Thou called'st him? 
Alhadra I crept into the cavern -
'Twas dark and very silent. 
What said'st thou? 
No! no! I did not dare call, Isidore, 
[ ] 
0 Heaven! I heard a groan, and followed it: 
And yet another groan, which guided me 
Into a strange recess - and there was light, 
A hideous light! His torch lay on the ground; 
Its flame burnt dimly o'er a chasm's brink: 
1 spake; and whilst I spake, a feeble groan 
Came fi-om that chasm! It was his last! His death-groan! 
(IV.iii, 62-76) 
In the following passage the exposition of the effects of solitary confinement is 
most horrifying and Gothic in description: 
Each pore and natural outlet shrivelled up. 
By ignorance and parching poverty, 
His energies roll back upon his heart, 
And stagnate and corrupt, till, chang'd to poison. 
They break out on him like a loathsome plague spot 
[...] So he lies 
Circled with evil till his very soul 
Unmoulds its essence, hopelessly deform'd 
By sights of evermore deformity 
(V.i, 6-10, 16-19) 
Coleridge's poem The Pain of Sleep (1816) is a record of the misery that 
the poet experienced during certain nights. It describes the horrid dreams that 
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he dreamt on those nights. It was only later he realized that the cause of those 
frightening dreams was the opium, which he had been taking in order to obtain 
relief from his rheumatic pains. 
The poet speaks of the painful experience, which he had during one 
particular night. He struggled to keep awake, he prayed, he walked long 
distances hoping to outdistance the demons that pursued him, but still they 
came. The poem describes the hallucinations experienced by Coleridge in his 
dreams. In his sleep he saw a "fiendish crowd / Of shapes and thoughts" (16-
17). He feh a desire for wild or hateful objects, though this desire was strangely 
mixed with loathing: "Desu-e with loathing strangely mixed / On wild or 
hateful objects fixed" (23-24). He experienced "fantastic passions, maddening 
brawl!" (25). Along with this was a sense of guilt and remorse. 
The poet experiences the horror of similar dreams in the course of his 
sleep during the following night. What was more, the effect of the horrid 
dreams saddened him during the day also "So two nights passed: the night's 
dismay/Saddened and stunned the coming day" (33-34). When on the third 
night the experience was repeated, he woke up with a loud scream and, feeling 
overwhelmed by this strange suffering, he wept like a child. 
77ie Pain of Sleep reflects Coleridge's interest in Gothic convention; it is 
a lament, a cry of grief It is written in a mood of profound distress and sorrow. 
The words "anguish", "agony", "torture", "woe", "dismay", "calamity", 
"scream", "horror" used by the poet to describe his strange experience, create 
an atmosphere of unrelieved suffering. 
Coleridge's poem Christabel (1816) is a narrative with a Gothic setting, 
a supernatural aspect, and an unsolved mystery. The poet is exploring the 
human psyche via the Gothic and dealing with his fear of evil which can 
overpower innocence. The poem exhibits a conflict between some kind of 
embodied evil in the shape of a beautiful woman named Geraldine, and the 
natural grace and innocence of a young girl called Christabel. The poet's 
depiction of evil is fascinating, mysterious, and ultimately terrifying. Coleridge 
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adopts a tone of Gothic horror to comment on the effect of evil on innocence. 
The Gothic imagery employed in the poem reveals the inmiediacy and fear of 
the approaching encounter between innocence and evil, and later its horrifying 
results. 
Much in accordance to the Gothic convention, the poem opens on the 
scene of the night chilling, foreboding and ominous in tone: 
Is the night chilly and dark? 
The night is chilly, but not dark. 
The thin gray cloud is spread on high, 
It covers but not hides the sky. 
The moon is behind, and at the full; 
(1. 14-18) 
Coleridge carefully creates an air of chilling suspense as the gentle Christabel 
makes her way to the woods, to pray for her distant lover, for "She had dreams 
all yester night / Of her own betrothed knight" (I. 27-28). Amidst the oak trees 
she is startled by a moan. Though terrified, she nevertheless moves around the 
oak and discovers a lovely damsel dressed in white silk, with jewels entangled 
in her hair and a breathless prayer to the Virgin. "Mary mother save me now! / 
[...] and who art thou?" (1.69-70) asks Christabel who personifies the 
limitations of innocence in her unawareness to the presence of evil and in her 
being powerless to its effects. The lady answers in a voice, which Coleridge 
twice insists as "faint and sweet" (1.72, 77). "Stretch forth thy hand, and have 
no fear!" (1.75) beseeches the stranger; "I scarce can speak for weariness" 
(1.74). But when Christabel presses her further, she gives a patently fabricated 
story about being kidnapped by marauders: "My sire is of a noble line, / And 
my name is Geraldine / Five warriors seized me yestermom" (I. 79-81). 
Christabel in her innocence promises the hospitality and protection of 
her father Sir Leoline. At the postern gate, however, Geraldine is unable to pass 
the entrance to the house alone: 
The lady sank, belike through pain, 
And Christabel with might and main 
Lifted her up, a weary weight, 
Over the threshold of the gate 
(I. 129-132) 
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This incident is indicative of Geraldine being a malignant creature and 
exemplifies the common folk theme that evil beings cannot enter a sanctified 
place unaided. Another strange incident is that of the old watchdog in her sleep 
"an angry moan did make" (1.149) as the pair moving stealthily (so as no to 
disturb Sir Leoline), pass her kennel. That Geraldine is evil is signified by not 
only these two incidents but many more to come. The dying fire in the hall 
spurts up as the girls go softly by: 
The brands were flat, the brands were dying. 
Amid their own white ashes lying; 
But when the lady passed, there came 
A tongue of light, a fit of flame 
(I. 156-159) 
As they come to the bedchamber lighted by a lamp fastened with a silver chain 
to an angel's feet, the shadows fi*om the angel on the lamp sap Geraldme's 
strength so that she almost faints. When Christabel offers a cordial made of 
wild flowers by her mother and piously exclaims, "that thou wert here!" 
(1.202), thinking of the mother she has never known "I would, [...]. She were!" 
(I. 203) replies Geraldine - but then her voice alters, and she cries: "Off woman, 
offl This hour is mine / Though thou her guardian spirit be / Off woman, offl tis given 
to me" (I. 211-213). A bewildered, Christabel attributes the fit to her guest's 
"ghastly ride" (I. 216) and administrates the cordial, whereupon Geraldine's 
"fair large eyes 'gan glitter bright" (1.221) and she rises refi-eshed to her fiill 
stature. Again she speaks soothingly and reassuringly, almost as if with divine 
authority: "All they, who live in the upper sky, / Do love you, holy Christabel" 
(I. 227-228) and for their sake and her own she vows that she will try to reward 
her new fiiend. 
Geraldine then requests Christabel to disrobe and retire to bed, while she 
herself will pray. But Christabel, unable to sleep opens her eyes and watches 
Geraldine: 
Beneath the lamp the lady bowed. 
And slowly rolled her eyes around; 
Then drawing in her breath aloud, 
Like one that shuddered, she unbound 
The cincture from beneath her breast: 
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Her silken robe, and inner vest, 
Dropt to her feet, and full in view, 
Behold! Her bosom and half her side 
A sight to dream of, not to tell! 
O shield her! Shield sweet Christabel. 
(I. 245-254) 
The above well-knovm lines are said to have caused Shelley to scream and 
influence Keats in the dream scenes of both Lamia and The Eve of St. Agnes. 
Lying down by Christabel, Geraldine murmurs to her: 
In the touch of my bosom there worketh a spell. 
Which is lord of thy utterance, Christabel! 
Thou knowest to-night, and wilt know tomorrow. 
This mark of my shame, this seal of my sorrow; 
(I. 267-270) 
As Christabel tries to sleep, she is imprisoned in a nightmare of sorrow and 
shame: "But this she knows, in joys and woes, / Than saints will aid if men will 
call, / For the blue sky bends over all" (I. 329-331). As her limbs relax and her 
face grows soft and sad, she often smiles in her sleep perhaps she knows that 
the guardian spirit of her mother is near. 
In the second part as the echoes of the ringing bells come pealing back 
from the hills, Geraldine rises lightly, and confidently awakens her companion. 
Christabel realizes that the coming of the day has not wiped out the horror of 
the previous night. Ironically, in the morning Geraldine seems to be infused 
with physical strength. Just like a vampire, she has sucked the life out of 
Christabel: 
Nay, fairer yet! and yet more fair! 
For she belike hath drunken deep 
Of all the blessedness of sleep! 
And while she spake her looks, her air 
Such gentle thankfulness declare 
That (so it seemed) her girded vests 
Grew tight beneath her heaving breasts 
(II. 374-380) 
Contrite, and puzzled by the dreams, Christabel leads the lady to her father. For 
the first time, Geraldine announces that she is the daughter of Lord Roland de 
Vaux of Tryermaine. The name arouses in Sir Leoline sad memories of his 
youth, for he and Lord Roland had once been close friends, but "whispering 
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tongues can poison truth" (II. 409), and the two had parted with insults and 
hatred. Sir Leoline in the ecstasy of his remorse clasps Geraldine in his arms 
and at this moment Geraldine practices her wiles "And fondly in his arms he 
took / Fair Geraldine, who met the embrace, / Prolonging it with joyous look" 
(11, 448-450). This sight swiftly calls up the nausea of the previous night in 
Christabel's memory and makes her cry out wildly. She recalls: 
The vision of fear, the touch and pain! 
She shrunk and shuddered, and saw again 
(Ah, woe is me! Was it for thee 
Thou gentle maid! Such sights to see?) 
(II. 453-456) 
When the memory of her delirium returns to her, she "drew in her breath 
with a hissing sound" (11.459), which so startles her father that he wheels 
wildly about - to see nothing but his daughter with her eyes raised heavenward 
as if in prayer, for now: 
The touch, the sight, had passed away. 
And in its stead that vision blest. 
Which comforted her after, rest. 
While in the lady's arms she lay. 
Had put a rapture in her breast 
(II. 463-467) 
The spell proves to be so potent that Christabel has no power to tell the truth. 
So deep is Sir Leoline's contrition for his youthful behaviour that he 
refiises Geraldine's request to be sent home without delay. He wants the lady to 
be returned with appropriate ceremony. Thus he plans to dispatch his bard 
Bracey, with a boy harp-bearer, to inform Lord Roland of his daughter's safety 
and to arrange a mutual excursion in which both parties will meet each other 
halfway. Yet Bracey hesitates. For has had a dream so ominous that he has 
vowed to cleanse the wood with his music from some "thing unblest" (II. 529). 
He has seen a favourite dove of Sir Leoline's, called by the very name of 
Christabel struggling with a bright-green snake, which has thrown its coils 
around the bird's wings and neck: 
Green as the herbs on which it couched, 
Close by the dove's its head it crouched; 
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And with the dove it heaves and stirs, 
Swelling its neck as she swelled hers! 
(11.551-554) 
However, Sir Leoline turns to Geraldine with wonder and love in his eyes, 
addresses her as "Lord Roland's beauteous dove" (11. 569), and promises that 
he and her father will crush any threatening snake with force more powerful 
than music. Thereupon, blushing, Geraldine turns so that only Christabel can 
see her face: 
Couched her head upon her breast. 
And looked askance at Christabel -
Jesu, Maria, shield her well! 
A snake's small eye blinks dull and shy. 
And the lady's eyes they shrunk in her head. 
Each shrunk up to a serpent's eye 
And with somewhat of malice, and more of dread. 
At Christabel she looked askance! 
(II. 580-587) 
Although the sight lasts only an instant, it is too much for the victim. Christabel 
in a "dizzy trance" (II. 589), stumbles and shudders aloud once more "with a 
hissing sound" (II. 591). Geraldine "like a thing, that sought relief (II. 593), 
turns back to Sir Leoline, but Christabel so deeply has she dnmk in the look of 
those simken serpent eyes, unconsciously imitates in her own features "that 
look of dull and treacherous hate" (II. 606). When at length she recovers from 
the trance, she begs her father (by her mother's soul), to send Geraldine away. 
But instead the old knight is driven to a mad anger, feeling dishonoured in his 
generosity and hospitality by "more than woman's jealousy" (II. 646). Sternly 
and sharply he commands Bracey to depart and turning his face from 
Christabel leads forth the lady Geraldine away. 
The conclusion of Part II written in 1801, is little more than an 
expression of Coleridge's paternal sentiment toward his young son Hartley, and 
adds nothing to help solve the mystery which he left incomplete to baffle 
posterity. 
Coleridge's Christabel is an imfinished poem belonging to the triad of 
mystery poems (The Ancient Mariner, Kubla Khan and Christabel). Amidst its 
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Gothic setting (Sir Leoline's Castle) the poem has in abundance supernatural 
and gloomy elements - the evil Geraldine, the screeching owls, the crowing 
cock, the mastiff bitch, the midnight excursion, the ghost of Christabel's 
mother, leaping of the dying fire, Bracey's dream, the spell - all which are used 
by Coleridge to intensify and enrich the Gothic and the mysterious appeal of 
the poem. The whole scheme of the poem is based on the supernatural. The evil 
spirit who haunts the body of Geraldine and tries to ruin the innocent happiness 
of Christabel is in the true tradition of vampires, and Coleridge infiises a 
mysterious dread into her. In her we see an embodiment of evil powers firom 
another world and realize how helpless ordinary human beings are against 
them. It is indeed a triumph of the 'Gothic' taste for the phantoms bred by 
darkness and fear, and it succeeds because Coleridge has related the subject to 
life and to living experiences. 
Kubla Khan (1816) is regarded as one of the greatest compositions in 
the field of supernatural poetry. Coleridge describes this poem as the firagment 
of a dream vision - perhaps an opium-dream-which he saw when he had fallen 
asleep after reading a few lines in Purchase his Pilgrimage: 
In Xandu did Cublai Can build a stately palace, encompassing 
sixteen miles of plain ground with a wall, wherein are fertile 
Meddowes, pleasant springs, delightful streams, and all sorts of 
beasts of chase and game, and in the middest thereof a 
sumptuous house of pleasure. 
The poem is surrounded by mystery, and an important element in the myster}' 
is Coleridge's own reticence on the subject. He never refers to it in any of his 
letters or published works, except on the occasion when he wrote the preface 
for it, on its first publication in 1816. The account which he then gave of its 
origin is as follows: 
The Author continued for about three hours in a profound 
sleep, at least of the external senses, during which time he 
has the most vivid confidence, that he could not have 
composed less than from two to three hundred lines; if that 
indeed can be called composition in which all the images 
rose up before him as things [...]. On awaking he appeared 
to himself to have a distinct recollection of the whole, and 
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taking his pen, ink and paper, instantly and eagerly wrote 
down the lines that are here preserved. At this moment he 
was unfortunately called out by a person on business from 
Porlock, and detained by him above an hour, and on his 
return to his room, found, [...] all the rest had passed away 
like the images on the surface of a stream into which a 
stone has been cast.^ ^ 
Coleridge had read plenty of material related to the famous travellers 
and voyagers of the Middle Ages like Marco Polo, Purchas and others. Thus 
his imagination had been coloured by the supernatural tales, which they 
narrated of their voyages and the strange lands they visited. 
The atmosphere of supernatural mystery in Kubla Khan is created by the 
description of the pleasure - dome and the surroundings in which it stood, for 
instance, the river Alph flowing "through caverns measureless to man, / Down 
to a sunless sea" (4-5). The immeasurable abysses and the sunless sea stir in 
our minds a feeling of mystery and even fear. This is the spirit which haunts the 
second stanza, and the note of fear which attends it, makes us hesitate before 
saying that the stanza is simply a vivid presentation of Gothic splendours. It is 
often read in this sense. Humphry House speaks of the "sense of inexhaustible 
energy, now falling now rising, but persisting through its own pulse, which is 
conveyed by the description of the "mighty fountain" (19)."^^ These lines he 
takes to be symbolic of the poet's creative energy at its most sublime. 
There are many of the images in the second stanza, which had appeared 
elsewhere in Coleridge's poetry in contexts of disaster and ruin. In Religious 
Musings (1796) for example, the Scarlet Woman of Babylon is identified with 
"the union of Religion with Power and Wealth, wherever it is found" (Footnote 
to line 320, 1997, to line 322, 1803), "she that worked whoredom with the 
Daemon Power" (332). One of her children: "Pale Fear / Haunted by ghastlier 
shapings than surround / Moon-blasted Madness when he yells at midnight!" 
(336-338). In the same poem the terrors of the French Revolution are described 
as letting loose the Giant Frenzy, who: 
Uprooting empires with his whirlwind arm 
Mocketh high Heaven; burst hideous from the cell 
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Where the old Hag, unconquerable, huge 
Creation's eyeless drudge, black Ruin, sits 
Nursing the impatient earthquake. 
(318-322) 
The importance of these instances is heightened by the specific 
resemblances in imagery and even wordings to Kubla Khan. In the second 
stanza there may not be actual disaster, but there is strong threat of it remforced 
by the "ancestral voices prophesying war" (30). This contrast between the 
tremendous powers of Nature and man's pimy efforts to control and shape them 
to his purposes is a constant theme with Coleridge. Just as the sun and the 
demonic are ambivalent, including both terror and fascination, so is the 
'sublime' scenery of this stanza. Because as it recalls the lost paradise it 
awakens opposing emotions in the human mind. It is at once attractive and 
terrifying, holy and haunted. The wailing woman is closely linked with the 
scene and her emotions too are ambivalent. She is woman after the fall. She 
fears her demon-lover and yet is attracted by him - she is 'wailing' and yet 
'wailing for' him. 
From the deep romantic gorge which lay across a wood of cedar trees 
was momentarily forced a mighty fountain (the source of river Alph) and the 
manner in which the water intermittently gushed forth from the spring, 
throwing up huge pieces of rock, staggers the reader's imagination: 
And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething. 
As if this earth in fast thick parts were breathing, 
A mighty fountain momently was forced: 
Amid whose swift half-intermitted burst 
Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hail 
(17-21) 
The atmosphere of mystery and fear is further emphasized when another 
reference is made to the "sunless sea" or "the lifeless ocean" into which the 
waters of Alph fell with a loud roar: 
And mid these dancing rocks at once and ever 
It flimg up momently the sacred river. 
Five miles meandering with a mazy motion 
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Through wood and dale the sacred river ran. 
Then reached the caverns measureless to man, 
And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean: 
(23-28) 
The whole of this description is awe-inspiring, if not horrifying. 
It should be noted that suggestiveness is a very important ingredient of 
Coleridge's supematuralism. This suggestiveness adds a touch of subtlety to 
the poem and enhances both the mystery of the poem and its vague and 
subdued horror. Here are lines whose power for sheer suggestiveness and 
mystery are perhaps unsurpassed: "A savage place! As holy and enchanted / As 
e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted / By woman wailing for her demon-
lover" (14 - 16), A complete story of love's tragedy can be built upon these 
three lines - a story comparable to La Belle Dame Sans Merci of Keats. A 
woman searching m distress for her demon-lover! And then the following two 
lines: "And 'mid this tumult Kubla heard from far / Ancestral voices 
prophesying war!" (29 - 30). 
The new feature which is introduced in the line "A sunny pleasure-dome 
with caves of ice!" is the 'caves of ice,' which can be traced at least in part to 
Maurice's History of Hindustan. Coleridge had copied out of this book some 
lines describing a strange phenomenon: 
In a cave in the mountains of Cashmere an image of ice, 
which makes it's appearance thus - two days before the 
new moon there appears a bubble of ice: which increases in 
size every day till the 15* day, at which it is an ell or more 
in height: then, as the moon decreases, the image does also 
till it vanishes.^ ^ 
In the closing lines we have a strange blendmg of the natural and the 
supernatural. A poet's inspiration is one of the well-known and natural facts of 
himian life but there is something supernatural about the way in which this 
poetic inspiration and the creative powers of a poet are depicted: 
And all should cry. Beware! Beware! 
His flashing eyes, his floating hair! 
Weave a circle round him thrice. 
And close your eyes with holy dread, 
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For he on honey - dew hath fed 
And drunk the milk of Paradise. 
(48-54) 
The Wanderings of Cain (1828) was to have been a study in criminal 
psychology, on the subject of the archetypal crime against man - Cain's 
murder of his innocent brother Abel. Cain is cursed by God for his evil deed 
and doomed to a life of eternal wandering. Cain struggles with the spirit within 
him and is consumed by an agony of remorse. The action takes place in a 
moonlit wilderness. 
This prose-poem deals with the theme of transgression, punishment, and 
redemption. The nature of the transgression is clearly stated in what E.H. 
Coleridge identifies as "a rough draft of a continuation or alternative version of 
The Wanderings of Cain was found among Coleridge's papers."^' Cain is 
punished "because he neglected to make a proper use of his senses, etc."^ And 
so in punishment he wanders among surroundings which in Coleridge's usual 
symbolic terminology are most conducive to 'Joy', in wind and moon-light, 
and yet he says "the spirit within me is withered, and burnt up with extreme 
agony." '^ "The Mighty One [...] pursueth my soul like the wind, like the sand-
blast he passeth through me; he is around me even as the air! O that I might be 
utterly no more! I desire to die."^° Just as the sailors were guilty in part by 
their association with the Mariner, so Cain's son is subjected to the 
consequences of his father's guilt. 
The prose fragment deals with Cain bowed down with guilt after killing 
his brother, and wandering in the moonlight led by his child Eros. The 
landscape corresponds to the barrenness of his spirit: "There was no spring, no 
summer, no autunm; and the winter's snow, that would have been lovely, fell 
not on these hot rocks and scorching sands.""" Cain is parched and has a 
dreadfiil look: "his countenance told in a strange and terrible language of 
agonies that had been, and were, and were still to continue to be."^ ^ The guilty 
man wishes to die; his punishment is that he cannot, but must forever as 
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Genesis has it, "a fugitive and a wanderer on the earth, bearing a mark put on 
him by God explicitly to stop others from kilUng him." 
The most striking incident of the supernatural in The Wanderings of 
Cain occurs where Cain and his son encounter the ghost of his murdered 
brother. Abel: 
But ere they reached the rock they beheld a human shape: 
his back was towards them, and they were advancing 
unperceived, when they heard him smite his breast and cry 
aloud, 'Woe is me! Woe is me! I must never die again, and 
yet I am perishing with thirst and hunger.' 
Pallid, as the reflection of the sheeted lightning on 
the heavy-sailing night-cloud, became the face of Cain; but 
the child Eros took hold of the shaggy skin, his father's 
robe, and raised his eyes to his father, and listening 
whispered, 'Ere yet I could speak, I am sure, 0 my father, 
that I heard that voice. Have not I often said that I 
remembered a sweet voice? O my father! This is it': and 
Cain trembled exceedingly [...]. And the Shape shrieked, 
and turned round, and Cain beheld him, that his limbs and 
his face were those of his brother Abel whom he had killed! 
And Cain stood like one who struggles in his sleep because 
of the exceeding terribleness of a dream.^ ^ 
There is a striking situation in The Ballad of the Dark Ladie (1834) 
where the lady appeals to the knight to shield and shelter her, since she has 
given him her all, and he replies after promising her the fairest of nine castles: 
Wait only till the hand of eve 
Hath wholly closed yon westem bars, 
And through the dark we two will steal 
Beneath the twinkling stars! 
(41-44) 
Her reaction is abrupt and terrified: 
The dark? The dark? No! not the dark? 
The twinkling stars? How, Henry? How? 
O God! 'twas in the eye of noon 
He pledged his sacred vow! 
(45-48) 
The above analysis brings into focus the influence of the Gothic on 
Coleridge as a writer. As the study reveals, Coleridge's fascination for the 
Gothic can be well traced to his early years. The presence of supematuralism. 
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elements of mystery, suspense, dream representation, medievalism in his 
poetry, unitedly proclaims his use of the Gothic conventions. Unlike the writers 
of the Gothic school (Walpole, Radcliffe, Lewis) his use of the Gothic elements 
is subtle. Though he employs the familiar precedents of the Gothic, to invoke a 
kind of horrified fear of the strange and the uncanny, yet they in his hands 
acquire a new scope and character. Instead of confining himself to an outworn 
dread of the uncanny aspects (specters and phantoms), he moves over a wide 
range of emotions to touch equally on feelings of guilt-remorse, suffering-
relief, grief-joy, hate-forgiveness. Through the Gothic he explores the human 
psyche and brings out the psychological responses of the human character as a 
comment on the effect of evil, of curses, of pain, of anguish, and of remorse. 
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GOTHIC ELEMENTS IN SHELLEY'S WORKS 
P.B. Shelley's attraction to the supernatural may be traced back to the 
early years of his childhood. From time to time he would regale his sisters with 
stories of the monsters of Sussex legend, the Great Tortoise that lived in 
Wamham Pond, near Field Place. Then there were the accounts given by 
Hellen Shelley to Hogg long, "we dressed ourselves in strange costumes to 
personate spirits or fiends, and Bysshe would take a fire-shovel and fill it with 
some inflanmiable liquid and carry it flaming into the kitchen and to the back 
doors."' Thornton Hunt too remembered: 
after forty-six years, how, in 1817, Shelley would delight 
him and his brothers and sisters by his impersonations of a 
fiend, screwing up his long hair into the appearance of a 
horn, assuming a terrifying expression and advancing with 
rampant paws and frightful gestures. ^  
Supernatural inventions of the kind are common enough among all 
children but few children were ever so given to them as Shelley. In the Hymn to 
Intellectual Beauty (1817), Shelley writes "While yet a boy I sought for ghosts 
[...]" (49) and goes on till how his imagination turned fi-om fantasy towards 
philosophy. At Eton, Shelley pursued his study of the occult. He even 
endeavoured albeit by magic spells, unsuccessfully, to raise a ghost. No doubt 
the fashionable romances of Gothic gloom and horror helped to shape his 
belief The more he read about the universe, belief in strange deities and 
demons increased, till they became for him something more than a mere 
medium and expression of fantasy. 
P.B. Shelley's interest in contemporary Gothic writing is very much 
evident in his works. The influence of Lewis, Godwin and Charlotte Daere 
shows clearly in the two short Gothic romances, Zastrozzi (1810) and St Irvyne 
(1811) which he wrote in his youth. He was also very influenced by Schiller 
and the German Gothic. For instance in The Revolt of Islam (\Z)1) and The 
Cenci (1819) Maiy Shelley writes that "he was a lover of the wonderful and 
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wild in literature; but had not fostered these tastes at their genuine sources - the 
romances of chivalry of the middle ages; but in the perusal of such German 
works as were current in those days"^. However, according to David PuntCT: 
Shelley found m the Germans a sanction for the portrayal of 
extreme, 'wild', violent situations, particularly in The Cenci; 
but what he also found was a political content which aroused 
his admiration. A crucial text here was Robber, in which 
Gothic, melodramatic apparatus is used to teach the directly 
political lesson that individual violence is the product of 
social injustice. Queen Mab, The Cenci, The Revolt of Islam 
all hinge on this argument; the outlaw becomes justifiable 
when is seen to be responding to an imjustifiable society 
In March 1810, Shelley published a horror novel- Zastrozzi. In the same 
period he wrote a narrative poem The Wandering Jew (1809) which contains a 
scene from the lost horror novel The Nightmare; and a second Gothic tale St 
Irvyne, or The Rosicrucian. In a letter to William Godwin in 1812, Shelley 
wrote: 
[...] I was haunted with a passion for the wildest and most 
extravagant romances. Ancient books of Chemistry and 
Magic were perused with an enthusiasm of wonder, almost 
amounting to belief [...]. From a reader, I became a writer 
of romances; before the age of seventeen I had published 
two, St Irvyne and Zastrozzi.^ 
It is however, important to recognize that the Gothic novel was an 
established literary genre in the early nineteenth century. Shelley was writiiig in 
a tradition that had attracted some of the most talented writers of the age. The 
main conventions and devices of the genre had been established in the first 
important specimen- Horace Walpole's Castle ofOtranto (See Ch. I, pp. 21-
26). But the most populai- Gothic novel in Shelley's day was Matthew George 
Lewis's The Monk (See Ch. I, pp. 49-55). It was Lewis and his school that 
taught Shelley the art of Gothic writing. 
Lewis was in fact, the most unportant single influence upon him. In the 
Monk we have the essence of Lewis methodology, which much impressed 
young Shelley. The more 'genteel horrors' of Mrs. Radcliffe's works (Lewis' 
main rival) failed to attract Shelley's interest. Although he made full use of 
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Lewis methodology, he could not achieve the height of sadistic horror scaled 
by him. 
Shelley's Gothic novel Zastrozzi published in 1810, is about Zastrozzi, 
a villain (in the Gothic tradition), pursuing the unfortunate Verezzi, whose 
father long ago had wronged Zastrozzi's mother; at the same time Verezzi is 
also being pursued (though for a different purpose) by the shameless Matilda. 
Verezzi rebuffs Matilda's advances because he is in love with the gentle Julia. 
Matilda and Zastrozzi join forces and collaborate on a plan; Zastrozzi is to find 
Verezzi for Matilda and murder Julia. However, Zastrozzi mtends (all the 
time), to murder Verezzi when he does get him (in order to fulfil his mother's 
will) "revenge my wrongs - revenge them on the perjured Verezzi- revenge 
them on his progeny for ever!"^ but he does not tell Matilda that. He does not 
succeed in murdering Julia, but Matilda falsely informs Verezzi that Julia is 
dead and gets Verezzi to marry her. When Julia shows up one night, Verezzi is 
stricken with horror at the thought of his marriage to Matilda and commits 
suicide. Matilda in a fit of rage murders Julia; Matilda and Zastrozzi are taken 
before the Inquisition and executed. 
The climatic scene of Julia's gruesome murder is surcharged with 
feelings of horror and revulsion. The beastiality of Matilda's action against the 
defenceless and innocent Julia is wonderfully Gothic in detail and description: 
She advanced towards her victim who lay bereft of sense 
on the floor; she shook her rudely, and grasping a handful 
of her dishevelled hair, raised her from the earth. 
"Knowest thou me?" exclaimed Matilda, in frantic passion 
- "knowest thou the injured Laurentini? Behold this dagger, 
reeking with my husband's blood - behold that pale corpse, 
in whose now cold breast thy accursed image reveling, 
impelled to commit the deed which deprives me of 
happiness forever." 
Julia's senses, roused by Matilda's violence, returned. She 
cast her eyes upwards, with a timid expression of 
apprehension, and beheld the infuriate Matilda convulsed 
by fiercest passion, and a blood-stained dagger raised a loft, 
threatening instant death. 
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"Die! detested wretch" exclaimed Matilda, in a paroxysm 
of rage, [...] the ferocious Matilda seized Julia's floating 
hair, and holding her back with fiend - like strength, 
stabbed her in a thousand places^ . 
Shelley's second novel, St Irvyne or The Rosicrucian (1811) is a more 
complicated work as it deals with two plots :-
(1) The pursuit of the hero, Wolfstein by the sorcerer Ginotti; 
(2) The misadventure of Eloise de St Irvyne. 
The novel opens with Wolfstein standing on a high precipice contemplating 
suicide but is prevented by the entry of a band of monks. The monks are 
attacked by bandits and Wolfstein is taken away by them. Later he becomes 
one of them. One day the bandits capture the beautiful Megalena, who 
immediately provokes a sexual rivalry between the bandit-chief Cavigni and 
Wolfstein, both of whom are powerfully attracted to her. However, Megalena 
herself is drawn only to the latter. 
Wolfstein resolves to murder Cavigni who plans to have Megalena for 
himself. He poisons Cavigni's wine but just as he is about to drink, "Ginotti, 
one of the robbers, who sat next to him, upreared his arm, and dashed the cup 
of destruction to the earth"*. Later that night, Wolfstein succeeds in poisoning 
Cavigni's wine thus killing him. 
Ginotti, who is aware of Wolfstein's intention, this time deliberately, 
averts his gaze so as to give him opportimity for the murder. In this way Ginotti 
colludes with Wolfstein and sanctions this sexually motivated violence. Later 
he intervenes and persuades the bandits to let Wolfstein go. Wolfstein and 
Megalena escape together. One night they are confronted by Ginotti who 
makes Wolfstein swear that, when requested, he will listen to his life's story 
and give him proper rites of burial. The reason for this strange oath (not 
immediately apparent), becomes explicable later when it is learnt that Ginotti is 
a Rosicrucian. This aspect adds a Gothic refrain to the plot. As a Rosicrucian, 
Ginotti has learned the secret of eternal life, but like the Rosicrucian in 
Godwin's novel St Leon 1799 (from where Shelley took the idea)', and the hero 
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of Maturin's Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), he has grown tured of eternal life. 
In accordance with Rosicrucian rules and regulations, he cannot die unless he 
fmds someone to whom he can pass on the secret. 
Having given the oath, Wolfstein and Megalena travel on to Genoa, 
where they become lovers. A month after their arrival, Wolfstein notices at a 
party "the gaze of one of the crowd fixed upon him"'°. He immediately 
recognizes the stranger as Ginotti and later that night reflects on the latter's 
mysterious reappearance: 
The strange gaze of Ginotti, and the consciousness that he 
was completely in the power of so indefinable a being; the 
consciousness that, wheresoever he might go, Ginotti would 
still follow him, pressed upon Wolfstein's heart. Ignorant of 
what connection they could have with this mysterious 
observer of his action, his crimes recurred in hideous and 
disgustful array to the bewildered mind of Wolfstein.'' 
At this juncture in the novel appears the young, beautiful and 
unrestrained Olympia, who conceives a "violent and unconquerable passion for 
Wolfstein" . One evening in a state of maniac wildness, she blurts out her love 
for him. Wolfstein's loyalty to Megalena makes him reject Olympia's 
affection. In distress she faints; and Wolfstein's act of help - (lifting her in his 
arms) is witnessed and misconstructed as an amorous embrace by Megalena. 
On regaining consciousness Olympia rushes out, leaving Wolfstein to justify 
his innocence. Unconvinced by his protestations, Megalena demands as proof 
of his continuing love and fidelity, "the death of Olympia"'"'. Strangely aroused 
he agrees to fulfil Megalena's cruel demand: 
the imquenchable ardour of his love for Megalena 
stimulated him to the wildest pitch of fury: he raised high 
the dagger, and, drawing aside the covering which veiled 
her alabaster bosom, paused an instant, to decide in what 
place it were most instantaneously destructive to strike.'^ 
However, at the very last moment the image of the sleeping Olympia 
distracts him and he is unable to conclude his mission. Olympia on learning 
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that he does not love her, plunges the dagger into her bosom and falls 
"weltering in purple gore"'^. 
The second plot of the novel mtroduces Eloise St. Irvyne as returning to 
the castle of St. Irvyne after six years, having undergone a series of misfortunes 
- the death of her mother in Geneva; her seduction by the villainous Nempere; 
being handed over by Nempere as a gambling debt to an Englishman named 
Mountfort, who in turn, handed her over to an Irishman named Fitzeustace, 
who eventually marries her and settles in England. The interweaving of the 
second plot in the novel is an added dimension on part of Shelley to align the 
work with the literary trend of his times. As well his choice of name for his 
sentimental heroine as Eloise St Irvyn, is a deliberate one. It echoes the name 
of Emily St. Aubert (Radcliffe's heroine in her most famous and commercially 
successful work. The Mysteries ofUdolpho)'. 
It is significant that Shelley uses the name of his new female 
protagonist pointedly to allude now to the Radcliffean 
female Gothic largely eschewed in the Gothic plot proper of 
the Wolfstein - Megalena narrative, which as we have seen 
utilizes the predominantly - male' - will-to-power Gothic of 
the fleshy school. Unlike the latter, however, Radcliffean 
Gothic was fi-om its beginning intimately linked to the 
literature of sensibility itself, deploying a modesty, 
restrained sentimentalism as a crucial ideological coimter to 
the 'worldly' system of patriarchal power-relations from 
which many of its central Gothic anxieties sprung.'^  
The end of the novel when Ginotti comes to demand the fulfillment of 
his bargam is in true Gothic style and full of drama and suspense. The final 
transference of this evil patrimony of power-knowledge, this Rosicrucian secret 
is to take place at "the ruined abbey near the castle of St. Irvyne, in France"". 
At the appomted time at St. Irvyne, Gmotti appears before Wolfetein "wasted 
almost to a skeleton" yet "still fi-om his eye emanated that indefinable 
expression which ever made Wolfstein shrink ^palled"^'. To Ginotti's demand 
of, "Wolfstein, dost thou deny thy Creator?"^", the latter despite his earlier 
yearning replies, "Never [...]. Anything but thaf^'. 
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Thus, at the last moment, Wolfstein shies away from the demonic 
bargain which would have granted him supernatural power at the expense of 
his soul. Satan himself now appears before them, sending Ginotti's soul to 
eternal damnation and his body "blackened in terrible convulsions" . 
Significantly, it is Ginotti's burning gaze which is the last part of him to fade; 
his "fi-ame smouldered into a gigantic skeleton, yet two pale and ghastly flames 
glared in his eyeless sockets"^^. Wolfstein's own soul on the other hand is 
saved, having refused to surrender himself to fill Ginotti's place. 
The opening scene of Wolfstein on the precipice contains a certain 
Gothic luridness that would rank with some of the better passages in Lewis or 
Mrs. Radcliffe or Maturin. The character of Ginotti has a compelling 
mysteriousness, which Zastrozzi lacks. In St. Irvyne there is an increased 
attempt at the exploitation of voluptuous sensationalism. In Zastrozzi there is 
only one case of seduction that of Matilda by Verezzi; in St. Irvyne there are 
three: of Megalena by Wolfstein, of Eloise by Nempere, of Eloise by 
Fitzeustace, as well as an attempt at seduction of Wolfstein by Olympia. That 
Shelley is following the Monk Lewis tradition is absolutely evident in the 
present novel. 
Not only Shelley's novels are an excellent study in Gothic tradition but 
his poetry as well is wonderfully illustrative of the Gothic influence on him. 
The wonder and curiosity, which marked the romantic temper, manifested itself 
in the poet's ardent desire to probe and perceive the mysteries of nature and the 
hidden secrets of the world. This curiosity impelled Shelley to haunt ruins and 
graveyards and invoke ghosts and spirits in order to learn about the world from 
them. 
In St Irvyne, or the Rosicrucian, Shelley has made use of poems to create 
spine-chilling Gothic atmosphere. The poem Victoria begins with: 
'Twas dead of the night, when I sat in my dwelling; 
One glimmering lamps was expiring and low; 
Around the dark tide of the tempest was swelling, 
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Along the wild mountains night-ravens were yelling,-
They bodingly presaged destruction and woe. 
a. 1-5) 
The poet's horror on seeing the ghost of the murdered Victoria is expressed 
thus: 
'Twas then that her form on the whirlwind upholding, 
The ghost of the murdered Victoria strode; 
In her right hand, a shadowy shroud she was holding 
She swiftly advanced to my lonesome abode. 
[ ] 
I wildly then called on the tempest to bear me. 
(IV. 14-17, V. 18) 
Again, in the second poem On the Dark Height of Jura the horror elements are 
evident: 
GHOSTS of the dead! Have I not heard your yelling 
Rise on the night-rolling breath of the blast, 
When o'er the dark ether the tempest is swelling 
And on eddying whirlwind the thunder-peal passed? 
(I.M) 
Shelley in stanza IV describes the ghost of the narrator's sire thus: 
On the vking of the whirlv/ind which roars o'er the mountain 
Perhaps rides the ghost of my sire who is dead; 
On the mist of the tempest which hangs o'er the fountain, 
Whilst a wreath of dark vapour encircles his head. 
(IV. 13-16). 
In the third poem Sister Rosa: A Ballad, Shelley begins on the note of "The 
death-bell heats! -/ The mountain repeats" (I. 1-2). Stanza XV is replete with 
Gothic imagery; of all that is horrific, terrifying and macabre: 
And laughed, in joy, the fiendish throng. 
Mixed with ghosts of the mouldering dead: 
And their grisly wings, as they floated along. 
Whistled in murmurs dread. 
(XV. 82-85) 
From the beginning Shelley was attracted to the sensational type of 
German literature and its imitations. His novels Zastrozzi and St Irvyne are 
influenced directly or indirectly by the Schauerromane. For the origination of 
the figure of the 'Wandering Jew' in Shelley's mind we must look to M.G. 
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Lewis's Monk, where the unfortunate Wanderer makes his appearance. Taking 
into consideration Shelley's tastes in literature at this time as revealed by his 
own literary endeavours, and the notoriety of Lewis's Schauerroman, we can 
hardly doubt that Shelley had read it. Dobell, the editor of The Wandering Jew, 
considers that several of the circumstances of Shelley's poem are derived form 
Lewis's romance. 
Shelley's admiration and interest in 'Fausf is expressed in his letter to 
Gisbome of April 10,1822, thus: 
I have been reading over and over again Faust, and always 
with sensations which no other composition excites. It 
deepens the gloom and augments the rapidity of ideas, and 
would therefore seem to me an unfit study for any person 
who is a prey to the reproaches of memory, and the 
delusions of an imagination not to be restrained. And yet 
the pleasure of sympathizing with emotions known only to 
few, although they derive their sole charm from despair, 
and the scom of the narrow good we can attain in our 
present state, seems more than to ease the pain which 
belongs to them. Perhaps all discontent with the less (to use 
a platonic sophism) supposes a sense of a just claim to the 
greater, and that we admirers of Faust are on the right road 
to Paradise.^ ^ 
Like most of his contemporaries, Shelley succumbed to the spell of Burger's 
Lenore. Dowden discloses that one Christmas Eve, Shelley entertained a little 
guest by narrating the Lenore-story, "Working up the horror to such a height of 
fearful interest that Polly quite expected to see Wilhelm walk into the drawing-
room"^^? It is possible that Lenore may have influenced the ballad Sister Rosa 
in St Irvyne. Shelley's taste for the grotesque and fantastic in literature, which 
seems to have dominated his boyhood years, remained with him even in his 
mature years. In 1816 at Byron's villa (beside Lake Geneva), Byron and the 
Shelleys had read aloud a French translation of German ghost stories. 
The influence of German literature on Shelley is to be not only found in 
his earliest works {The Wandering Jew (1809), Original Poetry of Victor and 
Cazire (1810), Queen Mab (1813), but also in the delightful prose-fragment 
The Assassins ( 1814), Alastor (1815), and Hellas (1821). 
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The Irishman's Song in the Original Poetry of Victor and Cazire, 
exhibits a sympathy with the dead heroes of Ireland whose "yelling ghosts ride 
on the blast" crying, "my countrymen! Vengeance!"(15-16). The verses of 
Victor and Cazire display obviously enough the influence of the German 
Gothic school domesticated by Scott and Monk Lewis. In Revenge the ghost of 
the injured Conrad snatches the fair Agnes from the arms of Adolphus: 
Now Adolphus I'll seize thy best loved in my arms, 
I'll drag her to Hades all blooming in charms. 
On the black Whirlwinds thundering pinion I'll ride. 
And fierce yelling fiends shall exult o'er thy bride -
He spoke, and extending his ghostly arms wide. 
Majestic advances with a swift noiseless stride. 
He clasped the fair Agnes - he raised her on high. 
And cleaving the roof sped his way to the sky -
All was now silent, - and over the tomb, 
Thicker, deeper, was swiftly extended a gloom, 
Adolphus in horror sank down on the stone, 
And his fleeting soul fled with a harrowing groan. 
(53-64) 
In Ghasta or The Avenging Demon (1810), Shelley mentions the owlet 
generally regarded as a symbol of despair and death to create the Gothic 
atmosphere: 
Hark! The owlet flaps her wing, 
In the pathless dell beneath. 
Hark! Night ravens loudly sing, 
Tidings of despair and death -
(1-4) 
In the following two stanzas, he makes use of the darker aspects of nature to 
create the ominous and eerie environment of approaching death: 
Horror covers all the sky, 
Clouds of darkness blot the moon, 
Prepare! For mortal thou must die. 
Prepare! To yield thy soul up soon -
Fierce the tempest raves around. 
Fierce the volleyed lightning fly. 
Crashing thunder shakes the ground, 
Fire and tumult fill the sky 
(5-12) 
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In Ghasta or The Avenging Demon, amid tumults of the tempest a 
Warrior, a Stranger and a Phantom engage in a somewhat obscure colloquy. It 
concludes with the phantom being hurried back to hell and the warrior expiring 
at the command of the stranger, who bears a burning cross upon his forehead; 
evidently he is the Wandering Jew: 
Phantom 
That fire is scorching! Oh! I came 
From the cavemed depth of Hell 
(173-174) 
Stranger 
Thou that heardst the trackless dead. 
In the mouldering tomb must lie. 
Mortal! Look upon my head. 
Mortal! Mortal! Thou must die. 
The warrior follows the stranger's command and dies: 
(181-184) 
The warrior upwards tumed his eyes. 
Gazed upon the cross of fire, 
There sat horror and surprise. 
There sat God's eternal ire -
A shivering through the Warrior flew. 
Colder than the nighty blast, 
Colder than the evening dew. 
When the hour of twilights past -
Thunder shakes th' expansive sky. 
Shakes the bosom of the heath. 
Mortal! Mortal! thou must die. 
The warrior sank convulsed in death. 
(189-200) 
The Wandering Jew (1809-1810) falls into four cantos. Canto I reveals a 
mysterious horseman approaching a convent hi which four nuns are dragging a 
novice to the altar in a scene slightly reminiscent of The Monk. The novice 
escapes their clutches and is seized by the mysterious horseman who gallops 
off with her to a mountainous castle, promising eternal love as they go. 
In Canto II, Paulo and his bride Rosa are jomed in the castle by Paulo's 
friend Victoria. Paulo is moody but is soothed by the music of Rosa, who sings 
him a mournful ballad of the spectre of a betrayed girl who committed suicide. 
He then aimounces that he will tell his life story. Canto III deals with this story. 
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Paulo, it turns out is in reality the Wandering Jew. Sixteen hundred years 
before he had cursed Christ and was condemned by God to wander endlessly 
on the earth. Shelley narrates the tale in verse form. The following lines 
express the wandering Jew's anguish and wish for death: 
I have cast myself from the mountain's height, 
Above was day - below was night; 
The substantial clouds that lower'd beneath 
Bore my detested form; 
They whirl'd it above the volcanic breath. 
And the meteors of the storm; [...] 
Oh! Would that I had waked no more 
Vain wish I lived again to feel 
Torments more fierce than those of hell! 
(n. 97-110) 
But still he cannot die, for he is "doomed by fate to stand a monument to the 
Eternal's ire". He has a vision of an angelic form (really the devil) that tempts 
him to sell his soul to Satan but he refuses (a scene paralleled in St. Irvyne and 
perhaps suggested by The Monk). 
In Canto IV, the poem ends rather obscurely. Victoria has fallen in love 
with Rosa and to save her fi-om the Wandering Jew, visits a monstrous witch. 
The witch summons up Satan who gives Victoria a "Potent drug" presumably 
to use on the Wandering Jew. But in the end, it is Rosa who dies and Victoria 
curses the "futile power of the false fiend". This confusion and motif finds a 
parallel in the ending of St Irvyne. 
Shelley's Queen Mab (1813) relates the descent of Queen Mab - Queen 
of the Fairies to the bedside of a sleeping girl, lanthe. The fairy - Queen Mab, 
carries off in her celestial chariot the spirit of the maiden lanthe, and shows her 
the past history of the world and expounds to her the causes of its miserable 
state: 
Spirit, come! 
This is thine high reward:- The past shall rise; 
Thou shah behold the present; I will teach 
The secrets of Ae future 
(U. 65-67) 
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The spirit, seeing the horror of death and widespread desolation trembles for 
the inequity of man; but the fairy explains that not man but the dictatorial state 
is responsible for it: 
Man's evil nature, that apology 
Which kings who rule, cowards who crouch, set up 
For their unnumbered crimes, sheds not the blood 
Which desolates the discord-wasted land. 
From kings, and priests, and statesmen, war arose, 
Whose safety is man's deep unbettered woe, 
Whose grandeur his debasement. 
(IV. 76-82) 
The text of the poem becomes the medium of Shelley's diatribe against both 
religion and monarchy. He makes expressive use of Gothic elements and 
imagery to put across his ideas. David Punter comments: 
Part of the argument here is simply that Phantoms, skeletons, 
the old anatomies serve to mock the things of this earth, as 
the graveyard poets had insisted; but Shelley goes farther 
than this in showing these phantoms as specifically attracted 
to those in power. Kings and priests rule through terror, and 
in this sense their power is identical with the power of the 
spectre. The connection between this and conventional 
notions of the Gothic is made in, for instance, Queen MaV^^ 
Low through the lone cathedral's roofless aisles 
The melancholy winds a death-dirge sung; 
It were a sight of awfulness to see 
The works of faith and slavery, so vast. 
So sumpmous, yet so perishing withal! 
Even as the corpse that rests beneath its wall. 
A thousand mourners decked the pomp of death 
Today, the breathing marble glows above 
To decorate its memory, and tongues 
Are busy of its life: tomorrow, worms 
In silence and in darkness seize their prey 
(DC. 103-113) 
The power-seeking priests and the concept of a revengeful 
anthropomorphic God all come in for a virulent attack from Shelley. The 
power-seeking churchmen pay lip-service to the Christian ideals. They are 
found busy in perverting the church into a machine for grinding down the poor 
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and preserving the established order. The priests suck human blood in the name 
of religion: 
Earth groans beneath religion's iron age, 
And priests dare babble of a God of peace, 
Even whilst their hands are red with guiltless blood, 
Murdering the while, uprooting every germ 
Of truth, exterminating, spoiling all, 
Making the earth a slaughter-house 
(VII. 43-48) 
He goes on to expose scathingly the tyranny of the king, who sits secure in his 
palace and enjoys every luxury, while the starving masses endure the king's 
misrule because of the unconquered powers of precedent and custom. Shelley 
goes on to account that the desolating horrors of war and domestic oppression 
arise from the evils of the age, monarch and aristocracy: "Stem is the tyrant's 
mandate, red the gaze / That flashes desolation, strong the arm / That scatters 
multitudes" (III. 144-146). War, we are told, results not from the evil of men in 
general, but from the intrigues of kings and others who have a vested interest in 
war: "War is the statesman's game, the priest's delight, / The lawyer's jest, the 
hired assassin's trade" (IV. 168-169). 
Alastor or the Spirit of Solitude (1816) is an allegory in which the 
idealist is depicted as happy in contemplation. Presently he seeks reality - the 
counterpart of his dreams. He meets with frustration and is plunged into despair 
and dies. The poem is a condemnation of self-created idealism. According to 
Shelley's preface, concentration upon high and lofty ideals may bring with it an 
avenging fijry, which makes the actual world seem dark and dead to those who 
have pursued perfection too far. 
Shelley's preoccupation with death is so noticeable as to have suggested 
a belief that his whole art was really dominated by it. Its sources can be sought 
more securely in a blend of Gothic romance, metaphysical speculation, and 
graveyard poetry. He had at least planned, as he clauned in Alastor to make his 
bed: "In chamels and on coffins, where black death / Keeps record [...]" (24-
25). 
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The most enigmatic of Shelley's admittedly different poems, Aiastor 
deals witii a visionary poet's search through an increasingly nightmarish 
landscape for the veiled maid erotically encountered in a dream. As the story of 
a Romantic solitary in search of his ideal, Shelley uses wild, mountainous and 
stormy settings to present an external image of the alienated wanderer. Failing 
to find this ideal in life, he descends "to an untimely grave" (50) hoping 
perhaps to find in death what he could not find in life. Maggie Kilgour writes: 
The journey of the poet in Aiastor begins when he must 
leave "His cold fireside and alienated homeA'o see strange 
truths in undiscovered lands" (76-77). For the poet, whose 
calling is creation, home is the place where the true artist is 
not in fact at home. The Romantic artist seeks foreign 
places, sublime and bleak landscapes, apocalyptic worlds of 
fire and ice^' in which extreme spots he, like Walton, hopes 
to find an image for himself Like the Gothic villain, the 
Romantic poet is only at home when in exile; alienation m 
his 'natural' state. It is poetically just, if nothing else, that 
Keats, Shelley, and Byron all died abroad.^ * 
Shelley shrouds the poet's existence in a most gloomy and dismal light: 
There was a poet whose untimely tomb 
No human hands with pious reverence reared; 
But the charmed eddies of autumnal winds 
Built o'er his mouldering bones a pyramid 
Of mouldering leaves in the waste wildemess; 
A lovely youth no mourning maiden decked 
With weeping flowers, or votive cypress wreath. 
The love couch of his everlasting sleep; 
Gentle and brave, and generous-no lom bard 
Breathed o'er his dark fate one melodious sigh; 
He lived, he died, he sung, in solitude 
(50-60) 
Thus the young poet oi Aiastor nurtured "By Solemn vision and bright 
silver dream" (67), sought "the fountains of divine philosophy" (71), and left 
an "alienated home" (76) as a mere youth to pursue knowledge to its utmost 
bounds. The Gothic atmosphere is evident through Shelley's description of 
mystery, death and demons in gloomy ruined temples: 
Among the ruined temples there. 
Stupendous columns, and wild images 
Of more than man, where marble daemons watch 
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The Zodiac's brazen mystery, and dead men 
Hang their mute thoughts on the mute walls around. 
He lingered, poring on memorials 
Of the world's youth 
(116-122) 
His wanderings in his search were more those of Shelley's, but the beauty of 
the scenery derives from the poet's own impressions of the Alps, the Rhine, the 
Thames, and Windsor Forest. His ruin starts when in a dream he beheld a 
vision of a veiled maid whose "voice was like the voice of his own soul" (153). 
The poet becomes so obsessed with the apparition in his dream, that in the rest 
of the poem he is seen roaming about in different places searching for her. 
Soon he is reduced to a haggard - almost spectral figure. In portraying him 
Shelley again harks back to his favourite image of the Wandering Jew. 
Awakening from his dream vision, the poet is confronted by an alien 
world: 
Roused by the shock he started from his trance -
The cold white light of morning, the blue moon 
Low in the west, the clear and garish hills. 
The distinct valley and the vacant woods, 
Spread round him where he stood. Whither have fled 
The hues of heaven that canopied his bower 
Of yesternight? The sounds that soothed his sleep. 
The mystery and the majesty of Earth, 
The joy, the exultation? 
(192-200) 
The poet himself finds in a landscape antithetical to the empty scene to which 
he had awakened the morning after his dream vision. Here in the midst of an 
earthly paradise, Shelley makes use of Gothic elements in his description of the 
spirit that stands beside the poet. 
[...] A spirit seemed 
To stand beside him - clothed in no bright robes 
Of shadowy silver or enshrining light. 
Borrowed from aught the visible world affords 
Of grace, or majesty, or mystery; 
[ ] 
Two starry eyes, hung in the gloom of thought. 
And seemed with their serene and azure smiles 
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To beckon him 
(479-492) 
It is a desolate and blasted scene through which the poet pursues his course 
until he discovers "tranquil spot [...] even in the lap of horror" (577-578) Here 
on the brink "of that obscurest chasm" (637) - symbolic of death - the poet 
breathes his last. "The spirit of the poet departs - / [ . . . ] and many worms / And 
beasts and men live on" (691-693). To those who survive is left no: "Passionate 
tumuh of a clinging hope; / But pale despair and cold tranquillity" (717-718) 
In the Revolt of Islam (1817), Shelley presents the problem of his age is 
a new and yet another guise. Aware of - and indeed fearful of - the 
government's antiradical actions he composed Laon and Cythna that eventually 
was revised and published as The Revolt of Islam. The poem is an expression of 
Shelley's revolutionary political vision to a popular reading audience. It tells 
the story of a polarized society in which monarchy and organized religion 
violently suppress the radical Laon and his converts. 
The preface contains Shelley's most direct statement of purpose in The 
Revolt of Islam. The tone throughout is that of a temporarily defeated leader 
rallying his troops "in the cause of a liberal and comprehensive morality" in 
order to be "kindling [...] a virtuous enthusiasm"^'. He describes the action of 
the poem in terms whose details apply equally well to the unfolding of the 
Revolution of the Golden City and to contemporary events in Europe: the 
failure of the French Revolution and the current triumph of the restored 
monarchies. 
In the next section of the preface, Shelley addresses the future of the 
French Revolution whereas the initial gloom must be replaced by hope for 
future. In the dedication, Shelley addresses Mary as both his inspiration and his 
ideal audience. 
In Canto I the poet trying to recover from the failure of the French 
Revolution climbs a mountain to watch the sunrise over the ocean and watches 
instead the aerial battle of the snake and the eagle. His attention is arrested by a 
"monstrous sight!/For in the air do I behold indeed/An Eagle and a Serpent 
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wreathed in fight" (I. viii, 191-193), this battle is a recapitulation of the eternal 
struggle between the forces of good and evil, freedom and tyranny. The 
emphasis in Canto 1 shifts from the speaker to the mysterious Woman on the 
sea-shore who rescues the fallen snake, explains the meaning of the battle, and 
then tells her own story. From immemorial time a contest has been waged: 
"Two powers o'er mortal things dominion hold, / Ruling the world with a 
divided lot, / Immortal, all-pervading, manifold" (I. xxv, 347-349). 
These two powers symbolized as "A blood-red Comet and the Morning 
Star" (1. xxvi, 356) are the visible forms of Evil and Good. In the contest 
between these twin powers, the Good, personified in the Morning Star, was 
worsted and transformed "to a dire snake" (I, xxviii, 369) whereupon the spirit 
of Evil ruled the world, his power being: "Fear, Hatred, Faith, and Tyranny, 
who spread / Those subtle nets which snare the living and the dead" (I. xxix, 
326-327). But the spirit of Good, the snake "renewed the doubtfiil war" (I.xxxi, 
402). Thrones were shaken and "Greece arose" to whose "bards and sages"/In 
dream the golden-pinioned Genii came" (I. Xxxii, 406-407). Thereafter the 
contest of Good and Evil was at various times renewed "When round pure 
hearts a host of hope assemble, / The snake and Eagle meet - the world's 
foundations trouble!" (I. xxxiii, 422-423). 
The woman's tale contains once more Gothic elements of loneliness, 
wildness and the domination of tyranny and injustice that are present in the 
accounts of the education of the poet in the preface and dedication: a solitary 
youth spent in natural surroundings, a devotion to learning, and a compassion 
for the sufferings of others coupled with a resolve to fight injustice. In 
childhood she lived alone, a happy orphan, "By the sea-shore in a deep 
mountain glen" (444) where she roamed "through the forest's wild" (445). She 
became aware of the wisdom of the past through an encounter with a dying 
poet. She is inspired by her visionary lover, the radiant youth who is at once the 
embodiment of the Morning Star and the snake of the aerial combat. She has 
travelled in other lands, witnessing the effects of tyranny and injustice. She is 
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forced to come to terms with the failure of the French Revolution, which she 
too had greeted with such hopes. She is sustamed and restored by her spirit-
lover and the healing powers of nature. 
The mysterious portrait of the woman is evident from the following 
passage: 
[...] as the woman came 
Into that hall, she shrieked the Spirit's name 
And fell; and vanished slowly from the sight, 
Darkness arose from her dissolving frame. 
Which gathering, filled that dome of woven light. 
Blotting its sphered stars with supematural night. 
(I. Iv, 616-621) 
The final section of Canto I recounts the sea voyage of the speaker, the 
woman, and the snake. The voyagers reach the temple where the senate of 
noble spirits has gathered, in the midst of which is a throne of a pyramid, soon 
occupied by the snake transformed into the woman's lover, the Morning Star. 
The speaker is told to prepare to hear a tale, which will bring hope to the world, 
and the narrative of Laon and Cythna begins. 
The visionary frame thus opened in Canto I reappears at the end of the 
poem but in a curiously partial way; the frame is never truly closed. After the 
deaths of Laon and Cythna, the lovers undertake a journey, which parallels that 
of the poet, the woman, and the snake in Canto I, a journey which joins a 
human pair with a transformed supematural being. Laon continuing as narrator, 
describes a second magical boat carrying a winged child rather than a snake, 
which turns out to be the true child of Laon and Cythna: 
As we sate gazing in a trance of wonder, 
A boat approached, home by the musical air 
Along the waves which sung and sparked under 
Its rapid keel - a winged shape sate there, 
A child with silver-shining wings, so fair, 
[ ] 
While veering to the wind her plumes the bark did guide. 
(XILxx, 4621-4629) 
The lovers journey is a longer one than that of the poet and the woman. 
Loan and Cythna travel for three days and nights through an extended version 
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With horrid clangour fell, and the far sound 
Of their retiring steps in the dense gloom were drowned 
(Ill.xiv, 1225-1229) 
In his anguish Laon has two more visions. The visions are rich in Gothic 
suggestiveness - are macabre and horrifying. The second turns out to be 
prophetic and merges into reality (his rescue by the hermit). The first is his 
delusion that he has eaten of Cythna's corpse. Cythna too knows madness and 
dreams of eating Laon's flesh. She too has a second dream, which turns out to 
be true, namely that she has borne a child which is taken fi-om her. 
The boat journey introduced in Canto III, which bears Cythna away is 
balanced by the boat in which Laon is rescued by the hermit, which is in turn 
paralleled by the boat in which Cythna is rescued. In the poem's final voyage, 
Laon and Cythna are borne together to the Temple as the visionary fi-ame 
concludes. 
Cantos V-VI, recall not only Shelley's own revolutionary philosophy 
but also the purpose of the preface with its emphasis on love and its repudiation 
of bloodshed (as Laon leads his troops to bloodless victory). The sixth canto is 
a negative counterpart of the fifth: where Laon is saved by Cythna, who takes 
him to a "marble ruin" (Vl.xxii, 2530) to mourn the failure of their 
revolutionary hopes, but refiising to despair. 
The focus of the narration in Cantos VII-IX moves fi-om Laon to Cythna 
as she recounts her experiences after parting fi-om Laon at the beginning of the 
third Canto. 
Foul as in dream's most fearful imagery 
To dally with the mowing dead - that night 
All torture, fear, or horror made seem light 
Which the soul dreams or knows, and when the day 
Shone on her awfiil frenzy from the sight 
Where like a spirit in fleshy chains she lay 
Struggling, aghast and pale the Tyrant fled away 
(Vll.vi, 2877-2883) 
These stanzas are wonderfully depictive of the Gothic atmosphere: 
The misery of a madness slow and creeping, 
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of the magical landscape of Canto I, arriving finally at the same destination, the 
Temple of the Spirit. 
Cythna's childhood is a mirror of Laon's, shaped by an early delight in 
nature and an innate sense of justice, which causes her to join him in deploring 
the world's miseries. This early dedication of Laon and Cythna to the cause of 
revolution is the first step in the training of a revolutionary idealist. In fact, the 
major part of the narrative, Loan's (III-V) then Cythna's (VII-IX) recount the 
events of their separate trials. The two protagonists face the same experiences: 
both know imprisonment, madness, delusive dreams, rescue by sea, and 
renewed dedication to the cause. 
The importance of the visionary dream in Romantic works is 
commonplace, and The Revolt of Islam has its share. Canto III opens with 
Laon's prophetic dream of his violent separation fi-om Cythna, and like Keats's 
Adam he awakes to find its truth: 
[...] the vision of a dream 
Which hid in one dim gulf the troubled stream 
Of mind, a boundless chaos wild and vast. 
Whose limits yet were never memory's theme: 
And I lay struggling as its whirlwinds passed, 
Sometimes for rapture sick, sometimes for pain aghast. 
(111.1,1111-1116) 
He is chained to a column on a hill from where he sees Cythna carried 
away by sea. Shelley's interest in Gothic conventions becomes evident in the 
description of Laon's capture by the tyrants: 
They bore me to a cavem in the hill 
Beneath that colunm, and unbound me there: 
And one did strip me stark; 
[ ] 
A lighted torch, and four with friendless care 
Guided my steps the cavem-paths along, 
(IILxiii, 1216-1218, 1220-1221) 
With chains which eat into the flesh, alas! 
With brazen links, my naked limbs they boxmd: 
The grate, as they departed to repass 
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Which made the earth seem fire, the sea seem air, 
And the white clouds of noon which oft were sleeping, 
In the blue heaven so beautiful and fair. 
Like hosts of ghastly shadows hovering there; 
And the sea-eagle looked a fiend, who bore 
Thy mangled limbs for food! Thus all things were 
Transformed into the agony which I wore 
Even as a poisoned robe aroimd my bosom's core 
(VII.XV, 2956-2964) 
David Punter writes: 
The Gothic for Shelley is a point of access to history: 
cathedral and castle ruins both remind us of the days of 
'Faith and slavery', and assure us of the transience of these 
forms of domination. In The Revolt of Islam there are 
passages very similar to some in Lewis, but serving a very 
different purpose. They remind us of the horror of famine 
and war'"'. 
She led, and over many a corpse;- at length 
We came to a lone hut, where on the earth 
Which made its floor, she in her ghastly mirth 
Gathering fi-om all those homes now desolate. 
Had piled three heaps of loaves, making a dearth 
Among the dead-round which she set in state 
A ring of cold, stiff babes; silent and stark they sate 
(VI.li.2785-2793) 
In Canto VIII, the captain of the mariners, dreams that they are pursued by 
ghosts: 
'Alas, alas! I fear we are pursued 
By wicked ghosts: a Phantom of the Dead, 
The night before we sailed, came to my bed 
In dream, like that'! 
(VIII. ii, 3210-3213) 
The Gothic atmosphere as a result of war is evident death is a dominant 
picture in canto X. The entu-e canto is shrouded in Gothic imagery to capture 
the terror and horror of war. "Sometimes the living by the dead were hid / Near 
the great fountain in the public square, / Where corpses made a crumbling 
pyramid" (X.xxiii, 3991-3993). The horrible picture of burning children is 
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described by Shelley: "[...] a mother dragged three children then, / To those 
fierce flames which roast the eyes in the head" (X.xlvii, 4207-4208). 
In Canto X, the plague foreshadowed by the appearance of a mad 
woman, has come, and the people in their misery turn to religion in its most 
negative and idolatrous form, represented by the Iberian Priest. He orders a 
pyre built for the rebels Laon and Cythna; "Let Laon and Laone on that pyre, / 
Linked tight with burning brass, perish!" (X.xxxix, 4135-4136). Laon appears, 
ready to die if Cythna will be spared. His brief speech restates once more the 
key Shelleyan themes of the evils of tyranny, the inevitable future triumph of 
love, and the immortality of the revolutionary spirit. 
However, Laon and Cythna are defeated and burned under the tyrant's 
eye, but death came as another life. The dead child of Cythna is the plumed 
Seraph who steers a new and yet lovelier boat towards them; a new voyage of 
enchantment brings them to the temple of the spirit. "Then the bright child, the 
plumed Seraph, came / And fixed its blue and beaming eyes on mine. / And 
said, "I was disturbed by tremulous shame" (Xll.xxiv. 4657-4659). 
Incest in particular, both in Gothic and for the later Romantics, suggests 
an abnormal and extreme desire (a violation of natural familial ties) that is 
antithetical to and subversive of social requirements. The theme has been 
closely associated with Romantic poets. They did not reintroduce it; for they 
found it in the novels that they had devoured as boys; what they did was to 
make it painfully real. Incest was a fashionable theme when Shelley began 
work on The Revolt of Islam. In the consummation of Laon's love for his sister 
Cythna, Shelley can represent such a love as achieved in the perfect blending of 
"two restless frames in one reposing soul" (Vl.xxxvi. 2658). However, in the 
re-issue of the poem Shelley dropped one circumstance intended to startle the 
reader from the trance of ordinary life; his hero and heroine in the revised 
version ceased to be brother and sister. 
Shelley's poems Hymn to Intellectual Beauty (1817) and Mont Blanc 
(1817) show autobiographically, his poetic development firom the Gothic 
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indulgences of his youth to the philosophical verse of 1816. As a boy he had 
read all the Gothic novels on which he could get his hands on. The condensed 
versions of Gothic novels were his constant companions while growing up. The 
impact of these novels is evident in Shelley's landscape, especially in Mont 
Blanc, which accentuates the ruggedness of nature in relation to the individual 
mind. In the Hymn, Shelley supports the Gothic tendencies of his poetry by 
referring to his youthful fascination. In Stanza V of The Hymn Shelley writes: 
While yet a boy I sought for ghost, and sped 
Through many a listening chamber, cave and ruin 
And starlight wood, with fearful steps pursuing 
Hopes of high talk with the departed dead. 
(V. 49-52) 
Although the Gothic influence upon Shelley is noticeable, the political 
and philosophical movements of his days were soon to capture his mind. What 
he had discovered in Gothic idealism, he found it lacking in a world less 
sentimental and far more unforgiving. What he had sought for he "saw [...] 
not" (V.54). As Shelley's poetical skills and political views developed, he fell 
under the influence of a book (Gothic novel) that had a profound effect upon 
the young idealist. "Sudden, thy shadow fell on me; / I shrieked, and clasped 
my hands in ecstasy!" (V.59-60). In the Hymn, this moment ends the stanza in 
which we see his entire development. It gives strength to the other stanzas by 
supporting the development of the author. It also exhibits the new strength of 
his poetry. The Hymn to Intellectual Beauty is about progression of the mind in 
revealing certain truths. By addressing Beauty, Shelley addresses the 
development of intellect-the mind. All forces named or otherwise inferred in 
stanza V, represent ideas or influences upon Shelley that were directly related 
to his own intellectual development. 
The influence of Ann Radcliffe's technique of word-painting on P.B. 
Shelley is evident in his poems. Compare the following lines fi-om Radcliffe's 
The Mysteries ofUdolpho with those in Mont Blanc respectively: 
Emily, often as she travelled among the clouds, watched in 
silent awe their billowy surges rolling below; sometimes. 
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wholly closing upon the scene, they appeared like a world 
of chaos, and, at others, spreading thinly, they opened and 
admitted partial catches of the landscape - the torrent, 
whose astounding roar had never failed, tumbling down the 
rocky chasm, huge cliffs white with snow, or the dark 
summits of pine forests, that stretched mid-way down the 
mountains?' 
In Mont Blanc: 
Far, far above, piercing the infinite sky 
Mont Blanc appears, - still, snowy, and serene -
Its subject mountains their unearthly forms 
Pile around it, ice and rock; broad vales between 
Of frozen floods, unfathomable deeps. 
Blue as the overhanging heaven, that spread 
And wind among the accumulated steeps 
(III. 60-66) 
The description of the mountain in Mont Blanc is realistic. It stresses the 
desolation, the ruin, the destructive force evident in the harsh scene before him. 
Did fire or earthquake create this "desert peopled by the storms alone"? (III. 
67). 
The wildemess has a mysterious tongue. 
Which teaches awful doubt, or faith so mild. 
So solemn, so serene, that man may be. 
But for such faith, with nature reconciled; 
Thou hast a voice great Mountain, to repeal 
Large codes of fraud and woe; not understood 
By all, but which the wise, and great, and good 
Interpret, or make felt, or deeply feel. 
(in. 76-83) 
The images in Mont Blanc are certainly vital, primitive, and frozen, and make 
Shelley call up unchristian gods such as "Power in the Likeness of Arve" 
(11.16) and "the old Earthquake-daemon" (III. 72). In the poem he depicts the 
terrifying power of nature held by the mountain and marvels at man's 
impotence in taming that power: 
[...] the rocks, drawn down 
From yon remotest waste, have overthrown 
The limits of the dead and living world. 
Never to be reclaimed. 
(IV. 111-114) 
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Frances Ferguson comments: 
Edmund Burke had identified as Sublime not only the 
experience of contemplating enormous heights and depths 
but also, and most particularly, the experience of being 
isolated from other humans. From one perspective, Shelley 
seems to provide a textbook example of how to experience 
the sublimity of Mont Blanc as he registers his 
consciousness of the mountain's force while appearing to 
speak from a condition of isolation (where no human aid 
can intervene between him and the mountains power). It is 
from this perspective unremarkable that Shelley's account 
of the mountain continually recurs to the subject of its 
wildness, of its being a wilderness remote from all that 
civilization involves. 
The sublimity of Shelley's Mont Blanc is revealed through the following 
lines: 
Di22y Ravine! And when I gaze on thee 
I seem as in trance sublime and strange 
To muse on my own separate fantasy, 
My own, my human mind, which passively 
Now renders and receive fast influencing. 
(II. 34-38) 
With the first words 'Dizzy Ravine" Shelley reinforces the stature of the 
mountain as enormous, powerful, and awe-inspiring. The word 'dizzy' implies 
the emotions of awe. He is struck by the immensity of power and potential of 
destruction held by this mountain: "[...] is this the scene / Where the old 
Earthquake daemon taught her young / Ruin? Were these her toys?" (III. 71-
73). 
Percy Bysshe Shelley's quasi-Gothic play of incest and revenge The 
Cenci (1819) has a recognizably fearful and monstrous Gothic framework in its 
themes of parental wickedness and filial suffering. In The Cenci, Shelley turned 
to the Gothic and its Jacobean precursors to offer a comprehensive assault upon 
patriarchal power within the family, state, and religion. 
Set in late 1500s Italy, the play centres around the lives of the noble 
house of Cenci, which is daily terrorized by Francesco Cenci, head of the 
household. He is moulded in the style of other Gothic villains, such as 
Radcliffe's Montoni and Walpole's Manfred, and yet manages to stand apart 
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from them. Cenci is, in both word and deed, more insistently evil than either of 
the aforementioned figures. Cenci's purpose, unlike the other two, is not to 
increase his wealth, or secure his lineage, but instead to bring both to ruin. 
From the beginning of the play, Cenci seeks to eliminate his entire family. He 
firmly believes that his curses are 'heard and enacted' simply because he is the 
authority figure in his home. 
Beatrice-Cenci's daughter and Lucretia (her step-mother) live in a state 
of constant apprehension and fear of Cenci. Beatrice is the tragic heroine of 
Shelley's play. Whose beauty, apparent intelligence, and strong will, make her 
fully aware of the injustices of her father, and the law of the land. 
Cenci is a criminal whose actions are sanctioned by the Church. 
Cardinal Camillo laments at the begiiming that though Cenci is "Charged with 
a thousand unrepented crimes / Yet I have ever hoped you would amend, / And 
in that hope have saved your life three times." (I. i, 54-56). In fact, Cenci has 
actually purchased the reticence of the Papal anger and seems to revel in 
having done so, since: 
[...] No doubt Pope Clement 
And his most charitable nephews pray 
That the Apostle Peter and the Saints 
Will grant for their sake that I long enjoy 
Strength, wealth, and pride, and lust, and length of days 
Wherein to act the deeds which are the stewards 
Of their revenue 
(I. i, 27-33) 
In killing his own sons, Cenci does not choose to rely on human means, 
but rather asks. "I pray thee, God, send some quick death upon them!" (I.i. 
134). After the accomplishment of his wish, Cenci calls for a banquet to 
celebrate as "it is accomplished, he should then rejoice, / And call his friends, 
and kinsmen to a feast." (I.iii. 30-31). When he jovially declares that the 
banquet is to celebrate the accidental deaths of his two sons, tiie guests are 
shocked into protest. Cenci declares that "I speak the sober truth" that 
"Providence was shown / Even in the manner of their deaths" (I.iii. 567-58). 
For one son was crushed when a church collapsed as he was at the mass, and 
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the other son was killed during the same hour of the night. Ccnci's audacity 
leads him to propose a very revolting toast at the banquet. Holding up a glass of 
wine he says, "Could I believe thou wert their mingled blood, / Then would I 
taste thee like a sacrament" (I.iii. 81-82). 
Cenci has essentially made a monster out of himself, turning fatherhood 
into tyranny. Though he has been motivated by money in the persecution of his 
sons, his resolution to rape his daughter Beatrice, shows that he believes his 
tyranny to be taking a supernatural turn "A deed which shall confound both 
night and day" (UA, 183). 
At the opening of the third act, Beatrice staggers wildly on stage towards 
her mother having been violated for the first time by her father: 
How comes this hair undone? 
Its wandering strings must be what blind me so. 
And yet I tied it fast. - O, horrible! 
The pavement sinks under my feet! The walls 
Spin round! I see a woman weeping there 
[ ] 
Slide giddily as the world reels [...] My God! 
The beautiful blue heaven is flecked with blood! 
(III.i.6-10, 12-13) 
By the fifth act, when the persecution of her father condoned and extended by 
the authorities of state and church has run its full course, the figure of violation 
recurs, but now as an image of desolation and terror enveloping the universe: 
If there should be 
No God, no Heaven, no Earth in the void world, 
The wide, gray, lampless, deep, unpeopled world! 
If all things then should be [...] my fadier's spirit. 
His eye, his voice, his touch surrounding me 
The atmosphere and breath of my dead life! 
(V.iv.57-62) 
Giacomo laments that "We are left, as scorpions ringed with fire. / What should 
we but strike ourselves to death?" (II.ii.70-71). The image suggests that the 
only escape fi-om such tyranny is through suicide. 
Cenci's murder and the following action have strong resemblance to 
Shakespeare's Macbeth. While the murderers as they go in to do the deed, 
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Beatrice and Lucretia remain below, listening intently like Lady Macbeth. Just 
as Beatrice is rewarding the murderers with a bag of gold, a trumpet sounds 
and the drawbridge is lowered, as if to parallel the knocking in Macbeth. The 
visitor is the Papel legate Savella with a warrant for Cenci's arrest, and like 
Macduff he arrives to stumble on murder. As she awaits the hue and cry 
Beatrice remains unwaveringly defiant, convinced that the revenge was just. 
The echoes fi-om Macbeth continue: 
Beatrice. The deed is done, 
And what may follow now regards not me. 
1 am as universal as the light; 
Free as the earth-surrounding air; as firm 
As the world's center. Consequence, to me. 
Is as the wind which strikes the solid rock -
But shakes it not 
(IV.iv, 46-52) 
In Beatrice's trial the judges vote for the procedure then usual in this 
most Christian of courts - "Let tortures strain the truth till it be white / As snow 
thrice sifted by the fi-ozen wind" (V.ii, 169-170). Beatrice endures the tortures, 
having convinced herself that she has nothing to confess; the others admit their 
guilt. Camillo intercedes for the prisoners, only to be told by the Pope why the 
death sentences on Beatrice, Lucretia and Giacomo must be confmned: 
Parricide grows so rife 
That soon, for some just cause no doubt, the young 
Will strangle us all, dozing in our chairs. 
Authority, and power, and hoaiy hair 
Are grown crimes capital 
(V.iii, 20-24) 
Incest as the main theme of Shelley's tragedy The Cenci occurs also in 
Shelley's Rosalind and Helen (1818) and in The Revolt of Islam, (discussed 
earlier). Shelley himself wrote in a letter to Maria Gisbome, 16 November 
1819: 
Incest is like many other incorrect things a very poetical 
circumstance. It may be the excess of love or hate. It may be 
the defiance of everything for the sake of another -vAach 
clothes itself in the glory of the highest heroism, or it may be 
that cynical rage which, confoimding the good and the bad in 
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existing opinions, breaks through them for the purpose of 
rioting in selfishness and antipathy. 
The Gothic flavour is obvious enough in Shelley's play The Cenci. It 
reverberates with echoes from earlier Gothic novels for example, the name of 
the ghostly bleeding nun in The Monk was Beatrice; the trial in front of the 
Inquisition court which appeared in Lewis's The Monk and Radcliffe's The 
Italian reappears in Shelley's The Cenci. Terror, horror, incest, revenge and 
torture as dominant themes in Gothic fiction find place in Shelley's The Cenci. 
The poem Mask of Anarchy (1819) which Shelley composed as a 
directive to his countrymen to resist oppression bespeaks of his democratic 
spirit and hatred of despotism. The Mask opens with a flaming light on 
different types of tyrants. Having created a magnificent pageantry of the 
Anarchs riding with their skeleton commander through England to 
Westminster, Shelley turns his attention to the other side -the slaves whose 
half- starved drudgery and enforced darkness of mind were the basis of the 
privileges of the upper orders. "Men of England, heirs of Glory" 
(XXXVII. 147) he called them, and he bade them: 
Rise like Lions after slumber 
In unvanquishable number. 
Shake your chains to earth like dew 
Which in sleep had fallen on you 
Ye are many - they are few 
(XXXVIII) 
The poem has Gothic horror running through it; Shelley depicts the 
horror, terror and destruction that the pageantry wrought in its wake: 
O'er fields and towns, from sea to sea. 
Passed the Pageant swift and free, 
Tearing up, and trampling down; 
Till they came to London town. 
Hearing the tempestuous cry 
Of the triumph of Anarchy. 
Clothed in arms like blood and flame. 
The hired murderers, who did sing 
'Thou art God, and Law, and King. 
(XIII, 50-53) 
(XIV. 56-57) 
(XV. 59-61) 
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We have waited, weak and lone 
For thy coming Mighty one! 
Our purses are empty, our swords are cold, 
Gives glory, and blood, and gold 
(XVI.62-65) 
The Ode to the West Wind (1819) is a poem of great beauty and vitality. 
Its ideas are much inspired by Gothic imagery: the dead leaves are compared to 
"ghosts from an enchanter fleeing" (1.3) and "The winged seeds" are "like a 
corpse within its grave" (1.7-8). Stanza II is also remarkable for its Gothic 
imagery: 
Though dirge 
Of the dying year, to which this closing night 
Will be the dome of a vast sepulchre. 
Vaulted with all thy congregated might 
Of vapours, from whose solid atmosphere 
Black rain, and fire, and hail, will burst: 
(11.23-28) 
In 1820 Shelley conceived the idea of a new poem The Witch of Atlas 
(1820), and wrote it in three days. Mrs Shelley in a note to the poem writes: 
"wildly fanciful, full of brilliant imagery, and discarding human interest and 
passion, to revel in the fantastic ideas that his imagination suggested"^''. Shelley 
begins the poem by infroducing the witch's mother as one of the Atlantides, 
whose beauty captivated the Sun and made him change her into a vapour, then 
a cloud, then a meteor, and fmally into "one o those mysterious stars / Which 
hide themselves between the Earth and Mars" (III. 71-72). 
The Witch lives in a cave among the Atlas Moimtains. She is so gentle, 
lovely and powerful that beasts of every kind, from the sly serpent to the 
brindled lioness, as well as men, come to be cured of their vicious habits. "The 
magic circle of her voice and eyes / All savage natures did imparadise" (VII. 
103-104). The mythic creatures that come to admire her in the opening stanzas 
are so tamed by her beauty that forever afterwards, they pine for her 
remembered loveliness and the paradise that they drank from her eyes: 
No thought of living spirit could abide -
Which to her looks had been betrayed. 
On any subject in the world so wide. 
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On any hope within the circling skies. 
But on her form, and in her inmost eyes. 
(XII 140-144) 
Historically, the witch is associated with the ancient fertility goddesses, 
as their priestess and celebrant. Her 'witchcraft' very often involved the use of 
herbs, plants and medicines, an esoteric knowledge possibly passed down in 
the worship of such deities. Shelley stresses upon this aspect of the witch's use 
of liquors and herbs. 
But beyond this, the witch also shows the terrible side of the Mother, the 
archetype who very often appears in children's dreams, fantasies and play of 
the evil; the witch who is onmipotent, transformative and yet often alluringly 
and entrancing. The transformative powers of the Witch of Atlas are obvious. 
She cannot really be called evil, but her 'pranks' pass beyond mischief to 
become more malicious. For example, she creates a child, but makes it a 
'sexless thing'. She acts like a succubus to the mortals with "beautiftil souls" 
(Stanzas LXVI-LXIX). When she realizes her power to enchant them, she 
works to draw them fiirther into a trance; "Which when the lady knew she took 
her spindle / [ . . . ] / And with these threads a subtle veil she wove / A shadow 
for the splendour of her love" (975-104). Then she truly begins to play mischief 
creating her potions and magic. 
Prometheus Unbound (1820) a lyrical drama by Shelley, adapts the 
myth of Prometheus from the Greek play of Aeschylus - Prometheus Bound. 
However, he made radical changes and recreated the old myth in light of his 
philosophy of the golden age. At the same time he introduced a new 
supernatural machinery and supplied a body of supernatural beings as 
witnesses to the action. The setting is characterised by Gothic features - "this 
wall of eagle baffling mountain / Black, wintry, dead, unmeasured (1.20-21). 
The pain and torture, the reference to the "winged hound" (1.34) with poisoned 
beak that tears the heart of Prometheus, are ail illustrative of the Gothic 
elements in the poem. 
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The very first line of the poem takes us into the supernatural region of: 
"Monarch of Gods and Daemons and all spirits" (1.1). Prometheus chained to 
a rock of Mt. Caucasus for thousands of years has "Torture and SolitudeyScom 
and despair" as his "empire" (1.14-15). His anguish is brought out forcibly in 
images alive with the pain of cutting, tearing, splitting reinforced by cold: "The 
crawling glaciers pierce me with the spears / Of their moon-fi-eezing crystals, 
the bright chains / Eat with their burning cold into my bones" (1.31-33). The 
cry of woe which arises from his agonised heart pierces the whole universe and 
the echo of misery resounds from every part of it. The statement of the Earth is 
echoed by the spirits of the elements, and the third voice caps the climax: 
By such dread words from Earth to Heaven 
My still realm was never riven; 
When its wound was closed, there stood 
Darkness o'er the day like blood 
(1.99-102) 
Act I of Prometheus Unbound is of crucial importance because it reveals 
the process of spiritual change which the Titan has undergone through the 
suffering heaped upon him by Jupiter for three thousand years. In this Act, the 
Furies symbol of death and despair are introduced as a new instrument of 
torture to blast the hope of Prometheus about the efficacy of the forces of good 
in their struggle with those of evil. The first Fury informs Prometheus that they 
are "the ministers of pain, and fear, / And disappointment, and mistrust, and 
hate,/And clinging crime" (1.452-454). Like hunting dogs, they pursue the 
living, the weeping, and the miserable. The third Fury tells Prometheus that 
they would not torture him physically, but mentally: 
That we will be dread thought beneath thy brain, 
And foul desire round thine astonished heart. 
And blood within thy labyrinthine veins 
Crawling like agony? 
(1.488-491) 
Zahida Zadi writes: 
the Furies who are ministers of "[...] pain and fear, /[...] 
mistrust and hate" (1.452-453) are surrealistic creatures 
evolved by Shelley not only to present a spectacle of horror, 
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pain and torture in its extremity, but also to probe into the 
dark recesses of human psyche. 
The two visions shown by the Furies to the 'bound' Prometheus are full 
of Gothic intensity. The first vision of the French revolution rises with the 
slogan of liberty, equality, fraternity, truth, love and justice, but degenerates 
into a reign of blood and terror, where in the end, tyrants rush into divide the 
spoil: 
First Fury: 
Yours call was as winged car 
Driven on whirlwinds fast and far; 
It rapped us from red gulfs of war. 
Second Fury: 
From wide cities, famine-wasted; 
Third Fury: Groans half heard, and blood untested; 
Fourth Fury: 
Kingly conclaves stem and cold. 
Where blood with gold is bought and sold; 
(1.525-531) 
The second vision relates to Christ nailed to the cross with blood ruiming down 
from his wounds "A woeftil sight: a youth/with patient looks nailed to a 
crucifix" (1.584-585). The lines addressed by the Titan to the vision of Christ 
have a haunting rhythm of profound pathos, like a half-suppressed sob of the 
heart: 
Thy name I will not speak 
It hath became a curse, I see, I see 
The wise, the mild, the lofty and the just, 
Whom thy slaves hate for being like to thee. 
(1.603-606) 
The horrible picture of human death and its cause as described by 
Panthea are again reflective of the Gothic atmosphere: 
The heaven aroimd, the earth below 
Was peopled with thick shapes of human death. 
All horrible, and wrought by human hands, 
And some appeared the work of human hearts, 
For men were slowly killed by frowns and smiles: 
And other sights too foul to speak and live 
Were wandering by. Let us not tempt worse fear 
By looking forth; those groans are grief enough. 
(1.586-593) 
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For Prometheus the grave has become a place of peace: 
Ah woe! Alas! Pain, pain ever, forever! 
I close my tearless eyes, but see more clear 
Thy works within my woe-illumed mind, 
Thou subtle tyrant! Peace is in the grave. 
The grave hides all things beautiful and good. 
(1.635-639) 
The setting of the first act and the details of the torture given in the long 
speech of the bound Titan provide ample proof of the fact, that Shelley like 
Ann Radcliffe was interested in that beauty of nature which has terror in it. The 
tameless energy of nature attracted him because of its capacity for making 
changes: 
[...] a howl 
Of cataracts from their thaw-cloven ravines [...] 
Hark! The rushing snow! 
The sim-awakened avalanche! Whose mass. 
Thrice shifted by the storm, had gathered there 
Flake after Flake, in heaven-defying minds 
As thought by thought is piled, till some great truth 
Is loosened, and the nations echo round! 
Shaken to their roots, as do mountains now 
(II. iii, 33-42) 
Or 
[...] like a storm bursting its cloudy prison 
With thunder, and with whirlwind, has arisen 
Out of the lampless caves of unimagined being: 
With earthquake shock and swiftness making shiver 
Thought's stagnant chaos, unremoved for ever. 
Till hate, and fear, and pain, light-vanquished shadows, fleeing 
(IV. 376-381) 
The opening scene of Act III deals with the conflict between the forces 
of tyranny and liberation. The act opens by showing Jupiter in his glory, 
boasting about his omnipotence. But this situation ends in a way which is an 
anti-climax in the worse sense of the term. The car of Demogorgon reaches 
there and Jupiter is surprised but remains defiant at sight of the dreadful image 
of darkness: 
Sink with me then. 
We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin. 
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Even as a vulture and a snake outspent 
Drop, twisted in inextricable fight, 
Into a shore less sea. Let hell unlock 
Its mounded oceans of tempestuous fire. 
(III. i, 70-75) 
Shelley creates the Gothic atmosphere of pain and woe when Jupiter realizes 
his impotency and with cries of 'woe, woe' he goes down and down into the 
gulf of darkness: 
Ai!Ai! 
The elements obey me not. I sink 
Dizzily down, ever, forever, dovra. 
And, like a cloud, mine enemy above 
Darkens my fall with victory! Ai, Ai! 
(III. i, 80-83) 
The last act of the lyrical drama reflects Shelley's interest in Gothic 
conventions. He has in mind "an idea about the various spiritual forces which 
govern life. The role of spirits is crucial in Act IV in the first scene of this Act a 
burst of spirits' song is heard in the air. The voices of unseen spirits announce 
the advent of dawn, herald of the sun who is gradually rising up, so that pale 
stars in their glittering army are fleeing fi-om the blue pain of the sky. They call 
upon some unseen spirits and in response a train of dark forms and shadows 
pass by singing confiisedly, that they are carrying the bier of time, father of the 
past hours, going to bury time in its tomb: 
Here; oh, here; 
We bear the bier 
Of the father of many a cancelled year 
Spectres we 
Of the dead Hours be, 
We bear Time to his tomb in eternity. 
(IV. 9-14) 
" Panthea's description of the second vision is of a sphere, made as if of many 
thousand spheres.A near view reveals ten thousand orbs "involving and 
involved" (IV. 241) of different colours, and every space between them 
peopled with unimaginable shapes which visit the ghosts in their dreams: 
"Sphere within sphere; and every space between / Peopled with unimaginable 
shapes, / Such as ghosts dream" (IV. 243-245). Panthea continues that from a 
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star upon the forehead of the spirit are issuing "Vast beams like spokes of some 
invisible wheel" (IV. 274). The flashes of the beam reveal cycles of old 
civilizations in the shape of primitive tools and implements which were 
swallowed by devouring destruction. Beside them lie the ruins of vast cities 
peopled with uncivilized mortals with their uncouth skeletons, rude homes and 
temples: 
ruin within ruin! 
The wrecks beside of many a city vast. 
Whose population which the earth grew over 
Was mortal, but not human; see, they lie. 
Their monstrous works, and uncouth skeletons 
aV. 295-299) 
Prometheus Unbound clearly evidences Shelley's affinity with the 
Gothic writers and the influence of this genre on him: 
And serpents, bony chains, twisted aroimd 
The iron crags, or within heaps of dust 
To which the tortuous strength of their last pangs 
Had crushed the iron crags. 
aV. 305-308) 
A Vision of the Sea (1820) is a Gothic nightmare-fantasy. It is a poem 
evidently inspired by Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mariner which was 
one of Shelley's favourite poems. Captivated by its supernatural element, he 
frequently recited it, according to Mary Shelley with "wild energy". It has at its 
heart a question that Shelley poses with admirable directness and clarit>: 
"Alas! What is life, what is death, what are we, / That when the ship sinks we 
no longer may be?"(82-83). 
Shelley adopted from Coleridge's poem not only the goveming Gothic 
aesthetics and the ocean setting but particular images and plot details - a 
pestilent sea, the grisly death of the crew, a fearful and desperate solitude. In 
the early stages of Shelley's poem, echoes and adaptations of Coleridge's 
language are especially pervasive. Attracted to Coleridge's mesmerizing 
language and supernatural setting as Shelley was, however, his greater interest 
was in the tormenting crisis faced by the Mariner in his solitary confrontation 
with death and approaching divine judgement. The terror and horror of the 
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tempest grips the reader right from the begimiing. "Tis the terror of tempest. 
The rags of the sail / Are flickering in ribbons within the fierce gale: / From the 
stark night of vapours the dim rain is driven" (1-3). 
Shelley goes on to describe the horrific destruction of the ship as "The 
chinks suck destruction. The heavy dead hulk / On the living sea rolls an 
inanimate bulk [...]" (31-32). Shelley creates a mechanistic cacophony of 
elemental powers run amok, including a ship pummeled by "black trunks of 
water-spouts" (5), "intense thunder balls [...] raining from heaven" (29), and 
"death-flames, like whirlpool of fire-flowing iron" (19) that fill the horizon. A 
pestilence "Crept, like blight through the ears of a thick field of com, / O'er the 
populous vessel" (51-52). 
A Vision of the Sea is a masterftil blend of the fantastic and the 
grotesque. It is a tale of dead crews, tigers breaking loose from the ship's hold, 
a woman of heavenly beauty aboard the wreck and a bright child on her bosom, 
a combat of tiger with a sea-snake, a blue ravening shark attacks the tiger, and 
a sudden boat with marksmen levelling at the other tiger: 
Death, Fear 
Loye, Beauty are mixed in the atmosphere, 
Which trembles and bums with fervour of dread 
Around her wild eyes, her bright hand, and her head 
Like meteor of light o'er the waters! Her child 
Is yet smiling, and playing, and murmuring 
(161-166) 
Shelley depicts the terrible manner of the tigers as: 
The tigers leap up when them feel the slow brine 
Crawling inch by inch on then; hair, ears, limbs and eyne 
Stand rigid with horror; aloud, long, hoarse cry 
Bursts at once from their vitals tremendously. 
(92-95) 
At another place in the poem Shelley depicts the horror of the twin tigers living 
aboard the ship. He is compelling the reader to acknowledge the brutal finality 
of their struggle for survival. The tiger's eyes are a "radiance of fear" (73); they 
"Stand rigid with horror" while "aloud, long, hoarse cry / Bursts at once from 
their vitals tremendously" (94-95). Eventually one tiger is "mingled in ghostly 
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affray / with a sea-snake" (137-138) and Shelley charts its fate with language 
that shrouds anatomical exactness in lurid sensationalism: 
Of solid bones crushed by the infinite stress 
Of the snake's adamantine voluminousness; 
And the hum of the hot blood that spouts and rains 
Where the gripe of the tiger has woimded the veins 
(140-143) 
The scene reminds us of the 'Svater-snakes" of Coleridge's poem that probabl)' 
gave Shelley his organizing image here. 
The tone of the poem The Sensitive Plant (1820) suggests that Shelley is 
recounting a horror story and is piling on the ghastly details to get the desired 
effect. This may be seen in small but incongruous touches. As the dead Lady 
decays, her body "slowly changed, till it grew a heap / To make men tremble 
who never weep" (III. 20-21). Weeds appear "till the dead wind sank". Fungi 
spring up, "at whose names the verse feels loath" (III. 57-58). All the other 
flowers in their turn die horrible death as the fungi appear to choke them and 
the chilling rains, noxious gases and "blights" (III. 81) wither them. The Lady 
and the flowers thus literally are filled with poisons. Only mimosa watches all 
this as her tears turn to "Frozen glue" (III.81). The "ocean of dreams without a 
sound" (1.103) in which the "beasts, and the birds, and the insects were 
drowned" (1.102) turns into the extended nightmare of Part Three. 
Adonais (1821) is an elegy written on the death of John Keats. It 
abounds with Gothic suggestions. Shelley refers bluntly to "the corpse" of 
Adonais and "the coming bulk of death" (1.17-18). Stanzas III, VII, VIII depict 
the horror of death. "Death feeds on his mute voice" (III. 27). "Death / Keeps 
his pale court in beauty and decay" (VII. 55-56) under the Italian "chamel-
roof (VII.60) and "white Death" and "Invisible corruption" (VIII.66-67). 
While describing the mourners, Shelley presents himself as a gloomy and sad 
figure: 
Midst others of less note, came one j&ail form, 
A phantom among men; companionless 
As the last cloud of an expiring storm 
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Whose thunder is its knell. 
(XXXI. 271-274) 
Gothic elements of death, dream, visions, phantoms and corpses are 
evident in the following passage: 
Peace, Peace! he is not dead, he doth not sleep 
He hath awakened from the dream of life 
'Tis we, who, lost in stormy visions, keep 
With phantoms an unprofitable strife, 
And in mad trance strife with our spirit's knife 
hivulnerable nothings - we decay 
Like corpses in a chamel; fear and grief 
Convulse us and consume us day by day. 
And cold hopes swarm like worms within our living clay 
(XXXIX. 343-351) 
Towards the close of Adonais the picture of the poet's bark passing through the 
storm is painted in a vein of pathos and despair: 
[...] my spirit's bark is driven 
Far from the shore far from the trembling throng 
Whose sails were never to the tempest given; 
The many earth and sphered skies are riven! 
I am borne darkly, fearfully, a far, 
(LV. 488-492) 
Shelley in the poem Lines on hearing of the Death of Napoleon 
Bonaparte (1821) expresses his fears, that even after the death of the arch-
tyrant there were millions to follow in his wake, their greedy ambitions 
moulding the ruinous torrent of revolution and anarchy: 
Aye, alive and still bold, muttered Earth, 
Napoleon's fierce spirit rolled. 
In terror and blood and gold 
A torrent of ruin to death from his birth 
Leave the millions who follow to mould 
The metal before it be cold; 
And weave into his shame, which like the dead. 
Shrouds me, the hopes that from his glory fled, 
(33-40) 
His feelings about him are in the same key when he mentions Napoleon in The 
Triumph of Life: 
Fallen, as Napoleon fell - 1 felt my cheek 
Alter, to see the shadow pass away. 
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Whose grasp had left the giant world so weak 
That every pigmy kicked it as it lay; 
And much I grieved to think how power and will 
In opposition rule our mortal day, 
And why God made irreconcilable 
Good and the means of good. 
(224-231) 
According to David Punter, in Shelley: "the conjunction of Gothic vocabulary 
and political thinking can be seen at its strongest in a passage from The 
Triumph of Life (1824)"^^: 
The earth was gray with phantoms, and the air 
Was peopled with dim forms, as when there hovers 
'A flock of vampire-bats before the glare 
Of the tropic sim, [...] 
[...] just were 
'Phantoms diffused around; and some did fling 
Shadows of shadows, yet unlike themselves, 
Behind them; [...] 
The old anatomies 
Sate hatching their bare broods under the shade 
'Of demon wings and laughed from their dead eyes 
To reassume the delegated power. 
Arrayed in which those worms did monarchize, 
'Who made this earth their chamel 
(481-505) 
However, this brings us to the main point, which is the final question of the 
poem The Triumph of Life, - if life is just a fierce, triumphal procession, 
bearing away captive all those who were powerful in their day, then what is 
real, lasting and effectual? Is life mere mutability, after all? If not "Then, what 
is life? I cried" (543). 
In Ginevra (1821) Shelley sets his scene with great dramatic effect 
suggestive of Gothic possibilities; there at once is the bride "Wild, pale and 
wonder-stricken [...]" (1). Ginevra Ahnieri, a Florentine girl of good family, 
was in love with one Antonio Rondmelli but was forced by her father to marry 
Francesco Agolanti. Antonio was heart-broken and so was Ginevra whose 
decline of health afler her marriage cuhninates in a swoon so deep that she is 
taken for dead: 
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She is still, she is cold 
On the bridal couch 
One step to the white deathbed, 
And one to the bier, 
And one to the chamel-and one, oh where? 
The dark arrow fled 
In the noon 
(206-212) 
Later her body is conveyed to the family vault in the cemetery of Duomo. 
Awakening at night from her swoon, Ginevra manages to emerge from the 
vault and takes the shortest way back to the house of her husband. Believing 
her to be a ghost, he refuses her admission. Being similarly repulsed at the 
houses of her father and uncle, she in despair turns to her faithfiil Antonio who 
duly takes her in. In a few days she is restored to health. Later, in spite of the 
fact that her husband is still living, the ecclesiastical court proclaims that by 
reason of her own 'death' the marriage has been dissolved. 
Shelley's poem The Fugitives (1821) has an even stronger Gothic tang. 
It is about an unwilling bride who manages to escape with her lover in a small 
boat leaving her father and bridegroom thwarted on shore. Facing a stormy sea 
in a boat made for lakes, the lovers are undismayed to find: 
Our boat has one sail. 
And the helmsman is pale; 
A bold pilot I trow 
Who should follow us now -
Shouted he 
(16-20) 
Adding to the horror and suspense of the poem is the poet's description of the 
father: "On the topmost watch-turret, / As a death-boding spirit, / Stands the 
gray tyrant father" (51-53). 
It would be grave inji^tice to Shelley, if his contribution to Mary 
Shelley's great Gothic novel Frankestein is not acknowledged. He had paid 
considerable attention to the correction of style as necessary to enhance the 
Gothic atmosphere of the tale as pointed by E.B. Murray. The researcher 
hereby takes the liberty to quote at length from E.B. Murray's paper: 
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There is first of all a relatively small group of marginal, 
interlinear, and verbal additions which enhance the Gothic 
atmosphere of the tale. Shelley's eye for the Gothic had 
been creatively focussed, if only in the most conventional 
direction, v^th his Zastrozzi and St. Irvyne, the cliched 
rhetoric of which appears in some of his more perfunctory 
expansions or heightenings of Mary's phrasing - e.g., her 
merely informative 'the moon arose, and shone... upon the 
daemon who fled' is Gothicized as 'upon his ghastly and 
distorted shape, as he fled with more than moral speed' 
(175R, 203J)". At other times, Shelley follows up Mar>"s 
suggestions with more imaginative renditions of their 
Gothic potential. Mary notes, for example, that the monster 
supplied wood to the De Laceys without their knowledge. 
A bit later Shelley adds to Mary's statement that Felix De 
Lacey 'brought the wood from the outhouse' 'where to his 
perpetual astonishment he found his store always 
replenished by an invisible hand' (21R, 113J). Shelley 
elsewhere adds to the ghostly character of the monster 
when he has Frankenstein tell Walton, 7 knew the vessel in 
which he was concealed and he escaped I know not how' 
(175R, 203J). Mary here, as at times elsewhere, attempts to 
improve on the Shelleyan effect when in the fair copy she 
asks for a fiirther suspension of disbelief by changing 
Shelley's addition to 'I took my passage in the same ship 
but he escaped I know not how' (135F). Shelley expands, 
clarifies, and, in the process, heightens with concrete 
Gothic epithet Mary's rather understated conditional 
rendering of Frankenstein's fears that if the monster 
suspected that I delayed it [the marriage with Elizabeth] on 
his account he would certainly revenge himself some other 
way'. Shelley's marginal change, one of his longest, reads: 
'Afy destruction might indeed arrive a few months sooner 
but if my torturer suspected that I postponed my marriage 
on account of his menaces he would surely find other, and 
perhaps more dreadful means of revenge' [155R, 189J 
slightly changed). The Gothic heightening is sometimes 
merely rhetorical, sometimes descriptive, with die 
following a mixture of both, concluding with the monster 
balancing his period with a flourish which marks him as a 
creature of his times: 'Everything is related in them which 
bears reference to my accursed origin the whole detail of 
that series of disgusting circumstances which produced it... 
is given, in language which painted your own horrors, and 
has rendered mine ineffaceable' 66R, 130J slightly 
changed). Shelley's Gothic, metaphysical, psychological, 
and even poetic associations combine in a characteristic 
phrase when he interests a ghost into the 'mechanical 
impulse' inspiring Frankenstein's quest by deriving it fiom 
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'some power of which I was unconscious' (niR, 204J). 
Shelley perhaps dubiously refused to allow a single Gothic 
verb to do double service when he changed Mary's 'and do 
you not feel your blood congeal with horror, like mine often 
did' to the received 7/^ e that which even now curdles mine' 
(184R, 209J). Paradise Lost is an indirect source of quasi-
Gothic allusion and sublime association for both Mary and 
Shelley, as a single illustration may serve to demonstrate: 
Mary had written 'as exquisite and divine a retreat as 
Pandaemoniimi appeared to the dominions [daemons, 1818] 
of heir and Shelley added 'after their suffocation 
[sufferings, 1818] lin the lake of fire (7R. 106J). Finally, 
one of Shelley's happier Gothic touches appears in the 
word 'bridal' he inserts before 'bier' to turn the screw yet a 
notch tighter on the palpable mental and emotional anguish 
Frankenstein experiences on discovering Elizabeth slain by 
the monster on their wedding night (165R, 195J). 
Shelley's possible direct and indirect influence on the 
eighteen-year old Mary, itself conditioned by what they 
read and experienced in common, is evident throughout 
Frankenstein and has been often commented on.^ ^ 
Shelley's taste for the grotesque and fantastic remained throughout his 
life, a distinguishing characteristic. His later infatuation with neo-platonism 
and the wonders of science were a natural development to his boyish 
infatuation for ghosts and alchemists and the incredible and sentimental 
romances of the imitators of Mrs. Radcliffe. The supernatural had ever for him 
an unusual fascination and it colours his poetry and philosophy as evidenced 
from the above analysis. Infact Shelley's political interests found in the Gothic 
apparatus a most powerful means of expression for his abhorrence of the evils 
of tyranny - monarchy, aristocracy and religion. 
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GOTHIC ELEMENTS IN BYRON'S WORKS 
Byron's interest in Gothic conventions is beyond dispute. Literary 
history stands testimony to this - since it was he who had inspired PoHdori to 
write a fragment of a vampire story (published as The Vampyre) during the 
famous encounter with the Shelleys at Lake Geneva. Byronic hero owes strong 
allegiance to the idea of the Gothic villain in the novels he had read during his 
boyhood. Horace Walpole, Ann Radcliffe, M.G. Lewis, and other purveyors of 
the Gothic in the eighteenth century created a conventional character who is 
capable of great evil yet who is marked by certain majesty of demeanour. With 
his dark hair and pale complexion, he is a physically compelling, virile man, 
terrifying yet strangely attractive, with a "glittering eye" that transfixes the pale 
Gothic heroine. This Gothic villain usually has claimed to aristocratic origins, 
and often some mystery shrouds his birth. 
That B)a-on modelled his hero ubiquitous to his works on the Gothic 
villain is easily demonstrated. What Byron does is to give renewed % igour and 
force to this stock figure. The Byronic hero emerges from the world of 
sentimental Gothicism to become the personification of romantic melancholy 
and remorse. 
There are several varieties of the Byronic hero, but certain qualities are 
recurrent. Most of Byron's heroes share the same appearance of gloomy 
magnificence. The old monk in The Giaour describes the hero of that poem in 
similar terms: "The flash of that dilating eye/Reveals too much of time gone 
by" (839-840) that mesmerizes others "Like the bird whose pinions quake/But 
cannot fly the gazing snake/Will others quail beneath his look" (847-849). 
When the Byronic hero appears in The Giaour, he is a vigorous and 
simple figure, whose act of vengeance is followed by an orthodox repentance. 
It is the guilt and remorse of the Giaour which is elaborated and focused upon 
in the poem. He is tormented by solitude and "the leafless desert of the mind" 
(1.959), and repents the death of Leila, but not of Hassan. He rejects the 
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priest's offered comfort, and dies a haunted man. His sole virtue is his fidelity 
to a single love: 
Yes, love indeed, is light from heaven; 
A spark of that immortal fire 
With angels shared, by Alia given. 
To lift from earth our low desire 
(1131-1134) 
So begins a long passage, which Byron admits, he had "thrown [...] in to soften 
the ferocity of our Infidel" (II. 1131-1134). The picture remains to be completed 
in a late revision by the description of his baleftil eye, disdainfiil smile and air 
of fallen nobility; significantly this is again linked to the image of the ruined 
tower.' In essentials, the picture of the ruffian hero is now complete-proud, 
solitary, faithftil to a guilty love, defiant of divine and moral law, bearing traces 
of a nobility now seared and corrupted. 
The Byronic hero, then, is an intimidating man, a man alone, alienated 
from his fellows by his passionate nature and aristocratic background and a 
character whose genesis clearly derives from the Gothic villain as created by 
Radcliffe and her imitators. The Corsair, for instance, unmasks himself before 
his enemies to display his "close but glittering casque, and sable plume/More 
glittering eye, and black brow's sabler gloom" (Il.iv, 148-149). Yet this 
character type endemic to Byron's poetry has redeeming qualities. A great love 
lives in his heart. Byron acknowledges that the Corsair is a villain, but "One 
softer feeling would not yet depart" (I.xii, 282). He deserves reproach for his 
crimes, but "not the passion, nor its power [...]/ Not guilt itself could quench 
this loveliest one!" (I.xii, 306-308). 
Conrad is Byron's first attempt at a descriptive analysis of his hero; 
metamorphosed into Lara, he becomes the subject for the best and fiiUest 
portrait in the Tales of the Byronic hero, and at the same time most clearly 
reveals his Gothic ancestry. In one aspect, the heroes can be seen as political 
figures. The Giaour, Selim and Conrad are, each in his own way, rebels against 
the corruption and injustice of Turkish society; Selim's rebellion in The Bride 
of Abydos is actually linked historically with Greek rebellion against their 
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overlord. In order to cover up the murder of Ezzelin, Lara becomes a leader 
again, and raises the serfs against their feudal masters "And cared he for the 
freedom of the crowd? / He raises the humble but to bend the proud" (II. ix, 
897-898). The sequel is of civil war with all its horrors. Alp, the hero of The 
Siege of Corinth carries the process a stage farther; driven from Venice by 
unknown accusers, he takes his revenge by turning and joining the victorious 
Turks. He looks forward to the rebel Doge, Marino, Faliero, and to the world of 
the Venetian tragedies. After this the pattern is changed. Hugo, in Parisina 
(1816), goes brave and defiant to his death; he is a victim as is Bonnivard in 
The Prisoner ofChillon (1816). 
A common situation of the Byronic hero is that of the aristocratic 
outlaw, the type of Conrad/Lara, of Alp, of Marino Faliero and of Selim. Each 
is an aristocrat who rebels against his own class, joins with some form of revolt 
and in the end gets destroyed along with it. Across the figure of the rebel-hero 
falls the shadow of the arch-rebel. The Giaour is described as a fallen angel: 
If ever evil angel bore 
The form of mortal, such he wore; 
By all my hope of sins forgiven, 
Such looks are not of earth nor heaven! 
(11.912-915) 
And the same theme recurs in the centre of the well-known description of Lara: 
There was in him a vital scorn of all: 
As if the worst had fallen which could befall. 
He stood a stranger in this breathing world 
An erring Spirit from another hurled 
(I.xviii, 313-316) 
This passage is Byron's most extended analysis of his hero; it bears out his 
claim that he is not aiming at a sympathetic portrait. Lara is the typical mixture 
of good and evil; he stands aloof and sternly represses tenderness. He is a fallen 
man, who wastes his power in pursuit of 'dreams of good' and as a victim of 
moral confiision, blames the results on Nature and Necessity: 
But haughty still, and loath himself to blame. 
He called on Nature's self to share the shame, 
And charged all faults upon the fleshly form 
She gave to clog the soul, and feast the worm; 
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Till he at last confounded good and ill, 
And half mistook for fate the acts of will 
(I. xviii, 331-336) 
And the will, it is implied, is itself overcome by the passions, which if they 
redeem the hero are also responsible for his destruction. 
The description of Lara thus becomes a statement of a persistent theme 
which runs through Harold and Juan. Like the Phantom-Harold, he represents 
an abandonment of the rational; like Juan, he is one of those whose passions 
are their bane: "His Madness was not of the head, but heart" (XVIII, 356). The 
Giaour, too, speaks of his love as "the cherish'd madness of my heart" (1191). 
Byron rejected Lara as "too metaphysical", a term which for him always had a 
derogatory meaning. Lady Byron underlines this in a characteristically slanted 
passage: 
He said of 'Lara', "There's more in that than any of them', 
shuddering and avoiding my eye. I said it had a stronger 
mysterious effect than, any, and was 'like the darkness in 
which one fears to behold spectres' [...] He often said that 
'Lara' was the most metaphysical of his works.^  
Byron's belief in ghosts is serious, being based on personal experience: 
1 said it was a story of a ghost -
What then? I only know it so befell. 
Have you explor'd the limits off the coast 
Where all the dwellers of the earth must dwell? 
(XVI. iv) 
Byron thought on one occasion that he saw Mathews soon after his death: "I 
nearly dropped, thinking that it was his ghost"; but it turned out to be his 
brother (Mary, 9 Nov. 1820, LJ, V. 116)^ Byron was strongly aware of ghostly 
presence: "Such a dream! But she did not overtake me. I wish the dead would 
rest, however. Ugh! How my blood chilled [...]" (Journal, 23 Nov. 1813; LJ, 
11, 334). This was presumably his mother. 
Byron saw ghosts. In the year 1803 he saw one at Newstead. Moore 
writes: 
He used, at first, though offered a bed at Annesley, to return 
every night to Newstead, to sleep; alleging as a reason that 
he was afraid of the family pictures of the Chaworths - that 
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he fancied 'they had taken a grudge to him on account of 
the duel, and would come down from their frames at night 
to haunt him'. At length, one evening, he said gravely to 
Miss Chaworth and her cousin, 'In going home last night I 
saw a bogle'; - which Scotch term being wholly 
unintelligible to the young ladies, he explained that he had 
seen a ghost, and would not therefore return to Newstead 
that evening. From this time he always slept at Aimesley 
during the remainder of his visit [...]. 
The half ruined Newstead was a ghostly place with a lingering aura from the 
dissolution of the monasteries under Henry VIII. In 1814 Byron writes: "The 
ghosts, however, and the Gothics, and the waters, and the desolation, make it 
very lively still" (Moore 13 Aug. 1814; LJ, III, 126). As a gloss on this letter, 
Moore writes: 
It was, if I mistake not, during his recent visit to Newstead, 
that he himself actually fancied he saw the ghost of the 
Black Friar, which was supposed to have haunted the 
Abbey from the time of the dissolution of the monasteries 
[...] it is said that the Newstead ghost appeared, also, to 
Lord Byron's cousin. Miss Farmy Parkins, and that she 
made a sketch of him from memory.^  
As Moore notes, the experience was recaptured in Don Juan (1819). But 
it or something very like it, had been reflected earlier in Lara (1814). In Lara 
the hero communes with the dead while his retainers hint and gossip about 
those who are: "Too discreetly wise / To more than hint their knowledge in 
surmise; / But if they would - they could" (I. ix, 151-153). Lara undergoes 
ghostly experiences. The description of him in his Hall by night siurounded by 
Gothic windows and pictured saints of more than "mortal" life; his own 
"bristling locks" like those of a "spectre", all add to the ghostly impression. 
Later Byron re-worked his Newstead memories into the description of 
Norman Abbey in Don Juan. Through its ruins sweeps an unearthly music of 
imknown cause, which Byron claims to have heard: 
To this grey ruin, with a voice to charm 
Sad, but serene, it sweeps o'er tree or tower; 
The cause 1 know not, nor can solve; but such 
The fact: - I've heard it, - once perhaps too much. 
(XIII, Ixiv) 
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The Black Friar appears to Juan. Byron prefaces its appearance by defending, 
with reference to his personal experience, the reality of such phenomenon: 
[...] did you ever see a ghost? 
[ ] 
That source of the sublime and the mysterious: 
For certain reasons my belief is serious 
[ ] 
I say I do believe a haunted spot 
Exists - and where? That shall I not recall 
(XV. xcv, xcvi) 
In Byron's Elegy on Newstead Abbey (1803) the description of Newstead 
Abbey is a straightforward reference to the Gothic convention: 
Yes! In thy gloomy cells and shades profound. 
The monk abjur'd a world, he ne'er could view; 
Or blood-stain'd Guilt repenting, solace found, 
Or innocence, from stem oppression, flew 
(21-24) 
Don Jaun's ghostly experience recaptures Byron's experience of his 
youth at Newstead, which had set the tone for his life-long concentration on the 
mystique of the past, on the ghostly, on death and on what lies within or 
beyond death. Writing about Byron's belief in supernatural appearances - Lad> 
Blessington said that "he assumes a grave and mysterious air when he talks on 
the subject, which he is fond of doing, and has told me some extraordinan-
stories related to Mr. Shelley who, he assures me, had an implicit belief in 
ghosts"^ 
Byron's superstitions, like Shakespeare's, empower much of his greatest 
poetry; for example, the ghosts on the beleaguered battlements of Rome in The 
Deformed Transformed (1822); the Doge's communing with the ancestral dead 
on the eve of revolution in Marino Faliero (1821); and the hero's nightmare 
contact with his forbears in Sardanapaliis (1821). It seems Byron was never 
himself free from such over-watching presences. The philosophy of it is written 
into Manfred (1816), where the protagonist searches out death's meaning from 
the study of graves and skulls. He is able like Lara, to commune with the dead 
and is shown doing it (Manfred, 11. ii, 79-83, 177; Il.iv, 82-98; III. I, 34-49). 
Manfred the "enlightener of nations" (III. I, 119) is under the spell of "The 
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dead, bul sceptred, Sovereigns, who still rule / Our spirits from their urns" (III. 
iv. 40-41). 
In Portugal, Byron had met Beckford and referred to his novel Vathek in 
Childe Harold as "Vathek! England's wealthiest son" (I. Xxii, 195). His 
enthusiasm for Vathek coincided with the popular success of the work after the 
new edition of 1809. He drew extensively upon it and acknowledged his 
indebtedness to Beckford or, more correctly to Henley's notes - for the 
annotations to The Giaour, as well as borrowing an impressive passage for The 
Siege of Corinth. To the notes on The Giaour he added a handsome tribute: 
Sublime tale, the 'Caliph Vathek". I do not know from what 
source the author of that singular volume may have drawn 
his materials; some of his incidents are to be found in 
[D'Herbelot's] Bibliotheque Orientale; but for correcmess 
of costume, beauty of description, and power of 
imagination, it far surpasses all European imitations, and 
bears such marks of originality that these who have visited 
the East will find some difficulty in believing it to be more 
than a translation. As an Eastern tale, even Rasselas must 
before it; his "Happy Valley" will not bear comparison with 
the"HallofEblisl 
The acknowledged bonowings are mainly matters of'local colour', and several 
are thought to be from D'Herbelot's, on whom Henley drew. Byron himself 
borrowed from other sources details of a similar kind; the references to Genii, 
Ghouls, Afrits, Houris; the very title of Giaour; the names of Meijnoun, Eblis, 
Franguestan or Istakar. As Parreaux points out: 
there are other links of a more general or pervasive nature; 
such as the situation of the lovers Salim and Zuleika in The 
Bride of Abydos, which has echoes of Gulcherouz and 
Nouronihar (in Vathek), in some of the supernatural 
machinery of Manfred; not least, perhaps, in the likeness 
between Eblis and the Byronic hero-though behind both 
there is the common ancestry of Milton's Satan'. 
But it was the special tone of Vathek, its urbanity and irony, which had 
appealed to Byron most strongly. 
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Vathek is not only the finest and most influential example in English of 
the oriental romance, but as Martha Conant calls it - "an oriental tale of 
terror.""^ It achieves a fusion of the two genres, which had been distinct till the 
time of Rasselas and The Castle ofOtranto. The journey to the East is also a 
journey into the past, and both are blended with the atmosphere of the Gothic 
tales of terror. 
Byron's attitude towards Gothic, in some ways is similar to Shelley's; for 
instance to indict political and religious repression, as it can be seen in The 
Prayer of Nature (1806). 
Let bigots rear a gloomy fane, 
Let superstition hail the pile, 
Let priests, to spread their sable reign. 
With tales of mystic rites beguile. 
Shall man confine his Maker's sway 
To Gothic domes of mouldering stone? 
Thy temple is the face of day; 
Earth, Ocean, Heaven thy boundless throne. 
(13-20) 
In the poetry of the Romantic period the use of romance forms, language 
and settings, connects it more directly with the medieval poetic tradition of the 
Gothic writers. It gives the Romantic themes of individualism and naturalism 
an atmosphere of strangeness and mystical distance. Byron's Childe Harold's 
Pilgrimage (1812-1816) is subtitled "A Romaunt", an archaic rendering of 
romance. The use of medieval language and Spenserian stanzas add to the 
archaic atmosphere in the account of the wanderings of the "shameless 
wight/sore given to revel and ungodly glee" (I. ii, 14-15). 
Even though Childe Harold's Pilgrimage depicts the monster as an 
isolated outcast who turns to nature for solace, Lord Byron himself is driven to 
live a life with this dark uncontrollable mind which possesses him from time to 
time "In my youth's summer I did sing of one,/The wandering outlaw of his 
own dark mind [. . .]/ And bear it with me as the rushing wind" (HI. iii, 19-22). 
Through his "passion-joy, or pain" (Ill.iv, 28), or his "dreary strain" (Ill.iv, 
32), Byron is able to use all of his grief, depression and dark feelings "to create. 
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and in creating live/A being more intense" (Ill.vi, 46-47). Byron suggests that 
the monster can be misunderstood by civilization; however, nature seems to 
understand tlie inner complexities "How earth may pierce to heaven, yet leave 
vain man below" (III. Ixii, 568). 
Byron uses his dark poetry to liberate himself from the guilt of darkness: 
My thoughts upon expression, and thus throw 
Soul, heart, mind, passions, feelings strong or weak 
All that I would have sought, and all I seek 
[...] into one word 
And that one word were Lightning, I would speak 
(Ill.xcvii, 867-871). 
While the roving adventures of a lonely hero can be located in the romance 
tradition, the focus on inner states of turmoil and passion testify to the Gothic 
nature of this hero: 
1 have thought 
Too long and darkly, till my brain became, 
In its own eddy boiling and o'er wrought, 
A whirling gulf of fantasy and flame 
(Ill.vii, 55-58) 
In Childe Harold, the poet pictures the elemental phases of nature, 
mountain, sea, and storm. The description of Venice in Canto IV, Stanza 
XVIII, strikes a close correspondence between Radcliffe's prose and Byron's 
poetry: 
I loved her from my boyhood; she to me 
Was as a fairy city of the heart. 
Rising like water-columns from the sea. 
Of joy the sojoum, and of wealth the mart; 
And Otway, Radcliffe, Schiller, Shakespeare's art. 
Had stamp'd her image in me, and even so. 
Although I found her thus, we did not part; 
Perchance even dearer in her day of woe. 
Than when she was a boast, a marvel, and a show. 
(IV. xviii, 154-162) 
In the following lines the mystery of time itself takes a ghostly form entwined 
with infinite space and natural magic: 
But when the rising moon begms to climb 
Its topmost arch, and gently pauses there; 
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When the stars twinkle through the loops of time, 
And the low night-breeze waves along the air 
The garland-forest, which the grey walls wear, 
Like laurels on the bald first Caesar's head; 
When the light shines serene but doth not glare. 
Then in this magic circle raise the dead: 
Heroes have trod this spot - it is on their dust yet read. 
(IV. cxiiv, 1288-1296) 
The sublimity of nature is evident when Byron goes to mountains for 
inspiration, though mountains affect him deeply, he has written more finely of 
the sea: 
Thou glorious mirror, where the Almighty's form 
Glasses itself in tempests; in all time, -
Calm or convulsed, in breeze or gale or storm, 
Icing the pole, or in the torrid clime 
Dark heaving-boundless, endless, and sublime. 
The image of eternity, the trone 
Of the invisible; even from out thy slime 
The monsters of the deep are made ; each zone 
Obeys thee, thou goest forth, dread, fathomless, alone. 
(IV.clxxxiii, 1639-1647) 
In the following two stanzas from Childe Harold Byron describes the 
tumultuous scenes that were once witnessed by the now silent and deserted 
arena. A dying gladiator who did fight and die there: 
I see before me the Gladiator lie: 
[ ] 
Consents to death, but conquers agony, 
[ ] 
The arena swims around him - he is gone, 
[ ] 
He reck'd not of the life he lost nor prize, 
[ ] 
Butcher'd to make a Roman holiday 
All this rush'd with his blood-shall be expire 
And xmavenged? Arise! Ye Goths and glut your ire. 
(IV.cxl-cxli) 
In his address to his daughter Ada, Byron thinks of his voice as communicattng 
with her after death as "A token and a tone" (III. cxv, 1035); and he believes 
that "something unearthly" (IV. Cxxxvii, 1230) in him will win the love of 
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future generations "Like the remember'd tone of a mute lyre" (IV. Cxxxvii, 
1231). 
In the fourth canto, a darker analysis on the fading of his fictional hero, 
Harold, develops into a general survey of man's mortality. Destiny is seen as 
'Destruction', a vast cosmic principle creating life-forms and dissolving them 
into ghosts: 
[...] gathers shadow, substance, life, and all 
That we inherit in its mortal shroud. 
And spreads the dim and universal fall 
Through which all things grow phantoms 
(IV, clxv, 1477-1780) 
Lonely and melancholy by nature, Byron in Childe Harold speaks of: 
[...] demons, who impair 
The strength of better thoughts and seek their prey 
In melancholy bosoms, such as were 
Of moody texture from their earliest day. 
And loved to dwell in darkness and dismay, 
Deeming themselves predestined to a doom 
Which is not of the pangs that pass away; 
Making the sun like blood, the earth a tomb. 
The tomb a hell, and hell itself a murkier gloom. 
(IV. xxxiv, 298-306) 
He felt himself "an isolated being on the earth" (Long, 16 April, 1807; LJ, 11, 
19, note), and despite his happier tendencies, his wife, years later, expressed "at 
heart you are the most melancholy of mankind; and often when apparently 
gayest" (Detached Thoughts, 1821; 73; LJ, V, 446). Sir Walter Scott thought 
that the "proper language" of his features '^vas that of melancholy" (LJ, IV, 73, 
note). 
According to David Punter: 
Byron is less certain about the past than Shelley. There is a 
sense of aristocratic nostalgia, which sits uneasily with the 
political radicalism throughout Byron's work; the 
uneasiness comes out strongly in a meditation in Canto III 
oiChilde Harold}^ 
Beneath these battlements, within those walls. 
Power dwelt amidst her passions, in proud state 
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Each robber chief upheld his armed halls, 
Domg his evil will, nor less elate 
Than mightier heroes of a longer date 
What want these outlaws conquerors should have 
But History's purchased page to call them great? 
A wider space - an ornamented grave? 
Their hopes were no less warm, their souls were full as brave 
ai l . xlviii, 424-432) 
Byron's The Giaour: A Fragment of a Turkish Tale (1813) is a study in 
guilt accompanied by remorse without repentance. The distraught hero lives 
(rather like Byron) at Newstead in a monastery - a cowled figure of burning 
eye, dark countenance and scornful lips: "If ever evil angel bore / The form of 
mortal, such he wore" (912-913). The description calls upon a host of 
conventions familiar to readers of Gothic and Oriental fiction. The Giaour's 
complexion is characterized by "ghastly whiteness" (239) while his 
countenance is "scath'd by fiery passion's hurt" (195). Byron derives the 
Giaour's characteristics from Mrs. Radcliffe's Montoni and Schedoni. She 
describes Schedoni: 
His cowl, too, as it threw a shade over the lived paleness of 
his face, increased its severe character, and gave an effect 
to his large melancholy eye, which approached to horror 
[...] his physiognomy [...] bore the traces of many 
passions, which seemed to have fixed the features they no 
longer animated [...] his eyes were so piercing that they 
seemed to have penetrate, at a single glance, into the hearts 
of men, and to read their most secret thoughts; few persons 
could support their scrutiny, or even endure to meet them 
twice.'^  
Byron describes the Giaour as: 
Dark and unearthly is the scowl 
That glares beneath his dusky cowl 
The flash of that dilating eye 
Reveals too much of time gone by; 
Though varying, indistinct its hue, 
Oft will his glance the gazer rue, 
For in it lurks that nameless spell. 
Which speaks, itself unspeakable, 
A spirit yet unquell'd and high 
That claims and keeps ascendancy [...] 
(837-846) 
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The correspondences are clear. Haunted by his own dark deeds and mixed 
allegiances, the Giaour becomes, in effect, an embodiment of the Gothic. Like 
the character Schedoni in Radcliffe's The Italian (1797), the Giaour in the 
poem ends cowled yet godless, confessing impenitently to a priest who 
understands neither his violent actions nor the motivations that have produced 
them. 
The Giaour is a powerful rendering of mental agony, which in fact is the 
very essence of the poem: 
The mind, that broods o'er guilty woes, 
Is like the Scorpion girt by fire; 
In circle narrowing as it glows. 
The flames around their captive close. 
Till inly search'd by thousand throes. 
And maddening in her ire, 
One sad and sole relief she knows. 
The sting she nourish'd for her foes. 
Whose venom never yet was vain. 
Gives but one pang and curses all pain. 
And darts into her desperate brain 
(422-432) 
Lord Byron introduced many common elements of the Vampire theme to 
western literature in his poem The Giaour. These include the combination of 
horror and lust that the vampire feels and the concept of the undead passing its 
inheritance on to the living. Byron gave Polidori the sketch that became the 
first vampire novel in English. Vampires were invariably men in the first half 
of the eighteenth century; thereafter, they are mainly represented as women. 
Most vampire novels vulgarized Gothic themes (Note: in the following excerpt, 
corse is corpse). 
But thou, false infidel! shall writhe 
Beneath avenging Monkir's scythe; 
And fi-om its torment 'scape alone 
To wander round lost Eblis' throne; 
[ ] 
But first, on earth as Vampire sent. 
Thy corse [sic] shall fi-om its tomb be rent: 
Then ghastly haunt thy native place. 
And suck the blood of all the race; 
There firom thy daughter, sister, wife, 
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At midnight drain the stream of life 
[ ] 
Wet with thine own best blood shall drip 
Thy gnashing tooth and haggard lip; 
Then stalking to thy sullen grave; 
Go - and with Gouls and Afrits rave; 
Till these in horror shrink away 
From spectre more accursed than they! 
(747-786) 
In The Giaour, the fragmentary and allusive narration lends itself 
particularly to the suggestion of 'horrid mysteries'. The love of the Giaour for 
Leila, and her terrible death are seen as a fearfiil and half-comprehending 
spectator; the Giaour's vengeance and the death of Hassan are given fiiUy; the 
hero then reappears as the mysterious and solitary caloyer (or monk), who 
confesses and dies, uncomforted and delirious. The deaths of Hassan and of the 
Giaour are keyed to such passages as the vampire-curse; the premonition of 
death and the appearance of Leila's phantom to the dying Giaour reflects 
Byron's interest in Gothic convention: 
I saw her; yes, she lived again 
[ ] 
1 saw her, friar! And 1 rose 
Forgetful of our former woes; 
And rushing from my couch, I dart, 
And clasp her to my desperate heart; 
I clasp - what is it that I clasp; 
No breathing from within my grasp, 
No heart that beats reply to mine 
Yet Leila! Yet the form is thine! 
(1272, 1283-1290) 
Byron's poem The Bride ofAbydos (1813) relates the tragic fate of two 
lovers-Zuleika, daughter of Pasha Giaffir, and the pirate Selim. Aided by her 
lover, Zuleika escapes at night from the harem tower in which she had been 
held, in order to avoid a loveless marriage arranged by her father. The lovers 
seek refuge in a grotto by the sea where they await rescue. Pursued by Giaffir 
and his men (armed and bearing torches), Selim fires his pistol to summon the 
aid of his comrades who wait offshore. Instead, the shots signal his position to 
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his foes. Selim is shot dead by Giaffir, and Zuleika dies of grief. Selim's body 
is washed out to sea. 
In The Bride ofAbydos, the wanderer, a key figure for Byron is guided 
by love's star: 
Ay! let me like the ocean Patriach room, 
Or only know on land the Tartar's home 
[ ] 
Bound where thou wilt, my barb! or glide my prow! 
But by the star that guides the wanderer. Thou! 
Thou, my Zuleika, share and bless my bark; 
The Dove of peace and promise to mine ark! 
(II. XX, 870-879) 
In order to make the poem more acceptable, Byron removed the brother-
sister incest theme. The love of Selim and Zuleika is in fact quite innocent, 
since she is a 'bride' only in the sense of being affianced. The guilty secret in 
the background (the poisoning of Selim's father), the shooting of Selim and the 
death of Zuleika from heart-break followed by the legend of the graveyard with 
its spirit-rose and the shore haunted by the phantom pirate, are all Gothic in 
convention: 
A single rose is shedding there 
Its lonely lustre, meek and pale: 
It looks as planted by Despair -
[ ; ] 
The stalk some spirit gently rears. 
And waters with celestial tears; 
[ ] 
That this can be no earthly flower. 
Which mocks the tempest's withering hour, 
And buds unshelter'd by a bower. 
Nor drops though Spring refuse her shower. 
(Il.xxviii, 1154-1156, 1163-1164, 1166-1169) 
The description of a floating corpse: "As shaken on his restless pillow / 
His head heaves with the heaving billow" (II. Xxvi, 1087-1088), as well as the 
colour and concreteness of such a passage as the description of Seliin in pirate 
costume, capture the attention of the readers: 
His robe of pride was thrown eiside. 
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His brow no high-crown'd turban bore, 
But in its stead a shawl of red, 
Wreathed lightly round his temples wore; 
That dagger, on whose hiU the gem 
[ ] 
Where pistols unadom'd were braced; 
And from his belt a sabre swung 
[ ] 
Spake in his eye, and tone, and hand 
All that a careless eye could see 
In him was some young Galiongee. 
(II. ix, 613-632) 
The Corsair (1814) is a romance dealing with love, battle and adventure. 
It makes little use of the elements of mystery and the supernatural, which had 
appeared m its predecessors. In The Corsair Byron gives us a comprehensive 
portrait of Conrad - a pirate, a social pariah, but who like Milton's Satan, is a 
fine leader. Byron's Napoleonic instincts are written into him. Like Napoleon, 
he dominates by "The power of thought - the magic of the Mind!" (I.viii, 182); 
but also, like Shakespeare's power-burdened kings, he knows "the weight of 
splendid chains" (I. Viii,19I). One is aware of a "laughing Devil" (I. Ix, 223) in 
him. He is a man of mysteries and terror, "Behold-but who hath seen, or e'er 
shall see,/ Man as himself - the secret spirit free?" (I. x, 247-248). Conrad has 
many good qualities. He seems to have become what he is by a too-
uncompromising wisdom and is accordingly said to be "Doom'd by his very 
virtues for a dupe" (I, xi, 256). 
Conrad is a pirate chief of stem and ruthless action, his anguish is almost 
brutally revealed: 
There is a war, a chaos of the mind. 
When all its elements convulsed, combined. 
Lie dark and jarring with perturbed force. 
And gnashing with impenitent remorse 
(II. X, 934-937) 
His is a grim figure, and his endurance whilst awaiting torture is given terrible 
poetic revelation. Yet he refuses to save himself by a cowardly murder and 
feels nauseated when a woman, Guhiare, does it for him. The hero suffers 
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originally through determination to save women from his own piratical 
massacre. 
When Conrad is captured by the vengeful Seyd Pasha, the horror of his 
impending death by impalement is dwelt on fairly explicitly by Byron. The 
passage where Conrad raises his chained hands in vain for the lightning to 
strike him is a bizarre and effective invention: 
Shook o'er his turret cell the thunder-cloud; 
And flash'd the lightning by the latticed bar, 
To him more genial than the midnight star: 
Close to the glimmering grate he dragg'd his chain; 
And hoped that peril might not prove in vain. 
He raised his iron hand to Heaven, and pray'd 
[ ] 
Its Peal Wax'd Fainter-ceased-he felt alone. 
As if some faithless friend had spum'd his groan? 
(III. vii, 1426-1437) 
In him we find a certain softness, and his worse suffering recalls Macbeth when 
he is horrified at the blood on the woman Gulnare whose crime was perpetrated 
for his sake: 
So thrill'd, so shudder'd every creeping vein, 
As now they froze before that purple stain. 
That spot of blood, that light but guilty streak. 
Had banish'd all the beauty from her cheek! 
Blood he had view'd, could view urunoved-but then 
It flow'd in combat, or was shed by men! 
(III. X, 1592-1597) 
Gulnare (whom Conrad had rescued from the harem) releases him; and when 
he cannot bring himself to kill the sleeping Seyd, she does the deed and comes 
to him with blood on her face: 
Withen that cell she came. 
More pale her cheek, mor tremulous her frame; 
On him she cost her dark and hurried eye. 
Which spoke before her accents - "thou must die! 
[ ••: ] 
Again he look'd, the wildness of her eye 
Starts from the day abrupt and fearfully. 
She stopp'd - threw back her dark far - floating hair, 
[ ] 
Her hurrymg hand had left, twas but a spot -
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Its hue was all he saw, and scarce with stood 
Oh! Slight but certain pledge of crime - 'tis blood! 
(III. viii, 1444-1447; IX, 1576-1578; 1583-1585) 
The poet dares to end with a condemnation, leaving the human 
delineation to plead its own cause, "He left a Corsair's name to other times,/ 
Link'd with one virtue, and a thousand crimes" (III. xxiv, 1863-1864). 
In Lara (1814) Byron makes use of a Gothic situation in which the 
terror is not explained away. Attendants rush in and discover Lara stretched on 
the ground in a semi-conscious state with his sabre half drawn; what has 
happened we are never told. 
The poem carries the history of man of "loneliness and mystery" 
(Corsair, I. viii, 172), to its inevitable tragic end. Lara has abandoned the life 
and name of the Corsair and has returned from the colourful Aegean to the 
feudal castle which was his ancestral home. In Lara, Conrad reappears as the 
Spanish nobleman and Gulnare in disguise as his page; and the atmosphere of 
Schauerromantik gradually modified in the three Turkish Tales, now returns in 
full force. Indeed, once the colour and background of authentic oriental custom 
are removed, it is plain that the remaining substance of the Byronic tale derives 
from the world of Mrs. Radcliffe. The night piece in the first canto puts to use 
the whole repertory of Gothic effects.'^ The poem has fewer of the glowing 
descriptions inspired by the Eastern setting, and more of the gloomy Byronic 
self-analysis: 
Left by his sire, too young such loss to know, 
Lord of himself, - that heritage of woe, 
That fearftil empire which the human breast 
But holds to rob the heart within of rest! 
a. i, 13-16) 
In his hall at night, surrounded by Gothic windows and pictured saints of more 
than "moral life" (I.xi, 196), Lara undergoes ghostly experience. His own 
"bristling locks" (I. xi, 197) are themselves like those of a "spectre" (I.ix, 199) 
with a grave-like "terror" (I.xi, 200). Ghostly impressions pile up. 
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Lara is first seen wandering the dark galleries at night or reading with a 
skull besides the open book. Then, after turning away from the calm starlit 
scene outside, he paces his Gothic hall: 
His bristling locks of sable, brow of gloom. 
And the wide waving of his shaken plume. 
Glanced like a spectre's attributes and gave 
His aspect all that terror gives the grave 
(I. xi, 197-200) 
A shriek is heard, and Lara is found senseless from the shock of an unexplained 
encounter; he recovers and the castle returns to its Gothic gloom: 
The waving banner, and the clapping door. 
The rustling tapestry, and the echoing floor; 
The long dim shadows of surrounding trees, 
The flapping hat, the night song of the breeze; 
Aught they behold or hear their thought appals, 
As evening saddens O'er the dark grey walls 
(I. XV, 261-266) 
The encounter with his accuser Ezzelin and the latter's murder are both 
wrapped in mystery and the story ends with Lara's death and the madness of 
Gulnare-Kaled. 
Byron sees the past as peopled by giants, but he knows that the 
imagination is responsible for it. As he implies in Lara, the Gothic is to do with 
a kind of expressionism, what we see in the past is in part the exaggerated 
shadow of the reality: 
He wandering mused, and as the moon beam shore 
Through the dim lattice or the floor of shone. 
And the high fretted roof, and saints, that there 
O'er Gothic windows knelt in pictured prayer, 
Reflected in fantastic figures grew 
a.xi. 191-195) 
The Siege of Corinth (1815) was an attempt to poetize an episode in the 
siege and capture of the citadel from the Venetians by the Turks in 1715. 
Though Byron had only slight knowledge of the historical background, he may 
have picked up local colour and details from oral tradition. 
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The protagonist Alp, a renegade Venetian who had joined the Turks to 
seek revenge because his countrymen had wronged him, is truly Byronic. He is 
proud and broods on his wrongs, he idealizes a woman torn from him, he is 
lonely and fate-directed. Renegade though he is, Byron gives him some of the 
feelings of Childe Harold as he wanders over the remnants of ancient glory -
the night before the battle. For the rest, the perverted heroism of Alp and the 
details of the carnage are tinged with Byronic feelings of pride and remorse. 
The Siege of Corinth deals with the Gothic spectre of a damsel who 
appears to her lover after death. He is under the impression that she is real 'in 
person.' However, she chills him with a touch. When Byron returns to his 
original Turkish setting in The Siege of Corinth, the sombre Gothic colouring is 
laid on thickly. The grisly scene of the battlefield at night, with lean dogs 
feeding on the slain creates pure physical horror: 
And he saw the lean dogs beneath the wall 
Hold o'er the dead their carnival, 
Gorging and growling o'er carcass and limb; 
They were too busy to bark at him! 
From a Tartar's skull they had stripp'd the flesh. 
As ye peel the fig when its fruit is fresh; 
And their while tusks crunch'd o'er the whiter skull, 
As it slipp'd through their Jaws, when their edge grew dull 
As they lazily mumbled the bones of the dead. 
When they scarce could rise from the spot where they fed; 
So well had they broken a lingering fast 
With those who had fallen for that night's repast. 
And Alp knew, by the turbans that roll'd on the sand. 
The foremost of these were the best of his band 
(XVI. 454-467) 
Commenting on the macabre and gory effect of the above description Byron 
wrote "This spectacle I have seen", he writes in a note, "such as described, 
beneath the wall of the Seraglio at Constantinople [...]" The effect, however, is 
not one of scrupulous regard for truth, but of ludicrous exaggeration and a 
deliberate exploitation of the gruesome. "Despicable stuff, Gifford said of a 
later passage (III. 4949, n.l). 
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The big scene in which the shade of Francesca returns to plead with her 
lover-the renegade Alp, has one detail which links it directly to the tradition of 
Otranto and Udolpho, a long simile in which the pale, staring apparition is 
compared to the Phantasmal figures in a wind-blown tapestry''*. However, it is 
important to remember that at this point of his poetic career Byron had heard 
from Scott about Coleridge's unpublished Christabel. From it he had learnt not 
only something about the handling of his metre, but also a greater subtlety in 
the management of the supernatural. The Siege of Corinth is claimed to be 
Byron's most powerful exploitation of that blended form, the oriental tale of 
terror but it is also less serious than it's predecessors. 
Details of Turkish religion, warfare, administration and daily life were 
filled in with care and copiously annotated. Emir and Pasha, ataghan and 
palampore, chibouque and comboloio, the exercise of javelin and scimitar, the 
call of the Muezzin, the turban-stone over the grave, are used not merely for 
their exotic sound, but in order to give weight and actuality to the story. 
The Prisoner ofChillon (1816) departs from the glorification of Byronic 
heroism by turning Byron's isolated hero into a wretched prisoner confined in a 
dungeon. The Byronic hero Bonnivard, the prisoner ofChillon, is isolated from 
the world. He is imprisoned along with his brothers, who die one by one, 
leaving him entirely alone in the dungeon. As a result the prisoner's personality 
is annihilated; rendering his innemess a void. 
Bonnivard and his two brothers are men of vigour and vitality. For them, 
imprisonment is a torture, the repression of their energies. These men of natural 
mobility are forced to be still, and Byron is outraged by the constraint. 
Deprived of the opportunity to react to the world's stimuli they grow weak in 
body and become "rusted with a vile repose" (1.6); eventually this lack of 
exercise and this decline in physical feelings, lead to a deadening effect on their 
spirit. Bonnivard's energy is replaced by coldness, a stillness of spirit, and an 
inability to respond. He ends in a 'quiet' that tentamounts to the death of the 
soul. 
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In the poem the narrator hero goes on to describe the dungeon by 
stressing upon its unnatural corrupting quality; where even the sunlight, if it 
penetrates is perverted from its normal glow and brightness. He tells how his 
own imprisonment in the cell has affected him for life. The reference to fetters, 
chains, and wounds that never heal, assume great significance and meaning in 
this context: 
There are seven pillars of Gothic mould, 
In Chillon's dungeons deep and old, 
[ ; ] 
And in each pillar there is a ring. 
And in each ring there is a chain; 
That iron is a cankering thing, 
For in these limbs its teeth remain, 
[ ] 
Which have not seen the sun so rise 
For years - 1 cannot count them O'er 
I lost their long and heavy score 
When my last brother droop'd and died. 
And I lay living by his side. 
(II. 27-28,36-39,43-47) 
Andrew Rutherford points out that "Nature and the elements, which are 
normally associated with liberty, combine here with the works of man to form a 
double prison, and it is only in the violence of storms that the narrator could 
conceive of an escape from misery through death" '^: 
Below the surface of the lake 
The dark vault lies wherein we lay. 
We heard it ripple night and day; 
Sounding O'er our heads it knock'd; 
And I have felt the winter's spray 
Wash through the bars when winds were high 
And wanton in the happy sky; 
And then the very rock hath rock'd. 
And I have felt it shake, unshock'd. 
Because I could have smiled to see 
The death that would have set me free 
(VI. 115-125) 
The prisoner's ordeal climaxes with the death of his second and last 
brother, the only remaining companion in his dungeon world. This "last, the 
sole, the dearest link / [ . . . ] Which bound me to my failing race" (VIII. 215-
217) now becomes a part of the prison's stillness; and as Bonnivard clasps 
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"that hand which lay so still" he realizes that "my own was full as chill; /1 had 
not strength to stir, or strive" (VIII. 221-223). The loss of all life, all motion, in 
Bonnivard's world leads to a corresponding stillness in his soul-not a peaceful 
quiet, but a horrifying blankness: 
First came the loss of light, and air, 
And then of darkness too: 
I had no thought, no feeling-none-
Among the stones I stood a stone 
(IX. 233-236) 
In this moment of negative vision, everything disappears: 
There were no stars, no earth, no time 
No check, no change, no good, no crime. 
But silence, and a stirless breath 
Which neither was of life nor death; 
A sea of stagnant idleness. 
Blind, boundless, mute, and motionless 
(IX. 245-250) 
Bonnivard at last comes to find in blankness a comfort. He avoids the 
view from his window, he avoids activity, he protects himself from an\' kind of 
stimulation - for to feel is to come alive, to live in a world of pain. The 
dungeon becomes his chosen home; protective isolation and empt>' feeling 
become his chosen mode of selfhood. When the prisoner eventually is fi-eed he 
makes peace with his life by turning the entire world into a replication of his 
prison. He has "leam'd to love despair" (XIV. 374). The poem and the 
protagonist are enveloped in a pall of Gothic gloom. 
Goeth's Faust gave Byron the idea of writing Manfred (1816), but in his 
handling of plot and character he drew on other sources as well. There are 
obvious reminiscences of Hamlet, Milton's Satan and Prometheus, as well as of 
popular romantic works. Professor S.C. Chew sees "both Faust and 
Chateaubriand's Rene as important sources and he traces parallels or minor 
debts to Walpole's Castle ofOtranto and The Mysterious Mother, Shelley's St. 
Irvyne or The Rosicrucian and perhaps some of his poems, and Maturin's 
Bertram"^^. Betrand Evans "stresses the extent to which Byron was drawing on 
a common stock of Gothic incidents and properties; and he makes out a 
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convincing case for the influence of characters and conventions well 
established in the Gothic dramas of the period."'' 
Manfred is in three acts and almost all the persons - but two or three are 
Spirits of the earth and air, or the waters; the scene is in the Alps; the hero a 
kind of magician, who is tormented by remorse. He wanders about invoking 
these spirits which appear to him and are of no use; he at last goes to the very 
abode for the Evil Principle in person, to evoke a ghost which appears and 
gives him an ambiguous and disagreeable answer; and in the third act, he is 
found by his attendants dying in a tower where he has studied his art. 
Ever before the play starts, there are two indications that Manfred will be 
dealing with supernatural experiences. The first is the reference to Hamlet's 
statement that "There are more things between heaven and earth, Horatio/Than 
are dreamt of in your Philosophy" . Furthermore, the very title of the play is 
suggestive of the Gothic element. By giving his protagonist the name of 
Manfred, Byron clearly refers to Horace Walpole's The Castle of Otranto 
(1764), known to be the first Gothic novel. 
According to David S. Miall: 
there are two features which endow The Castle of Otranto with 
its particular status. He refers in this respect to the figure of 
Manfred on the one hand, and the use of the setting on the 
other. Miall claims that "in the energy and violence of Manfi'ed 
we see the first example of a type: the Gothic villain who takes 
a variety of forms in numerous later texts, from Montoni in The 
Mysteries of Udolpho, through Falkland in Caleb Williams, to 
Melmoth in Maturin's novel, and who will evolve into a 
Heathcliffe or a Rochester in the hands of the Bronte sisters''. 
On the issue of the setting in the novel, Miall writes: 
When Isabella escapes from Manfred's advances into the 
underground passage-ways of the castle, her experience 
invokes the categories elaborated by Burke: darkness, 
obscurity, vastness and the terror arising from which is the 
halhnark of the sublime^°. 
Both these issues of character and setting are predominant in Byron's Manfred 
- A Dramatic Poem. 
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The very first scene of the poem is set in a dark Gothic gallery of 
Manfred's castle, and the time is midnight. In other words, this scene exists of 
nothing but typically Gothic elements; midnight (darkness), a lonely castle, and 
more specifically, an empty Gothic gallery with only one person in it. In this 
scene, the protagonist is introduced as all alone, lost in ponderous thoughts: 
My slumbers - if I slumber - are not sleep. 
But a continuance of enduring thought. 
Which then I can resist not: in my heart 
There is a vigil, and these eyes but close 
To look within 
(I.i, 3-7) 
So while everyone sleeps, Manfred is found in a state of wakefulness. 
It is Manfi-ed's past which has turned him into a restless and lonely 
thinker, he has: 
[...] no dread, 
And feel the curse to have no natural fear 
Nor fluttering throb, that beats with hopes or wishes 
Or lurking love of something on the earth 
(I.i, 24-27). 
In the piay, the reader finds him/herself immediately confi-onted with the 
supernatural, as Manfred commands the "spirits of the unbound universe / 
Whom I have sought in darkness and in light" (I.i, 30-31) to appear in fi-ont of 
him. He does this three times: the first time he calls upon them "by the written 
charm" (I.i, 36), the second "by the voice of him/who is the first" (I.i, 34-39) 
among them, but the spirits do no answer his call. It is only when he commands 
them the third time: 
By a power 
Deeper than all yet urged, a tyrant spell 
Which had its birthplace in a star condemn'd, 
[ • ] 
By the strong curse which is upon my soul, 
(I.i, 43-45, 48) 
that the spirits finally obey him. What is implied here is that the curse upon 
Manfi-ed's soul seems to be more powerful than words. In doing so, Byron tries 
to evoke a mysterious atmosphere. 
(Li, 89-92) 
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When the spirits appear, the only thing Manfred actually sees is a star at 
the darker end of the gallery. While he is looking at it, he hears the seven spirits 
announce themselves. For the first time in the play the reader is presented with 
a series of sublime description: 
"Though thy quest may be forbidden. 
On a star-beam I have ridden; 
To thine adjuration bow'd 
Mortal - be thy wish avow'd !" (the first spirit), 
(Li, 57-60) 
"v/here the slumbering earthquake 
Lies pillow'd on fire. 
And the lakes of bitumen 
Rise boilingly higher [...]" (the fourth spirit), 
"I am the Rider of the wind. 
The stirrer of the storm; 
The hurricane I left behind 
Is yet with lightning warm" (Fifth spirit). 
(Li, 101-104) 
The first six spirits that introduce themselves to Manfred represent the air, 
mountains, oceans, earth, wind, and night respectively. 
The seventh spirit, however, seems to be something different. It 
identifies itself by saying that "The star which rules thy destiny/was ruled, ere 
earth began by me" (Li, 111-l 12). It says that it was the most beautiful star that 
could be found in the universe, until "The hour arrived" (Li, 117). Since that 
hour the star: 
became 
A wandering mass of shapeless flame, 
A pathless comet, and a curse, 
The menace of the universe; 
Still rolling on with innate force. 
Without a sphere, without a course, 
A bright deformity on high, 
The monster of the upper sky! 
(Li, 117-124) 
When asked by the spirits as what he wants from them, he does not think of 
fabulous treasures nor of eternal happiness. The only thing he desires is 
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"forgetflilness [...] " (I. I, 137) "Of that which is within me; read it here / Ye 
know it, and I cannot utter it." (Li, 139-140). 
To Manfred's question whether death will give him the forgetflilness he 
seeks, they reply: "we are immortal and do not forget; / We are eternal and to 
us the past / Is, as the future, present. Art thou answer'd?" (i.i, 153-155). 
Feeling ridiculed, he bursts into a fit of frenzy and shouts at his "slaves, scoff 
not at my will!" (I.i, 157), he tells them that his spirit, "the Promethean 
spark/The lightning of my being, is as bright, / Pervading, and far darting as 
your own" (I.i, 158-160). Before granting them permission to disappear, he 
asks the most powerful among them to appear before him (the}' have been 
invisible so far). The seventh spirit obeys and comes to Manfred in the shape of 
Astarte. The effect on Manfred's is devastating; he falls in love with her 
(again), but just when he reaches out to touch her, she vanishes. This is too big 
a shock for Manfred and he faints. While he is lying senseless on the floor, a 
voice is heard in the distance. It is Astarte cursing Manfred for what he did to 
her: 
Though thy slumber may be deep. 
Yet thy spirit shall not sleep 
There are shades, which will not vanish, 
There are thoughts thou canst not banish; 
[ ] 
I call upon thee! And compel 
Thyself to be thy proper Hell! 
(1.1,210-213,258-259) 
This adds up to the supposition that probably, Astarte was a beautiful girl who 
had been betrayed by Manfred earlier. 
In the third scene of Act II Byron introduces the four spirits - the three 
Destinies and Nemesis on their way to the Hall of Arimanes: 
O'er the savage sea. 
The glassy ocean of the mountain ice. 
We skim its rugged breakers, which put on 
The aspect of a tumbling tempest's foam. 
Frozen in a moment - a dead whirlpool's image: 
(Il.iii, 4-8) 
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Upon their arrival at the Hall of Arimanes they see Arimanes sitting on his 
divine throne (a globe of fire). The reader at this point again is confronted with 
a sublime deity, and is presented with descriptions of cosmic powers: 
Who walks the clouds and waters - in his hand 
The sceptre of the elements, which tear 
Themselves to choas at his high command! 
He breatheth - and a tempest shakes the sea; 
He speaketh - and the clouds reply in thunder; 
He gazeth - from his glance the sunbeams flee; 
He moveth - earthquakes rend the world asunder 
Beneath his footsteps the volcanoes rise; 
His shadow is the Pestilence; his path 
The comets herald through the crackling skies; 
And planets turn to ashes at his wrath. 
To him war offers daily sacrifice; 
To him Death pays his tribute 
(II.iv,2-14) 
The four spirits conclude their panegyric with: "Life is his, / With all its infinite 
of agonies - / And his the spirit of whatever is" (Il.iv, 14-16). It is at this 
juncture Manfred himself is shown, entering the Hall as well. The fact that he 
does so points to his supernatural qualities. The spirits themselves realize this: 
and one of them pronounces to the others that Manfred as "A Magian [sic] of 
great power and fearfiil skill!" (Il.iv, 34). Nevertheless, they order him to bow 
down and worship Arimanes, or that otherwise he may expect the worst. Not at 
all impressed by their conduct Manfred calmly replies "I know it; / And yet ye 
see I kneel not." (Il.iv, 39-40). He seems to be the living evidence of his own 
statement that he has no dread nor natural fear and appears in the Hall of 
Arimanes as a very strong character. 
As the Byronic hero, Manfred appears to the reader as a man haunted by 
guilt. He is melancholic, superior and proud, but most of all he is misanthropic, 
and mysterious yet at the same time heroic. So unique is he that one of the 
spirits admits that "No other spirit in this region hath / A soul like his - or 
power upon his soul" (Il.iv, 79-80). He asks them to call up the dead, as his 
question is for them to answer. Arimanes, who is well aware of Manfred's 
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excessive powers, grants permission to "avouch the wishes of this mortal" 
(Il.iv, 90-91). 
Manfred wants them to bring Astarte back from the dead, "one without a 
tomb - call up Astarte" (Il.iv, 95). The fact that Manfred realizes at this point 
that Astarte is a soul without a tomb, indeed a wandering soul, does not 
contradict what the seventh spirit as Astarte at the beginning of the play had 
told Manfred. The most obvious reference to Astarte's death is given by 
Manfred himself in the second scene of Act II "I loved her, and destroyed her!" 
(Il.ii, 121). When the Witch of the Alps asks him whether he had done so with 
his hand. Manfred replies "Not with my hand, but heart which broke her heart / 
It gazed on mine and withered" (Il.ii, 123-124). A second reference can be 
found in the fourth scene of the second act, when Nemesis commands the spirit 
of Astarte to appear "Appear! Appear! Appear! / Who sent thee there requires 
thee here!" (Il.iv, 109-110). Since Manfred is the one who requires her, he 
must be the one who has sent her there. Thus, Manfred has been wandering 
around, blaming himself for her suicide unable to forget his crime. 
Manfred's desire to speak to Astrate is fiilfilled only when he pleads to 
her in the name of their love: 
Thou lovedst me 
Too much, as I loved thee; we were not made 
To torture thus each other, though it were 
The deadliest sin to love as we have loved 
(Il.iv, 136-139) 
He a^ks her to reassure him that his life as it is, is the punishment for both of 
them and he begs her to let him die: 
For hitherto all hateful things conspire 
To bind me in existence - in a life 
Which makes me shrink from immortality 
A future like the past. I cannot rest 
(Il.iv, 143-146) 
He concludes his speech by begging her "let me hear thee once - / This once -
once more! (Il.iv, 164-165). Although dead, Astarte cannot resist Manfred's 
words, she assures Manfred that "Tomorrow ends thine earthly ills" (Il.iv, 169) 
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and she disappears. Manfred is satisfied now and has to return to the earth. At 
this moment, the spirits do not seem hostile towards him anymore. 
Byron dedicates the poem Don Juan (1819) to the poet Laureate Robert 
Southey. In it he satirizes Southey and the other lake poets for their politics, 
pretensions and verse; and insults Castlereagh, the Foreign Secretary. 
In the poem Byron introduces Don Juan as a young gentleman of Seville, 
who in consequence of an intrigue with Donna Julia, is sent abroad by his 
mother at the age of sixteen. The vessel in which he travels is wrecked and the 
crew and passengers take to the long boat. After much sufferings (his 
companions are driven to cannibalism), Juan is cast up on a Greek Island, and 
is restored to life by Haidee, the beautifiil daughter of a Greek pirate, and the 
pair fall in love. The father returns, finds the lovers together, and places Juan in 
chains on one of his ships. Haidee goes mad and dies, and Juan is sold as a 
slave in Constantinople to Sultana Gulbeyez, who has fallen in love with him. 
He has the misfortune to arouse her jealousy, is menaced with death but 
escapes to the Russian army, which is besieging Ismail. In consequence of his 
gallant conduct at the capture of the town, he is sent with dispatches to St. 
Petersburg, where he attracts the favour of Empress Catharine. The latter sends 
him on a political mission to England. The last cantos (the poem is unfinished) 
are taken up with a satirical description of social conditions in England and in a 
less degree with the love affairs of Juan. In the English cantos, Byron returns in 
imagination to the country he had left in 1816. He shows Juan in London 
society and has him join a party at an English country house modelled closely, 
and self-consciously on Byron's own ancestral home. These cantos blend 
elements of social satire, erotic comedy and mock-Gothic tale, as Juan becomes 
involved in the election campaign of his host. Lord Henry Amundeville. He 
attracts the attention of the ladies in the party and is visited by one of them at 
night, disguised as a ghost. The seventeenth canto was left incomplete at 
Byron's death. 
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Byron's purpose in composing Don Juan was to expose the hypocrisy 
and the corruption of the high society (which he knew so well) through his 
hero, "a vicious and unprincipled character, and leads him through those ranks 
of society, whose high external accomplishments cover and cloak internal and 
secret vices''^ ^  
However, Byron's interest in the Gothic resurges itself in course of the 
poem. The description of the terrors of storm and shipwreck is a picture of 
cruelty and malevolence: 
'T was twilight, and the sunless day went down 
Over the waste of waters; like a veil, 
Which, if withdrawn, would but disclose the frown 
Of one whose hate is masked but to assail. 
Thus to their hopeless eyes the night was shown. 
And grimly darkled o'er the faces pale, 
And the dim desolate deep: twelve days had fear 
Been their familiar, and now Death was here 
(Il.xlix) 
Keats, on reading the description of the storm in Don Juan, is said to have 
thrown down the book and exclaimed indignantly: 
[...] this gives me die most horrid idea of human nature, 
that a man like Byron should have exhausted all the 
pleasures of the world so completely that there was nothing 
left for him but to laugh and gloat over the most solemn and 
heart rending scenes of human misery^ .^ 
The shipwreck episode makes us witnesses to the various ways in which 
men prepare to meet death "Some went to prayers [...]/[...] some looked o'er 
the bow; / Some hoisted out the boats" (II. xliv), 
Some lashed them in their hammocks; some put on 
Their best clothes, as if going to a fair; 
Some cursed the day on which they saw the sun. 
And gnashed their teeth, and howling, tore their hair 
(II.xlv). 
The theme of death dominates Byron's poetry and is evident in his description 
of the wreck "All the rest perish'd, near two hundred souls/ Had left their 
bodies, and what's worse, alas!" (II.lv). 
David Punter writes: 
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Byron, in fact, is more concerned than Shelley with musing 
on the meaning of the past; where Shelley sees in history a 
long object-lesson in the transience of empire, Byron suspects 
that the aesthetic aspects of the Gothic ruin play an important 
part in conditioning our political responses. His description of 
a Gothic mansion in Canto XIII of Don Juan is not merely a 
description, but also an attempt at explanation?^ 
Huge halls, long galleries, spacious chambers join'd 
By no quite lawful marriage of the arts. 
Might shock a connoisseur; but when combined, 
Form'd a whole which, irregular in parts. 
Yet left a grand impression on the mind. 
At least of those whose eyes are in their hearts: 
We gaze upon a giant for his stature. 
Nor judge at first if all be true to nature 
(XIII. Ixvii) 
When Juan is made restless by his sense of "mystery" in the midnight 
atmosphere (XVI.xv) and steps out of his chamber into the adjoining "gallery", 
he enters a territory which B>Ton invests with some powerful characteristics 
(XVI.xvii). Forms of "BCnight" and "Saint" loom in the moonlight as if they are 
"living" (XVI.xviii). Juan passes beneath these portraits as he passed beneath 
the graves of ancient military heroes on Lambro's slave ship: the faces have 
"aspects stem", and in this highly charged territory it seems that "voices from 
the urn", like Coleridge's "ancestral voices", interrogate Juan about whether he 
has the courage or the right to enter a realm that "Death" appears so fiilly to 
possess (XVI.xviii). When Juan confronts the "ghost", his response suggests a 
drastic failure to live up to those images of heroic tradition in the portraits. His 
previous skepticism about the "currency" of superstition is stunned into 
surrender, and he is "petrified" into immobility of a "statue" (XVI.xxii-xxiii). 
He is now entirely subject to involimtary sensations - feeling his hair 
"twine like a knot of snakes around his face" (XVI. xxiii) and unable to speak. 
The narrator describes the ghost as a "thing of air, / Or earth beneath or Heaven 
or t' other place" (XVI. xxiii) and when it disappears from Juan's field of 
vision, he points out that there is no reason to think this "vanishing unnatural" 
(XVI. xxiv) since there are certainly several "doors" in the gallery "through 
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which, by the laws / Of physics, bodies whether short of tall / Might come and 
go" (XVI. xxiv). But Juan is in no state to observe a specific or material exit, so 
that the "spectre" seems inexplicably to "evaporate". After this, he stands 
"powerless", "his eyes / Strained on the spot" but unable to observe the 
components of what he is inclined to assume is the landscape of a "dream" 
(XVI.xxv). When he returns to his chamber he is debilitated, "Shorn of half his 
strength", and even when he takes up an "old newspaper" to regain his touch of 
"this world" his hand continues to shake (XVI.xxvii). The narrator suggests 
that, instead of finding clarity or balance in his retreat from the gallery, Juan 
allows his "fantasy" to be fiirther "fed" as he drifts into sleep (XVI.xxvii). 
When the narrator turns to Juan's second confrontation with the ghost, 
what he focuses intently upon is a more direct and immediate touch upon the 
material environment. Indeed, Byron calls attention to these issues most 
precisely from the moment Juan withdraws to his chamber after being led by 
Aurora towards "heavenly ignorance / Of what is called the world" (XVI.cviii). 
The "sentiments" that begin to overwhelm him are described as "sublime" 
(XVI.cx) and they carry him into a psychic territory "between this world and 
worlds beyond", (XVI. ex) as if placing him on a critical threshold. When the 
shadowy nocturnal context is also referred to as "sublime" (XVI. cxiii), it is 
clear that Byron is leading us and his hero towards the edge of the scenario 
described by Burke, in which the power of the sublime image stuns and 
incapacitates the mind. That he finds a considerable degree of comedy in that 
scenario is described through Juan's inability to stop his ear throbbing or his 
mouth falling open (XVI.cxiv-cxv). When the ghost takes the initiative of 
opening Juan's door, it seems to him that a daunting supernatural power looms 
outside, "like that of Hell" (XVI.cxvi). Indeed, the narrator suggests that a 
"shade" of such origin will inevitably "entrance a hero" and that "matter" will 
tremble in the presence of what is conceived to be a "spirit" (XVI.cxvi). But it 
is at this moment that Juan, "sick of shaking" (XVI.cxvii), becomes conscious 
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of an imperative to counteract the power of the "sublime" presence and to 
pursue the discipline of self-possession. 
The image in the last stanza of Juan whose body is so tired from lack of 
sleep that he can hardly bear the "light" that shines in through the "Gothic 
window" - a light that is at least an imagistic parallel to the illumination that 
came to him the night before from his participation in an archetypal Gothic 
incident. 
In his satirical poem The Vision of Judgement (1821) the description of 
George Ill's funeral is lit by splendid gloom: 
[...] the torches, cloaks and banners, 
Heralds, and relics of old Gothic manners. 
Formed a sepulchral melodrame. Of all 
The fools who flocked to swell or see the show, 
Who cared about the corpse? The funeral 
Made the attraction, and the black the woe. 
[ ] 
And when the gorgeous coffm was laid low, 
It seemed the mockery of hell to fold 
The rottenness of eighty years in gold 
(IX-x) 
Cain: A Mystery (1821) represents a distinct shift in Byron's interests 
from politics to theology, from society to cosmos. The choice of Cain as the 
hero, prototype of all accursed wanderers, as well as the largely irrelevant 
emphasis given to the incest-theme in Cain's relation with his wife-sister, is 
suggestive of a return to the Gothic mood. The play centres around the 
temptation of Cain by Lucifer (which is a Goethean and metaphysical 
dialogue), the encounter of good and evil, second temptation and fall in which 
the mysterious implications of the first are further explored. 
In a letter to Thomas Moore on September 19, 1821, Byron wrote: 
It [Cain] is in the Manfred metaphysical style, and full of 
some Titanic declamation; - Lucifer being one of the dram, 
pers., who takes Cain a voyage among the stars, and 
afterwards to "Hades," where he shows him the phantoms 
of a former world, and its inhabitants. I have gone upon the 
notion of Cuvier, that the world has been destroyed three or 
four times, and was inhabited by mammoths, behemoths, 
and what not; but not by man till the Mosiac period, as, 
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indeed, is proved by the strata of bones found; - those of all 
unknown animals, and known, being dug out, but none of 
mankind. I have, therefore, supposed Cain to be shown, in 
the rational pre-Adamites, beings endowed with a higher 
intelligence than man, but totally imlike him in form, and 
with much greater strength of mind and person. You may 
suppose the small talk which takes place between him and 
Lucifer upon these matters is not quite canonical. 
TTie consequence is, that Cain comes back and kills 
Abel in a fit of dissatisfaction, partly with the politics of 
Paradise, which had driven them all out of it, and partly 
because (as it is written in Genesis) Abel's sacrifice was the 
more acceptable to the Deity. I trust that the Rhapsody has 
arrived - it is in three acts, and entitled A Mystery, 
according to the former Christian custom, and in honour of 
what it probably will remam to the reader. 
The ruling thought throughout it is that of death. This drama is 
dominated not only by thought, but also by the presence of death. Cain's 
encounter with the supernatural follows his first appearance among his 
relatives. 
Cain is taken on a metaphysical excursion, which includes space travel 
and living within a ghostly ocean. He had been challenged by Lucifer "Darest 
thou look on Death?" (Li, 250). Lucifer takes Cain on a grand tour (which has 
two purposes, corresponding to Science and spiritualism) - a space-flight. 
rather like that in Shelley's Queen Mab, to show him the stellar universe, the 
earth appearing as a small circle "swinging in far ether" (n.i.29), and the 
myriads of heavenly bodies magnificent around: 
Cain: Oh thou beautiful 
And unimaginable ether! And 
Ye multiplying masses of increas'd 
And still-increasing lights! What are ye? What 
Is this blue wilderness of interminable 
Air, where ye roll along [...]? 
(ILi, 98-103) 
Is it, asks Cain, bounded or endlessly expanded? Is it all mortal or immortal? 
Lucifer replies that it is partly mortal, and partly immortal. When asked what 
he most desires to see, Cain replies "the mysteries of Death" (ILi, 140). So we 
next pass to the worid of death, of the occult, of vast pre-Adamite beings, 
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giants and beasts, swimming in a new dimension. Cain's more universalized 
experience of his visit to Hades is conceived as an experience straining his 
uttermost comprehension. On his return he tells Abel of it: 
Abel: where hast thou been? 
Cain: I know not. 
Abel: Not what thou hast seen? 
Cain: The dead 
The immortal, the unbounded, the omnipotent. 
The overpowering mysteries of space 
The innumerable worlds that were and are 
A wirlwind of such overwhelming things. 
Suns, moons, and earths, upon their loud-voiced spheres 
Singing in thunder round me, as have made me 
Unfit for mortal converse: leave me, Abel 
Abel: Thine eyes are flashing with unnatural light 
[ • ] 
Cain: It means - 1 pray thee, leave me 
(Ill.i, 175-188) 
The effect of Cain's cosmic voyage creates a feeling of annihilation: 
I had beheld the immemorial works 
Of endless beings; skirr'd extinguish'd worlds; 
And, gazing on eternity, methought 
I had borrow'd more by a few drops of ages 
From its immensity: but now I feel 
My littleness again, well said the spirit, 
That I was nothing! 
(Ill.i, 63-69) 
Cain's very sensibility leads to his quarrel with Abel and to Abel's 
murder. He gazed distraught on his blood-stained hand and endures the agony 
of: 
May his dreams be of his victim! 
His waking a continual dread of death! 
May the clean rivers tum to blood as he 
Stoops down to stain them with his raging lip! 
(Ill.i, 430-433) 
Cursed by his mother, branded by the Angel, Cain goes forth "a vagabond on 
earth" (Ill.i, 480), Like Manfred he endures guilt and remorse, but his integrity 
remains: "That which I am, I am" (Ill.i, 509). Like Conrad, Cain is "doomed by 
his very virtues for a dupe" (I.xi, 256). 
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Byron's last dark drama Werner (1822) is in the Gothic tradition. Its 
theme deals with the relation between goodness and crime. 
Werner is a nobleman living in poverty and exile under a "father's curse" 
(IV. I, 429) caused by his own "Faults and follies" (Li, 98). To him comes the 
opportunity of slaying his chief persecutor and the rival of his inheritance, 
Siegendorf He resists to murder but steals some money. To his son he 
confesses by defending the deed. The rival is later murdered and Werner gains 
his inheritance. He is however, tortured by guilt for the theft and subsequently 
discovers that it was his son, (in part led astray by his own father's example) 
who had committed the murder. The reader feels the onrush of evil, the swift 
descent in crime from father to son corresponding to Macbeth's rapid fail. 
"Twenty thousand" years may not suffice to expiate "the madness and 
dishonour of an instant" (IV. I, 316). 
The play opens upon a very Gothic scene of tempestuous night in a 
decayed edifice of northern Silesia "alone spot of wintry desolation" and the 
home of "ghosts" and "rats" (I. i, 171, 182). In this "Gothic labyrinth of 
unknown windings" (III. i, 94) with its "cursed pattering feet and whirling 
wings" of rats and hats (TIL iii, 15-17), we have an objective correlative to the 
tortuous twisting of a man's soul. Werner leaves by a secret passage to kill the 
"cool, calculating fiend" (I. i, 617) Siegendorf, his rival. On his return he is 
confronted by his wife: "Discovered! Then I'll stab-Ah, Josephine / Why art 
thou not at rest?" (Li, 735-736). He shows her the gold he has taken: 
Josephine: Yet one question 
What hast thou done? 
Werner: Left one thing undone, which 
Had made all well: let me not think of it! 
Away! 
(I.i, 743-747) 
Werner though tempted had not committed the murder. 
Confessing the theft to Ulric, Werner defends himself in a speech 
strongly remmiscent of Macbeth: 
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Should that day e'er arrive 
Should you see then the Serpent, who hath coil'd 
Himself around all that is dear and noble 
Of you and yours, lie slumbering in your path 
[ ] 
The bare knife in your hand, and earth asleep 
Even to your deadliest foe; and he as it were 
Inviting death, by looking it, while 
His death alone can save you: - Thank your God! 
If then, like me, content with petty plunder, 
You turn aside - 1 did so. 
(Il.ii, 110-123) 
The theft raises an outcry. Werner has to assist the escape of an innocent man 
suspected of the crime. He is distraught by guilt and danger: 
Werner In what 
Amaze hath my dim destiny involved me! 
And one base sin hath done me less ill than 
The leaving undone one far greater, Down, 
Thou busy devil, rising in my heart! 
Thou are too late! I'll nought to do with blood 
(II.i,145-150) 
Later Siegendorf is found murdered, Ulric is the murderer but this fact is 
unknown to his father (Werner). Werner now installed in his patrimony feels 
strange collation between the theft and the mysterious murder. After a series of 
gripping complications Ulric's crime is revealed. He calmly reminds his father 
as to how he had earlier justified his own crime (theft): 
If you condemn me, yet, 
Remember who hath taught me once too often 
To listen to him! Who proclaim'd to me 
That there were crimes made venial by the occasion? 
That passion was our nature? That the goods 
Of Heaven waited on the goods of fortime? 
(V. i, 439-444) 
Werner finds his son a "demon" (V.ii, 57) and his own father's curse thus 
ftilfilled. 
Byron's drama Heaven and Earth: A Mystery (1823) is based on the 
following passage in Genesis, Chapter six: "[...] That the sons of God saw the 
daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which 
they chose" (Genesis 6:1-6:5). This biblical legend of the watchers, the sons of 
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God and daughter's of men correspond with the notions of Gothic literature, 
subculture and ideology. All that is dark, macabre and feared lies within the 
heart of Gothic and the soul of the biblical legend. 
Byron used this legend as the main theme of his drama Heaven and 
Earth, which describes the illicit love of two of Cain's descendants for two of 
the angels and ends with the coming of the flood. The time is just prior to the 
Deluge, and the spirits of the earth predict that: "Man, earth, and fire, shall die. 
/ And sea and sky / Look vast and lifeless in the eternal eye" (I.iii, 105-107). 
"All shall be void" (I.iii, 94), even "the place where strong Despair" (I.iii, 91) 
endured its infinity of Promethean torture. The prophets are not heard, and men 
"walk darkling to their doom" (I.iii, 279). But Japhet like Cain, is doomed to 
live, and he envisages life after the flood: 
Aye, father! But when they are gone, 
And we are all alone, 
Floating upon the azure descent, and 
The depth beneath us hides our own dear land, 
And dearer, silent friends and brethren, all 
Buried in its immeasurable breast. 
Who, who, our tears, our shrieks, shall then command? 
Can we in Desolation's peace have rest? 
(I. iii, 696-703) 
The lovers after seeking reftige in vain return to earth, the angels to be 
punished, the girls to drown. Although Byron's imagination begins to kindle at 
the spectacle of universal catastrophe and the prospect of ftirther cosmic 
voyages, the play's supernatural effects look tawdry. A single voice rising out 
of the chorus of mortal terror, preaches acceptance of the Divine Will even in 
the midst of waters: 
Blessed are the dead 
Who die in the Lord!! 
And though the waters be o'er earth outspread. 
Yet, as his word. 
Be the decree adored! 
He gave me life - he taketh but 
The breath which is his own; 
And though these eyes should be for ever shut, 
Nor longer this weak voice before his throne 
Be beared in supplicating tone. 
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Still blessed be the lord, 
For what is past, 
For what which is; 
For all are his. 
From first to last 
Time, space, eternity, life, death 
The vast known and immeasurable unknown 
He made, and can unmake; 
And shall I, for a little gasp of breath, 
Blaspheme and groan? 
No; let me die, as I have lived, in faith. 
Nor quiver, though the universe may quake! 
(I.iii, 883-904) 
According to the legend, in the eyes of God the angels and the daughters 
of men signified the presence of evil in the mortal world. They were to be 
destroyed or imprisoned until the day of judgement when they would be put in 
Hell's fire. He deemed His creation corrupt and ordered His servant Noah to 
build a great ark that was to save the animals of earth from the great flood He 
was to send. This flood was to wash the earth of mankind from evil presence. 
Byron's poem The Island (1823) opens with the vision of a Pacific 
Utopia, and this later becomes the setting for a florid and sensuous description 
of the lovers Torquil and Neuha. Byron's attitude towards this is ambiguous; 
whereas for those like Torquil and Neuha who are themselves Nature's 
children, Arcadia is a place of joy and fulfillment; it is also temptation which 
sets off the mutiny, bringing a corrupted nature like Christian's to despair and 
destruction. 
The poem presents a seascape of tall canvas and light canoe, seabird and 
porpoise, surf and crag and "the Sun in his unboimded tower" (II. xv, 356). 
This leads up to the set-piece description, (elaborated from a passage in 
Mariner), of the secret cave with its underwater entrance in which the lovers 
take refuge from their pursuers. This is one of the finest effects of Byron's 
Gothic imagination, for the cave is also a kind of simken and submarine 
cathedral: 
[...] Wide it was and Light, 
And showed a self-bom Gothic canopy; 
The arch upreared by Nature's architect. 
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The architrave some Earthquake might erect; 
The buttress from some mountain's bosom hurled, 
When the Poles crashed, and water was the world; 
Or hardened from some earth-absorbing fire. 
While yet the globe reeked from its funeral pyre; 
The fretted pirmacle, the aisle, the nave, 
Were there, all scooped by Darkness from her cave. 
(IV. vii, 145-154) 
The Island thus achieves more than its predecessors. In place of the 
Gothico-Oriental fantasies of guilt and suffering, it presents a fable of guilt 
destroyed and innocence preserved. It is an interesting conjunction of the theme 
of natural man (Torquil and Neuha) and of the accursed outcast (Christian) 
with something of the comic (Bunting) 
As the above study reveals, the influence of the Gothic is best evident in 
his portrayal of the Byronic Hero. That Byron modelled his hero on the Gothic 
villain goes without askance - the same world - weariness pervades them; with 
gleaming eyes and passion wrought faces, they resemble Walpole's Manfred 
and Mrs. Radcliffe's villain heroes. Cast in the true Gothic mould and verging 
on the metaphysical superman - they are selfish and unscrupulous, brave and 
rash; their sinister personality and fierce manner striking dread all around, 
while a veil of dark mystery hangs over their early life. Childe Harold a victim 
of Destiny bears faint traces of the Wandering Jew, the Giaour is veiled in 
mystery and aloofness; the Corsair is another misanthropic figure, whose 
superman qualities recall Montoni; Lara belongs to the metaphysical superman 
group; while Manfred, a mysterious magician is an apotheosis of all that has 
gone before, and represents the climax of Byron's Gothic achievement. 
The success of Byron's oriental tales with their beautiful descriptions and 
fine feelings and passion was immediate. But much of their popularity was due 
to the public interest in the oriental romances during the late eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. In his oriental poems, Byron exploited these romances in 
different ways - borrowing incidents, imagery and themes. These poems 
represent a world of- adventures in love, lust and incest, the role and position 
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of women and the description of the Byronic hero in juxtaposition with certain 
social, religious and political evils of the society dominated by the Pashas and 
Emirs. Furthermore, these oriental romances provided even the nomenclatures 
for most of the leading heroes and heroines of his poems such as, Hassan, 
Selim, Zuleika, Leila and Gulnare. 
Also Byron, increasingly found in the Gothic a language for 
philosophical and psychological inquiry, taking his cue from writers like 
Radcliffe and Maturin while redirecting the focus of their texts away from 
romance narratives and toward the representation of extreme states of 
consciousness. 
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GOTHIC ELEMENTS IN KEATS'S WORKS 
Keats's interest in the Gothic is best reflected by his love for the past 
and the Middle Ages. This also happens to be one of the most important 
characteristics of the romantic poetry. Many of the Romantic poets, particularly 
Coleridge, Scott, and Keats himself were attracted by the Middle Ages for its 
charm, magic and mystery. They turned to this period to escape from the sordid 
realities of life. Dissatisfied with the present, the Romantics went back to the 
past by means of their imagination, and recreated the atmosphere of the Middle 
Ages in their poetry as the Gothic novelists had done in their novels. The 
feeling for 'strangeness' and the 'unfamiliar' led the Romantics to introduce 
the elements of romance and chivalry in their poetry. They found in medieval 
life and medieval legend rich and ready source for these elements. 
In Specimen of an Induction to A Poem (1817), its vtry first line 
expresses Keats fascination for a tale of chivalry: "Lo! I must tell a tale of 
chivalry" (1). The poem on Oxford: a Parody (1817) which begins with "The 
Gothic looks solemn" (1), revealed the poet's love for intense medieval 
colours, stained-glass windows, hidden vaults and sinister woods; aspects 
which provide a perfect background for sad knights and frightened ladies. 
Keats a truly Romantic poet like Coleridge and Scott, took delight in the 
past in preference to the present and recreated the very spirit, atmosphere, and 
romance of the Middle Ages in his poetry, as in - The Eve of St. Agnes (1820), 
The Eve of St. Mark (1820), Isabella (1820), and La Belle Dame Sans Merci 
(1820). The gorgeous pageant of Middle Ages - Church, architecture, 
superstition, and dress held a special appeal for Keats. Medievalism, with all its 
paraphernalia of romance and legend, love and adventure, is thus to be found in 
some of his best poems. 
It is important to note here that apart from Keats's romantic interest in 
Middle Ages and medieval romances, a close reading of his letters and poems 
also point out the influence of the Gothic novelists namely Beckford and Mrs 
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Radcliffe on him. Before taking up a discussion on the Gothic elements in 
Keats's important poems, my intention is to highlight the innumerable 
instances in Keats's poems that allude to the works of these two novelists. 
In Vathek, Beckford's hero whenever thwarted, kicked the objects of his 
displeasure; in one instance even after they were dead "In the paroxysm of his 
passion he fell furiously on the poor carcases, and kicked them till evening 
without intermission"'. Keats's letters reflect his acquaintance with Beckford's 
Vathek. Writing to J.H. Reynolds July 11, 1818 (about the curator of the 
cottage where Bums was bom), Keats had exclaimed, "I shod [sic] like to 
employ Caliph Vathek to kick him."^ Apart from this direct reference, there are 
many allusions to be found in Keats's poems. In Endymion (Book II) the 
mysterious cavems visited by Endymioii were inspired by Vathek. 
The Santons were a race of holy men who appear in Vathek, and suffer 
indignities by order of the Caliph.^ Furthermore, in Keats's letter poem. Epistle 
to J.H. Reynolds (25 March 1818) describing part of a castle as "BuiU by a 
banish'd Santon of Chaldee" (42) again relates to Vathek. The description of 
the interior of Kaf in Vathek whose subterranean recesses are approached from 
the halls of Eblis, (mler of the under world) and which forms an oriental hell'*, 
is most impressive and primitively grand; it appeals to Keats's imagination. In 
Hyperion, the name Kaf, "most enormous Caf (11.53) plays a dominant part. 
In Vathek, Eblis announces to Vathek and Nouronihar that his halls lead to the 
subterranean cavems of the mountain of Kaf. They enter these, and are at once 
in a completely different atmosphere; "the cavems are dark and gloomy, and 
the sullen roar of a cataract visible [...] the only sound that intmded on the 
silence of these doleftil mansions."^ So in Hyperion, Book II: 
It was a den where no insulting light 
Could glimmer on their tears; where their own groans 
They felt, but heard not, for the solid roar 
Of thunderous waterfalls and torrents hoarse 
(II. 5-8) 
Here they meet "the pre-adamite kings''*^ stretched on their sides for etemity, 
and learn from the greatest of them, Soliman Ben Daoud, that they too are 
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damned. He "laboured with profound sighs, and like his companions, kept his 
right hand on his heart"' Similarly Keats's Titans: 
Were pent in regions of laborious breath; 
Dungeon'd in opaque element, to keep 
Their clenched teeth still clench'd, and all their limbs 
Lock'd up like veins of metal, crampt and screw'd; 
Without a motion, save of their big hearts [...] 
(II. 22-26) 
In Beckford, the punishment is that their (pre-adamite kings) hearts are 
turned to burning fire, just like the hearts of Keats's Titans, "Heaving in pain, 
and horribly convuls'd / With sanguine feverous boiling gurge of pulse" (II. 27-
28). This torture tums all who suffer it to hate their former companions: 
Some stalked slowly on, absorbed in profoimd reverie; 
some, shrieking with agony, ran furiously about, like tigers 
wounded with poisoned arrows; Whilst others, grinding 
their teeth in rage, foamed along, more frantic than the 
wildest maniac. They all avoided each other, and, though 
surrounded by a multitude that no one could number, each 
wandered at random, unheedful of the rest, as if alone on a 
desert which no foot had trodden. 
Keats says of his Titans "Each one kept shroud, not to his neighbour gave / Or 
word, or look, or action of despair (II. 39-40). They are described as violent, 
full of rage and passion; the huge Enceladus in particular is described by Keats 
as "tiger-passion'd" (II. 68), a strange compound, unconsciously suggested by 
the oriental imagery of this part of Vathek. 
Robert Gittings writes: 
It may, of course, be argued that when any writer describes 
a set of infernal regions he is likely to draw upon a 
common stock of conventional imagery; there are bound to 
be fiery furnaces, gloom, and a certain amount of weeping, 
wailing, and gnashing of teeth. What connects Keats's 
picture of the Titans so closely with Beckford's vision in 
the particular sequence in which both lead the reader. In 
both, and in the same order, there are two regions, one of 
brilliant, metallic light, music, attendant spirits, and long 
vistas or architecture, the other dark, damp, cramped rocky 
and soimdless, except for the continual pouring of unseen 
waters. The connecting figure, in each case, is a sad, 
tarnished, and godlike giant, whose keynote is not energy 
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or defiance (as with Milton's Satan) but much more of an 
uneasy melancholy.' 
Keats's acquaintance with Mrs. Radcliffe's works is evident from his 
own letters. Writing to Reynolds in March 1818 he says: 
I am going among scenery whence I intend to tip you the 
Damosel Radcliffe - I'll cavern you, and grotto you, and 
waterfall you, and wood you, and water you, and immense-
rock you, and tremendous - sound you, and solitude you.'° 
Similarly, in February 1819, while writing to George and Georgiana he 
alludes to the titles of his last written poems {Isabella; or the Plot of Basil, St. 
Agnes' Eve and The Eve of St. Mark). He writes "You see what fine Mother 
Radcliffe names I have."" In Radcliffe's novel The Romance of the Forest, the 
refrain of one of the pieces of verse: "Love wave his purple pinions o'er my 
head." seems to find its way into the last line of three verses in the poem To 
Hope (1817). "And wave thy silver pinions o'er my head" (6, 24, 30). It also 
happens to be the last line of the same poem "Waving thy silver pinions o'er 
my head" (48). 
The influence of Mrs. Radcliffe on Keats is clearly evident from the 
discussion that follows. There is a stream of minor ecclesiastics in Mrs. 
Radcliffe's works, but of whom two in particular seem to be worth observing. 
In The Romance of the Forest there is a chapel of the abbey '•\vhere the hymn 
of devotion had once been raised, and the tear of penitence had once been shed; 
[...] where austerity anticipated an earthly purgatory''^, here, as one of the 
characters comments, "are probably deposited the ashes of some ancient monk, 
who, after having spent a life of abstinence and prayer, sought in heaven the 
reward of his forbearance upon earth."''' In A Sicilian Romance "an old man 
issued from the vault with a lighted taper in his hand [...] who appeared to be a 
friar, and who had been doing penance at the monument of a saint."'^ There is 
also a man in The Mysteries ofUdolpho, though he does not appear in dramatis 
personae, but in the incidental piece of verse "He turns his aching eyes, - his 
spirit fails."*^ Keeping in mind the above details let us read the description of 
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the Beadsman in Keats' The Eve of St. Agnes. The similarity is unmistakable -
'meagre, barefoot, wan,' with his lamp and his penance, and his failing spuit, 
the Beadsman: 
His prayer he saith, this patient, holy man; 
Then takes his lamp, and riseth from his knees, 
And back retumeth, meager, barefoot, wan. 
Along the chapel aisle by slow degrees: 
The sculptur'd dead, on each side, seem to freeze, 
Emprison'd in black, purgatorial rails: 
Knights, ladies, praying in dumb orat'ries. 
He passeth by; and his weak spirit fails 
To think how they may ache in icy hoods and mails. 
Northward he tumeth through a little door. 
And scarce three steps, ere Music's golden tongue 
Flatter'd to tears this aged man and poor; 
But no-already had his deathbell rung: 
The joys of all his life were said and sung: 
His was harsh penance on St. Agnes' Eve: 
Another way he went, and soon among 
Rough ashes sat he for his soul's reprieve. 
And all night kept awake, for sinners' sake to grieve. 
(Stanzas, II, III) 
One point of possible interest is the heroine's name: Its sound was appealing to 
Keats' ear; "beautiful name, the Magdalen,"'^ he says in a letter. And, for what 
it is worth, he found Adeline in The Romance of the Forest"^ and Maddelina in 
The Mysteries ofUdolpho. 
Again in The Eve of St. Agnes the general picture of the entry of the 
lover into the festivities of his foemen resembles the old attendants in Mrs. 
Radcliffe's (of whom the most significant is Dorothee) The Mysteries of 
Udolpho. She says of herself '"I am old, and - a little matter startles me""° and 
"I wonder what it is makes my old limbs shake so, to night,"^' Emily "drew one 
of the massy armchairs [...] and begged Dorothee would sit down, and try to 
compose her spirits,"^^ and later "Dorothee, at first, carried the lamp, but her 
hand trembled so much with infirmity and alarm, that Emily took it from her, 
and offered her arm, to support her feeble steps."^^ The resemblance between 
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Keats' poetry and Radcliffe's passages is evident, from the following passage 
of The Eve of St. Agnes: 
Ah, happy chance! The aged creature came, 
Shuffling along with ivory-headed wand. 
To where he stood, hid from the torch's flame. 
Behind a broad hall-pillar, far beyond 
The sound of merriment and chorus bland: 
He startled her; but soon she knew his face, 
And grasp'd his fingers in her palsied hand. 
Saying, "Mercy, Porphyro! hie thee from this place: 
"They are all here to-night, the whole blood-thirsty race! 
(XI) 
The following stanza of Keats' poem The Eve of St. Agnes is worthy of 
yet another close analysis: 
He followe'd through a lowly arched way. 
Brushing the cobwebs with his lofty plume. 
And as she mutter'd "well-a-well-a-day!" 
He found him in a little moonlight room, 
Pale, laitic'd, chill, and silent as a tomb. 
"Now tell me where is Madeline," said he, 
"O tell me, Angela, by the holy moon 
"Which none but secret sisterhood may see, 
"When they St. Agnes' wool are weaving piously." 
(XIII) 
The mention of the 'lowly arched way' in the first line offers a consideration of 
the whole setting of the poem. The scene is some kind of vaguely medieval 
castle, of which the main features seem to be a chapel with aisles, (which is 
only used in the introduction) galleries dusky or oaken, wide stairs, Gothic 
windows with stained glass, hanging lamps, an iron gate, arras on the walls, 
carpets on the floor, and draughts; and its inhabitants use tapers to light their 
way along the passages. 
In a tale of this kind Keats was not likely to trouble his head about 
historical accuracy. This requirement was of a congruous setting for his story. 
Hence this is not a period castle, but one of those from the 'Novel of Mystery 
and Terror'. There are in Mrs. Radcliffe's descriptions certain points of detail 
which seem to indicate that Keats built such portions of his castle according to 
her specifications rather than those of others. Let us therefore put together a 
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number of representative passages from Mrs. Radcliffe for example, in Sicilian 
Romance, 
She took a lamp in her hand, and with cautious, fearful 
steps descended through the long winding passages to a 
private door, which opened into the church of the 
monastery. The church was gloomy and desolate; and the 
feeble rays of the lamp she bore, gave only light enough to 
discover its chilling grandeur. As she passed silently along 
the aisles [...f^ 
In The Mysteries of Udolpho, "the cold air of the aisles chilled her [...] the 
moonlight, that streamed through a distant Gothic window [...]"^^ "evening 
thew its melancholy twilight through the painted casements, and deepened the 
gloom of the oak wainscoting."^^ "Having passed up the great staircase, and 
through the oak gallery;"^' "the faded tapestry with which the chamber was 
hung;" "the great hall of his castle, where the costly tapestry that adorned the 
walls with pictured exploits of his ancestors, the casements of painted glass 
enriched with armorial bearings, the gorgeous banners that waved along the 
roof,""' "the hall was sufficiently lighted by the large tripod lamp, which hung 
in the vaulted roof; and, while she should wait till Aimette should bring a taper 
[...].^ In A Sicilian Romance, "Ferdinand descended into a large vaulted hall; 
he crossed it towards a low arched door,"^' "the dim glass of the high-arched 
windows, stained with the coloring of monkish fictions," "this gallery opened 
into another, long and winding, which led to the grand staircase"^^. "The 
gallery terminated in a large old stair-case, which led to a hall below"^''. In 
Romance of the Forest, "After waiting a few minutes, he forced back the gate, 
which was heavy with iron work, and creaked harshly on its hinges,"''^ "a 
window of the same order (Gothic), whose pointed arches still exhibited 
fragments of stained glass,""'^  "the wind was high [...] she perceived the arras, 
with which the room was hung, wave backwards and forwards,"^' "from the 
centre of the ceiling descended a silver lamp."^^ So we have here all the 
features of Keats' castle, and there are, later, a number of passages of more 
detailed resemblance, which seem to be beyond the range of chance 
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coincidence. Let us first examine the detailed description of a room in the 
Mysteries of Udolpho, "In a large oriel window of painted glass, stood a table, 
with a silver crucifix, and a prayer - book open [...] the late itself, lying on a 
comer of the table."^' 
Then there are two passages from The Italian, in which Vivaldi is 
watching Ellena, Passage 1: 
She was rising from a small altar where she had concluded 
the service; the glow of devotion was still upon her 
countenance as she raised her eyes, and with a rapt 
earnestness fixed them on the heavens [...] But, while he 
thus hesitated, he heard her sigh, and then with a sweetness 
peculiar to her accent, pronounce his name. During the 
trembling anxiety with which he listened to what might 
follow this mention of his name [...]''° 
Passage 2: 
To ask himself, whether it was honourable thus to steal 
upon her retirement, and become an unsuspected observer 
of her secret thoughts [...] Ellena was alone, sitting in a 
thoughtfial attitude and holding her lute she appeared lost to 
a consciousness of surrounding objects, and a tendemess 
was on her countenance, which seemed to tell him that her 
thoughts were engaged by some interesting subject [...] 
Vivaldi, while he listened to this, was immovable; he 
seemed as if entranced [...] from this moment Vivaldi 
seemed to have arisen into a new existence; the whole 
world to him was paradise.'" 
In the Sicilian Romance we have the following description: 
She gazed at him for a moment in speechless affright, while 
he, throwing himself on his knee at the bedside, besought 
her to fear nothing [...]! have bribed a servant of the castle 
to open the gates, and before tomorrow's dawn, you shall 
be far on the way to Venice. '''^  
Then in The Mysteries of Udolpho there is the constant background of 
carousal, which Mrs. Radcliffe characteristically describes as "the wild uproar 
of riot, not the cheering gaiety of tempered mirth;"^^ and one of the allusions to 
this is noticeable for the way in which the noise ceases; "the distant carousals 
of Montoni and his companions - the loud contest, the dissolute laugh and the 
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choral song, that made the halls re-echo. At length, she heard the heavy gates 
of the castle shut for the night, and those sounds instantly sunk into a 
silence." '^* 
Now let us examine the following instances from Keats's poem the Eve 
of St. Agnes, which parallel the description, noted above. In Stanza XXIV, 
Keats remembers the arched windows and the stained glass from Mrs. 
Radcliffe: 
A casement triple archd and diamond 
With many coloured glass fronted the Moon 
In midst were of a shielded escutcheon shed 
High blushing gules. 
(XXIV. 1-4) 
The descriptive splendour of Mrs. Radcliffe inspires him to recall certain 
pictures. He remembers silver cross, which will catch the light: 
High blushing gules: she kneeled saintly down 
And inly prayed for grace and heavenly boon; 
The blood red gules fell on her silver cross 
And her white hands devout 
(XXIV. 4-7) 
In Stanza XXVIII, Keats combines the feelings, emotions and sentiments of the 
hero of the Romance of the Forest who heard the breathing, and Vivaldi of The 
Italian who as he listened was entranced and felt himself in Paradise, he writes: 
Stol'n to this paradise, and so entranced, 
Porphyro gazed upon her empty dress, 
And listend' to her breathing, if it chanced 
To wake into a slumberous tenderness; 
Which when he heard, that minute did he bless. 
And breath'd himself: then from the closet crept. 
Noiseless as fear in a wide \vildemess, 
And over the hush'd carpet, silent, stept. 
And 'tween the curtains peep'd, where lo!-how fast she slept 
(XXXVIII) 
Madeline's frightened awakening in Stanza XXXIII: 
Awakening up, he took her hollow lute -
Tumultuous, - and, in chords that tenderest be. 
He play'd an ancient ditty, long since mute. 
In province call'd, "La belle dame sans mercy:' 
Close to her ear touching the melody;-
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Wherewith disturb'd, she utter'd a soft moan: 
He ceased - she panted quick - and suddenly 
Her blue affrayed eyes wide open shone: 
Upon his knees he sank, pale as smooth-sculptural stone 
(XXXIII) 
In Stanza XL idea of the tempest and lamps reminds one of Mrs. Radcliffe -
the lamp a hanging one, and the agitations of the arras in The Romance of the 
Forest!^^ 
A chain-droop'd lamp was flicking by each door; 
The arras, rich with horseman, hawk, and hound 
Flutter'd in the besieging wind's uproar; 
And the long carpets rose along the gusty floor 
(XL. 6-9) 
There are strong links between the Gothic and Romanticism; the desire 
to test the boundaries of experience, the exploration of passion, the dominance 
of the imagination, the foregrounding of the irrational, the opposition to 
restriction and tyranny, the advocacy of political, emotional and imaginative 
freedom. All these aspects find expression in some form in the poems of Keats. 
Keats' Endymion (1818) a poem in four books appeared when he was 
just twenty-one years of age. It told in 4000 lines the love of the moon goddess 
Cynthia for the young shepherd Endymion. It was the sheer beauty of the 
legend of Endymion, its association with the moon goddess, and its theme of 
endless youth and love that appealed and inspired him to write the poem. 
His intention was to fill his four books with living characters, set them 
moving in a world of their own, and breathe new meaning into the old legend. 
The meaning as he phrased it in his first lines, was quite simple: 
A thing of beauty is a joy forever: 
Its loveliness increases, it will never 
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep 
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep 
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breathing 
a. 1-5) 
The things of beauty were for him - the sun, the moon, daffodils, and clear 
streams; but also the memory of "the mighty dead" (1.21) - the great names of 
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history and "All lovely tales that we have heard or read" (1. 22). The poem tells 
with a wealth of invention, the story of Endymion. His plan was to send 
Endymion on a journey through the elements in search of his goddess; to 
describe the strange worlds through which he passes and mingling with this 
story the myths of Venus and Adonis, of Glaucus and Scylla, and of Arethusa. 
The second book of Endymion begins in summer setting of heath and 
woodland. Keats in the first book got his story under way, where Endymion 
confides to his young sister Peona that he has fallen in love with a mysterious 
bright being - (it is the goddess of the moon, though he does not know it). 
Three times she has appeared to him in his dreams; from the sky, from a well, 
and in a cave. So he is bidden to search for her through the regions of earth, 
water, and air, and he starts by plunging into the depths of the earth. This 
lifeless world miraculously springs into leaf and flower as he approaches the 
bower of Adonis (Book II), where he discovers Venus waking her lover from 
his winter sleep. It is Venus who then guides him to a mossy bower, where he 
meets the love of his dreams in a brief but rapturous encounter. Yet she steals 
away from him without revealing her identity and he wanders on forlorn. After 
meeting two more lovers - Alpheus, the river god pursuing the stream-changed 
Arethusa - and praying for their happiness, Endymion looks up to find "the 
giant sea above his head" (II, 1023). Thus completes the first stage of his 
journey. 
In the third book Endymion makes his way across the floor of the sea, 
past sharks and skeletons and forgotten wrecks. Here he meets Glaucus, a 
terrifyingly old man who begs Endymion to free him from the doom of endless 
age by performing a magic rite. Thereupon Endymion changes Glaucus back to 
his youthful self, helps him to reunite with his beloved nymph Scylla and 
restores to life all the drowned lovers of ten centuries past. In the celebration 
which follows, Venus promises Endymion that soon his love will be revealed 
to him and his devotion rewarded in "endless heaven" (III. 1027). He faints 
with joy, and wakes to find himself back on earth again. 
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The action takes a most unexpected turn in book four and the tone 
changes from joyous idealism to melancholy. Endymion whose courage and 
humanity has been tested through his early adventures, is now all ready to 
continue his journey through the region of air to win his promised love. Yet 
just at this point he is met by the dark-haired Indian maid who sings the song 
"O Sorrow" (IV. 146). While reproaching himself for infidelity, he falls 
passionately in love with her. Dreaming together they ascend into the heavens. 
On awakening Endymion finds Cynthia (the goddess of moon) bending over 
him and realizes at last that she is the love of his visions. However she fades 
from his sight as he turns back to the Indian maid who too fades away in the 
cold light of the rising moon. In despair Endymion enters the Cave of Quietude 
and sleeps. On awakening he finds himself on earth again with the maiden on 
his side. Renewed in spirits he decides for earthly love and earthly life, and 
paints a picture of the idyllic pastoral life that he and his Indian maid will lead 
together. But the maid declares that it is forbidden for her to be his lover; that if 
she surrenders to the human love of Endymion she will be surrendering herself 
to the doom of mortality. 
Endymion is once more plunged into misery, Peona once again makes a 
re-appearance and attempts to revive the spirits of her brother. With another 
turn-about, Endymion armounces his decision to live as a hermit for the rest of 
his days imploring only that he may meet the maid for one last time. The three 
meet again and as the day passes the maid reveals herself to be Cynthia. She 
accepts Endymion, who is to become a sort of god and so an immortal. Sidney 
Colvin writes: 
The 'one bare circumstance' of the story was in the result 
expanded through four long books of intricate and flowery 
narrative, in the course of which the young poet pauses 
continually to linger or deviate, amplifying every incident 
into a thousand circumstances, every passion into a world 
of subtleties. He interweaves with his central Endymion 
myth whatever others pleased him best, as those of Pan, of 
Venus and Adoris, of Cybele, of Aipheus and Arethusu, of 
Glaucus and Scylla, of Circe, of Neptune, and of Bacchus; 
leading us through labyrinthine transformations, and on 
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endless journeying by subterranean antres and aerial gulfs 
and over the floor of ocean. The scenery of the tale, indeed, 
is often not merely of a Gothic vastness and intricacy; 
there is something of Oriental bewilderment - an Arabian 
Nights jugglery with space and time - in the vague 
suddenness with which its changes are effected. 
Endymion's journey through the four books is thus full of adventures 
supernatural in content and often Gothic in detail. 
The narrative of Book II, which begins with an account of Endymion's 
descent into "The silent mysteries of earth" (11.214) is clearly understood to be 
a descent into the realms of death. We have been admirably prepared for this 
by a prelude passage in Book 1, where the innocent bird in front of Endymion 
is seen as "A disguised demon, missioned to knit / My soul with under 
darkness; to entice / My stumblings down some monstrous precipice" (I. 701-
703). This episode emphasizes the Gothic features of loneliness and isolation 
of its hero. At the beginning of the second book Endymion is seen wandering 
about, aimlessly, "Through wilderness, and woods of mossed oaks; / Counting 
his woe-worn minutes, by the strokes / Of the lone woodcutter" (II. 49-51). At 
length he meets with the winged messenger who seems commissioned from 
heaven to lead him: 
Through buried paths, where sleepy twilight dreams 
The summer time away [...] 
[ ] 
He sinks adown a solitary glen, 
Where there was never sound of mortal men, 
Saving, perhaps, some snow-light cadences 
Melting to silence, when upon the breeze 
Some holy bark let forth an anthem sweet, 
To cheer itself to Delphi. 
(II. 73-82) 
In another scene led by a magic butterfly, Endymion comes to a fountain by a 
cavern's mouth, and is warned by a naiad that he "Must wander far / In other 
regions, past the scanty bar / To mortal steps" (II. 123-125). Then a voice from 
the cave urges him to "[...] descend where alleys bend / Into the sparry hollows 
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of the world!" (II. 203-204). This cavemed voice bids the young lover to 
descend into the hollows of the earth and adds: 
[...] He ne'er is crown'd 
With immortality, who fears to follow 
Where airy voices lead: so through the hollow, 
The silent mysteries of earth, descend! 
[ ] 
Into the fearful deep, to hide his head 
From the clear moon, the trees, and coming madness. 
(11.211-214,217-218) 
Tne climax of this part of the poem, just before Endymion makes his first bid 
for renewed life occurs in the lines: 
What misery most drowningly doth sing 
In lone Endymion's ear, now he has raught 
The goal of consciousness? Ah, it's the thought. 
The deadly feel of solitude 
(II. 281-284) 
Cheered by the words of Venus, Endymion continues his journey onwards: 
Through caves, and palaces of mottled are. 
Gold dome, and crystal wall, and turquois floor 
Black polish'd porticos of awful shade, 
And at last a diamond balustrade 
(II. 594-597) 
The dominant image of the thousand fountains is one of awe, mystery 
and wonder. The columns of the fountains are described as rising to a "poplar's 
height" (II. 607); their sound is like "dolphin tumults" (II. 610); and sometimes 
they are: 
[...] Weeping trees. 
Moving about as in a gentle wind 
Which, in a wink, to watery gauze refm'd, 
Pour'd into shapes of curtain'd canopies. 
Spangled, and rich with liquid broideries 
Of flowers, peacocks, swans, and naiads fair. 
(11.615-620) 
Endymion finds a new and more austere vision awaiting him in "deepest 
gloom" (II. 629): 
Forth firom a rugged arch, in the dusk below. 
Came mother Cybele! Alone-alone -
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In somber chariot; dark foldings trown 
About her majesty, and front death-pale, 
With turrets crown'd four maned lions hale 
The sluggish wheels 
(II. 639-344) 
Keats regards the sea as monstrous and myriad because it is the theatre of an 
eternal fierce destruction: 
The mighty deeps 
The monstrous sea is thine-the myriad sea! 
O Moon! Far-spooming ocean bows to thee. 
And Tellus feels his forehead's cumborous load 
(III. 68-71) 
In Book III Keats describes Cynthia who "pines for one as sorrowful" (III. 75) 
whose "cheek is pale/for one whose cheek is pale" (III. 75-76) with the regality 
whose pure light: 
[...] fathoms eddies, and runs wild about 
O'erwhelming water-courses; scaring out 
The thorny sharks from hiding holes, and fright'ning 
Their savage eyes with unaccustomed lightning. 
(III. 87-90) 
As Endymion overcome with awe at the sight of these wonders, lifts his 
thoughts up to the moon-goddess he glimpses in the distance a seated figure: 
He saw far in the concave green of the sea 
And old man sitting calm and peacefully 
Upon a weeded rock this old man sat. 
And his white hair was awful, and a mat 
Of weeds were cold beneath his cold thin feet 
(III. 191-195) 
Keats's interest in Gothic conventions is most evident when he describes 
the state and the story of the old man Galaucus at the bottom of the sea. 
Glaucus' plunge into the sea and his ability to breathe within its depths gives 
him a wonderfiil sense of freedom. However, his love for the nymph Scylla, 
who repulses him; his call on Circe for aid and to fall into her power, and to 
discover her sinister aspect all make a wonderful Gothic reading. She 
condemns him to a thousand-year sojourn at the bottom of the sea, at the end of 
which he will die. He is compelled to accept this doom and finds, floating in 
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the sea, the corpse of Scylla: "Cold, O cold indeed / Were her fair limbs, and 
like a common weed / The sea-swell took her hair" (III. 623-325). Pitying, he 
places the body in a niche within a submarine "fabric crystalline" (III. 328). He 
himself grows old. For a "cruel, cruel space" (III. 639) of time he remains 
despairing in his sea-prison. But one day there is a great storm. A ship is 
wrecked, and its crew drowned. The bodies float down past him through the 
water; from the hand of the old man he takes a scroll and a slender wand; 
reading the scroll, he finds a prophecy relating to himself The prophecy fu-st 
describes his plight, and then goes on to a promise: 
If he utterly 
Scans all the depths of magic and expounds 
The meanings of all motions, shapes and sounds; 
If he explore all forms and substances 
Straight homeward to their symbol-essences; 
He shall not die 
(III. 696-701) 
The words of the prophecy are remarkable, and illustrate the fact that Keats's 
concern with magic is unremitting. The Glaucus episode is central in Book III 
and clearly embodies Gothic fears and convention of which Keats was familiar 
with. 
In Book IV the voice of the wretched lament of the Indian maid is 
raised: 
Ah, woe is me! That I should fondly part 
From my dear native Izmd! Ah, foolish maid! 
[ ] 
To one so friendless the clean freshet yields 
A bitter coolness; the ripe grape is sour 
(IV, 30-35) 
Endymion's Pegasian ilight appears in Book IV of the poem where he is 
soaring to heaven with the Indian maid on "two steeds jet-black, / Each with 
large dark blue wings upon his back" (IV, 343-344). Keats describes the flight: 
[...] Through the air they flew, 
High as the eagles. Like two drops of dew 
Exhal'd to Phoebus' lips, away they are gone. 
Far from the earth away-unseen, alone. 
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Among cool clouds and winds but the free, 
The buoyant life of son can floating be 
Above their heads, and follow them untir'd 
(IV. 347-353) 
Endymion's despair (in Book IV) because of the disappearance of the Indian 
maid finds him in the Cave of Quietude - a state, which perhaps balances the 
"den of discontent" of Book 1 (928-929): 
There lies a den. 
Beyond the seeming confines of the space 
Made for the soul to wander in and trace 
Its own existence of remotest glooms 
(IV. 513-15) 
The den is a region in which to wander, at its centre is an extraordinary calm, 
where the soul may rest: 
But few have ever feh how calm and well 
Sleep may be had in that deep den of all. 
There anguish does not sting; nor pleasure pall: 
Woe-hurricanes heat ever at the gate. 
Yet all is still within and desolate 
(IV. 524-528) 
A picture of horror is depicted where the soul retreats into its own abyss of 
loneliness, fear, or sorrow - and finds there a strange new happiness. 
Hail, gentle Carian! 
For, never since thy griefs and woes began. 
Hast thou felt so content: a grievous feud 
Hath led thee to this Cave of Quietude 
(IV. 545-548) 
The final scene of this strange tale is marked by Gothic details of death 
imagery. For the rest of the day Endymion remains sorrowing, motionless as a 
corpse; when evening falls, he makes his way slowly to the sacred grave. He 
will say farewell, and die: 
Night will strew 
On the damp grass myriads of lingering leaves, 
And with them shall I die; nor much it grieves 
To die, when summer dies on the cold sward 
[ ] 
My kingdom's at its death, and just it is 
That I should die with it: so in all this 
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We miscall grief, bale, sorrow, heart break, wise. 
What is there to plain of? By Titan's foe 
I am but rightly serv'd. 
(IV. 933-944) 
At this point it would be significant and appropriate to quote David 
Punter that, "Keats is capable of seeing the dark side of the old legend as in 
Endymion(1817):"^' 
Groanings swell'd 
Poisonous about my ears, and louder grew. 
The nearer I approach'd a flame's gaunt blue. 
That glar'd before me through a thorny brake. 
This fire, like the eye of Gordian snake, 
Bewitch'd me towards; and I soon was near 
A sight too fearful for the feel of fear: 
In thicket hid I curs'd the haggard scene -
The banquet of my arms, my arbour queen. 
Seated upon an uptom forest root; 
And all aroimd her shapes, wizard and brute. 
Laughing, and wailing, groveling, serpenting 
Showing tooth, tusk, and venom-bag, and sting! 
O such deformities. 
(III. 490-503) 
The reading of John Keats' poem The Eve of St. Agnes (1820) as 
discussed earlier reveals the influence of the Gothic on the young poet's mind. 
The poem is the story of Madeline, a damsel of noble lineage who is in love 
with Prophyro, the son of her father's enemy. Having heard the legend of St. 
Agnes' Eve, that young virgins might by performing certain ceremonies and 
rites would dream of their lovers, Madeline determines to test the popular 
belief. Young Porphyro on learning of her desire (from her duenna) resolves to 
fulfil the legend in person. Madeline is quite delighted when she finds the 
supposed vision become a palpable reality. While all in the castle are sleep, the 
two lovers elope together; the old nurse dies in the night and thus the tale ends. 
In the first, second, and third stanzas of the poem, Keats has introduced 
a dark and morbid setting common to the Gothic - frozen, imprisoned images 
in the chapel and the Beadsman's own imminent death, "the sculptur'd dead, 
on each side, seem to fi-eeze, / Emprison'd in black, purgatorial rails" (II. 14-
15) where upon he realizes that "already had his deathbell rung: / The joys of 
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all his life were said and sung" (III. 22-23). As the poem continues, it is left to 
the pious and spiritual Beadsman to tell the young damsel the superstition of St. 
Agnes' Eve. This passage permits Keats to introduce the idea of myth revision 
as well as to expand the usual Gothic elements incorporated in this poem. 
Keats has skillfiiUy woven an adult fairy tale with a classical love story to 
which he has included many classic Gothic elements: a knight, a naive, 
unsuspecting maiden; an impenetrable castle; and, at the end of the tale, a 
stormy night into which the knight and his captured maiden - lovers at last 
escape from the imprisoning castle. 
David Punter writes: 
The Eve of St. Agnes (1819), again, is a poem with a 
conventionally Gothic plot, but there is a dreaminess and a 
lack of event in it which conveys a very distinctive 
impression. Keats is at his best, not when describing the 
events themselves, but when, at the end of the poem, he 
relegates the whole action to the world of dream. 48 
And they are gone: ay, ages long ago 
Those lovers fled away into the storm. 
That night the Baron dreamt of many a woe. 
And all his warrior-guests, with shade and form 
Of witch, and demon, and large coffin-worm. 
Were long be-nightmar'd. Angela the old 
Died palsy-twitch'd, with meager face deform; 
The Beadsman, after thousand aves told. 
For aye unsought for slept among his ashes cold 
(XLII) 
The Eve of St. Agnes is sufftised with the spirit of medievalism and 
romance. The poet has skillftilly blended the story of Porphyro and Madeline 
with the medieval legend and described it with all the medieval richness and 
splendour. The simple but adventurous story of Porphyro and Madeline 
captures the very atmosphere of the Middle Ages - a world of ideal love, 
chivalry, feasts, solemn religious rites, and even danger. The biting cold, the 
dancing of the revelers, the howling of the winds, the silence and the gloom of 
the corridors of the castle only help to re-enforce the warmth and intensity of 
the love of Porphyro and Madeline. 
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In The Eve of St. Agnes we find all the medieval accessories. The scene 
is laid in some kind of a medieval castle, of which the main features seem to be 
a chapel with aisles, dusky galleries, wide stairs, Gothic windows with stained 
glass, hanging lamps, an iron gate, arras on the walls, tapers to light one's way 
along the passage etc. All these descriptive details lend themselves to evoke a 
very Gothic atmosphere. 
The story oi Isabella or the Pot of Basil (1820) is based on Boccaccio's 
Decameron. The proud brothers of Isabella (a Florentine Lady) on discovery of 
the love of their sister and Lorenzo (a youth in their employ), decoy him under 
the pretence of a ride into a wood, where they murder and bury him. The 
anticipation of the assassination is wonderfully conceived in one epithet in the 
narration of the ride: 
So the two brothers and their murder'd man 
Rode past fair Florence, to where Amo's stream 
Gurgles through straiten'd banks [...] 
[ ] 
[...] They pass'd the water 
Into a forest quiet for the slaughter. 
(XXVII. 209-211,215-216) 
On returning to their sister, they delude her with a story of having sent Lorenzo 
abroad after their merchandise. However, the spirit of the lover appears to 
Isabella in a dream and apprises her of the happening as well as the spot where 
he was buried. To ascertain the truth of the vision, she sets out to the place 
accompanied by her old nurse. Her digging for the body is described thus: 
She gaz'd into the fresh-thrown mould, as though 
[ 1 
Then with her knife, all sudden, she began 
To dig more fervently than misers can. 
[ ] 
And so she kneeled, with her locks all hoar, 
And put her lean hands to the horrid thing: 
Three hours they labour'd at this travail sore; 
At last they felt the kernel of the grave 
(XLVI. 361, 367-368; XLVIII. 280-283) 
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Having found the body she severes the head, and takes it home. Wrapping it in 
a silken scarf, she entombs it in a garden-pot, and sets a plant of basil over it. 
Her brothers, observing how she cherishes this herb, steal the pot and discover 
the head; conscience stricken they flee. But Isabella in misery and grief (since 
she loses her basil) pines away and at last dies. 
Keats's Isabella is informed by a whole series of Gothic elements. It is 
the re-working of a medieval tale in which the medieval setting (an appropriate 
setting for the supernatural elements of the tale) along with the Gothic details 
combine to evoke the atmosphere at once most ghoulish and horrifying. The 
horror description in the poem is when Isabella is pictured cherishing the 
severed head of her lover: 
She calm'd its wild hair with a golden comb. 
And ail around each eye's sepulchral cell 
Pointed each fringed lash; the smeared loam 
With tears, as chilly as a dripping well, 
She drench'd away: - and still she comb'd, and kept 
Sighing all day - and still she kiss'd, and wept 
(LI. 403-408) 
Isabella is at the centre of a series of transgression, a defining characteristic of 
the Gothic . Isabella transgresses the boundaries of social and financial 
propriety by entering into a relationship below her social class. She 
transgresses the boundaries of reason in her behaviour, digging up and kissing 
the dead head, planting it in a pot, rejecting the world to luxuriate in 
melancholy indulgence. Her vision is an imaginative transgression of the 
rational. She transgresses the boundaries of good taste, taking sensuous 
pleasure in caressing the decaying head. In a typical Keatsian fashion Isabella 
the poem and Isabella the heroine bring into conjunction (which reason and 
conventional \9^ century morality seek to divide and keep apart) social classes, 
life and death, the living and the dead, joy and melancholy, the beautiful and 
the horrific, the pleasurable and painful, decay and regeneration. As in the 
Gothic, the poem tests the boundaries which separate such oppositions. 
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The role of the brothers is also interesting from a Gothic perspective. 
They can be seen as representing the typically Gothic feature of the evil or 
barbaric relation, their barbarism is not only expressed in the murder of 
Lorenzo, but as exploiters of humanity and of nature, "The seal on the cold ice 
with piteous bark / Lay full of darts" (XV. 116-117). 
Isabella could be seen as a Gothic re-working of a typical 
Keatsian theme, transience and the attempts to transcend it. In 
Isabella's vision, but especially in her actions, we are presented 
with a macabre even ghoulish vision of an attempt to 
immortalize or transcend the temporality and limitations of 
human desire and emotion. 
Keats himself noted the sentimentality of Isabella. This excessive indulgence 
in emotion is another typical Gothic characteristic transgressing the boundaries 
of emotional restraint and control. 
The Eve of St. Mark (1820) an unfinished poem by Keats, for its Gothic 
detail and atmosphere draws upon his impression of Chirchester^^, where he 
had stayed from January 21 to 23, 1819. The legend of St. Mark envisages 
death and multiple deaths. Bertha's book tells her that if she stands in the 
church porch at midnight she will see the phantoms of all those who are to die 
within the year. It is a gruesome thought. In the fragment of the poem our 
attention is concentrated on Bertha, a curiously unsatisfactory heroine: 
Bertha was a maiden fair, 
Dwelling in the old minister-square; 
From her fire-side she could see. 
Side long, its rich antiquity. 
Far as the Bishop's garden-wall; 
Where sycamores and elm-trees tall. 
Full-leaved, the forest had outsmpt, 
By no sharp north-wind ever nipt, 
So shelter'd by the mighty pile. 
(39-47) 
Though a "maiden fair" (39) Bertha has the mannerisms of an old maid. She 
spends the day in reading. Living alone in a house where "all was silent, ail 
was gloom" (67), she seems to be a "poor cheated soul" (69). There is a 
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suggestion of dire poverty; even the book she reads is "A curious volume, 
patch'd and torn" (25). When light fades she does not light a candle; she 
"strikes a lamp from the dismal coal" (70). And her own shadow hovers about 
the room with sinister effect: 
her shadow still 
Glower'd about, as it would fill 
The room with wildest forms and shades. 
As though some ghostly queen of spades 
Had come to mock behind her back, 
And dance, and ruffle her garments black 
(83-88) 
The French title La Belle Dame Sans Merci (1820) in English means 
'The Beautiful Lady without Mercy.' The poem is the story of knight-at-arms 
who is disappointed in his love with a fairy. He wonders the cold hillside 
waiting for the apparition that has enthralled him. 
The fairy who came in the shape of a beautiful woman showed her 
passionate love for the knight and took him to her fairy cave, calmed his 
senses, exercised a magical influence on him by her sweet song, and made him 
fall in a deep slumber. In his sleep, he saw a horrible dream. In this dreadftil 
dream he saw pale and awe-struck kings, princes and warriors. The horror of 
the dream wakes up the knight, who finds himself lying all alone on the cold 
hillside. The beautiful and charming lady had disappeared. 
In the poem, the image of the knight "palely loitering" (I. 2) by the 
wintry lake, "so haggard and so woe-be gone" (II. 6) is related to Gothic 
convention of the wanderer and sense of loneliness. When the knight falls 
asleep in the "elfin grot" (VIII. 29) he dreams not of love and warmth but of 
betrayal and death: 
I saw pale kings and princes too, 
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all; 
Who cry'd - "La belle Dame Sans Merci 
Hath thee in thrall!" 
(X. 37-40) 
Upon awakening the knight finds himself alone and realises the lady herself 
was a delusion. In fact David Punter states: 
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The beautiful lady in Keats's La Belle Dame Sans Merci is 
a vampire, who sucks the blood not only from the hero of 
the poem but also from the entire surrounding world, 
leaving it pallid, meaningless, stripped of aura. '^ 
Keats in La Belle Dame Sans Merci captures with great success the very 
spirit of medievalism (The poem is replete with the magic and enchantment of 
the Middle Ages; the knight-at-arms, the cruel mysterious lady "a fairy's child" 
(IV. 14), the elfin grot). Written as a ballad (a form of poetry popular in the 
Middle Ages). It makes use of the theme of a fatal, magical love which lures a 
man to his doom as found in folk-legend. The romantic movement which had 
revived an interest in such themes, made Keats (like Coleridge in Christabel) 
succeed in creating through an atmosphere of medieval romance, a mood of 
psychological terror and desolation. 
Keats' Lamia (1820) has all the Gothic elements to proclaim the poet's 
interest in this particular literary genre. The story was taken by him from 
Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy. Lamia opens with the stor>' of Hermes 
whose love pursuit, takes him to the Isle of Crete, There he encounters the 
spectacular serpent Lamia. Lamia's lament arouses Hermes pity and interest. 
Not only she inspires him to believe that she can make the object of his desires 
appear, but in the process also reveals to him that she was once a woman; that 
how she loves a Corinthian, and her desire to be transformed. Thus a bargain is 
struck between her and Hermes. 
Lamia endures a painful transition and vanishes to appear in Corinth to 
await the passing Lycius who rapidly falls in love with her. Magically they pass 
through Corinth to a beautiful, mysterious house provided by Lamia to live in 
their own love-world. When the outer world's noises intrude, Lycius is roused 
to seek social recognition of their union in the form of a wedding. Despite 
Lamia's protestation, he insists and she capitulates on the condition that he 
excludes Apollonius- sage and teacher. At the nuptial feast, Apollonius enters 
uninvited. His perceptive eye forces Lamia's dissolution. The philosopher has 
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rightly identified her as a serpent, however, Lycius dies at the loss of his 
beloved. 
Keats's description of Lamia as a snake woman evokes horror. As a 
snake she is a thing of great beauty but nevertheless a serpent: 
She was a Gordian shape of dazzling hue. 
Vermilion-spotted, golden, green, and blue; 
Stripped like a zebra, freckled like a pard. 
Eyed like a peacock, and all crimson barr'd; 
And full of silver moons, that, as she breathed, 
Dissolv'd, or brighter shone, or interwreathed 
Their lustres with the gloomier tapestries -
So rainbow-sided, touch'd with miseries, 
She seem'd, at once, some penanced lady elf. 
Some demon's mistress, or the demon's self 
Upon her crest she wore a wannish fire 
Sprinkled with stars, like Ariadne's tiar: 
Her head was serpent, but ah, bitter-sweet! 
She had a woman's mouth with all its pearls complete: 
And for her eyes: what could such eyes do there 
But weep, and weep, that they were bom so fair? 
As Proserpine still weeps for her Sicilian air. 
(I. 47-63) 
Lamia's transformation into a woman is a kind of destruction (of the 
serpent's beauty) that involves a process of real suffering, anguish and pain: 
Left to herself, the serpent now began 
To change; her elfm blood in madness ran. 
Her mouth foam'd, and the grass, therewith besprent, 
Wither'd at dew so sweet and virulent; 
Her eyes in torture fix'd, and anguish drear. 
Hot, glaz'd, and wide, with lid-lashes all sear, 
Flash'd phosphor and sharp sparks, without one cooling tear. 
The colours all inflam'd throughout her train. 
She writh'd about, convuls'd with scarlet pain: 
A deep volcanian yellow took the place 
Of all her milder-mooned body's grace; 
And, as the lava ravishes the mead, 
Spoilt all her silver mail, and golden brede; 
Made gloom of all her frecklings, streaks and bars, 
Eclips'd her crescents, and lick'd up her stars: 
So that, in moments few, she was undrest 
Of all her sapphires, greens, and amethyst. 
And rubious-argent: of all these bereft. 
Nothing but pain and ugliness were left. 
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Still shone her crown; that vanish'd, also she 
Melted and disappear'd 
(I. 146-166) 
Keats's interest in Gothic architecture is revealed from his description 
of the magnificent house where Lamia and Lycius live for some time, 
(undisturbed by the world) in mutual passion. The house remained invisible to 
all eyes, but those of Lycius 
A pillar'd poch, with lofty portal door, 
Where hung a silver lamp, whose phosphor glow 
Reflected in the slabbed steps below, 
Mild as a star in water. 
([. 379-382) 
Speaking of the supernatural charms of his serpentine heroine, Keats writes: 
Let the mad poets say what'e'er they please 
Of the sweets of Faeries, Peris, Goddesses, 
There is not such a treat among them all. 
Haunters of cavem, lake, and waterfall. 
As a real woman, lineal indeed 
From Pyrrha's pebbles or old Adam's seed. 
(L 328-333) 
Lycius's journey to Corinth is controlled by a spell that reduces the long 
distance to a few paces. He seems to be in a state of sleepwalking, where the 
distinction between waking and dreaming, knowing and doing is blurred. The 
effect of Lamia's spell on Lycius is described thus: 
The way was short, for Lamia's eagerness 
Made by a spell, the triple league decrease 
To a few paces; not at all surmised 
By blinded Lycius, so in her comprised. 
They pass'd the cit>' gates, he knew not how. 
So noiseless, and he never thought to know. 
(I. 344-349) 
The encounter of Lycius and Lamia with Lycius's tutor the sage ApoUonius 
evokes a sense of horror and fear: 
Muffling his face, or greeting friends in fear. 
Her fingers he press'd hard, as one came near 
With curl'd gray heard, sharp eyes, and smooth bold crown 
Slow-stepp'd, and robed in philosophic gown: 
Lycius shrank closer, as they met and past. 
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Into his mantle, adding wings to haste, 
While hurried Lamia trembled: "Ah," said he 
[ ] 
'Tis Apollonius sage, my trusty guide 
And good instructor; but to-night he seems 
The ghost of folly haunting my sweet dreams. 
a. 362-368, 375-377) 
Under the power of Apollonius's philosophical stare, Lamia's enchanted 
existence becomes endangered. She desires Apollonius to be silent, but he 
would not be moved, and thereupon she, the house and all that was in it, 
vanishes in an instant. Apollonius as a weaver of wizardry entangles Lamia in 
his own illusory spell of philosophy. He conjures her up as a hideous parody of 
her former self and denounces her as a "foul dream" (IL 271). Lycius dies 
disillusioned. His death at the close of the poem is a macabre representation of 
the illusory dream mode disclosing its realistic counterpart. A public ceremony 
of marriage that should have united the lovers, instead separates them forever. 
The act of matrimony leads only to the preparation of Lycius's funeral; his 
"marriage robe" (IL 311) becomes his death shroud. 
Keats wrote two versions of the poem ''Hyperion' and each remained an 
uncompleted fragment. The fragment, Hyperion (1820) is generally considered 
to be one of Keats's greatest poetic achievements. It strikes our imagination by 
the vastness of its conception, the grandeur of its style and the awe-inspiring 
visions of primitive cosmology. 
The story of Hyperion relates the overthrow of the Titans - the second 
generation of gods, by the third generations - the Olympians. The Titans with 
whom Keats rank the Giants also, were an ancient dynasty of gods presiding 
over the powers of Nature and ruled over by Saturn. The situation when the 
poem opens is thus: Saturn, chief of the second dynasty of gods has just been 
dethroned with his fellow-gods by his sons and daughters - the Olympians (as 
he had himself in his youth dethroned his father Uranus and his follow-gods). 
The war against Saturn was led by his son Jupiter, who had seized and used his 
father's weapon, the thunderbolt. Saturn driven away from his kingdom, lies in 
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desolation and sorrow in a deep dell. Though Saturn and all the Titans have 
been defeated, dethroned, and disgraced, Hyperion - the splendid sun-god still 
retains his kingdom. But Hyperion too is in danger of losing his kingdom and 
be superseded by Apollo - the god of music and light. 
In The Fall of Hyperion, a Dream Keats re-casts Hyperion into the 
shape of a vision which too remains unfinished. If in the first, the story of 
Hyperion is told in direct narrative, his new plan was to relate the fall of the 
Titans in the form of a vision revealed and interpreted to him by a goddess of 
the fallen race. He had broken off his work on the first Hyperion at the point 
where Mnemosyne is enkindling the brain of Apollo with the inspiration of her 
ancient wisdom. In the second version, Keats identifies the Greek Mnemosyne, 
the mother of the Muses with the Roman Moneta and makes his Mnemosyne-
Moneta the priestess and guardian of Saturn's temple. His vision takes him first 
into a garden of delicious finits where he sinks into a slumber and on waking 
up finds himself on the floor of a huge temple. Presently a voice, the voice of 
Moneta, summons him to climb the steps leading to an image besides which 
she is offering sacrifice. Obeying her with difficulty, he questions her regarding 
the mysteries of the place, and learns that he is standing in the temple of 
Saturn. Then she unveils her face, and on seeing it he feels an irresistible desire 
to leam her thoughts. Thereupon he finds himself conveyed in a trance to the 
ancient scene of Saturn's overthrow. From his point Keats begins to make use 
of the text of the original Hyperion. 
In the following passage fi-om Hyperion, the Titan Hyperion ignorant of 
his family's fate succumbs to a premonition of doom: 
For as among us mortals omens drear 
Fright and perplex, so also shuddered he -
Not at dog's howl, or gloom-bird's hated screech. 
Or the familiar visiting of one 
Upon the first toll of his passing - bell, 
Or prophesyings of the midnight lamp; 
But horrors, portion'd to a giant nerve, 
Oft made Hyperion ache [...] 
(I. 169-176) 
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The narrator presents a conventionalized Gothic scenario - the screeching of 
the owl, the ghostly visitation, and superstitious dread. While he seems to reject 
the conventional Gothic as an inadequate mode to frighten him "Not at dog's 
howl, or gloom-bird's hated screech" (I. 171), he nonetheless cites its features 
to encourage the reader to imagine a Gothic of enormous magnitude "portion'd 
to a giant nerve" (I. 175). Hyperion then envisions his family as spectres: 
O monstrous forms! O effigies of pain! 
O spectres busy in a cold, cold gloom! 
0 lank-ear'd phantoms of black-weeded pools! 
Why do I know ye? Why have I seen ye? Why 
Is my eternal essence thus distraught 
To see and to behold these horrors new? 
[ ] 
Am I to leave this haven of my rest, 
[ ] 
Of all my lucent empire? It is left 
Deserted, void, nor any haunt of mine 
[ ] 
1 cannot see - but darkness, death and darkness. 
(I. 228-233, 235, 239-240, 242) 
The Gothic protagonist whose home or "cradle" (I. 236) has become a ruin, it 
is a place he can no longer own. He reduces himself to the ghostliness that his 
family has already assumed "it is [...] nor any haunt of mine" (I. 239-240). 
Whether it is these hallucinatory "spectres busy in a cold, cold gloom" (I. 229), 
or the alternation between pastoral and sublime landscapes, or the emphasis on 
affective states of distress, anxiety, melancholia, and hysterical questioning, the 
reader can easily identify Keats's overt allusions to the Gothic mode. 
The major figures in Hyperion and The Fall of Hyperion - the fallen 
Titans, Hyperion, Apollo, and the poet-narrator in The Fall of Hyperion -
repeatedly receive a physical or psychological beating as they attempt to 
narrate the origin of poetry. 
The extensive tableau that opens Book II of Hyperion illuminates the 
Titans in a Gothic ized torture chamber, a place where each vividly rehearses 
his or her agony: 
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Dungeon'd in opaque element, to keep 
Their clenched teeth still clench'd, and all their limbs 
Lock'd up like veins of metal, crampt and screw'd; 
[ ] 
Each one kept shroud, nor to his neighbour gave 
Or word, or look, or action of despair. 
Creus was one, his ponderous iron mace 
Lay by him, and a shatter'd rib of rock 
Told of his rage, ere he thus sank and pined. 
lapetus another; in his grasp, 
A serpent's plashy neck; its barbed tongue 
Squeez'd from the gorge, and all its uncurl'd length 
Dead; and because the creature could not spit. 
Its poison in the eyes of conquering Jove. 
Next Cottus: prone he lay, chin uppermost, 
As though in pain, for still upon the flint 
He ground severe his skull, with open mouth 
And eyes at horrid working [...] 
(II. 23-25, 39-52) 
The beginning of Hyperion prefigures other forms of incommimi-
cability. The language of the poem Hyperion is trooped as sickness a "palsied 
tongue" (I. 93) and self-inflicted pain "I am smother'd up" (I. 106); to conjure 
up horror pictures of Gothic details. Most radically it becomes the experience 
of bodily dispossession - of choking at the moment when change is imagined: 
He spake, and ceas'd,. the while a heavier threat 
Held struggle with his throat but came no forth; 
[ ] 
So at Hyperion's words the Phantoms pale 
Bestirr'd themselves, thrice horrible and cold; 
[ ] 
[...] through all his bulk an agony 
Crept gradual, from the feet unto the crown. 
Like a lithe serpent vast and muscular 
Making slow way with head and neck convuls'd 
From over-strained might... 
(I. 251,252, 255-256,259-263) 
In The Fall of Hyperion, the Titans' speech regresses into mere cries and 
noises, or into silence - a reflection of its own decline. The following syntactic 
repetitions of Saturn mirror this bodily disposition / dysfimctioning: 
[...] Moan, moan. 
Moan, Cybele, moan, for thy pernicious babes 
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Have chang'd a God into a shaking palsy 
Moan, brethen, moan; for I have no strength left. 
Weak as the reed-weak-feeble as my voice -
O, O, the pain, the pain of feebleness. 
Moan, moan [...] 
(I. 424-430) 
Furthermore, Keatsian fancy creates a picture of immobility, inertia and 
benumbness: Apollo sits "until a melancholy numbs my limbs" (III. 89), while 
Hyperion winds up "like the bulk / Of Memnon's image at the set of sun" (II. 
373-374). Mnemosyne's face is fixed in "eternal calm" (III. 60); and in The 
Fall of Hyperion we are presented with the "chambers of [Moneta's] skull" (I. 
278) and her "broad marble knees" (I. 214), as well as the poet's attempts to 
mount the altar steps or bear the burden of the Titan's pain himself too are 
laden. 
Pain, the most private of states goes public in both Hyperion fragments 
as the poet represents at various points, subjective dissolution in seizure like 
states: in Hyperion Apollo's "wild commotions" (III. 124) and Saturn's "to 
shake and ooze with sweat" (I. 137); and in The Fall of Hyperion, the poet's 
struggle against "the cloudy swoon" (I. 55) and the "electral changing misery" 
of Moneta's brain (I. 246) - these Gothic moments, evoke a sense of distaste, 
even aversion; affective responses that check sympathy. As early as Sleep and 
Poetry (1817) he identifies the Gothic as a mode of power, not of sympathy: 
But strength alone though of the Muses bom 
Is like a fallen angel: trees up tom, 
Darkness, and worms, and shrouds, and sepulchers 
Delight it; for it feeds upon the burrs, 
And thoms of life; forgetting the great end 
Of poesy, that it should be a friend 
(241-246) 
In The Fall of Hyperion the poet's Miltonic conceit that he cannot find 
words adequate to mourn Moneta's pain suggests rather 'his rhetorical inability 
to traverse the psychic distance necessary for a transformative sympathy. 
When he introduces Apollo, the narrator of Hyperion ostensibly 
redirects the narrative away from the suffering bodies of the Gothic scenes by 
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using the pastoral mode: "O leave them, Muse! O leave them to their woes; / 
[...] / Meantime touch piously the Delphic harp" (III. 3,10). If he hopes to 
depart from the impious woe with a major shift in character, tone, and scene, 
then his attempt fails. The pain of Books 1 and 11 resurfaces. Newly awake in 
his bower, Apollo waits (in impotence and ignorance) the experience of 
Jupiter's / Olympian power on his body, just as the Titans did. But while the 
Titans ineffectually resisted the experience, Apollo longs for it. He eagerly 
awaits the physicalized intoxication of poetic power: "deify me, as if some 
blithe wine/Or bright elixir peerless I had drunk" (III. 118-119). When that 
power expresses itself through Apollo, Keats scripts it as painful pleasure and 
pleasurable pain: 
Soon wild commotion shook him, and made flush 
All the immortal fairness of his limbs; 
Most like the struggle at the gate of death; 
Or liker still to one who should take leave 
Of pale immortal death, and with a pang 
As hot as death's is chill, with fierce convulse 
Die into life: so young Apollo anguish'd: 
His very hair, his golden tresses famed. 
Kept undulation round his eager neck. 
During the pain Mnemosyne upheld 
Her arms as one who prophesied - At length 
Apollo shriek'd; - and lo! From all his limbs 
Celestial. 
(III. 124-136) 
David Punter writes: 
What Keats adds to the Gothic is in a different area, in his 
apprehension of the terrifying transience of beauty, and in 
The Fall of Hyperion, in his fear of he proximity of beauty 
and decay.^ ^ 
And yet I had a terror of her robes. 
And chiefly of the veils, that from her brow 
Himg pale, and curtain'd her in mysteries 
That made my heart too small to hold its blood 
This saw that Goddess, and with sacred hand 
Parted the veils. Then saw I a wan face. 
Not pin'd by human sorrows, but bright blanch'd 
By an immortal sickness which kills not 
(1.251-258) 
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Keats's romances often portray through this mode complex relations of 
innocence and experience, life and death, ideal and real that points towards the 
inherent dangers of confusing fact and fiction. Morris Dickstein argues that 
"Keats discovers in romance a literary terrain rich with potential that permits a 
reorientation to an aesthetic which embraces tragedy through a series of 
negating images."^^ Furthermore, this study highlights Keats' use of the 
medieval model associated with the Gothic in his poetry. 
In the longer pieces of narrative phantasy (which form the larger portion 
of his writings), he selects for example in Endymion - a legend of the sensuous 
Grecian mythology, or as in Isabella or the Pot of Basil - a story from 
Boccaccio, or as in The Eve of St. Agnes - the hint of a middle-age superstition 
or as in Lamia - a story of Greek witchcraft, Keats gets himself to weave out 
the little text of substance so given into a linked succession of imaginary 
movements and incidents taking place in the dim depths of forest, grotto, sea-
shore, the interior of Gothic castle, or the marble vestibule of a Corinthian 
palace. This in effect aids and adds to the Gothic dimension that one discovers 
in reading the poems of Keats. 
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CONCLUSION 
This research analyses the origins and characteristics of Gothic novels 
and their influence on the major Romantic poets - Coleridge, Shelley, Byron 
and Keats. 
The term "Gothic" comes from the word 'Goths', one of the German 
tribes that invaded Europe during the fifth and sixth centuries and took part in 
the conquering of the Roman Empire. Subsequent generations considered them 
to be barbaric and uncivilized, and thus during the Renaissance, critics referred 
to the architecture of the thirteen century as 'Gothic'; medieval creations in 
architecture which were considered mysterious and reminiscent of superstitious 
nature. The style of Gothic architecture was distinguished by tall pillars, high 
vaulted ceilings, pointed arches, abbeys and castles equipped with subterranean 
passages, hidden chambers of torture, and dark towers which evoked feelings 
ofhorror. 
However, with the passage of time the term 'Gothic' evolved to be used 
in a number of different fields: as a literary term, as a historical term, as an 
artistic term, as well as an architectural term. 
In a literary context 'Gothic' is most usually applied to a group of novels 
written between the 1760s and the 1820s. Their authors are: Horace Walpole, 
Clara Reeve, Sophia Lee, William Beckford, Ann Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis, 
Mary Shelley and C.R. Maturin. When thinking of the Gothic novel, a set of 
characteristics springs readily to mind: an emphasis on portraying the 
terrifying, a common insistence on archaic settings, a prominent use of the 
supernatural, the presence of highly stereotyped characters and the attempt to 
deploy and perfect techniques of literary suspense. 
In Gothic fiction the reader passes from the reasoned order of the 
everyday world into a dark region governed by supernatural beings, a region 
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that inspires dread and horror, where decay abounds and death is always at 
hand. 
During the last decades of the eighteenth century, England found itself 
in the midst of a societal unraveling. It is believed that out of this social climate 
the Gothic novel grew: a new and fearful genre for a new and fearful time. The 
spectre of social revolution is manifested in the supernatural spectres of the 
Gothic; a crumbling way of life emerges as a crumbling and haunted Gothic 
manor; the loss of English social identity becomes the Gothic hero or heroine's 
search for identity. 
The Gothic revival which appeared in English architecture before it got 
into literature, was the work of a handful of visionaries, the most important of 
whom was Horace Walpole. In the 1740s Walpole purchased Strawberry Hill 
and set about remodelling it in what he called the Gothic style, adding towers, 
turrets, battlements, arched doors, windows, and ornaments of every 
description, to create a kind of spurious medieval architecture. 
When Gothicism made its appearance in literature, Walpole was again 
its chief initiator. His short novel The Castle of Otranto (1764), had for its 
ingredients a haunted castle, a Byronic villain (before Byron's time-and the 
villain's name is Manfred), mysterious deaths, supernatural happenings, a 
moaning ancestral portrait, a damsel in distress, violent emotions of terror, 
anguish, and love. The work was tremendously popular, and imitations 
followed in such numbers that the Gothic novel became probably the 
commonest type of fiction in England for the next half of eighteenth century. 
The main stream of Gothic fiction which issued from Walpole's The 
Castle of Otranto diverged into three parallel channels: first, the Gothic -
Historical type developed by Clara Reeve and Sophia Lee; secondly, the school 
of terror initiated by Mrs. Radcliffe and maintained by a host of imitators -
perhaps the most extensive Gothic type in which superstitious dread is aroused 
by constant, dim suggestions of the supernatural; and lastly, the works of the 
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school of horror, distinguished by lurid violence and crudity. Walpole 
adumbrated the machinery and characters of a Gothic story; Miss Reeve 
designed the characteristic Gothic ghost in English setting; while Mrs. 
Radcliffe spread all over the warm colours of her romantic imagination. 
Eventually, the two Gothic streams of terror and horror met in the genius of 
Mary Shelley and Charles Robert Maturin. The writers of 'Gothic' gave to the 
English novel the technique of a dark impressionistic portrayal of nature and 
the power of harmonizing tempests of the soul with external storms. 
The Gothic villains are a prime example of their creators' instinctive 
feeling for psychologically interesting characters who yet merge with the 
pervading theme of the supernatural. One can distinguish three types of Gothic 
villain: the character of Manfred as fashioned by Walpole in 1764, a type 
composed of ambitious tyranny and unbridled passion, who develops through 
Lovel of Clara Reeve's The Old English Baron; the early villains of Mrs. 
Radcliffe, culminating in the character of Guzman in Maturin's Melmoth the 
Wanderer. The latter type presents an 'imposing figure'. He is an outlaw, a 
sentimentalist, a humanitarian who combats life's injustices, follies, and 
hypocrisies and is haunted by a sense of loneliness, helplessness, and despair. 
Similar victims of Destiny are La Motte in Radcliffe's The Romance of the 
Forest and others. 
The third type of Gothic villain is the terrible superman whose way lies 
in darkness and whose strength originates far beyond mortal thought. He is a 
new avatar of the Satan; drawn on lines of Milton's Satan in Paradise Lost. 
This Miltonic superman makes his appearance for the first time in Eblis - the 
ruler of the realm of despair in Beckford's Vathek (1786). Nine years later 
Lewis introduces Lucifer in The Monk. 
Clara Reeve's The Old English Baron (as her preface expresses it), 
brought the technique introduced in Otranto "within the utmost verge of 
probability" (Reeve, p. 4). Reeve presented her own slightly revised formula 
for combining "a sufficient degree of the marvelous to excite the attention. 
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enough of manners of real life, to give an air of probability to the work; and 
enough of the pathetic, to engage the heart in its behalf (ibid). 
The Orient had always fascinated the western mind by its glamorous 
reality - a reality that the popular travel books emphasized throughout the 
period 1775-1825. In Beckford's Vathek the East was portrayed in a manner 
unlike anything before in English literature. The East came back once more to 
fertilize the fancy of the West, and contribute its whit towards the development 
of Gothic Romance. 
Gothic literature also owes much to Edmund Burke's theories expressed 
in his essay A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the 
Sublime and Beautiful. In his essay he distinguishes the concept of the sublime 
which he associated with vastness, strength, gloom, fear and the beautiful 
which he associated with harmony, delicateness and pleasure. He stated that 
terror was a source of sublime. 
The concept of the 'sublime' is a key concept when analyzing Gothic 
romance. It can be defined in terms of feelings of awe and terror at the power 
of nature and of the supernatural. The Gothic texts make use of the norm of 
antithetic - namely life and death, good and evil, order and chaos, reason and 
magic, agony and ecstasy, in order to develop and express their thematic 
concerns. 
The word 'Gothic' was associated with the concepts of medieval and 
supernatural. The plots of Gothic novels were usually set in Middle Ages, and 
the setting was represented by ruins, haunted castles, monasteries which 
created the 'Gothic gloom' with their dark prisons, long corridors, hidden 
passages. The Gothic novelists discovered the charm of horror and the power 
of the supernatural which was created by a particular mysterious and 
frightening atmosphere reinforced by the use of supernatural beings such as 
monsters or ghosts or male characters who are defeated because of their 
negative impulses. As a consequence the main purpose of Gothic novels was to 
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terrify the readers rather than to amuse them. Their plots were centred around 
terrifying descriptions and extraordinary situations. 
As expressed earlier, the publication of The Castle of Otranto in 1764 
by Horace Walpole marks the beginning of Gothic fiction - a new trend that 
was going to dominate the literary scene for the next few decades. The Gothic 
genre became so popular that its influence upon the English writers - was 
indisputable. 
In Mrs. Radcliffe's hands the Gothic novel gained a new dimension. She 
excited the imagination by supernatural apprehensions, phantom effects and 
half-heard sounds. In her fictional world the palpable - gusts of wind, the 
cracking door, even the sound of a common footstep became sources of terror 
and mystery. The crude machinery of Walpole's story - secret trapdoors, 
sliding panels, spiral staircases, and subterranean vaults - in her fiction became 
artistic instruments to evoke an atmosphere of suspense and beauty. 
She was skilful in producing terror by awakening a sense of mystery. 
The sequence of her narrative is so managed that it moves our minds to a 
feeling of impending danger, and we hold our breath in suspense. Her vast, 
antique chambers have about them a sense of unearthly presences; where an 
ominous silence prevails; where echoing footsteps die away in prolonged 
gloom; where phantoms lurk in dark corridors; and where whispers come from 
behind the tapestry as it flutters in the gusts of wind. She alarms with terror and 
agitates with suspense; intense feelings are aroused by mysterious hints and 
obscure intimations of unseen danger. 
What Walpole left inexplicable, and Reeve laboured to make credible, 
Mrs. Radcliffe reduced to a fascinating illusion. She would have gained 
artistically had she left its existence a possibility; the simplicity of her 
explanations destroys the mystery. The supernatural continually fascinates, but 
in the end is proved to be a cheat. Of all the tales of horror, The Monk is 
probably the most extravagant. Lewis had enlivened his sensational story of 
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rape, incest, murder, magic, and diablerie with an obvious sensuality. In spite 
of iis extravagance, The Monk remains a romance of extraordinary fascination 
and power. 
Earlier Gothic machinery had included flickering candles, glimmering 
and disappearing lights, haunted chambers, mysterious manuscripts, obscure 
heroes, and other similar properties. But the 'intense school' of 'Monk' Lewis 
introduced stalking spectres, devils, evil spirits, sorcerers and demons, magic 
mirrors, enchanted wands, phosphorescent glow, and other paraphernalia 
associated witli black magic. The character in Lewis's novel The Monk moves 
in a world of midnight incantations, poisonings and stabbings, amidst an 
atmosphere of thunder, lightning, storm, sulphurous fumes, and miracles. 
Lewis wantonly gloats over scenes of matricide and unconscious incest. 
Walpole's Otranto had contained a crude accumulation of terror striking 
incidents. The Gothic novel, in his hands was remarkable only for its 'Gothic' 
and 'mysterious' character. For Walpole had sought in the Middle Ages what 
was most frightening and most savage. Clara Reeve attempted to moderate the 
extravagances of her predecessors, while in the hands of Mrs. Radcliffe the 
Gothic novel gave genteel shivers and suggested the uncanny. But with one 
blow Lewis swept away all the previous effusions of the Gothic school. In his 
novel The Monk each horror became more ghastly than the one which preceded 
it. 
Frankenstein was created when Mary Shelley, Percy Bysshe Shelley and 
Byron were cooped up in a cottage on the shores of Lake Geneva with a storm 
raging all around. They challenged each other to write a ghost story. The party 
was so impressed by Mary Shelley's story that she was persuaded to turn it into 
a full-length novel. 
Frankenstein's creature, the monster, is an expression of social injustice. 
He becomes a symbol of Romantic concern for the isolation of the individual 
by the society. As long as he does not come into contact with society (in fact. 
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the monster shows love and generosity towards everybody), he wanders about 
the country as a creature of curiosity and benevolence. But the horror and 
hostility with which people react at his sight frustrates his attempt at making 
friends. He soon finds himself rejected because of his being "different". The 
creature is turned into a monster by human prejudices. 
Frankenstein's monster reminds us of Byron's poem Lara. The 
protagonist of Byron's Oriental tale - Lara, is a pirate chief whose life has 
been adventurous and wild. His taciturn and brooding character keeps him 
isolated from the rest of the society. In his opinion he is a victim of fate and 
nature, not of his own faults. 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein is a novel, which combines Miltonic 
language and sublime imagery with description of violence, horror, and 
decay .In many ways, the structures of Shelley's and Byron's works present us 
with compelling, albeit different representations of consciousness as well as 
foregrounding the extent to which the Gothic presented Romantic writers with 
a conventional language through which they could explore fundamental 
problems of representation, knowledge, interpretation, and consciousness. 
Mary Shelley and Byron increasingly found in the Gothic, a language for 
philosophical and psychological inquiry. They took their cues from writers like 
Radcliffe and Maturin while redirecting the focus of their texts away from 
romance narratives and toward the representation of extreme states of 
consciousness. 
The definitive Gothic novel is Maturin's masterpiece Melmoth the 
Wanderer (1820). The whole text shows an atmosphere of foreboding, 
claustrophobia, torture, alienation and paranoia. As an Irish Protestant, Maturin 
was keen to attack the tyranny of Catholicism and expose the methods of the 
Spanish Inquisition. It is at best a haunting and powerful portrait of suffering 
and guilt. One part of the book set in a monastery, exposes slowly the cruel 
conspiracy of a clandestine order, which prepares to torture a young cenobite 
whose only crime has been hearing voices at night. 
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Maturin invests his iiorror with startling realism and great suggestive 
power. Readers are compelled to linger on the hunting atmosphere of 
desolation in the opening chapters of the book, where the picture of a lonely 
and decaying farm, cold and gloomy weather, leafless trees, and a luxuriant 
crop of weeds and nettles, create an inexplicable feeling of paralyzing dread 
and of some impending disaster. 
Dreams do contribute to a sense of the macabre and are a definite source 
and inspiration for a number of Gothic tales. The Castle of Otranto was (as 
Walpole reveals) the result of an architectural nightmare. Mary Shelley's 
Frankenstein was likewise born out of a dream. Undoubtedly there is a 
strikingly close relationship between dreams and supernatural impressions. 
Mystical presences usually haunt one in nocturnal hours when one arises from 
slumber. A guilt-laden individual starting up from sleep, imagines himself 
confronted with the phantoms of those he has wronged. The lover beholds the 
spirit of his dead beloved, for perhaps in dreams his soul had gone in quest of 
her. 
The theme of incest - as in The Monk - makes the dread of this sin to be 
somehow deeply intertwined with the roots of primitive religion. In this novel, 
Ambrosio ends up by raping and murdering his own sister. Henceforward, the 
incest theme seems to pass into the convention of the Gothic novel. Even in 
The Castle of Otranto there is a vague suggestion of it. Mrs. Radcliffe hovers 
around it in The Romance of the Forest, and this theme was used by Maturin in 
the Spaniard's tale of MeImoth the Wanderer to further heighten the shocking 
situation. 
Gothic has long confronted the cultural problem of gender distinctions. 
Women are the figures most fearfully trapped between contradictory pressures 
and impulses. It is Otranto's Isabella who first finds herself in what has since 
become the most classic Gothic circumstance: a helpless heroine caught in a 
web of intrigues and cruelty .(Similarly, Ellena in Raddiffe's The Italian, Agnes 
in Lewis' The Monk are illustrative of the oppression against the women. 
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However, despite the power and authority of the Gothic men they at the end are 
condemned figures of failure and despair. For example Manfred in The Castle ^ 
ofOtranto, Montoni in The Mysteries ofUdolpho, Schedoni in The Italian... J 
^ T h e Gothic romance with its ruined abbeys, dark castles, haunted 
galleries, feudal halls, pathless forests and lonely landscapes, created a ruthless 
world of oppression, suppression, terror, mystery and awe. 
The Gothic through its fiction proved to become one of the most popular 
and influential literary genres, whose themes and trappings can be traced from 
the works of the Romantic poets and the horror movies of today. The Gothic 
became the obvious choice when looking for a literary form to write about 
violence, madness, the supernatural, the unconscious, and social taboos like 
incest and cannibalism. When the topic of Gothic literature is discussed most 
readers immediately think of the vampire stories, tales of horror and terror, and 
supernatural tales, but the use of Gothic in poetry also has enhanced the images 
of stories in these shorter works. While the longer Gothic novels and tales can 
elaborate upon the defining characteristics of the genre, the poet can create the 
same chilling fantasies with limited words as seen in many representative 
Gothic-style poems. 
The development of the Gothic novel from the melancholy overtures of 
sentimental literature to the rise of the sublime in the graveyard poets had a 
profound impact on the budding Romantic Movement from Coleridge to Keats. 
The astounding features and use of the sublime and the overt use of the 
supernatural, profoundly influenced the style and material of the emerging 
romantics. 
The Gothic novel and Romantic poetry were in constant interaction, 
many writers of each making frequent sallies into the domain of the other. The 
average Gothic novelist was a poet too. The verses that intersperse their novels 
are romantic in tone and atmosphere. Besides, Mrs. Radcliffe, Lewis, and 
Maturin wrote Gothic ballads and versified many Gothic incidents. While the 
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Gothic romancers tried their hands at fragments of Romantic poetry, the 
Romantic poets experimented with Gothic fiction in the novel and drama. The 
first generation of Romantic poets drew their inspiration from contemporary 
romance. 
The Romantic Movement in poetry and the Gothic Movement in novel 
share in common an interest in medievalism and in the supernatural. At times 
Gothic qualities appear to be one aspect of Romanticism. 
The resemblance behveen Gothic fiction and Romantic poetry appear in 
the following aspects: the philosophy of composition, the portrayal of the 
characters, the treatment of external nature. We notice in both the novels and 
the poems the same handling of grotesque and repellent themes; the same 
nuances of style - the use of close wrought suspense, and vast, for example, by 
comparing the narrative method of Byron's The Giaour and Lara with 
Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udolpho. All are mystery tales, unrolled 
backwards by the explanation at the end. 
Gothic villain and Romantic hero came of the same lineage, the villains 
Manfred, Montoni and Schedoni in the novels of Walpole and Mrs. Radcliffe 
show us the Byronic hero. These figures move in a similar world: the 
panoramic landscape setting, the Gothic interiors evoking terror and fear - in 
fact the whole machinery of Mrs. Radcliffe and the authors of her school 
furnished the pattern and set the style for poets of the succeeding generation. 
During the Romantic Movement around the beginning of the nineteenth 
century people felt an attraction for the past. This led to a revival of interest in 
all things Gothic and medieval. Romanticism emerged as a reaction to the 
rationalism of the Enlightenment. The Romantics wanted to escape from the 
concrete historical situation. They used various ways to achieve the goal; some 
looked back to the medieval past, some sought it in religion or the supernatural, 
others tried to find it in nature. During the Romantic period Gothic became 
associated with the dark, the strange, the bizarre. Many motifs and themes in 
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Romantic art have remarkable similarities with the Gothic as the present study 
has tried to show. 
Gothic impulse in the Romantics is what we are trying to establish 
through this study. This Gothic impulse in the poets varies from Coleridge 
down to Keats. Each poet responds to the Gothic in different manner, for 
example, in Coleridge it is the call of the supernatural and a study of 
psychological responses of the characters. In the case of Shelley and Byron, it 
is how aspects of Gothicism helped in the expression of their own ideas and 
poetic concerns. In Keats, it is the charm of the Middle Ages and chivalric 
attribute. 
The works of the Romantic poets carry many features that link them to 
the Gothic tradition. Coleridge bases his play Remorse on the Sicilian's tale in 
Schiller's Ghost-Seer; his Christabel is a masterpiece of the poetry of horror. 
He successfiilly creates a 'Gothic' atmosphere in the opening line of this poem, 
and displays a complete mastery over Gothic materials, while every subtle 
detail of the descriptive background evokes a sense of eeriness and fear. The 
poem with its sense of foreboding and horror of the serpent-maiden narrates a 
true Gothic tale. 
Coleridge's interest in the Gothic is reflected from his reviews of the 
Gothic novels by Mrs. Radcliffe, Lewis, and Maturin. He explores the human 
psyche through the Gothic. He adopts a tone of Gothic horror to comment on 
the effect of evil on innocence (as in Christabel). In the hands of Coleridge the 
supernatural acquires a new scope and character. Instead of confining himself 
to an outworn dread of spectres and phantoms, he moves over a wide range of 
emotions and touches equally on guilt and remorse, suffering and relief, hate 
and forgiveness, grief and joy. For example, in The Rime of the Ancient 
Mariner, Coleridge tells an exciting tale of a man's sin against nature and his 
repentance and reconciliation. 
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As Coleridge worked on his poem The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, he 
widened its scope and created something much richer and more human. The 
weird adventures of his mariner take place not in the Gothic setting of a 
medieval castle (as in Christabel) but on a boundless sea with days of pitiless 
sun and soft nights lit by a moon and attendant stars. The delicacy and subtlety 
of the poetic genius of Coleridge produced the weirdness of The Ancient 
Mariner, who is akin to the Wandering Jew, a man haunted by his crime. The 
poet uses the dream as a device for revealing the future, and piles up a number 
of Gothic conventions rather than horror. The sinking of the fearful skeleton 
ship, the seven nights spent in company with the dead, the re-animated spectre-
corpses, all are reminiscent of Gothic tradition. 
In Coleridge's Christabel (full of mystery and evil) readers get a sort of 
nightmare situation, situated in the atmosphere of old castles. The protagonists 
Christabel and Geraldine symbolize the opposing forces between good and 
evil. This evil is rendered through the supernatural and the power of dreams. 
Kubla Khan, an unfinished work like Christabel, is set in the fabulous 
Ancient Orient. Written under the influence of opium, it is the rendering of 
erupting images out of the unconscious. The poem is a fantastic evocation of a 
strange world. The end of the poem is often referred to give a taste of 
Coleridge's magic. 
Of all the major Romantic poets, Shelley was the most avid reader of 
ghost stories and dark romances as a child he had read all the Gothic novels on 
which he could get his hands on. The wonder and curiosity which marked the 
romantic temper manifested itself in the poet's ardent desire to probe and 
perceive the mysteries of nature and the hidden secrets of the world. This 
curiosity impelled Shelley to haunt ruins and graveyards and invoke ghosts and 
spirits in order to learn about the world from them. He borrowed the art of 
Gothic writing from Lewis and his school of horror, made full use of Lewis' 
methodology especially in his early Gothic romances Zastrozzi and St. Irvyne. 
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From the beginning Shelley was attracted to the sensational type of 
German literature and its imitations. Schiller's Robbers and Goethe's Faust 
were works with which he was familiar, and which took the deepest root in his 
mind and had the strongest influence on his character. The influence of German 
literature is evident in his poems, The Revolt of Islam and The Cenci. Shelley 
took the idea of the Wandering Jew from Lewis' The Monk and the idea of the 
Rosicrucian from Godwin's novel St. Leon (1799) and the hero of Maturin's 
Melmoth the Wanderer. 
Not only Shelley's novels are an excellent study in Gothic tradition but 
his poetry as well is wonderfully illustrative of the Gothic influence on him. 
His early poetry is a young man's expression of abhorrence of the 
tyrannical institutions such as monarchy, aristocracy and Christianity. In Queen 
Mab Shelley attacks kings, priests, statesmen, and such other drones and 
parasites for ushering in and perpetuating the various shades of evil. They are 
the persons who are directly responsible for the slavery of the people because 
they maintain their privileged position by exploiting the weak. 
The Gothic theme of incest has been closely associated with romantic 
poets. Shelley had borrowed the theme of incest for his poem The Cenci, (it is 
the story of a debauched and vicious father whose cruelty and incestuous 
passions drive his victim, his daughter to murder) from Gothic tradition and 
moulded his hero, Cenci in the style of other Gothic villains, such as 
Radcliffe's Montoni and Walpole's Manfred. It has a recognizably Gothic 
framework in its themes of parental wickedness and filial suffering. 
In A Vision of the Sea, Shelley adopted from Coleridge's poem The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner not only the governing Gothic aesthetics and the 
ocean setting but particular images and plot details too. He has paid 
considerable attention to the correction of style as necessary to enhance the 
Gothic atmosphere of Mary Shelley's Gothic novel Frankenstein. This study 
also highlights Shelley's attempt to work on the Gothic emotion of fear; the 
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lurid patches in The Revolt of Islam, the decaying garden in The Sensitive 
Plant, the tortures of Prometheus, or the agonized soul of Beatrice in The Cenci 
all are captured in words of anguish and despair. 
Byron achieved popular acclaim through a series of long poems heavily 
influenced by the very texts from which he had earlier distanced himself 
The Gothic villain who had evolved from Manfred in The Castle of 
Otranto, through Lord Lovel in The Old English Baron, and through Malcolm, 
Mazzini, the Marquis Montoni, and Schedoni of Mrs. Radcliffe, finally taking 
on various traits in Eblis of Beckford, or Maturin's Melmoth, went on to 
become "the Byronic hero", an evolving, changing concept, although 
individual and distinctive in each of his manifestations. 
Byronic heroes are aristocratic, moody, self-tortured souls, driven by 
disillusion to an eccentric philosophy and way of life - Harold (Childe 
Harold's Pilgrimage) to aimless wandering; the Giaour (The Giaour) to a total 
retreat from the world; Lara (Lara) to contemptuous and passive tolerance. 
Byron first sketched out his hero in 1812, in the opening stanzas of 
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto 1. At this stage he is rather crudely 
depicted as a young man, prematurely sated by sin, who wanders about in an 
attempt to escape society and his own memories. Conrad, the hero of The 
Corsair, becomes more isolated, darker, more complex in his history and inner 
conflict, and therefore more frightening and more compelling to the reader. The 
hero of Lara is a finished product he reappears two years later, with variations 
in Canto III of Childe Harold, and again the following year as the hero of 
Byron's poetic drama Manfred. The figure of the Giaour finds ample 
precursors in Gothic writing. Haunted by his own dark deeds and mixed 
allegiances, the Giaour becomes in effect, an embodiment of Gothic, like the 
character of Schedoni in Radcliffe's The Italian. Byron's debt to Gothic 
romance is reflected in his poem Childe Harold. The nature description of 
Childe Harold, in style, tone, and material is reminiscent of Mrs. Radcliffe. 
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The poet pictures the elemental phases of nature, mountain, sea, and storm. The 
description of Venice in Canto IV, Stanza XVIII, strikes a close 
correspondence between Radcliffe's prose and Byron's poetry. Also some 
passages in The Giaour, including one of a deserted palace, are of a Radcliffian 
turn. Byron's Siege of Corinth, some passages in The Giaour, and The Bride of 
Abydos abound in gory details. 
This last is very much a versified Gothic romance. Giaffir kills his 
brother to gain power, and proposes to marry his daughter to a villain to gain 
still more power. In The Siege of Corinth, the Gothic spectre of a damsel 
appears to her lover after her death, though he thinks it is she in person. She 
chills him with a touch. In Lara, Byron makes use of a Gothic situation in 
which the terror is not explained away. Attendants reach in and discover Lara 
stretched on the ground in a semi-conscious state with his sabre half drawn; 
what has happened we are never told. Manfred abounds in Gothic machinery: a 
curse, remorse, large Gothic halls, a fiery star, an attempted suicide, spots of 
blood on the goblet, warning abbot, terror-stricken and chattering domestic 
servants, and a mysterious death by blasting. 
If a distinguished pattern of Gothic appropriation emerges in Romantic 
writing, it lies in the ability of authors like Coleridge and Byron to find the 
formal means of neutralizing the Gothic's negative critical reputation-usually 
by setting their works in the distant past or in distant lands or cultures. With 
this pattern in mind, we can see a poem like Byron's The Giaour: a Fragment 
of a Turkish Tale calling upon a host of conventions familiar to readers of 
Gothic and Oriental Fiction while at the same deploying an array of 
legitimating strategies common among Romantic writers. 
John Keats, a romantic poet of the second generation can be regarded as 
a direct successor of many crucial aspects of Gothic novel writers. Keats' 
interest in the Gothic is further evidenced from his poems by the innumerable 
allusions to Beckford's Gothic novel Vathek. The novel seems to have found an 
appreciative reader in him. The influence of Mrs. Radcliffe on Keats is very 
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evident from the similarities between their works, as discussed in the chapter 
on Keats. 
Keats was a great lover of the Middle Ages. He responded more than 
any other poet to the spell of medieval romance. The Middle Ages exercised a 
special charm on poets by virtue of its chivalry, romance, knight-errantry, 
supernatural beliefs, etc. Keats, who was chiefly a poet of pure imagination, 
was naturally fascinated by the charm of Middle Ages. He pays his tribute to 
the Middle Ages in The Eve of St. Agnes, The Eve of St. Mark, La Belle Dame 
Sans Merci, and Isabella. Keats's use of the medieval model associated with 
the Gothic is evident in these poems. 
Poetic anxiety emerges in Keats's world of romance as a successor of 
haunting. Isabella is haunted by the loss of her murdered lover, the Knight-at-
arms is forever tormented by his encounter with a fairy creature, Endymion is 
troubled by the absence of Cynthia, Lycius's philosophic enquiry is disrupted 
by Lamia's presence, and Madeline's waking hours are unsettled by her dream. 
This aspect adds to the Gothic dimension in Keats poetry. 
This study has tried to explore the strong links between the Gothic and 
Romanticism: the desire to test the boundaries of experience, the exploration of 
passion, the dominance of the imagination, the foregrounding of the irrational, 
the opposition to restriction and tyranny, the advocacy of political, emotional 
and imaginative freedom are the major features of these two mo\emenis. 
It is generally agreed that Gothicism is related to romanticism. The two 
movements are connected chronologically. The eighteenth century Gothic 
writers are often described as precursors to Romanticism because they valued 
sensibility, exalted the sublime, and appealed to the readers' imagination. They 
shared many of the same themes, like the hero-villain with a secret, suffering 
and guilt, incest, interest in the supernatural and magic and deal with 
psychological processes. That the Gothic novel left an indelible stamp on the 
romantic characters is undisputable. Gothic threads of horror were inextricably 
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woven into the new romantic material. The currents of influence though 
diffused are vital to the spirit and method of treatment in Romantic 
composition. Gothic elements abound in Romantic poetry like Coleridge's 
Christabel, Byron's The Giaour, Shelley's The Cenci and Keats's The Eve of 
St. Agnes. The Gothic writers presented Romantic writers with a conventional 
language through which they could explore fundamental problems of 
representation, knowledge, interpretation, and consciousness. ^ 
/ Coleridge, Shelley, Byron, and Keats all found in the Gothic, elements 
which they could use for distinctive purposes, and in doing so they 
simultaneously widened the scope of Gothic and made explicit certain 
connections which had previously been only implicit. 
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